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i 

Sir,—I have the honor to transmit, for the information of His Excel- 

lency the Governor General in Council, the accompanying Reports 

relating to the surveys and investigations of the Geological Corps during 

the season of 1872-73. 

I have the honor to be, 

Sir, 

Your Obedient Servant, 

ALFRED R. C. SELWYN, 

Director of the Geological Survey. 

To 

The Honorable Joseph Howe, M. P., 

Secretary of State for the Provinces, 
Ottawa. 



SUMMARY REPORT 
OF 

GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, 
BY 

ALFRED E. C. SELWYN, F.G.S. ; 

ADDRESSED TO 

THE HONORABLE JOSEPH HOWE, M.P., 

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE PROVINCES. 

I IWTIHII.Bi 

Sib,-—I have the honor to submit for the information of His Excellency 

the Governor General in Council the following Report of the progress made 

during the year 1872-73 in the Geological Survey of the Dominion, and 

in the Exploration of its mineral resources. 

In Cape Breton and in other parts of the Province of Nova Scotia, and Eegions iu 

also in the Provinces of New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba and uons'have^eoi 

British Columbia, examinations and surveys have been made, most of whichcafmed on* 

are in continuation and extension of the investigations of preceding seasons, 

and of which Reports have been presented, and are now published in the 

volumes issued for 1870-71, and for 1871-72 respectively. 

The greater part of my own time during the year has necessarily been Labours of Mr. 

occupied in the work incidental to the general supervision of the Survey,Selw>n’ 

and much of it, during the early part of the winter, in attending to the 

printing of the Reports for 1871-72. In June I visited and examined the 

Acadia Iron Mines at Londonderry, Colchester County, Nova Scotia, for 

the purpose of investigating and reporting upon the character of the 

iron-ore deposits there, especially in reference to the probable extent of 

the veins and their permanence in depth. I also visited and examined 

parts of the Spring Hill coal-field in Cumberland County, Nova Scotia ; 

the survey and exploration of which has occupied the attention of Mr. 

Scott Barlow during the past three seasons. The latter part of July and 

the months of August, September and October I devoted partly to 

investigations in the silver-bearing region around Thunder Bay, Lake 

Superior, and partly to a preliminary exploration westward from Lake 

Superior to Fort Garry, in which latter I was accompanied and assisted 

by Mr. Robert Bell. Relating to the explorations above named, the fol- 
B 



2 GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA. 

lowing reports have been received and are submitted herewith, together 

with the result of my own observations on the Londonderry iron mines, and 

on portions of the region explored between Lake Superior and Lake 

Winnipeg. 
Additions to the jn the palaeontological branch of the Survey, Mr. Billings reports the fol- 
palæontological 1 ° ^ 7 o i 
collections. lowing additions to the collections since the 1st of June, 1872 : — 

Specimens. 

Presented by Major C. Grant, of Hamilton, fossils from the 

Hudson River, Clinton and Niagara formations. 24 

By Mr. F. W-Ramm, of Port Hope, one Orthocera- 

tite from the Black River formation. 1 

Collected by Mr. T. C. Weston, from the Silurian rocks at 

Hereford and Farnham, about.  200 

From the Potsdam rocks at the Straits of Belle Isle, 

Labrador.   500 

From the Black River formation, Paquette’s Rapids, 

Upper Ottawa. 200 

From the Upper Silurian rocks at Arisaig, Nova Scotia 300 

Collected by Mr. Thos. Curry, from the Upper Silurian and 

Devonian rocks at Port Daniel and Percé, Gulf of 

St. Lawrence. 2000 

From the Hudson River rocks at Rivière des Hurons 191 

Collected by Mr. A. H. Foord,. from the Llpper Silurian rocks at 

Port Daniel. 200 

Collected by Professor Baily, Devonian fossil plants from New 

Brunswick.   41 

Collected by Mr. G. F. Mathew from Upper Silurian rocks, 

New Brunswick. 19 

Collected by Mr. G. F. Mathew from Carboniferous rocks, New 

Brunswick (fossil plants). 5 

Collected by Mr. James Richardson, from the rocks of Vancou¬ 

ver and Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia.. 947 

Collected by Mr. Charles Robb, from the Carboniferous rocks 

of Cape Breton (fossil plants). 28 

Collected by Mr. Scott Barlow, from the Carboniferous rocks 

of Cumberland County, Nova Scotia. 20 

Total.4,676 

In the collection made by Mr. Weston at the Straits of Belle Isle, there 

is a very fine series, including several species of the curious genus 

Affinities oi Archceocyathus. By slicing these for microscopic examination it may be 
shduevcyathHs■ p0SSible to determine whether they should be regarded as sponges or 

corals, a point upon which there is at present much doubt. 
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The collection from Arisaig is especially valuable, as it contains a nura- Aiisaig fossils, 

ber of specimens which show the internal characters of the shell, such as 

the teeth and muscular impressions. These characters, which were want¬ 

ing in the specimens previously collected, prove that many of the species 

from this locality, described in Dawson’s Acadian Geology, are referred to 

wrong genera. In the examination and study of this collection, to which 

several weeks have been devoted, Dr. Dawson has afforded great assis- Assistance from 

tance, by placing all his Arisaig fossils, including those originally described 

by Professor Hall, in Mr. Billings’ hands for comparison. Without this 

assistance many of the species could not have been identified. It was 

proposed to publish the results already obtained in the first part of Vol. II. Publication of 

Palaeozoic Fossils of Canada, which is now being prepared ; and, with this fosS^101^ °f 

object in view,Mr. A. H. Foord,the Artist to the Survey, has already figured 

a number of the specimens. On reconsideration, however, Mr. Billings 

thinks it will be better to defer publication until further collections have 

been made, and he has had an opportunity of examining the collections 

from the same locality which have been made by Dr. Honeyman, and 

are now in the Public Museum in Halifax. 

The large collections made by Mr. Curry afford many important Mr. Curry’s coi- 
• • • lections. 

additions to our knowledge of the Upper Silurian and Devonian rocks of 

the Gaspé Peninsula. 

The Port Daniel collection contains a great many new species, and, The Port DanM 

including the collections previously made in the same locality by Sir W. E. fo*ts. 

Logan and Mr. Bell, supplies material which will occupy from seventy-five 

to one hundred pages of descriptive text in the second volume of the 

Paloeozoic Fossils of Canada. The whole of these collections have been 

studied, and but little more remains to be done except to write the descrip¬ 

tions of the species. Before publication, however, a further collection is 

much to be desired. 

The careful study and comparison of the fauna of the Middle and Upper Remarks on the 

Silurian rocks around the shores of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, together ^slfurian Up* 
• • • rocks of 8flst6rn 

with a better knowledge of the geological structure of the region, will prob-America, 

ably elicit some interesting and important facts in connection with its 

earlier physical geography and geology. Bearing on these questions, Mr. 

Billings finds that, though the Port Daniel and the Arisaig rocks—respec¬ 

tively on the northern and the southern shores of the Gulf, and distant from 

each other about 250 miles—are "certainly both of Middle and Upper 

Silurian age. yet that a very wide and marked difference exists in their 

respective faunas ; and that both of these differ as widely from that of the 

Middle and Upper Silurian of New York and Western Canada as they do 

from each other ; while that of the Gaspé limestones north of Cape 

Maquereau, and of the Middle Silurian rocks of the Island of Anticosti, 

corresponds exactly with the New York type. 
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In the preceding Lower Silurian period, as also in the succeed¬ 

ing Devonian period, the respective faunas are alike throughout the 

regions referred to ; thus, while doubtless a large part of the eastern area 

existed as dry land long prior to the close of the former period, as is 

indicated by the entire absence in it of all the upper members of the Lower 

Silurian series, which are so largely developed in the western area, yet the 

facts shew that the Upper Silurian period in eastern North America was 

preceded by oscillations of the surface, which resulted in the formation 

of barriers separating the eastern and western area, and limiting 

the distribution of their respective faunas, the eastern area being 

apparently divided by similar minor barriers ; and further that the whole 

of these barriers were removed prior to the succeeding Devonian and Carboni¬ 

ferous periods. 

At present neither the details of the geological structure, nor the distri¬ 

bution of the fauna of the regions affected by these movements, from the 

Gulf of St. Lawrence south-westward to the Atlantic shores of New 

England, are sufficiently well known to make it possible to indicate exactly 

the nature,position and extent of these ancient barriers. From the facts cited, 

however, it would seem that the altered rocks of Cape Maquereau, which 

are referred by Sir W. E. Logan to a part of the Quebec group (Geology 

of Canada, page 272), certainly formed a part of the main barrier between 

the eastern and the western areas. Its eastern extension will probably be 

found in Newfoundland ; while, in the opposite direction, we have at present 

no certain evidence respecting it ; though it seems probable that the 

greater part of New Brunswick and of eastern Maine would be included 

in the eastern area. 

British Co’iftn- Of Mr.Richardson’s large and valuable collection from British Columbia a 

preliminary study of the ammonites from the Queen Charlotte Islands has 

been made. Among them there are seven species which belong to the 

groups Planulati and Macrocephali, characteristic of the Bath and Coral¬ 

line Oolite of England, and of the Brown Jura on the European continent. 

Judging from the ammonites alone, it would appear that some of the Queen 

Charlotte Islands rocks are Jurassic, and therefore occupy a somewhat 

lower horizon than those of Vancouver Island, the fossils from which have 

been determined to be Cretaceous. Until further study and comparison 

have been made of the whole of the collection, which contains a large number 

of genera and species, it will, however, be impossible to arrive at any 

definite conclusion respecting the relative age of these rocks. A note¬ 

worthy fact, however, is that not one of the seven species of ammonites 

above referred to has yet been found either in California or on the east side 

of the Rocky Mountains. 

Lower rotsdam Besides the study of the Gaspé, Arisaig and British Columbia fossils, 

considerable time has been devoted to the further study of theufossils of 

t -AüâL. 
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the Lower Potsdam rocks ; the result of which will form a portion of the first 

part of Vol. II, Palæozoic Fossils of Canadx, 'which will also contain 

figures and descriptions, chiefly of new species, from the Upper Silurian 

limestones and Lower Devonian sandstones of Gaspé, as well as the results 

of other palaeontological investigations which have already been published 

in part in some of the scientific serials of Europe and America. 

Dr. Dawson has kindly devoted considerable time and labour to the Acknowiedg- 

study and determination of the very interesting collection of fossil plants Dawson’s ià- 

broughtby Mr. Richardson from Vancouver and Queen Charlotte Islands ; 

and he has also again given his valuable and gratuitous labour to the 

Survey in the preparation of a volume which will shortly be issued, contain¬ 

ing illustrations and descriptions of the fossil plants of the Lower Carboni¬ 

ferous and the Millstone Grit formations of Canada. 

During the winter Mr. Weston has done a large amount of valuable Mr- Weston’s 
° ... ~ work. 

work, in cutting out, cleaning and ticketing fossils collected by himself and 

others. This work occupies much time, and requires great practice and 

more than ordinary skill. A large part of Mr. Weston’s time has also 

been devoted to the preparation of slices of various fossils and rocks, the 

characters of wrhich could only be determined by microscopic examimation. 

Amongst these may be mentioned eighty-nine mounted sections of the fossil 

plants from British Columbia. Also upwards of 200 similarly prepared slices 

of various fossiliferous rocks from the Eastern Townships and elsewdiere. 

Mr. Weston has also devoted some time and attention to photographic work, 

with a view to facilitate the labours of Mr. Billings and Mr. Foord in 

describing and figuring organic remains. Besides other negatives he 

has succeeded in producing some very excellent micro-photographs, 

shewing the structure of the fossil plants from British Columbia on an 

enlarged scale, which will materially aid Dr. Dawson in the labour he has, 

as above stated, kindly undertaken in connection with the examination of 

this highly interesting fossil flora. 

Mr. Billings has submitted some of the fossils from British Columbia to Fossils submit- 
0 . ted to Mr Meek.. 

Mr. Meek, wdio is wTell known as the highest authority on the fauna of 

American Secondary formations. Mr. Meek’s and Mr. Billings’ observations 

on the fossil animals, as well as Dr. Dawson’s on the plants, appear as 

appendices to Mr. Richardson’s Report. 

Since the retirement of Dr. T. Sterry Hunt at the close of last year, 

the chemical and mineralogical investigations of the Survey have been in¬ 

trusted to Dr. B. J. Harrington, assisted by Mr. Christian Hoffmann. 

Respecting the work in the laboratory, Dr. Harrington reports as 

follows : 

“Our laboratory work has consisted largely in the examination of work of the 
chemical lal o”® 

economic minerals from different parts of the Dominion, and much useful atory. 

information has been accumuh ted.' 
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copper. 

£onorestion°f u Thirty-two specimens of iron ore from different localities have been 
examined. In nine eases the analyses were complete. In eleven others, 

sufficiently so to determine the value of the ores, while in the remaining 

twelve, only determinations of iron were made. A sample of the bar-iron 

made from the ore of the Acadia mines has also been examined for phos¬ 

phorus. 
Gold, silver and “ Thirty-two specimens of quartz, mispickel, pyrites, &c., have been as¬ 

sayed for gold and silver, and six specimens for silver only. Fourteen of the 

samples are from the township of Marmora, and the results of their assay 

shew a great variation in the quantity of gold in different veins, as well as in 

the same vein at different depths. The highest yield of gold obtained was 

4.90 ounces to the ton of 2,000 lbs., the highest yield of silver to the ton 

did not exceed 50 cents. Samples from a few localities near the line of the 

projected Canada Pacific Railroad between Lake Superior and Red River 

have been examined, but in most cases were found to contain little or no 

gold or silver. Assays have been made of forty-five samples of copper 

ore, all, except one, being from localities in the Eastern Townships. 

u Twelve specimens of phosphate of lime have been examined for the infor¬ 

mation of persons interested in the development of the deposits of this 

mineral. 

u Proximate analyses have been made of twelve samples of coal, ten 

from Cape Breton, and two from British Columbia. The examination 

of the former coals shews them to contain a very small amount of 

ash, but a large percentage of sulphur. The average percentage of ash in 

the ten samples was 3.14, and the average percentage of sulphur 2.05.” 

The analyses of the samples from Cape Breton appear in Mr. Robb’s re¬ 

port submitted herewith. 

“ A series of the coals from Vancouver and Queen Charlotte Islands are 

now being analysed and the results will soon be ready for publication.* 

“ Many minerals of scientific interest have been identified by means of 

the blow-pipe, and among them there are three which do not appear to 

have been before observed in the vicinity of Montreal. 

“ Complete analyses have been made of twelve specimens of rocks and 

minerals from different parts of the Dominion, and partial analyses of three 

others. Among the rocks analysed is a serpentine from Lake Abbitibbé 

which contains both chromium and nickel. An analysis of the green pebbles 

in a specimen of the Lower Carboniferous conglomerate from Harvey settle¬ 

ment, New Brunswick, shews that they consist of a hydrated silicate of 

alumina with several per cent of potash and soda. 

“The analysis of a brine from Nanaimo, in Vancouver Island, is being 

made by Mr. Hoffmann.” 

Phosphate of 
lime. 

Coal. 

Minerals and 
rocks. 

Brine from 
Nanaimo. 

* See Appendix III. Nr. Richard son’s re^orh 
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A report lias also been received from Dr. Harrington, and is submitted Report on 
. .. ° brick-clay from 

herewith, of an examination of samples of brick-clay from Fort Garry, made Fort Garry, 

with special reference to their suitability, and to their proper treatment, 

for the manufacture of bricks. These clays were sent to the museum by 

Mr. J. S. Hargrave, and were accompanied by the following memorandum : 

“ Specimen No. 1. Surface clay, dark. When mixed with Nos. 2 and 6 

makes a white brick with Townsley’s machine. 

Specimen No. 2. From three feet deeper than No. 1 ; when mixed with 

Nos. 1 and 6, makes a white brick with Townsley’s machine. 

Specimen No. 3. Sometimes found mixed with No. 2, but oftener about 

seven feet below the surface. Has been worked with a Chicago steam 

machine without sand or water. This brick has been a total failure. 

Specimen No. 4. Found from fifteen to twenty feet deeper than No. 3. 

This is the deepest clay known in Manitoba. Mixed with No. 3, has made 

bricks with a Chicago steam machine without sand or water. Brick a 

failure hitherto. 

Specimen No. 5. Sand from Point Douglas. 

Specimen No. 6. Do. from near Silver Heights.” 

From Dr. Harrington’s report on the above named samples, it will be 

seen that the want of success in the manufacture does not arise so much 

from defects in the clays, as from the manner of treating them, both 

in the preparing and in the burning. 

I have the honor to be, 

Sir, 

Montreal, May, 1873. 

Your obedient servant, 

ALFRED R. C. SELWYN. 



NOTES 
BY 

ALFRED R. C. SELWYN, 

OF A PRELIMINARY GEOLOGICAL RECONNAISSANCE FROM 

LAKE SUPERIOR. 
✓ 

BY THE ENGLISH AND WINNIPEG RIVERS, TO 

FORT GARRY. 

On the above named exploration, to about midway between Lonely Lake 

and Lake Winnipeg, viz. to Separation Lake, I was accompanied by Mr. R. 

S?1 Beïiaof°êx 7 an(^ ^ie mem^ers °f his party, who during the earlier part of the season 
ilorations 
egun in 1861. 

F 

Trip to Bass 
wood Lake. 

had been occupied in prosecuting and extending the explorations which 

were commenced in the Lake Superior region by Mr. Dell in j 861. Details 

respecting the constitution of the party and other matters and incidents 

connected with the journey from Thunder Bay to Separation Lake are 

given in Mr. Bell’s report, which also embraces accounts of the earlier 

operations of the season. As stated in his report, Mr. Bell arrived at 

Thunder Bay with his party on the 17th of June. On my arrival there on 

the 5th of August, I learnt that Mr. Bell had started the same morning on 

a trip with Mr. McIntyre from Fort William, and that he expected to be 

absent about ten days. Subsequently it appeared that Mr. McIntyre having 

occasion to visit the Hudson Bay Co’s post at Lac Bois Blanc, Whitewood 

or Basswood Lake, by all of which names this lake seems to be known, had 

kindly offered Mr. Bell a passage in his canoe, and as an excellent oppor¬ 

tunity was thus affoidedto gain some information relating to the geological 

features of the route to be traversed from the Kaministiquia River via 

Pigeon River to Whitewood Lake, and thence to Sturgeon Lake on the 

Dawson Red River route, by which Mr. McIntyre proposed to return to 

Fort William, Mr. Bell gladly availed himself of the offer. At the same 

time Mr. Bell’s party had been sent to make some further explorations in the 

HiverSturgeon va^eJ the Black Sturgeon River at the head of Black Bay. The results 
of this journey and of the explorations above named are given in Mr. Bell’s 

report. 

In the ten days interval between my arrival at Thunder Bay and the- 

return there of Mr. Bell, and of his party, respectively on the 17th and on 

Silver-mining the 16th of August, I visited and examined a number of the principal silver- 
locations of .... rii -i 
Thunder Bay. mining locations around the western shores of the bay, and extended my 
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exploration along the Red River road as far as the Mattawa bridge, twenty- 

three miles west from Prince Arthur’s Landing. I was unable to visit the 

now celebrated Silver Islet Mine, and was also obliged to postpone to some 

future occasion an investigation which I hoped to make into the relations 

of the different members of the Upper Copper-bearing series, as éxhibited 

in the country between Thunder Ray and the eastern shores of Nipigon 

Bay, and around Lake Nipigon. 

To Mr. J. W. Dawson, C. E., Superintendent of the Red River road, Acknowieds- 

and to Mr. E. Borron, Provincial Inspector of Mines, my best thanks are ance. 

due, not only for much useful information, but also for their unremitting 

kindness and attention, and for their ready assistance in all matters in 

which the means at their disposal enabled them to facilitate^our opera¬ 

tions. 

On the 19th of August our whole party left Prince Arthur’s Landing, and start from 

proceeded, via the Red River route, to Lac des Mille Lacs, which is reached LandhigVlthlu 3 

by the Height-of-Land Portage road, about one mile in length, between it 

and Lake Kashabowie. We arrived at Lac des Mille Lacs on the evening 

of the 21th of August, and were delayed there several days by the non- 

appearance of the Indians who had been engaged to accompany us as 

canoe-men and guides. On the 29th of August, Mr. Bell having succeeded 

in engaging other Indians, we were enabled to proceed on our journey, and 

left Lac des Mille Lacs by the Seine River. On the 10th of September 

we camped on the shore of Sturgeon Lake, and at mid-day on the 20th of 

the same month, we reached the Hudson Bay Company’s Post on Lac Seul 

or Lonely Lake. 

On the 13th of September, on Sturgeon Lake River, about 14 miles west 

of Sturgeon Lake, we fell in with Mr. Jarvis, C. E.,in charge of one of the 

Survey parties of the Canada Pacific Railroad, Division M. He was run¬ 

ning the line eastward to Sturgeon Lake, and had come in from Fort 

Garry via the Lake of the Woods and Minnietaki Lake. From information 

which Mr. Jarvis gave us respecting this route, we decided to make our Choice of route, 

way out by the English and Winnipeg Rivers, as, though not the most 

direct, it seemed likely to prove the most expeditious route, and would not 

involve retracing our steps after reaching Lonely Lake. The Indians^ 

who accompanied us from Shebandowan had deserted us on the 5th of 

September, and the last of those who had accompanied us as guides from the 

Sturgeon Lake side left us at this camp, the state of our larder, I 

imagine, not being sufficiently attractive to induce them to favor us any 

longer with their company. Our party was, however, augmented here by 

the addition of six of Mr. Jarvis’ men, whose services he no longer required, 

and who were anxious to return as quickly as possible to their homes on 

Red River. Starting on the 16th September from our camp at the cross¬ 

ing point of the railroad, we descended the Sturgeon Lake River, making 
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Portages on 
Sturgeon Lake 
River. 

Canoe route 
from Minn 'etaki 
Lake to Lonely 
Lake. 

Arrival at 
Hudson Bay 
Post. 

Islands in 
Lonely Lake. 

about ten miles to the head of the second rapids and portage, 210 yards in 

length. The following day, about four miles more brought us to the rapids 

and falls by which the Sturgeon Lake River discharges into Lake Minnie- 

taki. Three portages were made in this distance, respectively 1,500 yards, 

250 yards, and 1,280 yards in length. During the time of high water 

the greater part of these rapids could be descended in safety with 

loaded canoes. At the time we passed them the water was probably 

nearly at its lowest stage. The river is from thirty to fifty yards wide, 

and the length of the portages sufficiently attests its rough and turbulent 

character. The fall between Otter Lake and Minnietaki Lake is probably 

not less than one hundred and fifty feet. From Minnietaki Lake to 

Lonely Lake the canoe route is through such an intricate labyrinth of 

water that it is almost impossible for any one traversing it for the first time 

to do so without mistake ; and the numerous bays,, headlands and islands are 

so much alike, that it is equally difficult to be guided by instructions. 

None of our present party were acquainted with the route, and in conse¬ 

quence we several times took wrong turns, which led us into bays 

at the head of which neither portage-road nor outlet were to be found. For¬ 

tunately, when about one day’s journey from Lonely Lake, and quite at a 

loss in which direction to seek for the portage, which we knew we must 

cross between the waters we were then on and those leading us to Lonely 

Lake, we encountered a roving Indian, who, in consideration of some small 

presents, put us on the right track, passing through a number of narrow 

swampy channels, where, without a guide, we should probably never have 

thought of seeking for the portage. Crossing this portage, 1,758 yards 

in length, we camped at the further end, on the banks of a small lake, the 

waters of which discharge by Canoe River direct into Lonely Lake, distant 

about seven miles in a straight line bearing N. 30° W Magnetic. The fol¬ 

lowing day, the 20th of September, as already stated, we reached the 

Hudson Bay Post. Here we replenished our stock of provisions by the 

addition of a few pounds of pemmican, and in the afternoon, having been 

most hospitably entertained by Mr. McKenzie, whom we found in charge of 

the Post, we proceeded on our voyage down the lake, and camped on the 

west end of a large island, about two miles distant, and near the northern 

shore of the lake. From here to the outlet at the head of English 

River—except where we crossed several deep bays stretching to the 

north-eastward, generally beyond the limits of our vision, and from two 

to four miles wide—our course lay close to the north shore, and generally 

among islands of all dimensions, from a mere rock just showing above the 

water, to areas of several miles in extent. For twenty-five miles, or to 

near the first narrows, where the lake contracts to a width of less than a 

quarter of a mile, the direction we followed varied but little from west, 

magnetic. Thence, for about an equal distance to the outlet, our course was 
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W. 30° N. About a mile and a half below the outlet, we came to the first Fails and Ra- 
1 pids on the 

falls and rapids of the English River. These are passed by two portages, English River. 

respectively of one hundred and one hundred and fifty yards in length, 

with a pool between the falls about 200 yards across. I estimated the 

height of the upper fall at about fourteen feet, and that of the lower one 

at thirty-five feet. On the 23rd of September, we camped at the foot of 

the lower fall. The following day about noon, we reached the junction of junction of 
. A" ..... 1 -n v i t»* Mattawa and 

the Mattawa River, a considerable stream which joins the English River English Rivers, 

from the north-west, and drains a large section of country in that direction, 

including Red Li ke or Trout Lake, and a number of other smaller lakes. 

Descending the English River you look directly up the course of the 

Mattawa, and you have here the somewhat singular phemomenon of two 

large streams meeting each other apparently from exactly opposite direc¬ 

tions. The united waters turn south, at right angles to the course of both 

streams above their junction, and, after flowing about two miles, mostly 

bordered by swampy flats and lagoons swarming with water fowl, make a 

sharp turn to the east, and issue into a lake, which appeared to be about 

a mile and a half wide and two miles long. The course across this Lake, 

which we named Duck Lake, was about E. 20° S., and at the head of a small Duck Lake, 

bay on the south-east side, wre came to the third portage on the English 

River. The outlet from the lake is through a steep rocky gorge or canon, 

and between the former and the foot of the portage, which is 1,600 yards in Portage i,600 

length, the course of the river describes twe-thirds of the circumference “ 

of a circle having a radius of about half a mile. This portage is about 

sixteen miles below the second. Just as we reached it, and before wTe 

could get our tents pitched, a storm set in which lasted almost without Violent storm, 

intermission for the two following days and nights, detaining us from the 

evening of Tuesday the 24th, to Friday morning the 27th. On the morn¬ 

ing of the 26th, snow lay three to four inches thick on the ground. At 

6 a.m. the thermometer registered 38°, at 3 p.m. 44° and at 9 pan. 46° ; 

the barometer at the same hours 28.48, 28.68 and 28.74. On the 23rd, 

at 9 a.m., the barometer had fallen to 28.02. This storm occasioned disas¬ 

trous floods at the mouth of Red River, by which several lives were 

lost, and its ravages on the southern shores of Lake Winnipeg we sub¬ 

sequently witnessed. 

Starting again on the 27th., we travelled about nineeten and a-half miles, 

and passed the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh portages, respectively 6C Portages, 

yards, 75 yards, 50 yards and 66 yards in length. At each of these 

portages there are falls of from eight to twelve feet. The fifth, sixth and 

seventh are all within a length of one mile, and the last, at which we 

camped, and which we named Oak Point Fall, is remarkable for its wild and Oak ruint Fan. 

picturesque beauty, as wTell as for the first appearance of oak trees on the 

English River. Immediately below the fall is a lake about a mile wide, 
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stretching to the north-east and to the south-west across the course of the 

river. Our guide informed us that at the head of this lake, about twelve 

miles distant in the direction first named, a large river discharges. At 

about seven miles nearly south from Oak Point portage, we reached the next 

fall and rapid. These are passed by a portage 700 yards in length, across 

a ridge which divides a small lake above the rapids from another commen¬ 

cing immediately below them and extending for the next five miles. Both 

these lakes are studded with islands, and vary in width from one to two 

miles, with very irregular and indented shore lines. Flower Lake River, fifty 

miles up which to the southward is Eagle Lake, joins the English River 

here, and from this point to our camp on Separation Lake, where the canoe- 

route via Sandy Lake to Rat Portage branches off, there are about twenty- 

eight miles of good canoeing without portage, through small lakes or lake- 

like expansions of the river, all of which are studded with a multitude of 

rocky islets, and bounded by wonderfully indented and irregular shore¬ 

lines. 
Leaving Separation Lake, the river contracts considerably, and the cur¬ 

rent is very swift, with numerous eddies and whirlpools. In about six 

miles, wTe came to the ninth, tenth and eleventh falls and portages, all of 

which occur in a distance of about two miles. These portages are respec¬ 

tively 210 yards, 180 yards and 860 yards in length, and the falls about 

eight, twelve and eighteen feet in height. Twenty-six miles further, the 

twelvth and last fall and portage on the English River is reached at 

about nine miles above the confluence of the Winnipeg, one mile below 

Winnipeg River, which is Island Portage. The Winnipeg River with its numerous and 

picturesque falls and rapids has been so frequently travelled, and has been 

so graphically described, first by Keating in 1823, in his “ Narrative of an 

Expedition to the Source of St. Peter’s River,’' and subsequently by 

Professor Hind, in 1858, in his “ Report on the Canadian Red River Explor¬ 

ing Expedition,” that it would be impossible, by merely passing along it as 

we did, to add anything to the details already given of it by those authors. 

We reached Island Portage early on the 2nd of October, and at 6 p.m, 

on the 6th arrived at Fort Alexander. Our traverse of Lake Winnipeg 

from Fort Alexander to the mouth of Red River occupied from the after 

noon of the 7th to the evening of the 11th, adverse winds having detained 

Arrival at Fort us for two days On the 13th of October we reached Fort Garry, 

having completed a canoe journey of about 550 miles in forty-four 

days travel, and made seventy portages of a total length of 14.79 miles 

Distances be- The distances as estimated and laid dowm on my sketch map of the route 

Miîfe*Lacs ^mi from the outlet of Lac des Mille Lacs to Fort Alexander are approxim- 
Fort Alexander. , -, r 

ately as follows :— 
Miles. 

From the outlet of Lac des Mille Lacs to Sturgeon Lake, includ¬ 

ing twenty-five portages, together 9,836 yar.ls 

Portage of 700 
yards. 

Flower Lake 
River. 

Twenty-eight 
miles of good 
canoeing. 

Fortages. 

100 
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Miles 
From our camp, south east shore of Sturgeon Lake, to the 

Hudson Bay Post on Lonely Lake, with thirteen portages, 

together 7,848 yards. 81 

From Lonely Lake Post to the English River. 52 

From the outlet of Lonely Lake to Separation Lake, where 

the canoe route to Rat Portage leaves the English River, 

with eight portages, together 2,801 yards. 82 

Separation Lake to the confluence of Winnipeg and English 

Rivers above Island Portage, with four portages, together 

940 yards.   41 

Thence to Fort Alexander by Lee River and Bonnet Lake, 

with twenty portages, length 4,595 yards. 105 

461 

Professor Hind gives the latter distance, via the main river and the 

Seven Portages, as one hundred and four miles ; and the distance between 

Island Portage and Otter Fall he makes forty-nine miles, while my estimate 

is forty-seven. 

From barometric observations on Lac Seul it would appear to be about Height of Lac 

1,150 feet above the sea, giving a fall of 245.53 feet for the English sea.1"' ab0'° thc 

River to Island Portage, and 276.47 thence to Lake Winnipeg, assuming 

the latter to be 620 feet above the sea, or the same elevation as Lake 

Suf erior. 

Geological Features. 
i 

In Mr. Bell’s report a full description is given of the geological 

features which were observed beween Lac des Mille Lacs and Separation 

Lake, and thence, via Sandy Lake, to the Lake of the Woods. The 

rapidity with which we were obliged to travel rendered it impossible 

to extend our observations beyond the immediate vicinity of the route 

followed, and even on it we were often for many miles together at such a 

distance from the land as to make it impossible to determine precisely what 

was the character of the rocks. Notwithstanding this, however, the main 

objects of this reconnaisance were fulfilled, in giving a general idea of the 

physical features of the country and of its geological structure. The most 

important and interesting point which has been ascertained in this connec¬ 

tion is the occurence of a series of great parallel bands of schistose and Schistose and 

slaty strata traversing this region, which hitherto was supposed to be almost ovSiyingtaLau- 

exclusively occupied by Laurentian gneiss. The aspect and lithologicalieutiaasneiss* 

character of these slaty rocks, and their apparent relations to the under¬ 

lying Laurentian gneiss, are stated in Mr. Bell’s report. It may, however, 

be remarked that though the facts observed undoubtedly lead to the con¬ 

clusion, as stated by Mr. Bell, that the two series are in conformables 
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sequence, yet it is far from improbable that this apparent conformity is 

only local, and that the result of a more extended and detailed investi¬ 
gation of the structure would serve to shew that there is in reality a very 

considerable break and much unconformity between the Laurentian gneiss 

and the overlying schistose and slaty strata. As regards the age of 

these so-called Huronian rocks, the evidence is not of the most satisfactory 

kind. While stratigraphically they rest directly upon highly crystal¬ 

line and typical Laurentian gneisses, mineralogically they resemble as 

closely the chloritic, epidotic and dioritic strata of the altered Quebec 

group as they do those which on the shores of Lakes Huron and Superior 

are referred to the Huronian series. 

A similar series of rocks occurs, as shown by the researches of Mr. 

James Richardson and of Mr. Walter McOuat, of the geological corps, in 

the regions lately explored by them around Lakes Mistassini and Abbitibbe. 

It is similarlv related to the Laurentian gneisses, and associated with it 

there are serpentine and green schists holding magnetite in crystalline 

grains, and in the serpentine from Misstassmi and Abbitibbe, both chrome 

and nickel have been detected ; in the former by Dr. Hunt and in the latter 

by Dr. Harrington. The only organic form which has as yet been found 

associated with these rocks is the obscure coral mentioned in Mr. 

Richardson’s report. [Geology of Canada, Report of Progress, 1870-71, 

page 294.] Notwithstanding this, and that Mr. McOuat failed to find 

any fossiliferous beds associated with the Abbitibbe rocks, yet I think there 

is not much room for doubting that the green schists of the Mistassini 

region are of the same age as those of Lake Abbitibbe ; and as we have 

associated with the former serpentinous limestones holding corals, pro¬ 

nounced both by Dr. Dawson and Mr. Billings to be either Tetradiam or 

Favosites> and the whole mineral aspect of the formations in both localities 

closely resembles that of portions of the altered Quebec group, it seems not 

improbable that they may be of the same age ; and if so, then it becomes 

a question, in what way they are related to the Huronian series of Lakes 

Huron and Superior, as well as to the great bands of somewhat similar 

rocks which we find traversing, in a W. S. W. and E.-N. E. direction, the 

entire region between Lake Superior and Red River. This very interest¬ 

ing and important question can only be determined by further minute and 

careful investigation : but whatever their geological age may be, their 

presence exerts a marked beneficial influence on the physical character 

and on the general fertility of the country where they occupy the surface. 

This fact in relation to a portion of two of the bands which we observed 

west of Lake Superior, was noticed by Professor Keating in 1823, who- 

writes respecting these as follows ; * 

* Narrative of an Expedition to the Sourc~ of St. Peter’^ River, performed in the'year. 

1823. 
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“ After passing Jack’s Falls, a great change in the appearance of the Extract from 

river was observed, and was distinctly traced to a difference in the rock. took. 

The granite and syenite were replaced by a slate, which appeared to vary 

from a mica to a clay slate, presenting chiefly the character of the latter. 

It is very distinctly stratified. The strata are nearly vertical. Its junc¬ 

tion with the granite was observed in many places : the slate was super¬ 

posed. The hills which we had observed above Bonnet Lake did not 

continue after the slate had made its appearance. A corresponding 

change in the features of the stream is observed. The river expands 

considerably, being in some places several miles wide ; it includes a great 

number of islands, all of which have a solid rocky foundation. The color 

of the rock is of a deep blue, or black, imparting the same hue to the 

water. The river is not deep, its current is swift, especially near the 

islands, but it is free from ripples. We observed none of the foaming rapids 

which characterized the lower part of the stream. The islands which in 

some places are countless, are generally small and of a form nearly square ; 

from the vertical stratification of the rock their banks are perpendicular ; 

they generally rise from ten to twenty feet above the level of the water. 

Their surface is covered with a thick growth of trees, which are for the 

most part, however, small. They consist of a dwarf species of pitch-pine, 

spruce, juniper, tamarack, &c.; the white birch becomes more abundant; 

the undergrowth is very luxuriant. The soil appears much better than 

that on the granite. In some parts the rock appears covered with a 

ferruginous incrustation, produced probably by the decomposition of iron 

pyrites which abounds in it. The difference in the rocks did not continue 

long, for after having travelled about fifteen miles the slate ceased, and was 

replaced by granite which soon passed into a decided syenite, producing a 

wilder and more uninhabitable country than any we had as yet seen. The 

syenite rises apparently in great confusion in steep masses winch are 

rounded at their summit, they are covered with moss and support but a 

very thin growTthof scrubby pines on their surface. 

“ Previous to our arrival at Rat Portage, we observed that the rocks 

had again changed to a slate of which the stratification was very distinctly 

directed from east-north-east to west-south-west. The inclination wras 

nearly a vertical one ; the color of the slate is a dark green ; it is very 

decidedly a micaceous slate, at least on Rat Portage. This produces the 

same feature winch we had observed on the Winnipeg River above Jack’s 

Falls, but which becomes more distinct in the Lake of the Woods.” 

Apart from the geological interest which attaches to the determination 

of the distribution of these rocks and of their precise relations to the under¬ 

lying Laurentian gneiss, the foregoing facts shew that it is economically 

important that the extent of theso bands should be defined ; and that their 

mineral characters should be closely investigated is equally so, inasmuch 
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Small size ot 
timber. 

Mineral deposits as the gold, the copper and the iron of the region, as far as known, are 

associated with similar strata, an 1 thus, not only the best land, but likewise 

valuable mineral deposits are to be looked for within the limits which they 

occupy. 
Except such as arises from causes connected with the presence of 

Huronian rocks as above described, or with the occurrence of superficial 

deposits of sand, clay, etc., but little variation is perceived in the general 

Route between aspect of the country on the route which we traversed between Lac des 
JLcic des jVIîKo ** 

Lacs and Lake Mille Lacs and Lake Winnipeg. On the mainland, and on the innumera- 
Winnipeg. . , 

ble islands, the shores of the lakes and rivers very generally present bare 

rock surfaces. Bold cliffs and precipices are rare ; the rocks either rise 

abruptly from the water for fifteen or twenty feet, or else slope gently 

upward, till, above the line of highest flood, they are concealed beneath a 

thin coating of moss-covered soil, supporting a thick undergrowth of brush¬ 

wood, and a forest of poplar, aspen, birch, spruce and small tamarack, with 

occasionally a few red pine trees, standing singly or in small clumps, and 

which, though considerably taller than the rest of the forest, and hence 

conspicuous at a distance, are rarely of large size. The generally small 

size of the timber, however, is evidently not altogether due to the effect 

of unfavorable soil and climate, but in a great measure to the fact that 

nearly all the older trees have been destroyed by the successive fires 

which at one time or other have devastated every part of the country, and 

the effects of which are often conspicuously marked by the tall, dead 

branches and partially charred trunks which still tower above the younger 

-andf°rest. There ^re no prominent hills or even ridges; the highest eleva- 

occupied by@a t'10ns n°t probably exceed iour or five hundred feet above the interven- 
Avuter. ing waters ; and I think it is no exaggeration to say that the latter occupy 

fully one half of the whole surface area of the region. The surface is 

generally broken and undulating, and often rocky, but occasionally both 

lakes and rivers, are bordered either by extensive swampy flats or by banks 

of stratified sand, silt and clay, which often rise terrace-like at a short 

distance from the water’s edge. The point on which the Lonely Lake 

Post stands is formed of these deposits, and to the westward of the Post, 

along the north shore, they are exposed in cliff sections for several miles. 

At the junction of the Mattawa and the English Rivers, where a small 

Indian Village and trading post is situated, presided over by Chief Pierre, 

there are similar banks of sand and sandy clay, resting on the ordinary 

grey Laurentian gneiss, which is exposed along the water’s edge. The 

banks here rise steeply to about thirty feet above the water, and for some 

distance inland the country seems to be tolerably level, and the soil on 

this part of the river appears to be generally of fair quality. Small 

crops raised by patches of it are cultivated by the Indians, who succeed in raisin» excellent 
the Indians. 1 . . 0 

potatoes, carrots and onions, and there is no doubt that many other crops 

Absence of 
minent hill 
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would flourish equally well, and would be cultivated by them if they were 

supplied with seed. Throughout the region, especially from Sturgeon 

Lake westward to Lake Winnipeg, there are considerable areas of soil cuUwSn. 

suitable for cultivation. 

The sands and clays, which for the most part form the soil of these cul¬ 

tivable areas, appear to be more widely distributed in the valley of the 

English River than they are in that of the Winnipeg. Professor Hind 

says :* “ The Winnipeg River, until within a few miles from its mouth, 

flows through a desolate and irreclaimable rocky waste, furnishing a very 

small supply of timber for lumbering purposes in proportion to its length of 

163 miles.” This description applies equally to some parts of the English 

River, but the greater prevalence above alluded to of the superficial deposits 

in the valley of the latter appears to be accompanied by a corresponding 

amelioration in the character of the country. The same author remarks 

that u small patches, varying from 50 to 300 acres, of excellent drift clay 

occur at and below Islington Mission, but within a few miles of the mouth 

of the river an extensive area of good arable land is to be found.” Islington 

is on the Winnipeg River about twelve miles above its confluence with the 

English River. On the lower part of the Winnipeg River, and around the 

south-eastern shore of Lake Winnipeg, the banks and cliffs, which are 

entirely composed of these drift deposits, form a very prominent feature. 

Occasionally the cliffs are nearly perpendicular, and as much as fifty or 

sixty feet high. The sections which they afford shew alternating beds of Sections of 

fine and course sand, silt or mud and sandy clay. At most of the points 

and headlands, and in some of the bays where such cliff sections occur, 

the shore beneath is often thickly piled with small and large transported 

stones and masses of rock. Inland, similar stones and rock masses are 

found to be somewhat thinly and irregularly distributed, either resting on 

the surface or partially imbedded in the soil. Their distribution has clearly 

taken place long after the formation of the deposits upon which they rest? 

as their position is always on or beneath, and not in the cliffs, and it would 

seem that their accumulation upon the shores and at the points and head¬ 

lands as described is the result of a twofold action. The wearing away and 

breaking down of the sand and clay cliffs by atmospheric causes brings the 

boulders within the influence of the waters of the lake, while their piling 

up in certain places may probably be explained by the shoving action of the 

ice upon the shores when breaking up in the spring. Respecting these 

deposits on the shores of Lake Winnipeg, Professor Hind writes :f u About 

five miles further south, I ascended a cliff, fifty feet high, consisting of Gigantic 

stratified sand and marl, in which were imbedded primitive boulders of 

* Report on the Canadian Red River Exploring Expedition, 1857. 

f Ibid, page 252. 

C 
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Fossils. 

most gigantic dimensions. Some of them measured twelve to fifteen feet 

through ; they were all water-worn and distributed throughout the cliff. 

The base of the cliff was well protected by an immense accumulation of 

these erratics which had fallen from the loose sand of the cliff.” 

From the foregoing it will be seen that the opinion of Professor Hind 

regarding the relation of those enormous boulders to the sand and clay 

deposits, differs from that which I formed respecting them. In support of 

my own view of the matter, I may say that in the only, sections which I 

examined where the cliffs were sufficiently steep to prevent the lodgement 

on the slope of boulders falling from above, or presented vertical sections, 

I saw no boulders except at the base and on the summit. 

A few fossils were collected from loose fragments of limestone on the 

shores of Lake Winnipeg, and also from rock in position at the Stone 

Fort on Red River. Among them are several specimens of a lingula 

which Mr. Billings says is probably Lingula Coburgensis. That the Red 

River limestones are of the age of the Trenton group, has already been 
determined. 

ALFRED R. C. SELWYN. 
Montreal, May, 1873. 

♦ 
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REPORT 
BY 

ALFRED R. C. SELWYN, 

ÜPON THE 

ACADIA IRON" ORE DEPOSITS 
OP 

LONDONDERRY, COLCHESTER COUNTY, N. S. 

The following observations on the above deposits are the result of an ex¬ 

amination of them which I made in June last, extending over a period of 

eight days. 
My attention was directed chiefly to ascertaining the character of the 

ore deposits, more especially as regards the quantity which they might 

reasonably be expected to yield if fully opened out ; and whether they 

could then be made to supply permanently the requirements of a large 

annual manufacture of iron. 

The land on which the ores are found is situated in the township of Lon- Description of 

donderry, on the southern slope of the Cobequid Hills. These are described Cobeqmd Hllla* 

by Dr. Dawson (Acadian Geology, page 579) as follows: “The Cobequid 

range, attaining at several points a height of 1200 feet, is the highest 

chain of hills in Nova Scotia ; and forms in its whole length the watershed 

dividing the streams flowing into Northumberland Strait and Chiegnecto 

Bay from those flowing into Cobequid Bay and Mines Basin and Channel.5’ 

The property of the Acadia Charcoal-Iron Company extends nearly charcoa°ifirou 
twelve miles in an east and west direction on the ore vein, with an average Co’3, Pr°Perty' 

width of about four miles, and comprises 33,000 acres in contiguous lots, 

some of them cleared and cultivated, but the greater part covered with a 

fine forest of valuable hardwood timber. On the west it is bounded by 

the Port-à-pique River, and on the east by the De Bert River. 

Twelve other streams and brooks, several of them large enough to be valuable 
1 . . . ° streams for 

valuable as water-powers, traverse the property in a direction nearly north water-power, 

and south. A series of more or less parallel ridges or spurs from the main 

axis of the Cobequid Hills separates the streams, and slopes down to them 

on either side, often very abruptly, from elevations of one hundred to three 

hundred feet, forming steep valleys and ravines. 

The rocks, which are often well exposed in these valleys and ravines ^^rgacter of 

and in places also on the hills, consist of grey, blue and olive slaty shales, 

alternating with bands of quartzite, and of hard grey and brown feldspathic 

sandstones, and have a general nearly east and west strike with a high 

southerly dip. 

For convenience in describing it, the property may be divided into two peJy'iStcftwo* 
sections, being respectively those portions wThich lie to the east and to thesections’ 

west of the present smelting works on Great Village River. 
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Names ol 
streams. 

Railway com¬ 
munication. 

Condition of 
workings in 
eastern section. 

Course and con¬ 
tinuity of vein. 

Great Village 
River. 

The streams in the western section are Maddison’s Brook, Cumberland 

Brook, Martin’s Brook, Cook’s Brook, and the east and west branches of 

Great Village River. In the eastern section there are Campbell’s Brook, 

Mill Brook, Folly . River, east branch of Folly River, Pine Brook and 

Totten’s Brook. The water of all these streams and likewise that of the 

Port-a-pique and De Bert Rivers, empties into Cobequid Bay, the shore of 

which is distant about five miles from the southern boundary of the property. 

The section of the Intercolonial Railroad between Amherst and Truro 

passes for several miles through the eastern portion of the property, and a 

branch railroad three and a half miles in length is in course of construction 

from the main line to the site of the smelting works at the Forks of Great 

Village River. When this is completed, the mine and works will be placed 

in direct and easy communication with the important coal-fields of Pictou 

on the one side, and of Springhill on the other, and also with the ports of 

Halifax, Pictou, Truro and Amherst. 

On the eastern section of the property no mining operations are at 

present in progress, and I could therefore only examine the old surface 

explorations, which are indicated by a number of shallow pits and 

trenches on the course of the ore. None of these, at the time of 

my visit, were in such a condition as to afford the means of examining the 

vein in them, and therefore its presence and dimensions at these points 

could only be inferred from the character and the quantity of ore which 

has been raised from the various openings and is now piled on the banks, 

and from the testimony of the persons under whose superintendence the 

explorations were conducted. The general course of the fissure or vein 

in which the ore oecurs is W. 8-10° N.and E. 8°-10° S. magnetic. It 

has a steep southerly dip of about 80°, and in its strike or level course it 

closely coincides with that of the metamorphic slaty shales and sandstones 

of Upper Silurian age, which form the country or wall rocks ; and while 

there is every reason for believing that the fissure or vein is continuous 

through the entire east and west length of the property, it would never¬ 

theless be premature to assert that it is throughout this distance accom¬ 

panied by ore deposits. In both the eastern and western sections, there 

are considerable intervals, especially in the former, in which no ore has 

yet been found ; perhaps only because it does not appear at the surface, 

through being concealed either by the superficial accumulation of soil, or 

by carboniferous strata, which, immediately to the east of Folly River, 

appear to overlap the line of strike of the ore vein. The longest interval in 

which, so far as I could learn, no ore has yet been found, extends from the 

west branch of Great Village River to the wrest bank of Campbell’s Brook ? 

a distance on the course of the vein of about 2 miles, (2 miles and 32 chains 

from subsequent measurement.) 

The east branch of Great Village River flows through a deep narrow 
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gorge or canon, in which the rocks are well exposed. This gorge crosses 

the course of the vein nearly at right angles, but no ore or any other distinct 

traces of the vein have been found either in it, or on the high grounds 

between the east and west branches of Great Village River. A fault or Fault, 

break in the stratification crosses the gorge, however, exactly where the 

vein ought to appear, and it is not improbable that the downward pro¬ 

longation of this fault might lead to ore deposits. Proceeding eastward, 

the ground on the strike of the vein is much encumbered with drift ; no Ground covered 

ore croppings have yet been discovered, and so far as I could learn, no ex¬ 

plorations by sinking or boring have been made between the east branch 

of Great Village River, and the west bank of Campbell’s Brook. Here, 

however, at a point 450 yards north of the Base-line Road, a level stated Revels reaching 

to be 200 feet in length has been driven in search of the vein ; and 136 

yards further north, and about fifty or sixty feet above the first, is a second 

level, the length of which I could not ascertain. According to information 

received, the vein was reached in both these levels, and good ore taken 

out. Neither of them was accessible for examination at the time of my 

visit, and I could get no information about the thickness of the vein. On 

the “ spoil-heap ” at the mouth of the upper level, there were a few large 

and small fragments of fibrous brown hematite. 

From the Campbell’s Brook levels to the elevated ground east of Folly 1&t.eryalin 

River, is another interval in which no ore has been found, though some hasbeen found* 

traces of ore are said to have been observed about mid-way near where the 

strike of the vein would intersect the line of the Intercolonial Railroad. 

East of Folly River, the first exposure of ore is met with at Ross’ Farm.KossFarm* 

Here a trench, now partly filled in, has been dug on the course of the vein 

(W 10° N.) 25 yards in length and apparently some ten or fifteen feet 

in depth, from which a considerable quantity of ochrey red ore has been 

raised, and used for the manufacture of paint. The workings have how¬ 

ever,^been abandoned and no ore raised for seven or eight years. One 

hundred yards further east, in which distance there appears to have been 

a number of small excavations, the vein has been opened upon for twenty- 

five yards in length to a depth of about 20 feet. Owing to the sides of 

this opening having fallen in, the vein was not exposed at the time of my 

visit. But it is stated to have a vertical position, with a width of eighteen 

feet at the west end and fifteen feet at the east end of the excavation. 

About six hundred tons of limonite, in large and small concretionary 

masses, have been raised here and are now piled on the bank. This 

work was done in 1864, since when no further explorations have been 

made and no ore raised. * 

The ore is of the best quality, and there is no doubt that the vein is very Quantity of ore. 

largely developed in this part of the property. At the next exposure to 

the east a shaft has been sunk and large masses of ankerite and specular 
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ore with some limonite have been taken from it. The shaft having fallen in^ 

I could not examine it, nor could I learn the depth to which it had penetrated 

the ore. 
Eastward From this shaft the extension of the vein eastward can be traced by 

vein. surface indications to the end of the slope towards the valley of Pine Brook 

immediately in rear of David Slack's house and 430 yards north of the 

Base-Line Boad, giving it a total length between Ross’ Farm and Pine 

Brook of nearly one mile, with but few, if any interruptions, 

uantity of ore. Supposing it to average four feet in width for this distance, to a depth 

of only one hundred feet it might be expected to yield nearly 200,000 

tons of ore, allowing ten cubic feet of ore to the ton of 2,000 lbs. 

The vein has not been traced across the valley of Pine Brook. 

jBam-hiii lot. Further eastward, however, on the Barn-hill lot, it again crops out and 

is stated to show ankerite with spathose ore in large quantities, 

reter Totten About three-quarters of a mile east of the Barn-hill lot, is the Peter 

Totten lot ; here on the north side of a small swampy brook, a tributary of 

Totten’s Brook, the vein has again been discovered and traced eastward 

for a quarter of a mile along the slope of the hill, in which an excavation 

has been made about fifteen feet deep, and twenty-five to thirty feet long 

and about 200 tons of ore have been raised from it. Dr. B. J, Harrington 

has made an assay of a specimen of this ore which I took from the heap 

and which appeared to me fairly to represent the whole, with the following 

result. 

Analysis. The iron was determined and calculated as hydrated peroxide. 
Hydrated peroxide of iron 78.52 

Carbonate of lime 20.61 

Carbonate of magnesia 0.87 

100.00 
Equal Metallic Iron 47.05 per cent. 

It may therefore be considered a first class ore. The vein is stated to 

have a width here of eighteen feet, and as it is very favorably situated for 

being worked, large quantities of ore could be mined on this lot. Beyond 

the Peter Totten lot, the vein is said to have been traced eastward for 

about two miles, by fragments of ore scattered on the surface, but my 

examination did not extend further in that direction. 

Division of 
western section 
of vein into four 
parts. 

In the western section, I examined as far as possible, all the openings 

which have been made upon the vein. This part of the property may be 

divided into four parts, on each of which more or less ore has been discover¬ 

ed, and the relation of which to each other is shewn on the accompanying 
plan : 

1. From Great Village River to Cook’s Brook. 

2. From Cook’s Brook to Martin’s Brook 

3. From Martin’s Brook to Cumberland Brook. 

4. From Cumberland Brook westward to the boundary of the property. 
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The original workings, which were commenced in 1849, are situated in Original work- 

the first of these divisions; and for eight years they supplied all the ore1-0 m 

which was smelted, amounting to 4,000 tons, yielding 1,000 tons of iron. 

None of these old workings are now accessible, having been abandoned 

since 1857. There appear to have been several levels driven into the 

hill, which rises abruptly for more than three hundred feet above the river 

bed, and on the summit a number of shafts have been sunk, the deepest 

of which is stated to have been seventy feet. The form of the ground 

here presents the greatest facilities for working the vein, and its proximity 

to the smelting works should also recommend it in preference to more 

distant localities ; but the only work at present going on in this division is 

the raising of ankerite for use as a flux in the furnace. It can be 

quarried in the steep face of the hill fronting the works, (see plan) and 

delivered at the furnace for $1.10 per ton, the quantity available being cost of ore at 

practically inexhaustible. I could obtain no very satisfactory explanationthe furnace‘ 

why the paining operations in this locality were suspended, but on compar¬ 

ing the return given above of the produce up to 1857, with that which 

has since been obtained from ores which are carted to the furnace from a 

distance of two and a half to three miles at a cost of sixty cents per ton, 

it is seen that the ore which was mined at Great Village River works, 

was of a much lower percentage than that which is now used, or else 

that the smelting process then in use was very defective. From 1857 to production of 

1861 the production of iron is stated to have been 4,000 tons from 9,000 

tons of ore, and the same proportion has been maintained up to the present 

time, from a total of 60,000 tons of ore. 

The character and appearance of this part of the vein as observed by 

Dr. Dawson, when active operations on it were in progress, is fully describ¬ 

ed in his uAcadian Geology, (pages 583 to 586). It appears to have 

been traced by surface openings for about 880 yards, which carries it to 

within one hundred and eighty yards of Cook’s Brook. 

In the second of the foregoing divisions, a distance of about 1,150 yards, Division 2. 

the only openings on the vein are one level and a few apparently shallow 

pits. These openings are close on the west bank of Cook’s Brook, and 

directly on the course of the vein from Great Village River. In the 

level, which like all the other excavations described, was not accessible, 

the vein is stated to have been struck at fifty yards from the mouth, and 

of the level was then driven a further distance of three hundred feet on 

the course of the vein, which showed an average thickness of three or four 

feet. The ore here was chiefly specular iron, mixed with red ochrey ore and specular or©, 

ankerite. There are now about fifteen tons of ore piled at the mouth of 

this level, but none has been taken to the furnace. The crop of the vein 

has not been traced over the hill westward from these workings to Martin’s 

Brook, but there is good reason for believing that it will be found to be 
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Division 3. 

jngs 

continuous in this direction. A thorough exploration of the intervening 

ground would be desirable. I could not learn that any ore had been found 

Martin’s Brook. in Martin’s Brook or that any excavations had been made there. Dr. Daw¬ 

son informs me, however, that he found some thin veins of specular iron ore 

near to where the vein might be expected to shew itself in the bed of the 

brook. Proceeding westward, the next exposure of the vein occurs on 

the hill side, at about 350 yards to the south-west from the point in 

Martin’s Brook above named. Here the vein was found to run nearly 

north and south, (see plan} and to underlie about 80° to the westward. 

It continued on the same course for about one hundred and eighty yards, 

when it gradually resumed its normal course of west 10°-13° north, on 

which it has been traced and more or less worked upon, to within one 

hundred and fifty yards of the Cumberland Road, a distance of about fif¬ 

teen hundred yards. 

Extentof work- The most extensive workings on the property are on this part of the 

vein, and from them the whole of the supply of ore for the past fifteen 

years has been derived, except 2,959 tons which have been taken to the 

furnace from the mines on the west side of the Cumberland Brook. The 

crop of the vein has been worked in shallow pits and trenches for a length 

of 3,953 feet, and shews good ore throughout. The main workings, how¬ 

ever, and those from which the greater part of the ore has been raised, are 

confined to a length of about 740 feet, on the eastern end of the vein. 

In this portion of it there are six levels at various depths. The deepest, 

Ho. 6 on the accompanying plan, has been driven about 1,000 feet and is 

there about 200 feet beneath the surface. 

For 600 feet it passed through barren ground ; ore was then struck, 

and the level has since been driven 400 feet on the course of the vein, 

which is found to hold ore at the depth above mentioned, of the same rich 

character and as abundant as it did at the surface, retaining an average 

thickness of from three to four feet. Ho. 5 level is about 120 feet above 

Ho. 6. In it, and also in the upper levels 1, 2, 3 and 4, both the north and 

the south branches of the vein have been more or less worked, but none of 

the levels have extended westward beyond the 1,340 feet shewn in the plan 

and section as line Ho. 1. On the summit of the hill 282 feet above the Ho. 

Timbered shaft, 6 level, and 2,648 feet from its mouth, a substantial, well timbered shaft has 

been sunk, and is furnished with a 10 horse-power engine, and winding and 

pumping gear. In this shaft, which was commenced fifteen feet south of the 

crop, the vein was struck at 85 feet from the surface. Ho ore has been 

raised from this shaft, and at the time of my visit it was full of water. 

By sinking it a further depth of 197 feet, and connecting it with the Ho. 

6 and with the other levels, 1,300 feet in length of the vein would be open¬ 

ed up to a depth of from 220 to 280 feet. A very insignificant quantity 

of ore has yet been taken from this ground, and supposing the vein to 

e&gine, &c. 
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-continue through it, as there is every reason for believing it does, with¬ 

out any material change in its thickness or in the character of its contents, 

it may reasonably be expected to yield some seventy or eighty thousand expectedbe 
tons of ore. 

West of the Engine shaft, as far as can be judged from appearances on 

the surface, equal areas of the vein will probably be equally productive ; 

and thus in this division of the property alone, the supply of ore is not 

likely to be speedily exhausted. 

The mining Manager in charge of the Martin’s Brook works stated that 

he could now without diffculty raise from the No. 5 and No. 6 levels, one 

thousand tons of ore per month, and deliver it at the furnace at Great Vil¬ 

lage River at (82.00) two dollars per ton. The accompanying plan and 

section of the ground between Martin’s Brook and Cumberland Road, 

shew the character and position of the workings in this division, and afford 

a good idea of the extent of ground which remains to be worked. The 

datum-line in the section is the No. 6 level, but it should be observed that 

there is no reason for supposing that below this level the vein will prove 

less productive. As already stated the vein has been traced in this divi¬ 

sion to within one hundred and fifty yards of the Cumberland Road, when 

it appears to have been lost on the brow of the hill, 153 feet above the 

brook. At about fifty or sixty feet below this point the “ Vipond ” level 

(see plan) has been driven 300 feet in search of the vein, without, however, 

meeting with the success which, from the direction and the length of the 

level might have been anticipated ; and no trace of the vein has been 

found crossing the Cumberland Road or Brook, notwithstanding that the Disappearance 
° # 7 ° of vein on Cum- 

rocks are fairly exposed. This apparent interruption of the vein on aP* andlarrookad 
proaching the intersecting valleys from either one side or the other, and 

its reappearance on the opposite hill side is a somewhat remarkable fact, 

for the explanation of which further careful investigation is required. It 

may not improbably be connected with the occurrence of a series of large 

transverse, and more or less parallel dislocations, the courses of which are 

marked by the valleys. West of the Cumberland Brook in No. 4 of the Division 4. 

foregoing divisions, the vein reappears on the hill side at about one hundred 

and fifty feet above the brook, the interval from the last exposure of it on the 

opposite side of the valley being about 300 yards. The works here have 

extended for about 250 yards westward on the crop of the vein, most of 

the ore having been taken from shallow pits and trenches, the deepest not 

exceeding thirty feet. Ore is now being raised here from a level (Morri- Morrison’s mil 

son’s Hill level) in which the vein has been cut at 300 feet from the 

mouth and is stated to show a width of fifteen feet. There are now about 
! 

400 tons of ore on the surface. The position of the vein on this hill, if it 

is uninterrupted in depth, would enable it to be worked with great advan¬ 

tage from the Cumberland Brook, by an adit, which wTould probably not 
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Farnen’s Hill 
vein. 

Need of a care¬ 
ful survey. 

Supply of ore. 

Quality of ore. 

exceed five hundred feet in length before striking the ore. In this divi¬ 

sion a second parallel vein has also been discovered, and is known as the 

Farnen’s Hill vein, the position of it, as shewn on the accompanying map, 

is about 920 yards north of the level on Morrison’s Hill. It has a nearly 

east and west course, and underlies about 80° to the southward. One 

shaft thirty-seven feet deep has been sunk on it, and there are excavations 

at intervals along the crop for about one hundred yards, some of which are 

as much as twenty feet deep. About 200 tons of ore have been raised 

here, and are now piled on the bank. The vein has not been traced across 

the valley of Cumberland Brook, but traces of ore are said to have been 

found on the opposite hill, nearly due east of the outcrop on Farnen’s 

Hill, and which may mark the continuation of the vein in that direction. 

To aid in forming sound and reliable conclusions respecting the nature of 

the veins, and the permanence of the ore deposits in depth, a careful measur¬ 

ed survey should be made, from which to construct a plan, and longitudi¬ 

nal and cross sections, shewing accurately all the surface features and the 

outline of the ground, as well as the position, extent and depth of all the 

workings and the relative heights of the several ore croppings. The 

limited time which I could devote to the examination, and the want of any 

correst plans of the ground, as well as the condition, already mentioned of 

all the old workings, rendering them inaccessible for the purpose of exami¬ 

nation, are causes which have combined to render my investigation less 

complete and satisfactory than it might have been under more favorable 

circumstances. I may, however, notwithstanding, state, that while there 

are no good reasons for supposing that at a greater depth than*.has yet 

b3en reached the vein will be found to be of greater width, and more regu* 

lar position, neither are there any grounds whatever, for anticipating a 

change in the contrary direction ; but that it will maintain characters cor¬ 

responding with those which it exhibits on the line, where it is cut by the 

present surface, to depths far beyond those to which profitable mining can 

be carried is, however, in my opinion a view which is strongly supported 

by the probable circumstances connected with the origin of mineral veins 

of this kind, as also by the practical experience which has been gained 

elsewhere in working them. And though I was unable to verify by per¬ 

sonal examination many of the statements respecting the appearance and 

dimensions of the vein where it has been exposed in old excavations, still 

the evidence I collected, and the facts I was able to determine, bearing 

on these points, are in my opinion of such a character as fully to warrant 

the conclusion, that no apprehensions need be entertained of any failure for 

years to come, in the supply of ore which the veins are capable of yielding, 

even if drawn upon to a much larger extent than heretofore. 

So much has already been written and published by various authors, res¬ 

pecting the richness of the Londonderry ores and the excellent quality of 
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the iron made from them, and they have also been so thoroughly tested 

by practical working that it is superfluous for me to add anything on this 

subject. I have, however appended for reference the results of some of 

the examinations wThich have from time to time been made of them by 

different analysts ; and also some analyses made by Dr. B. J. Harrington 

of specimens which I collected from different portions of the vein. 

The accompanying map on a scale of 400 yards to one inch, of the Map'~ 

western section of the property, is plotted and drawn from measurements 

which I made on the ground, and the plan and longitudinal section of the 

vein, and the workings on it, in division 4 of the same section, are reduced 

from documents which were furnished me by Mr. Livesey. 

Alfred R. C. Selwyn. 

Montreal, 12th Dec., 1872. 

Analyses of Iron Ore from Londonderry. Analyses- 

Ankerite. 3 Varieties. Dawson. C. J. Jackson.. C. J. Jackson. H. How. 

White. Yellow. Brown. Brown. 
Carbonate of Lime 54.0 43.80 49.20 51.61 
Carbonate of Iron 23.2 23.45 1 19.59 
Carbonate of Manganese 0.80 j 

ZU.oU 

Carbonate of Magnesia 22.0 30.80 30.20 28.6 
Silicious SancI 0.5 0.10 0.13 

99.7 98.95 99.70 100.00 

Yellow Ochrey Ore. Dawson. Red Ochrey Ore. Jackson 
Peroxide of Iron 74.52 Peroxide of Iron 70.20 
Alumina 4.48 Alumina 6.80 
Carb. of Lime and Magnesia 40 Carb. of Lime 5.60 
Silica and Silicates 6.20 Carb. of Magnesia 2.80 
Water mostly combined 14.40 Silica 14.40 

— Oxide of Manganese 0.40 
100.00 — 

100.20 

Mr. J. L. Hayes states respecting the quality of the Londonderry ores : 
“ There is no trace of sulphur, arsenic or any foreign matter which can 

deteriorate the quality of the iron, or of titanium or chrome, which would 
render the ores refractory.” 

The ankerite appears to be generally mixed with spathose iron in con¬ 

siderable quantity, and is also traversed by thin veins of specular iron. 

It is consequently valuable not only as a flux but also as an ore containing 

from twenty to fifty per cent, of iron. 



NOTES 

ON SAMPLES OF IRON, 

FROM THE 

ACADIA MINES, NOVA SCOTIA. 

BY 

BERNARD J. HARRINGTON, B. A., Ph. D. . 

The accompanying analyses illustrate accurately the composition of six 

samples of ore from the Acadia mines. Nova Scotia. 

Numbers I, II, and III have been made by myself, Nos IV, V and 

VI by Mr. Christian Hoffmann. In each case the mean of two closely 

agreeing analyses is given. 

On glancing at the results it will be seen that five of the ores are what 

are commonly known as “ Brown Hematites,1” consisting mainly of hy¬ 

drated peroxide of iron (“ Brown Hematite,” or “ Limonite,” when pure, 

contains 85.6 per cent of peroxide of iron, and 14.40 per cent of water). 

The remaining ore (No VI) is what is known as “ Specular Ore.” 

No I. (Cumberland Brook, North Vein) is a hard compact ore of a 

dark brown color and without lustre, except upon the surfaces of occa¬ 

sional cavities which are interspersed through it. The amount of phos¬ 

phorus, though not so high as in many of the English “ Brown Hematites,” 

is nevertheless too large for it to be considered as a first class ore. 

No II. (Cumberland Brook, South Vein) is yellowish-brown in color, 

earthy and rather friable. The large amount of manganese which it con¬ 

tains is worthy of note. 

Nos IV. and V. (Martin’s Brook and Ross’ Farm) are of a dark brown 

color, and occur in lustrous botryoidal masses exhibiting a fibrous struc¬ 

ture when broken. 

No III. (From the Peter Totten Lot). The analysis of this sample 

shows it to be an exceedingly good ore. It differs from those already 

described in containing over 20 per cent, of carbonate of lime, and in 

being entirely free from phosphorus. Its freedom from the latter element, 

and its high percentage of manganese, would render it particularly valua¬ 

ble in the manufacture of steel. 

No. VI. (Cook’s Brook). This, as already mentioned, is atrue “ Spec¬ 

ular Ore,” the sample examined having only a surface coating of hydrated 

peroxide. It occurs in small crystals or scales of a steel-grey color. Like 

the last this is a valuable ore, containing in a high percentage of iron, 

only 0.003 p. c. of phosphorus and no sulphur. 

A sample of the “ Acadia Bar Iron,” said to have been made from the 

Martin’s Brook ore, I find to contain only 0.018 per cent, of phosphorus. 

» 
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On account of the small amount of earthy constituents in most of the 

above ores, they might be advantageously smelted by mixing "with the 

earthy and silicious ores which abound in other parts of Nova Scotia. 

B. J. Harrington. 
Montreal, Feb. 3rd, 1873. 

i. 

ANALYSIS OF SAMPLE OF ORE FROM CUMBERLAND BROOK, NORTH VEIN, 

ACADIA MINES. 

Peroxide of Iron .. 

Protoxide of Iron . 
Protoxide of Manganese 

Alumina. 
Lime. 

Magnesia. 
Silica. 

Phosphoric Acid. 

Sulphuric Acid. 
Water (hygroscopic). 
Water (combined). 

| Metallic Iron.58.27 

.0.72 
,0.66 
. 0.88 
.0.25 
.1.93 

..0.86 

,0.04 

,0.44 
11.07 

Phosphorus.0.370 

Sulphur.0.016 

Total.99.98 

Insoluble Residue. 2.05 
Specific gravity. 3.77 

II. 

ANALYSIS OF SAMPLE OF ORE FROM CUMBERLAND BROOK, SOUTH VEIN, 

ACADIA MINES. 

Peroxide of Iron.79.68 Metallic Iron.55.77 

Protoxide of Iron. 
Protoxide of Manganese 
Alumina. 
Lime. 

Magnesia. 

Silica. 
Phosphoric Acid. 

Sulphuric Acid. 

Water (hygroscopic). 

Water (combined). 

2.51 
0.63 

0.57 

0.34 

3.05 

0.44 Phosphorus 

. 0.01 Sulphur. 
0.78 

11.65 

0.192 
0.004 

Total .99.66 

Insoluble Residue (Silica). 3.04 

Specific gravity. 3.43 
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III. 

ANALYSIS OF SAMPLE OF ORE FROM PETER TOTTEN LOT. ACADIA MINES. 

Peroxide of Iron.69.86 

Protoxide of Iron. . 
Protoxide of Manganese. 2.25 

Alumina.trace 
Lime.11.70 

Magnesia. 0.42 
Silica. 0.07 

Carbonic Acid. 9.20 

Phosphoric Acid. . 
Sulphuric Acid. 0.04 
Water (hygroscopic). 1-33 
Water (combined). 5.74 

Metallic Iron.48.90 

Sulphur.0.016 

Total.100.61 

Insoluble Residue. 0.07 
Specific gravity. 3.29 

IV. 

ANALYSIS OF SAMPLE OF ORE FROM ROSS’ FARM, ACADIA MINES. 

Peroxide of Iron .84.73 Metallic Iron.59.31 

Protoxide of Iron.trace 

Protoxide of Manganese:. 0.23 
Alumina. 0.23 

Lime .. 0.14 

Magnesia. 0.14 
Phosphoric Acid. 0.19 
Sulphuric Acid. 0.01 
Water (hygroscopic). 0.33 
Water (combined).11.07 

Insoluble Residue. 2.67 

Phosphorus.0.086 
Sulphur.0.004 

V 

Total...99.74 

The Insoluble Residue consisted of, 

Silica.. 2.54 

Alumina with trace of Iron. 0.09 

Sp. gr. 3.98 

2.63 

V. 

ANALYSIS OF SAMPLE OF ORE FROM MARTIN’S BROOK, ACADIA MINES. 

(New Mine, No. 6 adit.) 

Peroxide of Iron.82.65 
Protoxide of Iron.trace 
Protoxide of Manganese. 0.25 
Alumina. 0.56 
Lime. 0.15 
Magnesia. 0.10 
Phosphoric Acid... 0.38 
Sulphuric Acid. 0.02 

Water (hygroscopic). 0.31 

Metallic Iron.57.85 

Phosphorus .0.166 
Sulphur.0.008 
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Water (combined).10.51 

Insoluble Residue. 4.79 

Total.99.72 

Sp. Gr. 3.91 
The Insoluble Residue consisted of 

Silica. 4.51 
Alumina with trace of Iron. 0.28 

4.79 

VI. 

ANALYSIS OF SAMPLE OF ORE FROM COOK’S BROOK, ACADIA MINES. 

Peroxide of Iron.96.93 
Protoxide of Iron. . . . 

Protoxide of Manganese.trace 

Alumina. 0.33 
Lime. 0.04 
Magnesia.   0.11 
Phosphoric Acid..0.007 

Sulphuric Acid. .. 
Water (hygroscopic).   0.03 
Water (combined). 0.79 
Insoluble Residue. 1.26 

Metallic Iron.67.85 

Phosphorus..0.003 

Total.99.497 

The Insoluble Residue consisted of, 

Silica.1.20 

Alumina with trace of Iron. 0.07 

Sp Gr. 5.93 

1.27 
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ON THE 

COAL-FIELDS OF VANCOUVER AND QUEEN CHARLOTTE 

ISLANDS, 

WITH A MAP OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE FORMER. 

BY 

MR. JAMES RICHARDSON; 

ADDRESSED TO 

ALFRED R. C. SELWYN, ESQ.,F.G.S., 

DIRECTOR OP THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OP CANADA- 

Acknowledg¬ 
ment of assist¬ 
ance. 

Geological Survey Office, 

Montreal, 1st May, 1878. 

Sir,—In the beginning of May last 1 received your instructions to proceed 

to British Columbia, for the purpose of continuing last year’s exploration 

of the coal deposits on Vancouver Island ; and a memorial having been 

transmitted to you through the Lieut.-Governor of that Province, and the 

Hon. Jos. Howe, Secretary of State for the Provinces, from the Hon. J. N. 

Ash and others interested in the anthracite coal-seams of the Queen Char¬ 

lotte Islands, requesting a survey and report on the same, you were 

pleased to hand me a copy of the correspondence on the subject, leaving 

it at my discretion to take such action as circumstances might render expe¬ 

dient after my arrival in the country.* 

In carrying out your instructions, I left Montreal on the 23rd of May 

and arrived at San Francisco on the 30th. I embarked on board the mail 

steamer Prince Alfred on the 5th June, and reached Victoria on the 12th ; 

but a case of small-pox having occurred on board the steamer, I was 

delayed by quarantine regulations until the 27th. 

Having procured provisions, camping material, a boat and men, and, 

through the kindness of His Excellency the Lieut.-Governor, a free pas¬ 

sage on board the Dominion steamer Sir James Douglas, commanded 

by Captain Clarke, we left Victoria on the morning of the 2nd July, and 

reached Comox Harbor, about 140 miles distant, on the afternoon of the 

3rd. I have here to express my obligations to Capt. Clarke, not only for 

his attention and courtesy while on board, but for his many subsequent 

kindnesses, and particularly for his great care in forwarding throughout 

* See Appendix No. IV. p. 
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the seâson letters and parcels addressed to myself, and conveying geolo¬ 

gical specimens directed by me to Victoria. 
Immediately on arrival at Comox, field-work was commenced by the comment* - 

measurement of the neighboring rivers, the channels ot which, during the work, 

months of July, August and September, are almost dry, and thus afford 

.the best exposures of the measures. One or two trails were cut through 

the forest, but from the heavily wooded character of the country, these 

involved too much expense of time, and from the depth of the drift, afforded 

but a meagre amount of rock exposure, and were therefore not continued. 

A good deal of time was spent in collecting fossils, as it was deemed of 

importance to obtain as much definite evidence as possible of the age of the 

coal-bearing rocks. For this purpose, therefore, much care was taken in 

examining also the coasts of Denman and Hornby Islands. 

Before leaving the neighborhood of Victoria, I had several interviews 

with the Hon. J. N. Ash, M.D., and others interested in the anthracite coal 

of the Queen Charlotte Islands, with whom arrangements were made that I Arrangements 

should be taken on board the Hudson Bay Company’s steamer, “Otter,” Queen Char- 
-f « • •. i pi • i • i i • i ii I lotte Islands. 

when she visited Comox on one ot her periodical trips along the coast 

northward, and be conveyed to the Islands in question, there to remain 

until a succeeding trip of the steamer, making in the meanwhile such an 

examination as the time would permit ; and it was to be intimated to me by 

letter when the steamer might be expected at Comox. 

In conformity with this arrangement, I embarked on board the Otter on 

the 22nd August, accompanied by Mr. Fawcet, one of the gentlemen 

interested in the Queen Charlotte anthracite, and arrived on the 28th at 

Cowgitz, situated on the north side of Skidegate Channel. This channel 

separates Graham Island from Morseby Island, these being two of the 

principal islands constituting the Queen Charlotte group. The steamer 

put into Cowgitz again on the 8th September, and, after having made such 

an examination as the time permitted, I was relanded at Comox on the 12th. Return to 

My explorations were then continued in the Comox field until the 26th Comox‘ 

of the month, when heavy rains began to fall, filling the streams and 

depriving me of the best means of examination. 

By this time I had reached Qualicum River ; and thence I proceeded by Quar cum River 

boat as far as North-West Bay, and on foot, along the Comox and Nanaimo J " aaJimo' 

trail, as far as Nanaimo, arriving on the 1st of October. While engaged in 

the examination of the coast and islands of this neighborhood, I was 

requested by Mr. Sandford Fleming, Chief Engineer of the Intercolonial information for 

and Canadian Pacific Railway, who had put into Nanaimo on his return Fleming, 

to Victoria from Bute Inlet, to gather information for him respecting 

levels across the country from the mouth of the Qualicum to Alberni on the Qualicum River 

upper part of Barclay Sound. In order to comply with this request, soundClay 

it became necessary for me to return to Comox to obtain additional men 
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to assist in the transport of camping equipage and provisions, and nine 

days were subsequently occupied in the performance of the work. 

Though acting in this instance on my own responsibility, I have been 

gratified by the expression of your approval ; and the geographical results 

of the trip have already been forwarded by yourself to Mr. Fleming at 

Ottawa. I am happy to state that the geological facts obtained at the 

same time will be found to be of scientific value. 
After this excursion I returned to Nanaimo on the 21st of October, and 

after the interval of a week, the weather becoming very wet, I left by the 

steamer Maude on the 29th, and reached Victoria the same evening. 

In the neighborhood of Victoria additions were made, when weather 

permitted, to the results of last year’s explorations ; and, when confined to 

the house, attention was turned to the repacking of specimens, and five 

boxes of fossils and minerals were forwarded to Montreal by way of Panama. 

The tent and camp equipage( belonging to the Survey were thoroughly 

cleaned and stored away in the office of the Canadian Pacific Railway, 

and Mr. J. A. C. Graham, of the Hudson Bay Company, obligingly 

allowed me to place the boat under cover on their premises. The whole 

of these materials, of which a list has been handed you, may be valued 

at about $300. I finally left Victoria on the 28th of November, and 

arrived in Montreal on the 14th of December. 

Last year’s 
Report. 

Coal-Bearing Rocks of Vancouver Island. 

In the preliminary Report addressed to you last year on the coal-bearing 

deposits of Vancouver Island, it is stated (p. 76) that belonging to these 

« there appears to be a narrow trough which may be said to extend from, 

the vicinity of Cape Mudge on the north-west, and to approach to within 

fifteen miles of Victoria on the south-east, with a length of about 130 miles” 

that u on the north-east side, this trough lies beneath the waters of the 

Strait of Georgia, and on that side is bounded by crystalline rocks, coming 

apparently from beneath it, in Lasqueti, Texada and other islands, and on 

the main land beyond, while on the south-west it occupies a strip along 

Vancouver Island, limited by a range of bold mountains of the crystalline 

series, which runs nearly parallel with the coast.” This general trough 

was divided into two subordinate areas, separated from one another by 

crystalline rocks in the neighborhood of Nanoose Harbor, the north¬ 

western one of which was distinguished as the Comox, and the south-eastern 

as the Nanaimo coal-Geld (Report 1871-72, pp. 80. 81.) 

The part to be more particularly described at present is situated in the 
tVoC°m°x coal Qomox coal-field. It is bounded on the south-west by the Beaufort Range 

of Mountains, on the north-east by the Strait of Georgia, and extending from 

Comox Harbor about twelve miles to the west, and about thirty miles to 

the south-east, includes Denman and Hornby Islands. 

Boundaries ol 
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Measurements of the coast-line from about three miles north-westward Measurements, 

•of Point Holmes were made round to the mouth of Courtenay River, which 

flows into Comox Harbor, and thence to Deep Bay, opposite the south-east 

end of Denman Island. Following all the sinuosities of the line, its length 

exceeded thirty-two mi . The coast was further examined on foot, 

■without measurement, for about twelve miles beyond. But in the whole 

distance, measured and unmeasured, only two small exposures of rock, 

situated on the south side of Comox Harbor, were met with. 

Additional measurements were made up the Courtenay River and its 

tributary the Puntledge, to Puntledge Lake, making together about nine 

miles, as well as three miles up Brown’s River, which flows into the Punt¬ 

ledge about five miles from the lake. The partial measurement of last year 

on the proposed line of tramway to the Union Mine (Report 1871-72, p. 

76) was verified and continued to the coal-seam, the correct bearing and dis¬ 

tance from the coast being S. 61° W., a little over five miles and a quarter. 

The Trent River (Ibid. p. 76) was measured as far up as its general bear¬ 

ing was at right angles to the strike of the measures, giving a distance of 

six miles in a straight line from the coast, and the measurement was con¬ 

tinued nearly half a mile further, up a small tributary, to the crystalline 

rocks. Bradley’s Creek joins the Trent on the right side, about three miles 

and a half from the coast, and this tributary was measured for about three 

and a half miles up. The River Sable, a small stream on Baynes Sound 

Claim, (Ibid. p. 78,) was measured for three miles up from Fanny 

Bay. 

From the exposures observed in these transverse measurements, and on 

the coast of Denman and Hornby Islands, has been ascertained all that I 

am enabled to give of the character and distribution of the coal-bearing Divisions of the 

rocks of the area in question. These rocks may be separated into seven rocks!eauns 

divisions, which, in ascending order, may be referred to as follows : 

A. Productive Coal Measures. 

■ B. Lower Shales. 

C. Lower Conglomerate. 

D. Middle Shales. 

E. Middle Conglomerate. 

F. Upper Shales. 

G. Upper Conglomerate. 

Division A.—Productive Coal Measures. 

The most westerly point examined is on Brown’s River, about nine Division a. 

miles N. 82° W. from the court house or steamboat landing, on the north 

side of Comox Harbor. There is here a continuous exposure of the 

strata, occupying the bed of the stream for a mile and three-quarters 
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in a straight line, with a bearing N. 84° E. It affords the following 

section in ascending order : 

Section 1. 

Ft. Ins. 

Coal (1). Impure, and apparently in separated masses, of) which 

two were observed on the strike in the breadth of the stream, 

(between thirty-five and forty feet) one of them on the right, about 
five feet long and seven feet thick, and the other on the left, seven 

feet long and two feet thick, both terminating somewhat abruptly. 

They are from eight to ten feet apart, and carbonaceous shale 

with a pale brownish streak and argillaceous odour fills the inter¬ 
val between them, and seems to occupy the space in continuation 

beyond them. 7 05 
Brownish-grey, slightly calcareous sandstone, the grains of which are 

composed of quartz mingled with feldspar and a few scales of 
mica, as well as a greater number of small flakes of blackish 

argillaceous nSatter. The mass is divided into beds of from three 

inches to four feet in thickness ; many of the latter shew false- 
bedding, but would in general yield good building stone. 132 0- 

Coal (2). Clean and bright. 3 
Brownish-grey sandstone as before. 94 0 

Coal (3). Clean and bright. 2 3 
Brownish-grey sandstone as before. 33 0 
Blackish argillaceous shale with a white streak, interstratified with 

thin seams of clean coal interlocking with one another. 5 0 
Brownish-grey sandstone as before.   110 0 

Coal (4). Clean and bright, varying in thickness from six inches 

to. 1 0 
Brownish-grey sandstone as before. 92 0 
Coal (5). Clean and bright. 1. 8 

Black argillaceous shale with a white streak, and thin seams of 
coal. 3 0 

Brownish-grey sandstone..>. 86 0 
Black argillaceous shale with thin patches of coal interlocking with 

one another. 10 0 

Light grey, massive sandstone, in beds varying from two to ten feet, 
and shewing little or no false-bedding. 95 0- 

Coal (6). Good and clean. 1 3 

Black argillaceous shale. 4 0 

Light grey sandstone, similar to the last.,. 28 0 

Black argillaceous shale with a white streak, interstratified with thin 

patches of coal interlocking with one another, some of them an 
inch apart, and altogether making up from ten to twenty per cent 
of the mass.   3 0 

Coal (7). Clean and good. 1 8 

Light grey sandstone, similar to the last. 27 0 
Coal (8). Good and clean. 6 
Black argillaceous shale. 1 3 
Coal (9). Clean and bright. 0 8 

739 6 

The thicknesses of the sandstones in the above section are reduced from 

horizontal measurements, at right angles to the strike ; and the inclination 

is determined by the dips of the coal seams and shales above and below 
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'the Sandstones, so as to avoid errors from false-bedding. The dips vary 

in direction from E. 30° N. to E. 22° S. and the angles of inclination 

from 0° to 20°, with the exception of two or three in the middle of the 

distance, which are a little to the east of north, with an inclination of from 

2° to 7°, and indicate an undulation or irregularity, for which a due 

allowance has been made. 

Though to the westward of this section, on Brown’s River, a mile inter- 

venes before the flank of Mount Beecher rises up to indicate the presence 

of the crystalline rocks, they are yet supposed to be concealed by drift crystalline 

not very far off, on the west side of a shallow depression which appears by drift, 

to run east of south to an elbow in the Puntledge River. The distance to 

the elbow is about two miles, and to this point the upper stretch of the 

river flows in the same depression from the lake for a mile and a half. This 

depression marks the strike of the measures, and a rock supposed to belong 

to the crystalline series is seen in a rapid just below the outlet of the lake- 

The exposure, which does not exceed forty feet in length, consists of a 

brown-weathering igneous rock, shewing, according to Mr. Harrington, 

when sliced and examined under the microscope, both a concretionary 

and a porphyritic structure, with disseminated crystals, which appear to 

be feldspar, while the concretions are composed of two minerals which 

exhibit a radiating structure. When treated with an acid the rock assumes 

a light grey color, from the removal of the oxide of iron. 

There is not much doubt that the base of the productive measures, though Base of the pr«- 

not seen, immediately overlies this, while the summit is displayed un thesurCes.v mea 

Puntledge, about a mile and a quarter below the elbow, shewing that to be 

the direct breadth of Division A on this stream. The summit on the Punt¬ 

ledge is due south of the same horizon on Brown’s River, and about a 

mile and a half from it. The details of the division in the Puntledge? 

however, are by no means well exposed, and none of the coal-seams are 

visible. This may be called Section 2, though a very imperfect Section 2. 

one. 

From the outlet of Puntledge Lake a bearing of S. 48Q E. strikes the 

extremity of the line of the proposed tramway to the Union Mine, on the 

south side of the lake, and about a mile from it, the whole distance being 

about two miles and three-quarters. A section occurring at this mine in Perpendicular 

an almost perpendicular cliff, from the face of which a landslide had the Union Mine, 

carried away all the trees and loose soil on the north side of a small 

stream flowing into the Puntledge Lake, was given in last year’s Report 

(Report of Progress 1871-72, p. 77). But most parts of the cliff being 

out of reach, the thickness of many of the beds could only be ascer¬ 

tained approximately, having been merely estimated by the eye. A 

more favorable condition of the weather on the present occasion permitted 

me, by the aid of a rope tied to a tree at the top of the cliff, to descend 
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the whole face, and obtain exact measurements. The following is 

corrected section in ascending order :— 

Section 3. 

Ft. Ins 

Brownish-grey, or light drab sandstone, and black argillaceous shale, 
interstratified with one another, and both holding flattened stems of 

plants... 6 0 
Coal (1). Of a dull earthy aspect, and containing upwards of twenty 

per cent, of ashes by Dr. T. Sterry Hunt’s Analysis (Report of Pro¬ 
gress, 1871-72, p. 99)... 2 6 

Coal (2). Clean and bright. 7 6 10 0 

Brownish-black argillaceous shale. 7 % 

Coal (3). Clean and bright. 2 4 

Brownish-black argillaceous shale. 2 6 

Coal (4). Clean and bright. 1 6 
Brownish-black shale. 1 3 
Coal (5). Clean and bright. 15 9 0 

Brownish-black argillaceous shale, interstratified with brownish sand¬ 
stones and brownish-yellow-weathering, hard, ferruginous beds 
from two to four inches thick. 14 3' 

Coal (6). Clean and bright. This seam occupies the face of the 
cliff for a distance of only twenty feet, coming from the right, 
and then terminates somewhat abruptly, the corresponding 
space on the strike to the left being filled with black argillaceous 
shale, holding interstratified thin seams of coal. 2 0 

Brownish-black argillaceous shale. 2 9 
Coal (7). Clean and bright. This seam occupies the cliff for 

sixty-six feet coming from the right, and then terminates 
somewhat abruptly like the previous one ; but on the right 
hand, there occurs in it a band of brownish-black, argilla¬ 
ceous shale, two feet thick, with thin patches of coal, and 
occupying about twenty-five feet on the strike, with about 
three inches of coal above and below. 2 6 

Brownish-black argillaceous shale. 3 0 
Coal (8). Clean and bright, varying in thickness from five to 

twelve inches, from inequalities sometimes at the top and 
sometimes at the bottom. 1 0 

Brownish-black argillaceous shale. 4 0 
Coal (9). Clean and bright. 1 6 16 9 

Brownish-black argillaceous shale. 16 0 
Coal (10). Clean and bright. 2 8 

Brownish-black argillaceous shale. 6 0 
Coal (11). Clean and bright. 4 4 
Brownish-grey or drab sandstone, slightly calcareous, the somewhat 

fine grains of which are composed of quartz, feldspar and a little 

mica, with small black flakes consisting of argillaceous or carbona¬ 
ceous shale. The mass is divided into beds of from one to five feet 
thick, some of which shew false-bedding... 30 Q 
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The following is a diagram of the section as seen in the face of the cliff Diagram of 

for the breadth of the slide, on a scale of one two hundred and fortiethchfl bectl0n' 

(ïisth). 

-ft.‘iMilII 

11 

10 

• K 

5 

4 
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The deposits of this section rest visibly on the crystalline rocks which 

pave the brook at the foot. The course of the brook is south-east and 

north-west. In the former direction these rocks rise gradually higher 

among the coal-bearing strata, and at the distance of about a quarter of a 

mile up the brook, reach to within ten feet of the sandstones at the summit. 

Between the sandstones and the crystalline rocks, there occurs a coal- 

coai.seam. seam in the brook, of which the thickness could not be ascertained, owing 

to the depth of the wTater ; beyond this the strata are concealed. 

Down the brook to the north-west, the crystalline series is exposed 

Four'and a half for about sixteen chains, and thirteen chains further on, a coal-seam 
feet seam. 

of four and a half feet was last year visible, dipping N. 48° E. <11° ; 

but at the present time was covered up by a slide. At seventeen chains 

across the measures to the right, two additional coal-seams were observed, 

with an interval between them of 192 paces, dipping in the same direction, 
iwo feet scam. the }ower one tw0 feet thick, with an inclination of five degrees, the upper 

Three feet seam, one three feet thick with an inclination of eleven degrees. In ascending 

order a vertical section would be, 

Section 4. 
Ft. Ins. 

Coal.   4 6 
Measures concealed. 54 0 
Coal. 2 0 

Measures concealed. 52 0 
' Coal. 3 0 

115 6 

Trial openings. Openings for trial had been made on the two upper seams ; but the 

concealed intervals render it at present difficult to say how the three are 

related to those in the previous section (8). 

In a bearing S. 38° E. from section 3, a line of two miles and a 

third would strike the valley of Trent River at right angles, about five 

S'ck?lhne and a third miles from the coast. The crystalline rocks make their 

appearance at less than a mile and a half further up the valley, on a small 

tributary which has been already mentioned ; the spot being about thirty 

chains above the junction of the tributary and the main stream. They are 

of mottled dark green and dull red colors, and present a concretionary 

and porphyritic structure, like the exposure at the outlet of Puntledge 

Lake. Resting upon them the following ascending section occupies the tri¬ 

butary and the main stream for a distance of a mile and a quarter : 

Section 5. 
Ft. Ins. 

Coal (1). Clean and bright,resting on red and green crystalline rocks 0 2 
Black carbonaceous shale, with thin patches of coal. 4 0 
Brownish-grey or drab, fine-grained sandstones, in beds of from six 

inches to five feet, which would yield good building stones, as 

well as perhaps tolerable grindstones. 92 0 
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Coal (2). Of a dull earthy aspect.. 1 ' 0 

Brownish-grey sandstones as before. 3 0 
Coal (3). Of a dull earthy aspect, mingled with black car¬ 

bonaceous shale... 3 0 7 0 

Brownish-grey or drab sandstones, imperfectly seen. 75 0 
Black argillaceous shale..".. 1 6 

Brownish-grey sandstones, interstratified with black argillaceous 
shale, the sandstones predominating, but imperfectly seen. 60 0 

Coal (4.) Clean and bright. 0 8 
Black argillaceous shale, with thin seams of coal. 6 0 
Coal (5.) Clean and bright. 19 8 5 

Brownish-grey sandstones, interstratified with black argillaceous shale, 
the sandstones predominating.„. 15 0 

Coal (6.) Clean and bright... 0 8 

Brownish-grey sandstones, interstratified with black argillaceous 
shale, the sandstones predominating. 30 0 

Black, rust-stained, argillaceous shale, with short interlocking patches 
of coal, about an inch in thickness. 1 0 

Coal (7.) Clean and bright. 1 4 

Black argillaceous shale, with short one-inch interlocking 

patches of pure coal. 2 6 

Coal (8.) Clean and bright. 1 0 

Black argillaceous shale, -with thin seams of coal. 2 6 

Coal (9.) Clean and bright. 3 8 12 0 

These twelve feet of strata occur at the junction of the tributary with 
the Trent, and are exposed in the channel of the latter several times 

in a distance of about eight chains on the strike, which is N. 68° W. 
The dip is N. 22° E. > 50° and the thickness of the deposits is some¬ 

times less, and sometimes more, than represented. 
Brownish-grey or drab sandstones, in strata of from one to four and 

five feet thick, many of which show false-bedding.  130 0 

Black argillaceous shale... 4 0 
Coal (10.) Clean and bright. 1 8 

Brownish-grey or drab sandstones, in beds of from three to ten feet 

thick. 24 0 

Coal (11.) Clean and bright.*. 1 0 
Black carbonaceous shale. 12 0 

Brownish-grey sandstone. 37 0 
Coal (12.) _ f a dull earthy aspect..... 0 6 

Black argillaceous shale. 10 0 

Brow-lish-grey or drab sandstones. 28 0 
Blac < argillaceous shale. 4 0 

B -ownish-grey or drab sandstones. 41 0 

Coal (13.) Clean and bright, varying in thickness from one foot to. 1 8 

Light-grey, fine-grained sandstones, slightly calcareous, in even beds 

of from three to ten feet thick. They would yield excellent, easily 

dressed building stones, and probably afford good material for 

grindstones and whetstones. 59 0 
Black argillaceous shale. 4 0 

Light grey sandstones, similar to the last. 47 0 

710 7 

The next locality where the coal-bearing strata were met with on the 

strike to the south-eastward, is Bradley’s Creek, already mentioned as a Bradley’s 

tributary of the Trent, the distance between the two streams being0' " 

upwards of a mile. No crystalline rocks were met with in the portion of 
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Intervals te- 
tween the 
exposures. 

Eighteen inch 
seam. 

Eight inch 
seam. 

Three feet two 
inch seam. 

Baynes Sound 
Coal Mine. 

the tributary examined, and the lowest exposure of the coal-bearing series; 

occurred about three miles and eleven chains from the junction with the 
main stream. 

The whole of the exposures belonging to this division on Bradley’s 

Creek, occur in a transverse distance of one mile and three-quarters, 

being about the same as that holding those of the Trent, but the bearing 

N. 24° E, is somewhat oblique to that of the average dip. In some 

parts there are considerable intervals between the exposures. Where 

seen, the dips are steeper and more irregular, and it thus becomes very 

difficult to state the true thickness in a vertical column. For this rea¬ 

son I shall describe the deposits in this section (to be numbered 6) as they 

succeed one another in ascending order on the horizontal line. 

Section 6. 

Besting on a few feet of brownish-grey sandstone the lowest coal-seam,, 

which is clear and bright, is from fifteen to eighteen inches thick, and a 

few feet of brownish-grey sandstone overlie it. A quarter of a mile down 

the valley, there is a coal-seam eight inches thick, with a dip N. 32° E. 

< 32°. Nearly nine chains further occurs the coal-seam mentioned last 

year, (Report 1871-72, p. 76,) as three feet two inches thick, with a dip 

N. 27° E. < 18°. This is probably the same as coal-seam 5 of section 3. 

Twenty-eight chains beyond, resting on black argillaceous shale, is a seam 

shewing eight inches of impure coal. After an interval of fifty chains, again 

resting on black argillaceous shale, there is another eight-inch seam, dis¬ 

playing good coal, with a dip N. 40^ E. < 1.8°. This supports 128 feet 

of light-grey sandstones, in beds of from one to six feet thick, similar in 

character to the two masses at the summit of section 3, which, with the 

band of black shale between them, shew a thickness of 110 feet. They 

may thus be considered to represent the same horizon ; but above the 

sandstones of Bradley’s Creek, no exposures occur for half a mile. The 

deposits of the two sections, 3 and 5, are on the Beaufort coal-mining 

claim. 

The last place examined, in the further extension of the rocks of this 

division, is at the Baynes Sound Coal Mine, on the River Sable, as it is 

written by some, being probably a corruption of Rivière aux Sables. The 

position of this mine is about five and a half miles from the base, section 5,. 

on Bradley’s Creek, in a bearing S. 53 ° E., and twTo miles and three- 

quarters due west from the mouth of the stream on Fanny Bay. Here, as 

stated last year (Report of Progress 1871-72, p. 78), in a deep ravine 

through which the river finds its way, the following section occurs, resting 

on a black dioritic rock, the beds being given in ascending order, and their 

average dip being N, 76 E. < 10°—25 ° : 
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Section 7. 

. Ft. Ins. 
Yellowish-weathering, dolomitic-looking conglomerate, with pebbles 

derived from the crystalline rocks and varying in diameter from half 

an inch to two inches, filling depressions in the black dioritic 
rock beneath... 3 q 

Brownish-grey or drab sandstones,moderately fine-grained, and slightly 
calcareous, with scales of white mica. 19 0 

Black carbonaceous shale, showing numerous obscure impressions of 
plants, with nests of good coal, as well as beds of the same from 

two to eight inches thick ; some parts of the whole thickness are half 

made up of coal....;. 6 0 

Black argillaceous shale, with nodules of iron ore, some of them flat and 
varying in length from six inches to four and five feet,and in thickness 

from six to eighteen inches,while others are round, with a diameter of 

eighteen inches : they all contain impressions,of plants, difficult to 
be obtained in a perfect state. The thickness of the band is from 

two feet to. 3 0 
Brownish-grey sandstones as before. 18 0 

Goal (1.) Clean and bright ; varying in thickness, being in some parts 

five feet two inches, and in others seven feet ; the lowest two feet 
show thin seams of black calcareous argillaceous shale, with 

obscure impressions of plants, say. . 6 0 

Brownish-grey sandstones as before. 60 0 

Coal (2.) Clean and hard... 5 10 

Brownish-grey or drab sandstones, forming the whole height of the 
cliff, and estimated to be about.100 0 

220 10 

A partial section of these beds was given last year, from which it will be 

perceived that the present differs a little in some of the beds ; but, as then 

stated, the two coal-seams are seen descending both sides of the ravine, 

and the edges of the lower one meet in the bottom of the stream ; but 

while those of the upper one are still about twenty feet above the water, 

a fault occurs cutting them off, the underlie of the fault being S. 62° Fault, 

W. < 38 0 . The dip of the arenaceous strata which occur immediately 

on the eastward side of the fault is obscure. The coal-seams occupy two 

chains and then the dip becomes N. 64 0 E. < 38°—43 0 . The follow¬ 

ing is the section of the whole of the measures oh the eastward side in ascend¬ 

ing order : 

Section 8. 

Brownish-grey sandstones. 
Brownish-black, soft, argillaceous shale 

Light-grey sandstones. 

Ft. Ins. 
99 0 
22 0 
25 0 

146 0 

This is a greater volume of sandstone than was ascertained in this posi¬ 

tion last year, but as then stated the fault appears to be a downthrow to 

the north-east, the amount of which has yet to be determined. 

From the facts displayed in these various sections, it will readily be seen position of the 

that workable seams of coal occupy a belt of pretty uniform breadth along seams! e °a 
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the south western rim of the Comox field, associated -with brownish-grey 

false-bedded sandstones, interstratified with black carbonaceous and argil¬ 

laceous shales at the base, and overlaid by light-grey, even-bedded, fine¬ 

grained sandstones at the summit. In all the sections a constant character 

is easily enough recognisable in Division A as a mass ; but the notable dif- 

Dïfference in ferences in the thickness of the coal-seams, and their distances from one 

the coal-seams another when in proximate sections, make it very difficult to establish the 
m proximate # ... J 
sections. identity of individual seams over a very considerable area. This must be 

the work of practical explorers of the seams, by trial pits along the outcrops. 

But these irregularities and the occasional sudden interruptions in the con¬ 

tinuance of the coal-seams constitute a remarkable distinction between them 

and the more regular beds of the true Carboniferous era, and may often 

occasion perplexities in working them. In no part of the exposures of 

division A were any fossil shells met with. 

Division B.—Lower Shales. 

Division B. 

Fossils. 

Immediately overlying the light grey sandstones which have been given 

as the summit of Division A on Brown’s River, there occurs a series of 

brownish-black, argillaceous shales, interstratified at considerable inter¬ 

vals with layers of soft grey sandstone and arenaceous shale, which vary 

in thickness from one to six inches. They have a dip of N. 82° W <10® 

and continue with a very uniform character to the junction of this tributary 

with the Puntledge River, the inclination varying from 3° to 11° . In 

the beds comprised in this distance, which may have a thickness of 379 

feet, the following fossils were met with in the argillaceous deposits : 

Locality 1. -j 

f Ammonites. 2 Species. 
Ancyloceras. 1 u 

{ Natica. 1 
I Lamellibranchiata (undetermined). 5 

u 
(C 

Similar masses, in similar attitudes, occupy the Puntledge, from the 

light grey sandstones of Division A to the confluence of Brown’s River, and 

continue further along the main stream, with some intervals of conceal¬ 

ment, to within half a mile of the Kootenay, at the mouth of which they are 

concealed. 

On the proposed line of the Union tramway these deposits are covered 

Exposures on by drift ; but on the Trent River they are exposed almost continuously, 

and on Brad- from the light grey sandstones to Comox Harbor, and are also displayed 

for over a mile up Bradley’s Creek. On these two streams they afford the 

means of establishing their thickness and their attitude beneath the surface. 

In the general downward bearing of the Trent the dips are to the north¬ 

eastward at inclinations varying from 10° to 0Q, for three miles and three- 

quarters ; beyond this they dip in a contrary direction for fifty-five chains, 

with inclinations varying from 0s to 26°, thus constituting a trough, in the 

centre of which the shales have a thickness of about 660 feet. The shales 
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thus fold over an anticlinal axis, the position of which is about twenty- Anticlinal axis 

eight chains from the coast, and the dips they display enable us to add a 

few feet to the thickness, making it 875 feet. At the north-eastern rise 

of the measures of the trough, about fifty-eight chains from the coal, 

the shales present what appear to be cracks intersecting them in various 

directions and which have become filled up with dark grey sand composed 

of quartz and feldspar grains, with a little mica and many small flakes of 

black carbonaceous and argillaceous shale. This sand has been converted 

into a compact rock scarcely distinguishable from the arenaceous layers 

interstratifying the shales, except through its superior hardness. 

The thickness of these dyke-like sandstones varies from one to eight Dyke-iike 

inches, and gives a very striking aspect to the cliff on each side of the Trent, a u' 

and to the bottom of the intermediate stream, in the former of which they 

stand out in high relief, sometimes to the extent of two or even four feet* 

The more argillaceous portions of the shales on the Trent are occasion¬ 

ally characterized by the presence of fossils, and the following is a list of Fossils, 

those collected. 

In the lowest 264 feet above the Falls, 

Locality 2. { 

{ 

Ammonites.. 
Ancyloceras. 
Inoceramus.. 
Lamellibranchiata (undetermined) 

3 Species. 
1 “ 

1 “ 

In the succeeding 528 feet below the Falls, 

{Ammonites.  3 Species. 
Inoceramus. 2 “ 
Lamellibranchiata (undetermined). ^ 11 

In a repetition, lower down the river, of 198 feet of 8 and 132 feet in. 
addition. 

( Ammonites. 3 Species. 
Locality 4. <j Inoceramus. 2 11 

( Lamellibranchiata (undetermined). 3 “ 

Of the Ammonites, 1 species is common to localities 1, 3 and 4, 2 species 

to localities 3 and 4, and 1 species to localities 1 and 4. Of Inoceramus, 

1 species is common to localities 3 and 4. 

On the Sable River, the breadth of these shales is about a mile and 

three-quarters, in which the dips are very moderate, and there is a small 

undulation in the distance. It is computed, however, that their thickness to 

the mouth of the stream is 200 feet. They are seen immediately opposite 

on Denman Island. The'width of Baynes Sound is here about a mile 

and a quarter, and the average dip of the shales under it, judging from 

the dips on each side, would be about 6°. This would give an additional 

thickness of 660 feet, making the whole, up to the shore of the island, 860 

feet. Between the shore and the base of the succeeding Division there is Thickness of 

a breadth of a quarter of a mile yielding 132 feet. So that the totalDmsum 

thickness of Division B would thus be about 1,000 feet. 
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Fossils. 

Thin seams of 
coal. 

Fossils on Den¬ 
man’s Island. 

Division C. 

Prominent 
points. 

Cliffs of sand 
and clay. 

Conglomerate 
holding fossils. 

On the River Sable, the following fossils were collected from the lowest 
200 feet of the shales:— 

f Ammonites. 3 Species. 
| Anclyoceras . 1 « 

Locality 5. -] Inoceramus. 1 « 
| Lamellibranchiata [undetermined]. 2 “ 
[ Gasteropoda. 1 “ 

On Denman’s Island these deposits occupy a narrow strip, in some 

places a quarter of a mile across, but occasionally widening to one half or 

three-quarters of a mile, extending about ten miles and a half along the 

coast, and presenting a greater amount of arenaceous layers than in the 

parts lower down. In this part they contain also frequent seams of coal, 

varying in thickness from a mere film to half an inch, and running in the 

strike for lengths varying from a few inches to several yards. Cracks 

filled with solid sandstone, similar to those on the Trent, are seen more or 

less for the whole distance, and they become remarkably prominent for 

about two miles at the south-eastern end of the strip. These dyke¬ 

like sandstones vary in thickness from two inches to two or three feet, 

and, occasionally, they lace the beach in such numbers and so close 

together that they predominate in mass over the shale. This strip of shales 

is limited on the north-west side, in the whole of the distance, by a con¬ 

glomerate which constitutes the base of the succeeding Division. 

On the south west side of Denman’s Island, the following fossils were 

collected from the upper part of the Division : 

f Ammonites. 2 Species. 
| Baculites. 7 u 

Locals 6. -{ Inoceramus^.   1 “ 
| Gasteropoda [undetermined]. 2 “ 
[Lamellibranchiata. 3 “ 

Division C.—Lower Conglomerate. 

This conglomerate runs through the whole length of Denman’s Island, 

from Henry Bay on the north-west, to Boyle’s Point on the south-east, a 

distance of eleven miles, and it often shews a very bold escarpment, rising 

into prominent points, three of which are conspicuous. One of them is 

behind Village Point, and two others occur to the south-east of it, each of 

them, according to the Admiralty chart, about 400 feet above the waters 

of the sound. The rock probably underlies the whole breadth of the island 

to Kamas Bluff, but it comes above the surface of the drift for a width of 

only a mile and a quarter, and the cliffs on the north-east side of the island, 

which sometimes rise to nearly 800 feet, appear to be comnosed of inter- 

stratified sand and clay. 

The pebbles of the conglomerate consist chiefly of white and brown 

vitreous quartz, mixed with many of diorite and other crystalline rocks, as 

well as some of limestone. They vary in diameter from a quarter of an 

inch to six or seven inches and are contained in a dark brown or 
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brownish-grey sandy matrix, which holds also fragments of fossil wood 

and occasional fossil shells. 

In the promontory which forms the south-east end of the island, and 

runs out into Boyle s Point, they present bold cliffs of 200 feet in height, 

washed by the waters of the sound for nearly a mile on the south-east 

side, and for about three miles on the north-east. About the third of a 

mile south of Boyle’s Point they are present in Yellow Island, which lies 

in the run of their base. They form also Norris Bock, an island about 

a mile S. 60° E. from Norman Point, which is the most southern part 

of Hornby Island. 

Norris Rock is probably at the summit of the band, of which the direct 

transverse breadth in this part would be about a mile anA a quarter. To 

arrive at the thickness we must estimate the average dip, which, in con¬ 

sequence of the false-bedding which seems everywhere to prevail, is not 

easy to do. But, guided by dips at the base and at the summit in the 

vicinity, it may be taken as about eight degrees, which would yield a thick¬ 

ness of between 900 and 1,000 feet. On the south-east end of Denman’s 

Island, and on Norris Rock, the following fossils were obtained from this Fossils, 

band of conglomerate. 

Locality 7. . i « 

Division D.—Middle Shales. 

Succeeding the conglomerate which has just been described, there Diyision D 

occurs a series of shales much resembling those at the summit of the Lower 

Shales, but somewhat more arenaceous. A partial section of them is 
" t 1 Section on 

seen on Hornby Island, proceeding along the coast eastward from Norman Hornby Wan* 

Point. 

The following are the beds in ascending order : 

Section 9. 

L:ght brownish-grey sandstones. 

Dark grey argillaceous shale. 
Light brownish-grey sandstone in one bed. 

Dark grey arenaceous and argillaceous shale. 
Light brownish-grey sandstone in one bed. 

Black argillo-arenaceous shale with some coal. 
Brownish-grey arenaceous shale. 
Light brownish-grey sandstones. 
Black arenaceous shale with some coal. 
Light brownish-grey sandstone, in beds of from two inches to two feet 
Black arenaceous shale... 

Brownish-grey arenaceous shale. 
Black arenaceous shale.. . 
Brownish-grey sandstone. 
Brownish-grey arenaceous shale... 

Black arenaceous shale. 
Light brownish-grey sandstone.. 

Black and grey arenaceous shale. 

Ft. Ins 
5 0 
1 3 
4 6 

2 0 

2 0 

0 4 
2 6 

3 9 
0 5 
6 0 

0 2 

0 6 

0 4 

1 0 

0 6 

0 2 

1 2 
1 0 
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Light brownish-grey sandstone. 0 6’ 
Black argillaceous shale. 0 4 

Light brownish-grey sandstone. 4 7 
Black arenaceous shale, and brownish-grey sandstones...,. 5 0 
Brownish-grey sandstones. 4 6- 

47 6 

Thickness of 
Division D. 

Len ticular 
patches of lime¬ 
stone holding 
fossils. 

Beneath these beds, which come to the margin of the sound and are 

exposed between high and low water marks, a lower portion of the band is 

lost beneath the sea, but its entire breadth may be a little over half 

a mile. The general dip, however, appears to be so small, probably not 

above two degrees, that the total thickness would not exceed seventy feet. 

This band of shales, like the lower one, is limited on the north-east 

by a great mass of conglomerate ; and at the foot of the cliffs formed of 

this, the shales, after leaving the vicinity of Norman Point, run to the north¬ 

west, in a very narrow strip, along the shore to Shingle Spit, a distance 

of two miles and a half. Their course then becomes north, and they 

gradually widen out until they reach Point Phipps, which is a mile and 

a half further. Here they have a direct transverse breadth to the foot of 

the conglomerate escarpment of about half a mile on the .land, while about 

the same breadth is occupied by them between high and low water marks. 

From this their strike gradually rounds to north-eastward, while their 

breadth again diminishes, and their summit comes upon the north shore 

of the island a mile and three-quarters further on, their strike here 

becoming nearly west. In its course from Norman Point, the band gradu¬ 

ally becomes more and more argillaceous, displaying fewer interstratified 

arenaceous beds, while occasional lenticular patches of limestone, with 

a length of two feet, and a thickness of from one to six inches, and marked 

by the presence of fossils, occur. Among those obtained are the following : 

Ammonites. 1 Species. 
Baculites. 1 u 
Nautilus. 1 “ 

Locality 8 . -[ Inoceramus. 1 u perhaps 2 
Ostrea.   1 “ 
Nucula. 1 u 
Area. 1 “ 

Besides these, numerous fragments of undetermined Gasteropoda and 

Lamellibranchiata, probably ten or fifteen species, were met with. 

Division E.—Middle Conglomerate. 

This conglomerate is largely made up of well rounded pebbles and boul¬ 

ders of white, yellowish and brownish quartzite, with diameters of from 

one inch to a foot, together with rounded masses of limestone of from 

one to six inches in diameter, and sometimes more, and containing occa¬ 

sional indications of fossils. The pebbles and boulders are held in a matrix 

of brownish-grey arenaceous grains. In some parts of the vertical thickness 

there are masses of conglomerate of 300 feet, with rare indications of 
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bedding ; while in others massive sandstones occur up to a thickness of 100 

feet, in which no individual bed was observed of less than ten feet. 

A transverse section of the whole band occurs at the south-east end of Section on 

Hornby Island, between the position where the base comes in above the no'nb> Island 

middle shales eastward of Norman Point, and where the summit occurs 

at a cove which may be called Middle Cove, half-way between Downe’s 

Point and Dunlop Point. The direct breadth of this is about a mile, and it 

has a dip of about N. 10° E. < 12°, which gives a thickness of about 

1,100 or 1,200 feet. The base of it follows the sweep which has been 

given to the summit of the previous division, and in this it presents a bold 

escarpment, affording nearly perpendicular cliffs, rising in some places 

to 200 or 300 feet, and forming a conspicuous ridge, a short distance 

removed back from it. Nearly west of Shingle Spit, at a distance of 

about two-thirds of a mile from the base, this ridge towers up into 

Mount Geoffrey, the height of which is given in the Admiralty map as Mount Geof- 

1,076 feet above the sea. Mount Geoffrey must show nearly the full thick- 

ness of the Division. From the ridge the surface gradually slopes eastward, 

and dies away into a plain with good agricultural surface. 

Bounded by this plain to the right, and in uniformity with the base, the 

summit strikes to the north-westward from Middle Cove, and gradually 

curves round to the north-east coast of the island, coming out upon it at 

a position nearly due west, about three miles from Point Phipps. On this 

coast there is displayed another complete section of the band, stretching 

obliquely to the dip for a mile and a half along the water line, and pre¬ 

senting bold cliffs to the sea. 

The direct transverse breadth here, however, may not exceed that 

already given. The curved form in the distribution of the band of course 

indicates the occurrence of a trough in the measures. 

Division F.— Upper Shales. 

In Middle Cove the lowTer beds of this division are pretty well seen, and Division f. 

the following section, in ascending order, occurring between that cove and 

the north-eastern side of Tribune Bay, gives the whole thickness of the 

band as far as it can be made out, after allowing for two considerable 

intervals of concealment : 

Section 10. 

Black and grey, argillo-arenaceous shale, interstratified with layers of 
sandstone, varying from one to two inches in thickness. 

Brownish-grey or drab sandstone, in some places showing but one 
solid bed, but in others separated into two or three beds by part¬ 

ings of black argillo-arenaceous shale. 
Black and grey, argillo-arenaceous shale, with thin layers,of sand- 
stone...../u.v. 

Brownish-grey or drajjsacndsto.nesb/... . ........... 
• <VVV-k ‘ £ 

Ft. Ins. 

40 0 

j5 - 0 

10 0 
4 0 

Section bet¬ 
ween Middle 
Cove and Tri¬ 
bune Bay. 
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Hack and grey, argillo-arenaceous shale, with layers of sandstone of 

from one to two inches thick. This reaches Dunlop Point, where 
the dip is N. 14° E < 9°. 120 0 

Black and grey,argillo-arenaceous shale, interstratified with drab sand¬ 
stones of from one to three inches thick, which would yield good 
hag-stones ; and also patches of limestone, varying in size up to 
twenty feet long and wide, and from one to three inches thick, 
without any indication of fossils. This reaches half way up the 
south-west side of Tribune Bay, where the dip is N. 64° E. < 8Q. 82 0 

Black and grey, argillo-arenaceous shale, interstratified with beds of 

grey sandstone from two to four inches thick, and occasional lenti¬ 
cular patches of impure grey limestone, up to twenty feet in diame¬ 

ter, and from one to three inches thick. In many parts the sand¬ 

stones are well adapted for flagging. Some of the slabs lying 
loose on the surface of the shale measured twenty feet square, and 
from three to four inches thick, without any joints or flaws. 45 0 

Grey, thin-bedded sandstone. This reaches to the north-west corner 
of Tribune Bay.  7 0 

Measures concealed in the south-west half of the bight of Tribune 

Bay. 200 0 
Black and grey, argillo-arenaceous shale, interstratified with grey 

sandstones in beds of from two to eight inches thick. 30 0 
Grey sandstones, moderately fine-grained, in beds of four and- five 

feet thick, and constituting a long tongue projecting from the 
middle of the bight of Tribune Bay. 28 0 

Measures concealed, forming nearly all the remainder of the bight of 

Tribune Bay. 150 0 
Grey arenaceous shale, with layers of coal from a quarter to half an 

inch in thickness, sometimes running on the strike for eight or ten 

chains. Some of the beds are crowded with fragmentary remains 
of compressed plants, which are too obscure for determination ; 

there are also fragments of fossil wood, which shew distinct struc¬ 
ture in transverse sections, and seem to be infiltrated with calcare¬ 

ous matter..... 50 0 

777 6 

These shales sweep round in a curve, following the previous division,to 

the north-east side of the island, where they occupy the coast for probably 

about a mile and a-half, and run in a line oblique to the dip. 

Division G.— Upper Conglomerate. 

Like the previous conglomerate, this division contains pebbles and 

boulders of white, yellowish and brownish, vitreous quartzites, varying 

from an inch to a foot in diameter, and well rounded. It contains in addi¬ 

tion, however, dioritic pebbles, but no observed masses of limestone. 

The matrix is fine-grained and arenaceous, but displays no bedding. 

This rock forms the promontory which limits the north-east side of 

Tribune Bay, and terminates in St. John’s Point. It has a breadth in some 

parts of half a mile, and in others three-quarters of a mile, in which the 

measures appear to be flat, as far as could be determined. On the north¬ 

east side the promontory presents an abrupt rise from the sea, showing 

cliffs of from ten to twenty feet high ; but on the opposite side, overlooking 
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Tribune Bay, vertical precipices attain a height of 100 and even 300 feet; 

and this last measure may be considered the thickness of the division. The 

following is a vertical section in ascending order of the mass as seen in 

Tribune Bay : 
Section 11. 

Section in Tri¬ 
bune Bay. 

Grey and brownish sandstone, assuming in many places a conglo¬ 
merate character, and containing occasional seams of coal from 
half an inch to sometimes an inch thick, and holding in such parts 

an occasional Belemnite, the only fossil observed in this or the pre¬ 
vious division. 120 0 

Conglomerate with rounded masses of quartzite and diorite as des¬ 

cribed above, without any masses of shale or limestone. 200 0 

320 0 
/ 

The out-cropping base of this mass of conglomerate, when it crosses from 

Tribune Bay to the north-east coast at the neck of the promontory, exhi¬ 

bits a very sharp curve ; and this, with the horizontal attitude of the mass, 

and the corresponding curves in the lower divisions to the north-west, 

shows that it occupies the very centre of the trough, the axis of which 

would run through the length of the promontory. The bearing of such an 

axis, JST. 60° W., would passthrough the trough which has been described 

in division A, as occurring on the lower part of Trent River ; and the anti¬ 

clinal which there occurs between the trough and the coast leads us to 

suppose that a corresponding form would occur outside of Hornby Island, 

which would be the south-west side of another and deeper trough still 

further to the north-east. It would not be extravagant to suppose that 

the rise of the measures on the north-east side of this would be something 

like the rise to the south-west on the Comox side of the Strait of Georgia, 

and that as great a breadth of the coal-bearing formation would occur on 

the one side of the anticlinal axis as on the other. If such were the case, 

the measures would spread out under the Strait of Georgia to the near 

vicinity of the crystalline rocks on the shore of Texada Island, and 

establish a breadth in the general trough of twenty miles, one half of 

which would be subaqueous. 

From the description thus far given.it would appear that the total thick- Thickness of 
x ° rocks associated 

ness of the rocks associated with the coal of Vancouver Island is the with the coal of 
Vancouver 

following in descending order : 
Ft. las. 

Island. 

G Upper Conglomerate. 320 0 
F Upper Shales . 776 6 

E Middle Conglomerates. 1,100 0 
D Middle Shales. 76 0 

C Lower Conglomerates . 900 0 
B Lower Shales. 1,000 0 

A Productive Coal Measures. 739 6 

This in round numbers may be called 5,000 feet. 
4,912 0 
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Crystalline Rocks. 

The detailed exploration of the lower measures of the Comox coal-field 

has as yet been confined to the eighteen miles that lie between Brown’s 

River and River Sable, and in this the crystalline series on which they 

rest has been seen only in three places. In these my inspection did not 

extend beyond the masses near the newer formation, or in positive contact 

with it. I cannot, therefore, pretend to give from these any connected 

view of the relation of the two series in age ; but the exploration made for 

Quaiicmn River railroad purposes, at the request of Mr. Sandford Fleming, from the mouth 

of Qualicum River to Alberni on the upper extremity of Barclay Sound, 

•having afforded me the opportunity of making a preparatory reconnais¬ 

sance on a short line transverse to the strike of the crystalline series, 

has added to my information, and I propose here to give a brief de¬ 

scription of the masses that were imperfectly observed in succession. 

The general bearing of the traverse, reduced to a straight line, is S. 28° 

W. It starts from the shore of Georgia Strait at a point a little under 

three and a half miles north-west from Qualicum River, and terminates at 

the upper end of the Alberni Canal, as this part of Barclay Sound is 

called, the whole distance being somewhat under fourteen miles. 

On this the surface presents a plain with a very gentle inclination for 

about the first four miles. It then rises with increasing rapidity for 

Mount Mark, nearly two miles, and culminates on the ridge of Mount Mark, at a dis¬ 

tance of six and a quarter miles from the commencement. 

The summit of this mountain is by the Admiralty chart 3,080 feet above 

the sea, and from this there is a precipitous fall of 2,723 feet, in less than 

Home Lake. a quarter of a mile, to the level of Horne Lake, which is 357 feet above 

the sea. A segment of the western end of Horne Lake occupies a little 

over twc-thirds of a mile upon it. It then rises again with a few not very 

great undulations, for nearly three and a half miles, and attains a height 

of about 1,600 feet above high water mark. From this it falls rapidly 

for about twc-thirds of a mile, and again reaches a gently inclined plain, 

over which it passes for two miles and two-thirds and attains the Alberni 

Canal. 
The road travelled is a trail on the right bank of Qualicum River, and 

Road travelled, leaves the coast of Georgia Strait abouta quarter of a mile from the mouth of 

the stream. For five miles it keeps about parallel with the river and with 

the traversed line, and reaches the lower end of Horne Lake. It then turns 

to the north of west, and runs close along the north side of the lake for 

about four and a half miles, crossing Qualicum River at its exit from the 

lake, which is about half a mile from its eastern extremity, and coming 

upon the traverse line, it still follows the margin of the lake, but in a 

southern direction for about two miles more, attaining its upper extremity,. 
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It then bears to the west of south for about two miles and a half, and wind¬ 

ing round the foot of a hill called View Mountain, which attains an eleva- View Mountain 

tion of 3,600 feet over tide waters, on the right, it runs south -west for mveforaass 

about three and a half miles in a straight line to the mouth of the Somass 

River, where this empties into the Alberni Canal at Stamp Harbor. 

The rock masses to be mentioned were all observed on or within a 

quarter of a mile of this trail, and none of them before reaching Horne Lake. 

The chief part of this nearly level intermediate plain is probably under¬ 

laid by the deposits of the Comox coal-field, and to these a space of four Coai deposits, 

miles has been assigned on the traverse line. The masses first seen at 

the lower end of Horne Lake are composed of crystalline limestone, crystalline 

They were followed all along the north side, and partly round to the westhmes 0Qe‘ 

side, in the whole of which distance they present an abrupt escarpment 

on the right hand. A quarter of a mile from the east of the lake, 

the dip is N. 48° E. < 41°, and three miles further on, it is N. 2° 

E. < 55°. Reaching the west side of Horne Lake, and looking north¬ 

ward to Mount Mark, a drift-covered surface rises up between 300 and 

400 feet above the lake in a distance of about a quarter of a mile ; and 

from this starts up a wall of limestone with an almost perpendicular face, 

presenting a thickness of probably 1,200 feet, which is again capped by a 

great mass of brown-weathering diorite, probably 1,000 feet thick, and con-Diorite. 

stituting the summit of the mountain. 

The diorite is of a dark olive-green color, and has a ragged fracture, 

on the surface exposed by which, when fresh, small spots of dull 

greenish-white feldspar are observed. The rock has a felted kind 

of structure, and obscure parallel joints are observable, the walls of which 

are varnished with a brilliant black mineral, which Dr. Harrington sup¬ 

poses to be Delessite. The rock has something of the aspect of the masses 

observed in contact with the coal-bearing series at the Union Mine, and on 

the River Sable, and the intermediate distance between Mount Mark and 

this series may be occupied with this and allied diorites. The mass 

capping Mount Mark, however, after descending to the sea level in its 

dip on the traverse line, would leave a blank space of about a mile between 

it and the coal-series of which nothing definite can yet be said. 

The limestones which underlie this diorite are of whitish, bluish, dove-character of 

grey, yellowish, greenish, and pinkish colors, the different tints runninghraestones- 

parallel conformably with the stratification. The greenish tints may perhaps 

be due to the presence of chloritic or epidotic matter. 

The calcareous masses are interstratified throughout the whole 1,200 Interstratmed 

feet with well defined bands of diorite of various thickness, from the eighth dl0ritea- 

of an inch to two feet, as far as observed, but there may be beds of much 

greater thickness that have escaped observation. In these bands the 

dioritic character is well marked by the presence of crystals of black 
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hornblende, some of -which attain a length of half or three-quarters of an 

inch, with a breadth of from one-eighth to a quarter of an inch, all with well 

defined plains of cleavage. These diorites, at the junction of which with 

the limestone epidote is sometimes distinctly developed, are of various 

tints of grey, from dark to light, and some of them are of a speckled aspect 

similar to masses associated with the limestones in the vicinity of Victoria, 

mentioned in last year’s report (Report of Progress 1871-2 p. 91.) Some 

of the diorite beds are of lenticular form while others are continuous ; and 

they appear to be more abundant in the lower than the upper half of the 

calcareous mass. 

The limestones appear to be highly crystalline throughout, sometimes 

coarsely and sometimes finely so, and in some parts, on being acted upon 

with acid, show multitudes of grains of silica. They are in many places 

crowded with fossils, which in the more coarsely crystalline bands appear 

to be chiefly encrinal columns. Many of the remains are replaced by silica, 

and are weathered out distinctly on the surfaces. Some of them have been 
«/ 

obtained by dissolving the limestone in acid, while numbers have been 

observed in thin microscopic sections prepared by the skill of Mr. Weston 

since my return to Montreal. The following are Mr. Billings’ remarks in 

respect to them :— 

“ The fossils from Mount Mark north of Horne Lake are, 

1. Corals apparently of the genera Zaphrentis and Diphiphyilum. 

2. Large crinoidal columns. 

3. Fenestella or Polymorpher. 

4. A large Produclus and also a large Spiri/er. 

u They are so obscurely preserved that they.cannot be determined speci¬ 

fically. They appear to be either Permian or Carboniferous, most probably 

the latter.” 

These limestones probably extend on the traverse line for three-quarters 

of a mile to its intersection with Horne Lake, which occurs about eight and 

a quarter miles from the coast. This, however, would give to their thick¬ 

ness about 500 feet more than actually seen. 

For the next mile and three-quarters, including the portion which passes 

over the lake, there were no exposures on the traverse line. Further on, 

three-quarters of a mile are occupied by red ferruginous rocks, green 

diorites which are sometimes slaty and frequently amygdaloidal, and 

pale green epidotic rocks. These masses are interstratified with 

bands of bluish and greenish crystalline limestone in which no fossils 

were observed, and they are followed by green dioritic rocks, occupying 

about six chains, and dipping N. 13° E. < 44°. Beyond this there is 

another interval of concealment of nearly a quarter of a mile. Then 

whitish, yellowish and bluish limestones present themselves, with a breadth 
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of five chains, and beyond them seven chains hold red and green slates. Bed and green 

These are followed by coarsely crystalline limestones of a yellowish-white stones, etc. 

color, occupying about twelve chains, and many of them crowded with 

crinoidal stems, some of which are three-quarters of an inch in diameter. 

The dip of the beds is N. 2° E.<32°, and their position on the traverse 

line is very nearly nine miles from' the Georgia Strait coast. 

Another interval of concealment here occupies about ten chains in width, 

and is succeeded by twenty chains of red clay slates, interstratified with 

harder red bands, to which green stripes parallel with the bedding give a 

ribband-like aspect, while both the harder and softer red slates are again 

interstratified with beds of red and pinkish limestone containing obscure 

fossils. In the next thirty chains red and grey clay slates prevail, inter¬ 

stratified with bluish and dove-grey limestones, varying from six inches to 

four feet in thickness. For half a mile beyond this the strata are vertical 

their strike at first being N. 31e W. and finally N. 61° W. They consist 

of bluish-grey and yellowish-white limestones, in beds varying from five 

inches to two feet. The larger part of this great calcareous mass shows 

obscure organic remains, on weathered surfaces, crinoidal columns being 

unmistakable at the end of the distance. These masses constitute the 

rocks of View Mountain, and beyond them there occurs a valley which is view Mountain, 

half a mile wide, and about 1,034 feet above sea level. In it the rocks are 

not well seen, but they appear to consist chiefly of grey clay slates, inter¬ 

stratified with grey sandstones. On the succeeding rising ground, and on 

the rapid fall of the flank beyond, three-quarters of a mile are occupied 

by green slaty diorites, dipping N. 87° E. < 59°, underlaid by red and 

bluish-grey clay slates, which rest upon a green diorite. Here the height 

is only 578 feet above the sea. 

We now come again upon the coal-bearing series ; and about eighteen coal-bearing 

chains are occupied with a conglomerate belonging to it. It holds wells0nes' 

rounded pebbles of white and brownish quartzite, of from one to three inches 

in diameter, in a matrix of sand, the whole forming a strong and solid rock. 
No dips were anywhere observed in it, and it is therefore impossible to 

state its thickness. Further on there are no exposures ; but the drift is 

probably underlaid by a continuation of the coal-bearing series, and the 

ground falls gently for two miles to the margin of the sea. The crystalline 

rocks which thus occupy the space between the coal-bearing areas on each 

side, are no doubt those which constitute the Beaufort Range of mountains. 

With the exception of the vertical portion in View Mountain, they all dip Eastward dip of 
1 1 i crystalline rocks 

in one direction, namely eastward. Whether they are affected by undu¬ 

lations producing repetitions, has not yet been determined. But in order 

to shew in one view the supposed thickness to be dealt with in the investi¬ 

gation, they are here given in succession in what would appear to be a 
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section or crys-descending order, although it is possible that a fold may have occurred 
tallinerocks, . .... 0 . , 

causing a repetition of the beds :— 
Feet. 

Measures concealed between the coal rocks and Mount Mark. 2,240 

Dark green diorites of Mount Mark. 1,000 
Whitish, bluish, dove-grey, yellowish, greenish and pinkish, 

crystalline, fossiliferous limestones, interstratified with dark and 

light grey diorite. 1,700 

Measures concealed. 3,332 
Red ferruginous rocks, green diorites, which are often amyg- 

, daloidal, and epidotic rocks, with interstratified bands of 
bluish and greenish crystalline limestones. 1,139 

Measures concealed.*. 352 
Whitish, yellowish, and bluish limestones. 176 
Red ferruginous rocks and slaty diorites, underlaid byyellowish, 

coarsely crystalline limestones, some of them crowded with 
crinoidal stems and with thin strings of what appears to be 

dolomite. 308 
Measures concealed. 154 
Red clay slates, interstratified with hard red bands striped with 

green, all interstratified with red and pinkish limestones with 
obscure fossils.   880 

Red and grey clay slates, interstratified with bluish and grey 
limestones. 1,320 

Bluish-grey and yellowish-white limestones, shewing obscure 

fossils in most parts, but distinct crinoidal columns at the base. 
These beds constitute View Mountain. 1,760 

Grey clay slates, interstratified with grey sandstones. 968 

Green dioritic slates, followed by bluish-grey clay slates resting 
on green diorite. 2,112 

Haw far this great mass of rocks may descend in the series of geological 

formations, it would for the present be premature even to conjecture. 

Coal-Bearing Bocks of the Queen Charlotte Islands. 

The Queen Charlotte Islands consist of a group, situated between lati¬ 

tudes 51° 50 and 54p 20 north, and longitudes 131° and 135° 04 west. 

With an east and west breadth of seventy-five miles on the north, it has a 

length southward, with a gentle curve to the east, of 175 miles, gradually 

tapering to a point, the different islands being separated by narrow’ chan¬ 

nels running transversly. Of these islands the twro principal ones, as has 

already been stated, are Moresby Island on the south, and Graham Island, 

the larger of the two, on the north of Skidegate Channel. 

That part of the channel which runs continuously across the Queen Char¬ 

lotte group, presents a curve which bears south-westward from the east 

entrance, and gradually turns w7est to Buck Point, situated on the open Pa¬ 

cific coast. Between nine and ten miles south-westward from the east 

entrance, at Dead-tree Point, are Alliford Bay and Leading Island. West 

of this is Maude Island with Lina Island north of it, and what may be 

called South Island on the other side. 

Maude Island is the largest of the three, and between it and Lina 

The Queen 
Charlotte 
Islands. 
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Island is the entrance to what may be called the north-west arm, along the 

north side of which are Anchor Cove, about twelve miles from the eastern 

entrance of Skidegate Channel, and Shallow Bay, a third of a mile further 

on. Separated from the latter by a bold volcanic promontory called Steep 

Point, is a deep narrow recess, which is termed Long Arm or Bay. 

It forms the extremity of the north-west arm, and the bight of it is seven¬ 

teen miles from the eastern end of the channel. 

That coal exists in these islands has been known for a long time, andcoai. 

several years ago the Queen .Charlotte Coal Mining Company opened 

mines upon it at Cowgitz. On my way to this place I observed the out¬ 

cropping edges of some of the coal-bearing strata at Cumshewas Harbour 

on the east side of Moresby Island. While staying at Cowgitz, coal was 

shown me from a place called Massett, on the north end of the island and 

about fifty-seven miles distant. 

Between Cowgitz and Massett there is said to be spread out eastward 

towards the coast a level country well suited for agriculture, bounded on Country suited 

the west by a high range of volcanic rocks (some of the peaks being 3,000fo1 agucultlue- 

and 4,000 feet above the sea). Under this it seems probable that 

the coal-bearing rocks may lie in the form of a north and south trough, Trough, 

prolonged a short distance southward into Moresby Island, the "whole 

length being about eighty-four miles. The rocks in this trough, as far as 

a very superficial inspection has enabled me to ascertain, appear to be the General dm- 
" 1 1 A x si on of rooks 

following in ascending order :— 

1. Lower Shales with Coal and Iron Ore. 

2. Coarse Conglomerates. 
3. Upper Shales and Sandstones. 

1. Lower Shales with Coal and Iron Ore. 

In this division black argillaceous shales with a white streak are inter- Shales coal and 

stratified nearly throughout with dark grey sandstones, varying iniron ore" 

thickness from six inches to a foot, and a mass of about 100 feet occupies 

a position apparently near the middle. The coal-seams and iron ores 

appear to characterize the base, but I have as yet seen these only in two 

localities, one of them being the claim of the Queen Charlotte Coal Min¬ 

ing Company at Cowgitz. 

In this neighborhood, Hooper’s Creek, which has its source on Seymour Hoo ,g 

Mountain and meets the black shales at its foot, flows thence for nearly a Creek" 

mile south-eastward in the strike of the shales into Shallow Bay, about 

a third of a mile wTest of Anchor Cove. On the south-west side of the 

creek, the shales rise rapidly, leaning in a nearly vertical attitude against 

a spur of the volcanic rocks which have been mentioned as bounding the 

coal-trough. From the bed of the creek, at a point nearly a mile up its course, 

and 448 feet above the sea, an adit-level, called Hooper’s Creek tunnel, has 
7 1 # Hooper’s Creek 

been driven in a bearing N. 69° W., for 190 feet, through vertical beds tunnel. 
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Coal-seam. 

Second and 
third tunnels. 

Coal-seam. 

Shaft. 

Hutchison's 
tunnel. 

Second shaft. 

« 

of black shale, studded with nodules of clay iron-stone, which constitute? 

perhaps a quarter of the mass, to a seam of coal. It then proceeds in the 

coal in a bearing N. 53° W., gradually turning to N. 29° E., in a distance 

of about 450 feet. Trap rock appears to form the western side nearly 

all the way. The coal is good anthracite, and where first struck in the 

tunnel its thickness was from two to three feet, but it soon increased 

to a little over six feet, and continued so for sixty or seventy feet. It 

then became mixed with black shale and iron-stone for seventy or eighty 

feet, and in this portion the coal had to be separated by hand picking. 

The tunnel continued for about fifty feet further, but I could not convince 

myself that any coal at all was present towards the extremity. This bed 

is called “ the six feet seam.” 

About nine chains on the strike of the measures from where Hooper’s 

Creek tunnel struck the coal, another tunnel had been driven at a lower 

level by seventy or eighty feet, and a third one about five chains further 

on the strike, and seventy or eighty feet still lower. On the mounds of 

débris excavated from these I could not find a trace of coal, which could 

not have been the case had but a small quantity been brought out. The 

inference is that no coal was met with, or so little as not to be worth work¬ 

ing. 

About nine chains across the measures in a bearing N. 35° E. from 

the coal-seam mentioned, and therefore above it stratigraphically, there 

occurs another seam. The following is an ascending section of the strata 

which are here vertical : 
Ft. In. 

Coal, good anthracite. 0 6 
Black argillaceous shale. 4 6 
Coal, good anthracite, called “the three feet seam”. 2 5 

Black argillaceous shale, with nodules of clay iron-stone. 11 0 
Grey trap, or it may be altered sandstone. 8 0 

26 5 

A vertical shaft had been sunk in the seam, and a good deal of good 

hard coal had been taken from it. The top of the shaft is 540 feet above 

the sea, but, at a lower level by 193 feet, an adit called Hutchison’s tunnel 

had been driven to intersect it. The seam on being struck is stated by 

Mr J. J. Landale, a civil engineer and coal viewer, to have been thin. 

How thin is not mentioned. It is presumed, however, that it was not 

workable, and the excavation in the shaft having been abandoned before it 

reached the tunnel, it is supposed that the seam had diminished to an 

unworkable thickness in descending. 

The strike of the measures immediately near the vertical shaft appears 

to be.S. 18°E., and about eight chains in this bearing from it, there is an¬ 

other, which is said to have been sunk in coal, but I could not observe 

any interstratified in the shale at the top of the pit, and there were but 
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small indications that any had been landed on the surface. A third shaft Third shaft, 

is situated about three chains further on, and said to be forty feet deep. 

Here several tons of dull, earthy, impure coal lay on the surface, and I was 

informed that some bright, good coal had been carried away ; but I could 

perceive no fragments of it remaining intermixed with the other. Both of 

these shafts had been abandoned. 

Towards the last mentioned shaft, and upwards of 300 feet lower in level, 

an adit called Wilkes’ tunnel, has been driven from Robinson’s Creek (a wakes’ tunnel, 

tributary of Hooper’s Creek ) sufficiently far, apparently, across the mea¬ 

sures to have reached this coal,but the seam was not met with in it. At the 

extremity of the excavation, however, there occurred a black, tough, carbon- carbonaceous 

aceous shale, with a black powder, a conchoidal fracture and an earthy ' 

aspect when freshly broken. In situ it is traversed by irregular cracks,split¬ 

ting it into smallish fragments, the surfaces of which were often slicken- 

sided, and presented a brilliant black polish, with an occasional thin film of a 

greenish, probably magnesian mineral. In some of the cracks there were 

veins of quartz having a coating of the same mineral.* This shale was 

marked by the occurrence of a bivalve shell resembling a Unio. A mere 

filament of coal was intersected in the tunnel near its mouth, and this may Coa! 

correspond with a three-inch seam occurring at the mouth of Hutchison’s 

tunnel. The stratigraphical place of this would be about 200 feet above 

the three-feet seam, and the strike of the three-inch seam in Hutchison’s 

tunnel is N. 10° W., which would sufficiently correspond with that of the 

three-feet coal. The whole band of strata from the six-feet seam, compre¬ 

hending a thickness of more than 800 feet, would thus appear to be running 

for a spur of volcanic rock, thrown eastward from Mount Seymour, while 

the three-feet seam reaches without any deflection to within four chains of 

it. This appears to me a pretty strong evidence of the existence of a fault, Fault 

which seems to be farther corroborated by a sudden change in the strike 

of the measures. 

From a report by Mr. Landale to the Queen Charlotte Coal Mining MrÆandaie’s 

Company, it appears that some exploratory work had been done on Rob' 

inson’s Creek, above Hutchison’s tunnel. Trials were made in three 

places of poor, soft, dirty coal, nine and seven feet thick, and in two where 

coal of a fair quality occurred in a seam of two feet. But, unfortunately, 

not having been made aware of this at the time I was on the ground, I can 

only avail myself of it to show that the strike of the measures immediately 

beyond the mouth of Hutchison’s tunnel changes to north-east, and Mr. 

James Deans, my assistant during the summer, having been employed by 

the Queen Charlotte Company to undertake explorations on their behalf 

* Mr. Hoffmann has since the above was written ascertained the mineral to have the 
following composition:—Silica 36.54, alumina 28.76. protoxide of iron 16.677? lime 1.82* 

magnesia 2.667, water 13.733=100.197. 
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Slaty Creek. 

Continuity of 
Coal-seams. 

à 

Number Two 
Coal Mine. 

Extent of coal 
bearing strata. 

during the months of October and November, succeeded with much difficulty, 

owing to continued rains, in cutting trails through the heavily timbered lands, 

and in tracing these north-eastward seams as far as Slaty Creek, a dis¬ 

tance of between three and four miles. In this distance coal-seams were 

observed on most of the streams he crossed, showing that whatever varia¬ 

tion there may occur in their quality and thickness, they are at any rate 

continuous. The strata for the whole distance preserve their vertical atti¬ 

tude, and they are all along backed to the north-west by lofty escarpments 

of volcanic rock. 

In an opposite direction, that is to say south-eastward from Hooper’s 

Creek tunnel, for about three-quarters of a mile, to Shallow Bay, but little 

is seen of the strata except at the pits and tunnels previously described as 

having been sunk and driven, with but indifferent success, in search of the 

three-feet coal-seam. On the west side of Shallow Bay, about twenty 

chains below the mouth of Hooper’s Creek, the trap comes visibly in con¬ 

tact \yith the black shales, being apparently thrown forward a little to the 
\ 

eastward on the south side of a fault running about N. 73° E. 

In a bearing S. 47Q E. from this, there is on the south side of the north¬ 

west arm, about a mile S. 30Q E., from the wharf in Anchor Cove, and 

about 200 paces inland, what is called “Number Two Coal Mine.” It is an 

excavation of about twenty feet, bearing S. 67° E. on a seam between two 

and three feet thick of culm, holding lumps of anthracite. The black 

shale on each side of it is characterized by the presence of disseminated 

nodules of clay iron-stone similar to that at the Hooper’s Creek seam. 

My own examination did not extend further in this direction, but it is re¬ 

ported by the Indians that a well marked seam of coal occurs about four¬ 

teen miles hence in a south-easterly direction, apparently agreeing with 

the general strike, on the south side of Skidegate Channel. This would 

give an extent of at least twenty miles to the coal-bearing strata which 

have thus been partially examined, and the facts mentioned indicate a 

general presence of coal in it, however much what may be considered the 

same seams may vary in their distances from one another on the strike, in 

their thickness and their qualities. It is very probable that irregularities 

and interruptions may prevail here, similar to those which have been 

observed in the Vancouver Island deposits, and, according to the informa¬ 

tion you have given me, occur also in the mesozoic coal-seams in Australia. 

It would require a much more detailed exploration than I had time to 

give to pronounce with any chance of accuracy upon the extent of these 

irregularities in the Queen Charlotte Islands, but the possibility of their 

occurrence should always be kept in view by those endeavoring to turn 

the seams to practical account, and some cheap but careful system of trials 

along the outcrops ought to be instituted in the first instance to ascertain 

the probable quantity before any great outlay is made upon works intended 
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to be permanent. This is usual even on the very regular seams 

of the Carboniferous era, and it is certainly much more required in 

coal deposits of a more recent age, which may have had their origin from 

drift instead of growth in situ. 

Nothing can be better or more substantially constructed than the wharf, wharf, house», 

the houses, tramways, inclines, dumping-sheds and tunnels of the Queen 

Charlotte Coal Mining Company, and it is much to be regretted that their 

efforts have not been more successful. 

On Slaty Creek near the base of the band of coal-bearing black shales Quarry of car- 

now under description, and close by the volcanic rock, there occurs a shales on siaty 

quarry which has been excavated by the Indians. It has a depth of three 

or four feet, a breadth of four or five yards, and a length of between 

eighty and ninety yards- It has been worked for the purpose of obtaining 

masses of carboniferous shale similar to that occurring in Wilkes’ tun¬ 

nel. These the Indians carve into tobacco pipes, numberless grotesque ima- Indian carv- 

ges, and musical instruments resembling flutes, to all of which they give a ulSb’ 

good polish. The shale occurs in lenticular patches of two or three feet 

in the thickest part, and from eight to twenty feet long, which are interstra- 

tified with a light grey not very hard sandstone. In the patches occur an 

abundance of flattened stems and leaves, sometimes infiltrated with the 

greenish mineral already alluded to, and many thin irregular patches of 

anthracite sometimes a tenth of an inch thick. Whether this description 

of stone occurs at any other horizon in the shales of this division, or in other 

parts of its distribution has not yet been ascertained. With reference to 

it, Dr Harrington says : 

“This rock shows no tendency to cleave into laminæ until it is ignited, Note.by Dr. 

but breaks with a true conchoidal fracture. Its color is greyish-black upon 

fractured surfaces, and black when polished. The specimen given me 

for examination is slightly jointed, there being two series of joints nearly at 

right angles to one another, and nearly at right angles to the plane of the 

bedding. The joints are partially filled with a soft white mineral which 

has not as yet been analysed. 

“The rock has a hardness of about 2J, a specific gravity of 2.88-2.89- 

and readily takes a fine polish. When fragments are heated in a crucible 

they decrepitate with considerable violence, and split up into numerous 

thin laminæ. These, upon removing the cover from the crucible and 

burning the carbonaceous matter, become reddish-grey in color. Before 

the blowpipe the rock decrepitates, turns reddish-grey, and fuses with 

difficulty on the edges to a black scoria which is attracted by the 

magnet. 

It is partially decomposed by sulphuric acid. 

The following analysis shows it to be a hydrated silicate of alumina and Analysis of 

iron with several per cent of carbonaceous matter : 
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Silica. 44. 78 
Alumina. 36. 94 
Peroxide of Iron . 8. 46 
Lime . traces 
Magnesia. “, 
Water.  7. 15 

Carbonaceous matter. 3.18 

100. 51 

The disseminated carbonaceous matter appears to be the cause of its 

being susceptible of taking a fine polish.” 

On Slaty Creek the division has a breadth of perhaps three-quarters of 

a mile in a south-eastward bearing. From this the band runs southward 

to Anchor Cove, where its breadth is diminished to less than half a mile. 

The summit of it then sinks under a strip of conglomerate, and rising again 

runs along the coast to a point about half a mile north from Cowgitz. 

The summit here folds apparently over an anticlinal, and strikes eastward 

across the north-west arm to a point near Christie Bay, running in this 

direction about two miles. It has here a breadth in a south-western di¬ 

rection of about a mile and a half to the volcanic rocks in the neighbor¬ 

hood of “ Number Two Coal Mine.” From this the band has a southward 

trend to Skidegate Channel, on the south side of which it gradually turns to 

the eastward, and, folding under the axis of the general trough, comes upon 

the channel again with a breadth of about a mile and a half, the base reach¬ 

ing to within a short distance of Alliford Bay. In its northern course 

thence it composes South Island, all of Maude Island, except a small part 

of the west end, and the whole of Lina Island. The summit comes 

upon Graham Island again at the Narrows between it and North Island, 

shewing a breadth on the shore of the former of about two and a half 

miles : thence its course northward can for the present be only conjectured. 

The thickness of these shales has not yet been determined, but on both 

sides of the trough they are characterized by abundance of organic remains. 

These are met with in the interstratified sandstones, as well as in the shales, 

but they are more numerous in the latter, and particularly in the lower 

part of them. It is unnecessary for me to allude to them further as they 

are described in appended notes by Dr. Dawson and Mr. Billings, the plants 

by the former, and the shells by the latter. 

2.Coarse Conglomerates. 

Conglomerates. These conglomerates are composed of well rounded pebbles, varying in 

size from a quarter of an inch to seven or eight inches, and appearing to 

consist chiefly ofdiorites, of light grey and yellowish-brown colors, held in 

a matrix of brown silicious sand with which they are well mixed up, the 

mass showing indications of very fine bedding. The base of the mass., how¬ 

ever,becomes finer in some places than in others,presenting then the charac¬ 

ters of sandstone. The country which these conglomerates occupy exhibits 
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a broken surface, and a series of small islands immediately west of North 

Island rise abruptly from the water to heights of 100 and 150 feet. Where 

the band reaches Graham Island, on the east side of the trough, it presents 

a cliff of nearly 500 feet in height, and it must thus attain to at least this 

thickness. 

On Graham Island the band comes southward towards Skidegate Chan¬ 

nel, on both sides of the trough, with a breadth of about a quarter of a mile. 

The summit on the west side reaches the north-west arm of the channel at 

the mouth of Slaty Creek, and, after sweeping round under the water for 

three miles and a half, again ranches the coast, nearly north of the western 

extremity of North Island. The course of the base has been indicated in 

giving the summit of the lower shales. This part of the mass runs into a 

long spur as it approaches Anchor Cove, which seems to be prolonged 

with a curve to the eastward in a strip that occupies the shore between 

Cowgitz and what is called South Point. Further south these conglome¬ 

rates fill an east and west breadth of seven miles and a half, occupying 

about a quarter of a mile at the west end of Maude Island, the remainder 

being on the promontory between the north-west arm and the western 

part of Skidegate Channel. On Moresby Island, along this channel, their 

breadth is about the same, but the distance they occupy to the south on this 

island, on the axis of the trough, must for the present be conjectured ; it may, 

however, be between three and four miles. 

3. Upper Shales and Saiidstones. 

These shales are by no means so black as the lower band, their dark- Upper shales 

est tint being a brownish or blackish-grey, and most of them are somewhat * 

arenaceous. They are interstratified with sandstones, generally from three 

to six inches thick ; but a band of about thirty feet occupies a position 

which is conjectured to be about seventy feet from the base. 

Approaching the conglomerates, some twenty or thirty feet are inter¬ 

stratified with beds of reddish-weathering, greyish-browTn, argillaceous 

dolomite, varying in thickness from two to six inches, but constituting 

the chief part of the mass ; and these seem to form a passage to the con¬ 

glomerates, the tops of which hold a few of the magnesian layers. Only 

one fossiliferous bed was observed : it was at the top of the highest part 

-seen, which may be about 200 feet from the base, though it has not yet 

been determined that this constitutes the summit of the band. 

Soils, Vegetation, &c. 

South and south-west of the prairie land described last year (Report of 

Progress 187L-72, p. 94) as extending eight miles from Comox up the 

Courtnay River, the country is heavily timbered on the Puntledge and its 

tributary, Brown’s River ; and the soil which supports the timber on the Soil. 
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lower parts of this, very much resembles that of the prairie, being of a rich 

snutf-brown when dry, and black when wet, and nearly destitute of pebbles. 

But on the more elevated portions, the color of the dry soil is of a duller 

brown, and it holds many well rounded pebbles of the crystalline rock3, 

not exceeding on an average the eighth of an inch in diameter,though a few 

up to seven inches may be occasionally met with. 

The chief part of the timber seems to grow as large on the one soil as on 

the other. Beneath the brown soils on the Puntledge, from its junction 

with the Courtnay up to its junction with Brown’s River, cliffs, in which clay 

and sand are interstratified with one another, are occasionally met with, 

varying in height from 100 to 150 feet. 

On the line of the projected tramway to the Union Mine, the soil is well 

seen. It consists chiefly of the pebbly variety, but in a few parts openings 

occur, varying in extent from half an acre to seven or eight acres; and in 

these the soil resembles that of the Comox prairies. These soils prevail 

here for six miles from the coast, and reach for the same distance on the 

Trent River. On the Sable their breadth is limited to two miles ; south¬ 

west from which the surface rises rapidly into rocky hills from 1,000 to 

4,000 feet high, while two and a half miles further back the peaks of the 

Beaufort Range attain from 4,420 to 5,420 feet above the sea, according 

to the Admiralty Chart. 

On the north-east side of Denman’s Island, cliffs of interstratified sand 

and clay extend from Buck Point at the north to Kamas Point, and for 

two miles beyond, rising to heights of from 100 to 300 feet, as already 

stated. The interior of the island is generally covered with a thick growth 

of forest, and, excepting where the conglomerate rocks of Division C come 

to the surface, is well adapted for cultivation. Cliffs of sand and clay 

similar to those on Denman’s Island occur on Hornby Island. From 

Shingle Spit to Point Phipps, and for about a mile and a half beyond, 

they rise to heights of from twenty to eighty feet. At the top of these a 

narrow strip of good brown soil prevails. It occurs also east of Point 

Norman, and at the head of Tribune Bay, extending to the north-east 

coast. On it there is some good prairie land. 

In connection with these prairie soils it may be mentioned that Mr. 

George McFarlane of Comox shewed me a field of six acres from which he 

had just obtained nine tons of oats. This, allowing the ordinary rate of 

thirty-two pounds to the bushel, would be a yield of ninety-two bushels to 

the acre. From a turnip %^dof two acres which I saw before leaving the 

neighborhood, Mr. George Roob^at my request, sent me in November last 

to Victoria a Swedish turnip w9^hinghtwenty-six pounds and a half. 

When I left Comox in the beginnin^^;42^°^er there appeared to be a 
great number, judging by comparison, whmŸf%ould weigh at least twenty 

pounds. The soil of the oat field was of the rich prairie variety without 

pebbles. The turnip field possessed the pebbly variety. 
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My stay on the Queen Charlotte Islands was too short to enable me Fitness of the 

to gather many facts in regard to their fitness for agricultural lotte islands for 
o ^ agricultural 

settlement. The forest trees appeared to me to equal in size those of Van- settlement, 

couver Island. In several places spruce trees were measured, and at 

seven feet from the ground they were found to be thirty-six and a half feet 

in circumference, while they ran up straight without a branch for 100 feet. 

Cedar trees ( Thuja gigantea) were observed of not less magnitude. The 

Indians raise potatoes in openings which occur in the woods not far from 

the coast, and, where I saw them, the crop, in every case, appeared to be a 

good one. In one place near the company’s tramway, where seed had 

been accidently dropped, timothy grass had sprung up to a height of six 

feet three inches. 
The general surface of the Islands, though in some places mountainous, 

is not what might be termed rocky, the hills being for the most part, as the 

Indians informed me, covered with soil, and in the northern part of Graham 

Island there is said to be a good deal of level land. 

The rain-fall appears to be greater than on Vancouver Island, and mKaill.faI1 

this respect the country might be compared with the United Kingdom. 

There is, however, on the volcanic range, which bounds the coal-field to 

the west, occasionally an excess of wet weather. 

Erratic blocks, generally well rounded, and consisting chiefly of gneiss Erratics, 

and granite, were occasionally met with in all parts of the country examin¬ 

ed, but usually at distant intervals. Eut on the Union Mine tramway 

road, a little beyond the third mile from the coast, a quick rise takes place 

in the surface, and here the ground for a short distance is closely packed 

with well rounded boulders, varying in diameter from one to three feet. 

The only places where ice-grooves were observed, were in the neighbor-ice-grooves, 

hood of Victoria. On the outside of the harbor they run S. 15 W. On 

the south side of James Bay, at the end of the bridge, they run S. 19° W., 

wnd at the upper end of Fort Street they are S. 13° W. 

I have the honor to be, Sir, 

Your most obedient servant. 

(Signed.) James Richardson. 

F 



APPENDIX I. TO Mr. RICHARDSON’S REPORT. 
BY 

Principal Dawson, LL.D., F.R.S. 

Note on the Fossil Plants from British Columbia, collected by Mr. James 
Richardson in 1872. 

McGill College, Montreal, May 8,1873. 

My Dear Sir,—I beg leave to send herewith notes on the specimens 

from British Columbia which you were so kind as to submit to me. I 

have felt much interest in these plants, many of them so well preserved, 

and only regret that the want of complete series of the modern trees of 

British Columbia and other parts of the West coast, has prevented more 

detailed comparisons of the fossils with their modern successors, which in 

some respects they so much resemble. I hope, at a future time, that this 

desideratum may be supplied. 

I remain, 

Your obedient servant, 

J. W. Daiyson. 
A. R. C. Selwyn, Esq., F.G.S., 

Director of the Geological Survey of Canada. 

In my note of last year on the plants collected by Mr. Richardson in 

1871, I referred to specimens of fossil coniferous woods from the coal-field 

of Nanaimo, Vancouver Island. Mr. Richardson’s collections of 1872 

include a much larger number of specimens of fossil wood from the Queen 

Charlotte Islands, Norris Island and Hornby Island, all of them appar¬ 

ently from Mesozoic rocks, and many of them associated with characteristic 

marine shells of Cretaceous or Jurassic Genera. They are principally 

drift trunks, though probably from not very distant land, and some of the 

specimens have been bored by Teredine mollusks. 

Mr. Weston, the lapidary of the Survey, has prepared upwards of a 

hundred excellent slices of these fossils, all of which I have carefully ex¬ 

amined, with Ho following general results:— 

I. Coniferous Woods. 

These are h} lAuch the most abundant in the collection, ranging in age 

from the probably Lower Cretaceous or Jurassic beds of the Queen Charlotte 

Islands to the probably Middle and Upper Cretaceous of Vancouver 

Island and Hornby Island. They may all be referred to the genera 

Genera of coni- Cupressoxylon and Taxoxylon. or in other words are allied to the modern 
ferous woods. ~ . 

Cypresses and lew trees, which range with very little modification of 

type from the Mesozoic to the modern period. 
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Cupressoxylon. 

This genus is characterised by distinct concentric rings of growth, characters of 

round discs or bordered pores on the walls of the fibres in one or two soxyiou.1 

series, resin cells (which are, however, often very obscure in the fossil 

specimens) and simple medullary rays. 

One of the most common woods of this type in the collections from 

the Queen Charlotte Islands, Vancouver Island and Hornby Island, is of 

the same character with the wood of the modern Sequoia gigantea of 

California, and probably belonged to an allied tree. 

Another from Vancouver Island, with two rows of pores on each fibre, 

is scarcely distinguishable from specimens of the ordinary California Red¬ 

wood, in the collection of Prof. Gray, of Cambridge, who has kindly given 

me specimens for comparison. 

Another species differing from the above in its very short medullary 

rays, and having one row of pores on the walls of the fibres, occurs at 

Queen Charlotte and Vancouver Islands. 

Two others, with well developed resin cells, and one row of pores on 

the fibres, are found at Vancouver Island alone. 

I do not think it necessary to attach specific names to these trees, at 

least until I can compare them with more complete series of woods from 

the west coast. It is sufficient to know that they indicate several species 

of Cypress-like trees not very dissimilar from those at present existing in £^$ress'iike 

the region. 

Taxoxylon. 

This genus is characterised by concentric rings of growth, by wood-^nus Taxoxv- 

cells with spiral fibres, in addition to the bordered pores, and by simple 

medullary rays. 

There appear to be in the collection three species of this genus, two 

from Vancouver Island and one from the Queen Charlotte Islands. They 

have the characters of modern taxine woods, modified a little probably by 

the long maceration in water which they have sustained. Many of the 

modern taxine trees «are remarkable for the toughness of their fibre, aris¬ 

ing apparently from a less firm lateral adhesion than usual of the woody 

fibres to each other, and, also, perhaps, from the peculiarities of their 

ligneous lining. This laxity of the tissue becomes exaggerated in 

the water-soaked fossil specimens, so that in cross section the wood-cells 

appear as if round within, and separated by intercellular spaces, the ap¬ 

pearances recalling those in the Devonian Prototaxites, which, however, 

presents them in a still more exaggerated form. The study of these more 

modern taxine trees has served to confirm my belief in the interpretation 

I have given of the Devonian prototype of Taxineæ. 
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If. Angiospermous Exogens. 

Wood of this class is not so abundant in the collection as coniferous 

wood ; but it is of much interest as exhibiting the existence in the Creta¬ 

ceous period of the same modifications of wood which exist at present, and 

as corresponding with the leaves of exogenous’Trees found in the coal for¬ 

mation of Nanaimo. 

Quercus. 

Two species of oak occur in the collection. One is from the Upper 

Cretaceous shale of Hornby Island. The other is from the Cretaceous coal¬ 

field of Vancouver Island, at Trent River below the Falls, or according 

to Mr. Richardson’s sections, about 3,000 feet lower than the Hornby 

Island beds. 

Quercus,No. 1. Hornby Island.—This has very large medullary rays 

of many series of cells, the ducts small, uniformly scattered and annular. 

Of the species with which I have means of comparison, it most nearly re¬ 

sembles Q. ilex of the south of Europe, but has larger medullary rays. 

The specimen is a fragment of a decorticated stem about six inches in 

diameter, and to the naked eye has much the appearance of a blackened 

fragment of the wood of Q. suber. 

Quercus, No. 2, Vancouver Island.—The medullary rays are nar¬ 

rower than in the last, and more dense. The ducts are more collected in 

the vicinity of the rings of growth, and are apparently dotted. The speci¬ 

men is a fragment of wood in a nodule. 

Both the above species have more resemblance to European oaks than 

to those of Eastern America ; and unfortunately I have not yet been able 

to procure specimens of the wood of the modern oaks of British Columbia 

for comparison. 

Betula. 

One specimen from Vancouver Island, a fragment of a stem about 

three inches in diameter, and with a very smooth external surface, pre¬ 

sents the characters of Birch wood, and is not very dissimilar from the 

modern Betula papyracea. It has clustered ducts, evenly disposed and 

dotted on the walls, and thin-walled wood-cells. The medullary rays are 

narrow and frequent, of about three rows of cells. 

Populus. 

This is also a specimen from Vancouver Island. It is a small knot or 

base of a branch, imbedded in a nodule. Its structure is not dissimilar 

from that of Popular balsamifera. The wood has infrequent scattered ducts 

and delicate medullary rays of one series of cells. Its growth rings are 
distinct. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE. 

CYCADEOOARPUS (DIOONITES) COLUMBIANUS, N.S. 

PIG. 

1. Fruit, side view, natural size. 
2. Fruit, basal view “ 

3. Section of Fruit “ 

(a) epicarp, or testa ; (b) space occupied by structureless calcite ; (c) endocarp 

or tegmen (d) nucleus. 
4. Petiole, natural size. 
5. Cross section of the same, shewing bundles of fibres. 

G. The same magnified. 

(a) cortex; (b) cellular tissue; (c) bundles of fibres. 
7. Portion of the same more magnified. (Reference letters the same.) 
8. Transverse section of one of the bundles, highly magnified, shewing lacunæ and 

fibres. 

9. Longitudinal section of portion of petiole magnified. 
(Reference letters as in fig. VII.) 

10. One of the “gum-cells” magnified. 

11. Fibres shewing transverse markings. 
12. Portion of a leaf magnified, shewing bundles of fibres with transverse markings, and 

intervening cellular tissue. 
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These woods afford an additional evidence of the fact already comment¬ 

ed on by Lesquereux and Newberry, that in the Cretaceous period the 

generic types of American trees were as well marked as at present ; and 

they are further curious in connection with the occurrence of workable 

coal, which must have been accumulated by plants thus modern in as¬ 

pect. 

III. Cycadeae. 

Cycadeocarpus (Dioonites) Columbianus, N.S. (Plate I.) 

This is a large and beautiful fruit, showing its internal structure, and 

associated with fragments of petioles and leaves, which, from the similarity 

of their tissues, I regard as probably belonging to the same species. I 

shall, therefore, describe under this head these different organs, in the 

hope that future discoveries may make good my judgment as to their 

specific identity. 

(1) Fruit. Broadly ovate or nearly oval. Surface smooth, but with traces 

of indented longitudinal bands. Apex rounded or obtusely pointed. Base 

showing a broad surface of attachment, with a ring of scars of about 

twenty-two fibrous bundles which probably passed upward on the outer 

rind. Length of largest specimen, 5.25 centim. Largest transverse 

diameter, 4.5 centim. Length of a smaller specimen, 4 centims. Largest 

transverse diameter, 4.25 centim. This smaller specimen has probably 

been vertically compressed. 

When sliced, it shows an epicarp (or testa) of large and rather thick- 

walled hexagonal cells, without auy fibres or vessels. Within this is a 

narrow structureless ring filled with calcite, and nrobablv a result of shrink- 

age. This encloses the endocarp (or tegmen,) which is thin and composed 

of fine cells, and apparently lined with a dense membrane. The nucleus, 

which was large, has entirely disappeared, its place being occupied by 

structureless calcite. 

(2) Petiole. This is a slightly flattened cylinder, two centimeters in 

diameter. Externally it has a thin bark of small elongated cells, arranged 

in little groups in a radial manner. Within this is a continuous tissue of 

hexagonal cells, interspersed with what seem to be gum or proper-juice 

cells, darker in color, and each enclosed in a sheath of smaller cells. This 

cellular substance is traversed by about 45 bundles of fibres presenting in 

the cross section a somewhat hippocrepian arrangement. Thirty of these 

bundles, in the cross section, form a circle a little within the bark—the 

larger bundles being at the lower side. At the upper side is one bundle 

larger than those in its vicinity and of a round form, and from either side 

of this the remaining bundles form a deep loop extending considerably 

beyond the centre of the petiole. Each bundle consists of fine fibres 

radially arranged and coarser outside, and with these are from one to five 

Generic types 
of the Cre¬ 
taceous period. 

Description of 
fruit. 

Description of 
petiole. 
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Description of 
leares. 

General cha¬ 
racters of plant 

lacunæ, which in the longitudinal section seem to be oval intercellular 

spaces. The fibres show in places a delicate transverse or pseudo-scalari- 

form marking similar to that in modern Cycads. 

(3) Leaves. These have the structure well preserved, though in a frag¬ 

mentary condition. The fragments are parallel-sided, about half an inch 

wide, thick, and traversed by strongly developed parallel fibrous bundles, 

imbedded in delicate cellular tissue. Each bundle is enclosed in a sheath 

of dense cells, and some of the fibres show the barred structure already 

mentioned. Between the principal bundles are secondary nerves, each 

consisting of a single, perhaps laticiferous, vessel. The epidermis is com¬ 

posed of dense irregular cells. The structures are similar on the whole 

to those in the pinnules of the leaf of LHocn, though they also remind an 

observer of the leaves of Yv.cca gloriosa. 

On the supposition that the above described organs belong to one and 

the same plant, it had no doubt a thick though perhaps short stem, large 

compound leaves having their divisions thick and rigid, with parallel veins, 

fruits or large naked seeds, supported on massive peduncles, or sessile on 

a common peduncle, and when mature furnished with a thick and pro¬ 

bably dry cellular coat. No true vascular structures are apparent in any 

of the specimens. These characters would point to the Cycads ; and, 

perhaps, nothing of this kind more nearly approaches to the fossil than the 

modern JDioon edule of Mexico, of which this may be regarded as a cre¬ 

taceous predecessor. It may, I think, very properly be placed in the genus 

Dioonites created to receive certain fossil cycadeous leaves from the Mes¬ 

ozoic of Europe. The fruit, if described by itself, would go into the 
genus Cycadeocarpus. t 

The specimens are from the Lower Cretaceous or J urassic of Skidegate 
Channel, Queen Charlotte Islands. 

IY. Filices. 

Ferns- Pecopteris.—The shales of Hornby Island along with many obscure- 

vegetable fragments, contain pinnæ of a fern approaching in outline to 

Pecopteris Phillipsi of the English Oolite, though of much smaller size. 

As its venation is not preserved, I think it best not to give it a name. 

Geological Relations. 

Gcoiog ca1 reia- The fossils from the Queen Charlotte Islands, consisting entirely of Pines 

and Cycads, while decidedly Mesozoic, would indicate a somewhat older 
stage than the others, say the Jurassic or Lower Cretaceous. 

Hie fossils from the coal-field of Vancouver Island, embracing, in addi¬ 

tion to coniferous trees, both wood and leaves of several species of Angio- 

spermous Exogens, coincide with those of the Cretaceous of other parts of 
America, for example of Nebraska. 
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The fossils from ITornby Island, in shales believed to overlie those of 

Vancouver Island, are also Cretaceous, and there is nothing to preclude 

their belonging to the upper part of that system. 

APPENDIX II. TO Mr. RICHARDSON’S REPORT. 
BY 

E. Billings, F.G.S., Palaeontologist to the Geological Survey. 

On the Mesozoic Fossils from British Columbia, collected by Mr. 
James Richardson in 1872. 

The following table exhibits the geological horizons of the Mesozoic rocks 

of British Columbia, as compared with those of England, Nebraska and 

California., according to our present information :— 

England. * Nebraska. California. British Columbia. 

m 
P 

U Q 
Maestricht beds. 
White Chalk. 

Fox Hills Group 
Fort Pierre 11 

Tejon Group 
Martinez “ 
Chico u 

Position of the rocks 
of Vancouver, Horn¬ 
by and Denman Is¬ 
lands. 

Ph o Grey Chalk. Niobrara, <£. 
d 

Upper Greensand... 
Gault. 

Fort Benton u 
Sh Dakota ü 

GQ 
sg Lower Greensand... Queen Charlotte Is¬ 

lands. The fossils are 
partly Jurassic and 
partly Cretaceous. 

£ § Wealden Clay. l Shasta Group 
X 

t-H <D Hastings Sand. 
Z-i 

o 

o 
• rH 

Upper Oolite. 
Middle “ . 

m Lower u . 
5-1 Upper Lias. 0 

Middle “ . 
Lower u . 

.2 Upper Trias. zn 
m Middle “ . 

Lower u . 

According to the researches of Mr. F. B. Meek and Dr. F. V. Hayden 

in Nebraska, and of Mr. W. M. Gabb in California, the fossils of the Cre¬ 

taceous formations on the east side of the Rocky Mountains, are nearly 

all specifically distinct, from those that occur in rocks of the same age on 

the west side. This would seem to establish the existence of a land bar- . 
Land barrier. 

rier, between the two regions, at an early period ; and upon this land, most 

probably grew the plants, whose remains occur so abundantly jn the rocks 

in question. 

It appears also, that the five groups into which the Cretaceous rocks of 

* LyeJl’s Elements, 6th ed., 1865, p. 312. 
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Absence c f 
Lower Creta¬ 
ceous on east 
side of Rocky 
Mountains. 

Sixteen species 
of ammonites. 

Nebraska have been divided, when taken together as a whole, represent in 

a general way, the upper four members only, of the English series, as in¬ 

dicated in the above table. Neither the Gault, Lower Greensand, Weal- 

den Clay, nor the Hastings Sand has been recognised on the east side of 

the Rocky Mountains. In effect, the whole of the lower half of the Cre¬ 

taceous system is unknown in that region. But on the west side of the 

Mountains, a portion at least of the Lower Cretaceous is supposed to occur. 

The officers of the California Survey have placed their upper three 

groups (Tejon, Martinez and Chico) on a parallel with the upper three 

of the English Divisions. They consider that the Shasta group may re¬ 

present the remainder of the Cretaceous from the Gault downwards.* If 

this view should be correct, and I have no doubt but that it is, then the 

Lower Cretaceous (as well as the Upper) is represented on the west side 

of the Rocky Mountains. 

In deciding the age of a rock in which all of the species are either new, 

or of forms whose geological horizon has not been determined, we are 

obliged to rely upon the known range of the genera. This is the case 

with regard to the fossils from the Queen Charlotte Islands. I cannot find 

that any of the species have been described. I sent ten of the 

species of Lamellibranchiata from this locality to Mr. Meek, who is 

one of the most experienced Mesozoic palaeontologists on the con¬ 

tinent, and he informed me that they were all new to him. My own ob¬ 

servations have been confined chiefly to the cephalopoda, and may be thus 

briefly stated. There are sixteen species of ammonites which exhibit the 

following alliances :— 

No. 1.—A species closely allied to A. Rayuinianus, d. Orb. Paléontologie 

Française, Terrains Jurassiques, Tome 1, pi. 106, Upper Lias. 

This species is from Skidegate Channel. 

No. 2.—Allied to A. coronatus, Drug. d. Orb. op. cit., pi. 169, Upper 

Oolite. Occurs with No. 1. 

No. 3.—This species is of the type of A. (Perisphinctes) tyrannus, Neu- 

meyer. Jahrbuch der K. K. Geologischen Reichanstalt, Band 

XX., pi. 9., Upper Oolite, Germany. Occurs at Skidegate Chan¬ 

nel west of Alliford Bay. 

No. 4.—Same type as the former, but with more numerous ribs. Occurs 

at the same locality. 

No. 5.—This also belongs to the same group. It has still finer ribs on the 

dorsum than No. 4, and approaches, in this respect, A. Hum- 

phriesianus, Sowerby, of the Inferior Oolite. It occurs with 3 

and 4. 

* Geology of California, Vol. 1, p. 19, and Yol. 2, p. 13. 
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No. 6.—This species apparently belongs to the group Ligati, which ranges 

from the Middle Oolite up to the White Chalk. It is from Skide- 

gate Channel west of Alliford Bay. 

No. 7.—A species of the group Dentati. It resembles A. Stoliczkânus, 

Gabb, Pal. Cal. 2, p. 135, pi. 23, in size and form. It is, however, 

quite distinct therefrom. A. Stoliczkânus has only three tubercles 

on the ribs on each side, but this has six or seven. Occurs with 

No. 6. 

No. 8.—A compressed discoid species with a very small umbilicus, of the 

group Heterophylli. It is allied to such forms as A. semisulcatus 

and A. Tethys d’Orbigny, Op. cit. pi. 53. Lower Cretaceous. 

Occurs with Nos. 6, 7. 

No 9.—A species allied to the last, but with a larger umbillicus. It re¬ 

sembles A. Beudanti d’Orb, Op. cit. pi. 34. Gault. Occurs with 

the last. 

No. 10.—This species is closely allied to A. macrocephal'us, Lower Oolite, 

but has a smaller umbilicus. Occurs with the last. 

No. 11.—Another species of the same type, but with larger ribs, Same 

locality. 

No. 12.—A species with large rounded ribs separated by deep narrow 

grooves. With the last. 

Besides these are four other species, represented by very imperfect 

specimens. The genus Belemnites furnishes two species. One specimen Two species of 

consists of a portion of a large phragmocone, 2i inches in length, 1J inches 

across the larger extremity, and 13 lines across the smaller. The septa 

are moderately convex, and there are twelve chambers in the specimen. The 

second species is much smaller, the guard being only about 2\ inches in 

length, and nine lines in diameter at the margin of the alveolus. In one 

of the specimens the phragmocone is preserved, and exhibits at the upper 

extremity five chambers in the length of six lines. There are three speci¬ 

mens of the guard, which taken together exhibit all the parts, except a 

small portion of the apex and of the alveolar margin. From what may be 

seen in these three specimens of the guard, this species belongs to the 

section Acceli (Bronn), as it has neither dorsal nor ventral grooves. 

There is a short groove which extends from the apex upwards about nine 

lines. The materials are not sufficient to establish the position of this 

species with certainty, but the absence of furrows on the body of the guard 

and the presence of the small furrow at the apex, indicates that it belongs 

to the sub-section Acuarii. It is closely allied to B. Uussiensis and B. 

Kirghisensis, d’ Orb., (Palæontology of Russia, pi. XXIX.) both of which 

occur in the Middle Oolite. 

The only other Cephalopod in the collection besides the above, is a large Nautilus. 

Nautilus, with an aperture nearly six inches in width, and with coarse 
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Age of Queen 
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Gasteropoda. 

Lamellibran- 
chiata. 

somewhat transverse ribs meeting on the median line of the ventral side- 

at an angle of about 110°. We have, thus, only three genera of Cepha¬ 

lopoda, in the Queen Charlotte Islands collection. 

The genus Ammonites is found in all the Mesozoic formations from the 

Trias to the Upper Cretaceous. It has, however, been sub-divided into a 

number of groups, each of which has a definite range. The first five species 

above noticed belong to the group Planulati, nearly all of which arç 

Jurassic. Thus in India, where the ammonites have been well described 

and figured, out of 93 Cretaceous species, only one belongs to this group.* 

No. 6 may be referred to the Ligati, a group which includes some Juras¬ 

sic species, but is most prolific in the Cretaceous. No. 7 belongs to the 

Dentati, both Jurassic and Cretaceous. The group Heterophylli, to which 

8 and 9 belong, is Jurassic and Cretaceous. Nos. 10 and 11 are of the 

group Macrocephali, nearly all of which are Jurassic. No. 10 is very 

closely allied to the type of the group. No. 12 may be referred to the 

Ligati, but it is doubtful to which of the sections it belongs. 

The genus Belemnites ranges from the Trias upwards into the lower 

part of the Upper Cretaceous. Our two species are more like those of the 

Jurassic than the Cretaceous forms. If the smaller of the two be, as I 

suppose, truly a member of the sub-section Acuarii, then it belongs to a 

group never known to ascend above the Neocomian rocks, or the base of 

the Cretaceous. 

The genus Nautilus, as represented in the Mesozoic rocks, consists of 

two groups, one longitudinally sulcated and the other with transverse 

curved ribs. The former is Jurassic while the latter is said to be exclusively 

Cretaceous. Our species is closely allied to if not identical with N 

pseudo-de g ans d’Orbigny, a widely distributed form which occurs in the 

base of the Cretaceous in England, France and Switzerland, and in the 

lower part of the Upper Cretaceous in India. 

According to the above, the Ammonites and Belemnites tend to prove 

that the Queen Charlotte Islands rocks are Jurassic, while the Nautilus 

would place them in the Cretaceous. 

There are four species of Gasteropoda in the collection, all from Skide- 

gate Channel west of Alliford Bay. Two of these belong to the genus 

Acteonina ; the other two are not determinable generically. The genus 

Acteonina is, in Europe, Jurassic, but two species have been described in 

the Palæontology of California from the Shasta group. 

The Lamellibranchiata from Skidegate Channel west of Alliford Bay, 

belongto the genera Oucullæa, Thracia, Cyprina, Pleuromya, Inoceramus, 

Astarte, Melina, Trigonia and Pholadomya. I sent ten of the species to 

* Palæontologia Indica, Vol. 1, p. 161. 
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Mr. Meek, and he says they are “ undoubtedly Cretaceous or Jurassic 

most probably the former.” 

Three miles east of Cowgitz two species of Inoceramus were collected, inoceramus* 

both of which occur also on the south shore opposite Cowgitz, while one 

of them seems to be identical with one from Alliford Bay. 

The fossils above noticed do not appear to be Upper Cretaceous. My 

impression is that they belong to the base of the Cretaceous and the upper 

part of the Jurassic. 

The fossils from Vancouver, Denman and Hornby Islands are, in general 

characters, of the Upper Cretaceous type. The geologists of the Cali¬ 

fornia Survey, have already referred a portion, at least, of the rocks at 

Nanaimo including the coal-bearing beds, to their Chico group. * In 1856, 

a paper on some fossils from Nanaimo and Comox, was read before the 

Albany Institute by Mr. Meek, in which he refers the rocks of these lo¬ 

calities to the Fort Pierre group of the Nebraska section, or to the hori-^iews °fMr- 

zon nearly of the White Chalk of the English series. There can scarcely 

be any doubt but that these views are, in the main, correct. The occurrence 

of Baculites alone, goes far to prove that these rocks are Upper Cretaceous, 

since of all the species known of this genus, only one is Lower Cretaceous. 

The collection of fossils from the localities above named is not large, and 

most of the specimens are very imperfect. I could not at present venture 

to name any of the species. They are all, however, distinct from those 

of the Queen Charlotte Islands. 

* Mr. J. D. Whitney says that the Chico group “includes all the known Cretaceous of 

Oregon and of the extreme northern portion of California, and is the coal-bearing formation 

of Vancouver Island.” Geol. Cal., Vol. 2, Preface XIV. 
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BY 

Dr. B. J. Harrington, Chemist and Mineralogist to the Geological Survey. 

The Coals of the West Coast. 

In the Report of Progress for 1871-72, page 99, there appeared a 

series of analyses of coals from Vancouver and Newcastle Islands, by Dr. 

Hunt. Since these analyses were made, however, Mr. Richardson has 

brought other samples of the bituminous coals from Vancouver and New¬ 

castle Islands, as well as of the anthracite from the Queen Charlotte 

Islands ; and an examination of these has been deemed desirable, inas¬ 

much as they are, for the most part, from different seams or different 

localities from those examined last year. 

I have only made proximate analyses ; and as most of the samples were 

weathered, and the pyrites converted into peroxide of iron, determinations 

of sulphur would have been but of little value, and have, therefore, been 

made in a few cases only. 

I shall first give the analyses of the bituminous coals, and afterwards 

those of the Queen Charlotte anthracite. • . 

Bituminous Coals. 

_T . ,T. I. Lower seam, Union Mine, Comox. 

On referring to Mr. Richardson’s report, page 38, section 3, it will be 

Different cha- seen that the Lower or 10 feet seam (1.) at the Union Mine consists of 

and1owerUpoPrC-r two and a half feet of a dull, earthy coal, and seven and a half feet of clean 
tion otseam. an(j coap ^he sampie examined by Dr. Hunt was from the earthy 

portion, and contained 21*60 per cent, of ash. That which I have 

examined was from the upper and better portion of the seam. Its analysis 

gave : 
Slow Coking. Fast Coking. 

Water*. 1.70 1.70 

Volatile combustible matter. 27.17 32.36 

Fixed carbon. 68.27 63.08 

Ash. 2.86 2.86 

100.00 100.00 

Coke. 71.13 65.94 

Ratio of volatile to fixed combustible. 1:2.51 1:1.95 

* Loss at 115° C in all the analyses. 
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The sample was weathered, rather brittle, and stained with oxide of 

iron, though bright upon fresh fractures. The powder, when slowly heated 

in a crucible, did not agglutinate ; but, when rapidly heated, was converted 

into a tolerably firm coke. Ash brick-red. 
II. Union Mine, Comox. Seam 11, section 3, page 38, of Mr. union Mine,. 

Richardson’s report. 
This sample, like the last, was a good deal stained with oxide of iron, 

though bright upon fresh fractures. It was, however, much firmer, and 

contained a little mineral charcoal. 

When slowly heated the pulverized coal agglutinated slightly ; but when 

rapidly heated gave a firm though rather dull coke. Ash pale brick-red. 

Analyses by slow and fast coking gave : 

Slow Coking. Fast Coking. 

Water. 1.34 1.34 

Volatile combustible matter. 28.11 30.01 

Fixed carbon. 67.72 65.82 

Ash. 2.83 2.83 

100.00 100.00 

Coke . 70.55 68.65 

Rate of volatile to fixed combustible. 1:2.41 1:2.12 

III. Brown’s River. Section 1, seam 7, page 36. Brown’s River 

A surface specimen, brittle and stained with oxide of iron. When 

slowly heated it swelled up into a light porous coke. Ash reddish-grey. 

Slow Coking. Fast Coking. 
Water.. ... 0.95 0.95 

Volatile combustible matter. 21.57 23.35 

Fixed carbon. 73.14 70.86 
Ash. 4.34 4.34 

100.00 100.00 

Coke. 77.48 75.10 

Ratio of volatile to fixed combustible. 1:3.39 1:2.55 

Mr. Robert Brown, F.R.G.S., referring to the coal of Brown’s River, 

says that it “ is of a better quality than that of Nanaimo, and produces 

excellent coke.”* 

IV. Trent River, Seam 9 (3 feet 8 inches), section 5, page 40. Trent River, 

This sample was somewhat weathered, but still firm and clean. It con¬ 

tained occasional thin leaves of carbonate of lime. 

When slowly heated the powder swelled up to a light porous coke, occu¬ 

pying more than twice the volume of the powder. Rapid heating gave a 

firm coke. Ash reddish-grey. 

* Trans. Edin. Geol. Soc., Yol. I., Part III., p. 315. 
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Trent River. 

Newcastle 
Island. 

Saaquash or 
Sukwash. 

Analyses by slow and fast coking gave : 
Slow Coking. Fast Coking. 

Water. 0.92 0.92 
Volatile combustible matter. 28.50 32.94 
Fixed carbon. 62.76 58.32 
Ash. 7.82 7.82 

100.00 100.00 

Coke. 70.58 66.14 
Ratio of volatile to fixed combustible. 1;2.20 1:1,77 

Y. Trent River. From the same seam as No. IV., but from a 

different depth. 

The sample was firm and bright, and had an irregular fracture. Like 

the last, it contained thin veins of carbonate of lime. 

When slowly heated, the powder was only partially agglutinated. 

Rapid heating, however, gave a firm coke. Ash pale reddish-grey. 

The following analyses illustrate its composition : 

Slow Coking. Fast Coking. 

Water . .0.97 0.97 

Volatile combustible matter. . 25.09 29.95 

Fixed carbon . . 66.42 61.56 
Sulphur.. 1.57 

Ash . .. 5.95 5.95 

100.00 100.00 

Coke . .. 73.16 68.30 

Ratio of volatile to fixed combustible.. . 1:2.65 1:2.05 

YI. Newcastle Island. Upper seam, from three to four feet thick. 

(See Report of Progress 1871-72, p. 84.) 

A bright and clean coal, exceedingly tough and breaking with an 

uneven fracture. The sample showed two planes of cleat at right angles 

to one another, and also to the plane of bedding ; one of them, however, 

being much more distinct than the other. On account of its toughness 

this ccal would appear to be eminently adapted for stowage. 

The pulverised coal, when slowly heated, did not agglutinate at all ; 

and, even when rapidly heated, the grains were but slightly sintered 

together. Ash bulky, and of a reddish-grey colour. Analysis gave, 

Slow Coking. 

Water . 1.57 
Volatile combustible matter. 30.95 
Fixed carbon . 58.03 
Sulphur . 0.82 
Ash . 8.63 

100.00 

Ratio of ^ olatile to fixed combustible... 1:1.87 

Fast Coking. 

1.57 

38.14 
50.84 
0.82 
8.63 

100.00 

1:1.33 

VII. Saaquash or Sukwash. 

Upon th's stream, at a point about two miles south, of Fort Rupert, coal 
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is said to crop out, and to have been worked at different times. Mr. 

Richardson does not allude to it in his report, but has given me a 

specimen, of which I have made the following analyses : 

Water. 

Volatile combustible matter . 

Fixed carbon . 

Ash . 

Slow Coking. 

... 2.84 

... 33.56 

... 52.03 

... 11.57 

Fast Coking. 

2.84 

39.23 

46.36 

11.57 

100.00 100.00 

Ratio of volatile to fixed combustible .. 1:1.55 1:1.18 

The specimen consisted of alternate bright and dull layers, and was 

the poorest of all those examined. It can scarcely be classed with the 

brown coals, although not far removed from them in its characters. 

The powder did not agglutinate at all, even when rapidly raised to a 

bright red heat. When boiled inh solution of caustic potash, it communi¬ 

cated a pale brown color to the solution. 

If now we take the average of all the preceding analyses (includino'Averase com‘ 
, 0 \ o position of Van- 

the sulphur with the volatile combustible matter) we get, couver coals. 

Slow Coking. 

Water. 1.47 

Volatile combustible matter. 28.19 

Fixed carbon . 64.05 

Ash . 6.29 

Fast Coking. 

1.47 

32.69 

59 55 

6.29 

100.00 100.00 

Ratio of volatile to fixed combustible ... 1:2.37 1:1.85 

The average composition deduced from the analysis of eight samples of 

Yancouver coal by Dr. Hunt is, 

Slow Coking. 
Volatile matter. 31.00 

Fixed carbon . 56.41 

Ash . 12.59 

100.00 

Again, combining Dr. Hunt’s results with my own, we obtain as the 

average composition of Vancouver coal, deduced from the examination of 
fifteen samples, 

Slow Coking. 
Volatile matter . 30.33 

Fixed carbon. 60.23 

Ash. 9.44 

100.00 

Mr. Robert Brown, in the paper already referred to, gives eight ultimate 

analyses of Vancouver coals, one sample of which was from Nanaimo and 
the rest from Koskeemo. 
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The average composition deduced from these analyses is, 

Carbon ... 

Hydrogen 

Oxygen ... 

Nitrogen . 

Sulphur.. 

Ash . 

67.144 

5.530 

10.623 

1.279 

.843 

14.642 

100.061 

Remarks by Mr. 
Brown. 

Character of 
Vancouver 
coals. 

Unfortunate 
terms. 

The same writer, speaking of the Nanaimo coal, says : “ The coal 

itself is bright, tolerably hard, and not unlike some of the best qualities of 

English or Welsh coal in appearance. It burns freely with a good heat, 

but produces a great amount of ash. It is universally used by all Her 

Majesty’s ships on the coast, and by all of the Colonial and other steamers 

plying on the coast. It is highly valued as fuel for domestic purposes, 

both in Victoria, San Francisco, and other towns. Gas is manufactured 

from it in Victoria of good illuminating quality.” Referring to the 

Koskeemo coal-fields he says, “ My opinion is decided that the Koskeemo 

coal-field is the best yet discovered in Vancouver Island, though unopened 

out, not only on account of the superior quality of the coal, but the ready 

accessibility of the mines from the Pacific, without the tedious inland 

navigation requisite for reaching the mines on the eastern seaboard of the 

island.” 

The Vancouver coals are for the most part true bituminous coals, and 

the name of “ lignite ” which has been applied to them by a number of 

writers, is altogether a misnomer. The principle of applying the term 

lignite to all coals of more recent age than the true Carboniferous is also 

unwarrantable. According to this view the Jurassic anthracite of the 

Queen Charlotte Islands would be called lignite. 

It is true that the so-called lignites pass by insensible gradations into 

bituminous coals, so that cases arise in which it is a matter of doubt 

to which class a coal should be referred ; but when we find a series of 

coals like those which I have examined from Vancouver Island, in which 

the average percentage of hygroscopic water is only 1.4T and that of the 

fixed carbon over 60, while at the same time their powder is black, in 

many cases agglutinates on heating, and communicates little or no color 

to a boiling solution of caustic potash, we surely need not hesitate to call 

them bituminous coals. 

The names bituminous coal, brown-coal, lignite, have become so firmly 

rooted that we cannot well do away with them, although they are, to say 

the least, unfortunate ; for bituminous coals contain little or no bitumen, 

brown-coal is often black, and the term lignite is often applied to coals 

which have lost their lignitic or woody structure. Some writers make 

brown coal and lignite synonymous, while others, and I think wisely,. 
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restrict the latter term to such varieties of coal as 44 manifestly present 

the appearance of woody tissue.” 

Anthracite. 

Until quite recently the coal of the Queen Charlotte Islands has been Age of the coat 

regarded as of Palaeozoic age. Mr. Richardson’s discoveries, however, Queen char- 
, , , . , , , , . ... . ’ . lotte Islands. 

appear to have proved that it belongs to a horizon high up in the J urassic, 

or low down in the Cretaceous. It is in either case interesting, as being 

one of the many evidences of metamorphic action which has so largely 

affected the rocks of the west coast in comparatively recent times. 

The only analysis of this coal which I have seen published shows 71.28 Previous anaiy* 
J J 1 # sis of coal from; 

per cent, of fixed carbon and 17.27 per cent, of volatile combustible matter, ^$JJ®teenx^ 

a composition making it scarcely worthy of being dignified with the namelaad3- 

of anthracite. I have, however, recently examined specimens collected 

by Mr. Richardson, and found them to be true anthracites. 

One of Mr. Richardson’s samples was from Nicholson’s Creek, 

Skidegate. It was clean and bright, had a sub-conchoidal fracture, and 

contained occasional thin seams of carbonate of lime. 

The powder after being rapidly raised to a bright red heat in a covered 

crucible, was unaltered in appearance. Ash reddish-white. 

An analysis by fast coking, gave, 

Water.;. 1.G0 
Volatile combustible matter. 5.02 

Fixed carbon. 83.09 
Sulphur. 1.53 
Ash. 8.76 

Analysis of 
sample one; 
collected by Mr. 
Richardson. 

100.00 

Ratio of volatile to fixed combustible. 1:16.55 

A second sample was taken by Mr. Richardson from a three feet seam, 

about 100 yards from Nicholson’s Tunnel. It was brighter than the last, 

and had a conchoidal fracture. 

An analysis by fast coking, gave, 

Wate'r.  1.89 
Volatile combustible matter. 4.77 
Fixed carbon. 85.76 

Sulphur. 0.89 
Ash. 6.69 

Analysis of 
sample two>; 
collected by Mr. 
Richardson. 

100.00 

Ratio of volatile to fixed combustible.... 1:17.98 

Iron Ores. 

According to Mr. Richardson, clay iron-stones are of frequent occur- ciay iron-ore&, 

rence in the coal rocks of Vancouver and Queen Charlotte Islands* They 

might, no doubt, in some cases, be profitably worked in conjunction with » 
G 
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the coal-seams, as they occur at but slight distances beneath them, and 

in some instances are even associated with the coal. The nodules vary 

in weight from a pound or less up to many tons, and Mr. Richardson says 

iron-ore at that at the Baynes’ Sound Mine a sufficient quantity could probably be 
Baynëb sound for ^ regU]ar supply of a blast furnace. With regard to other 

localities the question of quantity is one requiring investigation. 

Analyses of Mr. Hoffmann has determined the percentage of iron in two samples 
iron-ores by Mr. A 0 1 
Hoffmann. brought by Mr. Richardson from the Baynes’ Sound Mines. One of 

them gave 36.83, and the other 29.78 per cent, of iron. They both 

effervesced strongly with hydrochloric acid, leaving a large quantity of 

insoluble matter, which was perfectly white after ignition. 

Mr. Hoffmann has also determined the amount of iron in afinely-granular 

mch magnetic magnetite from an island near the Walker Group, in Schooner Passage, 

Queen Char- Queen Charlotte Sound. His determination gave 71.575 per cent, of iron, 

showing the ore to be an exceptionally rich one. The deposit is reported 

to be one of importance, but has not been visited by Mr. Richardson. 

Brine. 

Mr. Hoffmann has recently analysed the water of a “ salt-spring ” from 

Nanaimo. It had a specific gravity of 10.39, and contained, in 1,000 

parts : 

Analysis of 
brine from Na^ 
naimo. 

Chloride of sodium.   39.117 

“ potassium.627 
“ calcium. 10.049 
“ magnesium.135 

Sulphate of lime. 1.803 
Carbonate 11    347 

“ non... traces. 
Silica....038 

Alumina. . ..... .038 

52.154 

strontia. Traces of strontia were also detected by means of the spectroscope. 

According to Mr. Richardson, the spring issues from the coal-bearing 

strata near the Douglas seam, and has a flow of probably two to three 

gallons a minute. Some years ago the Hudson Bay Company erected a 

building near the spring, with the intention of manufacturing salt, but the 
enterprise was soon abandoned. 

Crystalline Rocks. 

Specimens of The rocks collected by Mr. Richardson on his line of traverse from the 

rocks. mouth of Qualicum River to Alberni, form a most interesting series ; but 
have as yet been only imperfectly studied. 

Limestones.—Most of the specimens of limestone $pe highly crystalline, 

but vary much in texture as well as in colour. Some of the greenish ones 
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•contain chlorite ; but others appear to owe their green tints to a soft pale 

green mineral, which weathers to a yellowish-brown, and is not far removed 

from pyrophyllite in composition. An analysis of this material, after 

removal of the carbonates with dilute nitric acid, gave : 

Silica. 66.54 
Alumina. 16.02 
Protoxide of iron. 5.32 
Lime. »••••••«• •••••••••••••< .16 
Magnesia. 4.60 
Loss on ignition. 5.36 

98.00 

The iron is calculated as protoxide, though its state of oxydation was 

not specially determined. A few small splinters, apparently homogeneous, 

•were obtained, and found to be readily fusible before the blowpipe. 

Though approaching pyrophyllite in appearance and composition, it differs 

from it in fusibility and mode of occurrence. The limestone in which itFossmferous 

occurred was fossiliferous,. and it was thought that the fossils might be & 

injected with the green mineral. Principal Dawson has, however, ex¬ 

amined a section under the microscope, and found that such was not the 

case. Speaking of the limestone he says : “ It contains numerous frag¬ 

ments of crinoids, Bryozoon corals and shells, imbedded in a green paste. 

There is nothing certainly to prove their geological age, but they may be 

Upper Palæozoic. The forms do not seem to be injected with the green 

paste.” 

Epidotic Rock.—The specimens of epidotic rock consist principally of Epidotic rock, 
1 # 1 # ^ ^ with carbonate 

yellowish-green epidote and white quartz (a combination to which theoflim& 

name of epidosite or pistacite rock is generally given,) but contain in 

addition a considerable quantity of crystalline carbonate of lime. On 

removing the latter from fragments of the rock with an acid, the quartz, and 

more rarely the epidote, is left in curious skeleton forms. 

JDiorite.—The specimens of diorite vary much in the relative proportions Character of 

of their constituents, and, like the limestones, in colour and texture. In 

some the hornblende is black and the feldspar white, so that the rock has 

a grey colour ; in others both the hornblende and feldspar are green. The 

green colour, moreover, may, in some cases, be due to the presence of 

epidote, which is a frequent accessory in hornblendic rocks, and is sup¬ 

posed by some to be a product of the decomposition of hor lblende. As 

regards texture, the diorites present all the following varieties : they are 

granular, fine-grained, amygdaloidal, porphyritic and slaty. 
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Copy of Correspondence relating to the Anthracite of the Queen 

Charlotte Islands. 

Letter from the 
Secretary of 
State for the 
Provinces. 

Ottawa, 20th March, 1872. 

Sir,—I have the honor to submit for your consideration a copy of a 

despatch from the Lieut.-Governor of British Columbia, covering a mem¬ 

orial (copy of which is enclosed) from certain of the residents of Victoria, 

interested in the Anthracite coal seam on Queen Charlotte Islands. 

I have the honor to be, 

Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 

(Signed,) Joseph Howe, 

Secretary of State for the Provinces.. 
Alfred R. C. Selwyn, Esq., 

Director Geological Survey, 

Montreal. 

Letter from Go¬ 
vernor Trutch, 
British Co¬ 
lumbia. 

Government House, British Columbia, 

20th February, 1872. 

Sir,—I have the honor to enclose herewith a memorial from certain 

residents of Victoria interested in the Anthracite coal seam which has been 

partly opened on Queen Charlotte Island, asking that the Geological Sur¬ 

vey, the direction of which is included under your charge, may this year 

embrace an examination and report upon this measure. 

As it is a matter of public importance to this province, that the real 

value of this coal basin should be determined at as early a period as possible, 

I should be glad if you would favorably consider this application which has 

been handed to me for transmission. 

I have the honor to be, 

Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 

(Signed,) Joseph N. Trutch. 
To the Hon. Joseph Howe, 

Secretary of State for the Provinces. 

Victoria, B. C., February 7th, 1872. 
Alfred R. C. Selwyn, Esq., 

Director Geological Survey, 

Sir,—The undersigned are interested in mining for Anthracite coal in 
persons interest-/>,, ... T -, -, 
ed, for a report Queen Charlotte Islands. 
on the anthra- w , r ., 
cite coal seam of We believe it unnecessary to bring any facts before you to illustrate the 
the Queen Char- _ . ° ^ j 

lotte islands.. great advantage to the Province (and therefore to the Dominion,) which 

will result from the development of this branch of its resources. 

Memorial of 
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We therefore confine ourselves to the request, that you will take into 

consideration the injury that is occasioned by the want of a report by a 

competent and disinterested surveyor of the extent and economic value of 

the Anthracite-bearing seams in Queen Charlotte Islands, the only local¬ 

ity on the coast, where these are known to exist, and will instruct the sur¬ 

veying party to be sent out by your department during the coming season 

to examine Queen Charlotte Islands at the earliest possible opportunity. 

We are, Sir, 

Your most obedient servants, 

(Signed,) John N. Ash, 

Seth B. Jobson, 

S. Whitby, 

and seventeen others. 

Montreal, March 30th, 1872. 

Sir,—I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of Letter from 

the 20th inst, submitting for my consideration a dispatch from the Lieut.-Seiwyu. ‘ 

Governor of Briti&h Columbia, covering a memorial from certain residents 

in Victoria interested in the Anthracite coal, on one of the Queen Char¬ 

lotte Islands, setting forth the injury which is occasioned by the want of a 

report by a competent surveyor of the extent and economic value of the 

said Anthracite coal-seam, and requesting that instruction may be given to 

the Geological Survey partj to be sent next summer to British Columbia to 

examine the Queen Charlotte Islands at the earliest opportunity during 

coming season. 

In reply, I beg to state that I have already had under consideration the Difficulty of 

possibility of taking steps to obtain some definite and reliable information Summation, 

respecting the probable extent and value of these anthracite deposits. 

There are, however, difficulties in the way, which, unless the local govern¬ 

ment is prepared to co-operate, would, I fear, render it impossible for the 

geological party to effect the desired examination at present. So far as I 

can ascertain, there are no white settlements on either of the Queen Char¬ 

lotte Islands, and they are inhabited by a warlike and treacherous race of 

Indians, so that only a strong and well armed party could carry out the 

requisite exploration with safety. 

The Islands are nearly five hundred miles from Victoria, and from eighty Distance from 
. , , .. / Victoria to the 

to one hundred miles from the mainland, and as there are no established Queen char¬ 
lotte Islands. 

means of communication with them, a special vessel would have to be 

chartered and equipped to convey the party to the islands, and to attend 

on them while there. Under these circumstances, and also considering that 

almost nothing has yet been done towards ascertaining the extent and 

value of much nearer, and probably for present purposes more available, 

coal basins of Vancouver Island, I think it would not at present be ad vis- 
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able to incur the large outlay which from the circumstances above stated 

would be required for the exploration of these remote islands. 

Means of If, however, the local government, or the persons immediately interested, 

Geological0 are prepared to furnish the requisite means of transport for the party, and 
Survey pai ty. ]j]^ewjse secure them from molestation while conducting the examina¬ 

tion, there would then perhaps be no serious objection to granting the 

request of the memorialists. 

I have the honor to be, 

Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 

ALFRED R. C. SELWYFL 

The Hon. Joseph Howe, M.P., 

Secretary of State for the Provinces, 

Ottawa, 



REPORT 

ON THE 

COUNTRY BETWEEN LAKE SUPERIOR AND 

LAKE WINNIPEG, 

BY 

MR. ROBERT BELL, C.E., F.G.S., 

ADDRESSED TO 

ALFRED R. C. SELWYN, ESQ., F.G.S., 

DIRECTOR OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA. 

Montreal, 24th February, 1873. 

Sir,—Herewith, I beg to submit my report of the results of the explo¬ 

ration of last summer, which I endeavoured to carry out in accordance 

with the instructions I had the honor to receive from you. 

Since my return to Montreal I have completed the maps, showing the 

explorations of myself and party during the season. Most of the work is 

laid down on a scale of one mile to the inch, but some of it on double that 

scale ; and I have reduced all to four miles to an inch. 

I have included with the accompanying report, an account of the results 

of the last exploration of the season, for the reason that, although for a 

portion of the time you were with the party yourself, our observations 

were made independently of each other. 

I have the honor to be, 

Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 

ROBERT BELL. 

REPORT. 

The explorations of myself and party during the past season constituted Region ex- 

a continuation of those of the three preceding years, the results of which plored‘ 

are published in the annual reports of the Geological Survey. They 

extended from the shores of Lake Superior, westward to the Red River. 

My party consisted of Messrs. George F. Lount, (who had also assisted party, 

me the previous year), Alexander Barnston, B.A., Alfred S. Ball, 

William Maynard and J. C. Young, with a variable number of Indians. 
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Duration of 
Seld-work. 

Acknowledg¬ 
ment of aid. 

The various 
explorations of 
the season. 

We arrived at Thunder Bay, which we made our head-quarters for the 

season, on the 17th of June and left it on our return home on the 1st of 

November. I must here acknowledge our indebtedness for various kinds 

of assistance to Mr. S. J. Dawson, C.E., the chief superintendent of the 

Bed River Route and some of the members of his staff, to Mr. Jarvis, one of 

the engineers of the Canada Pacific Railway Survey, and to Mr. E. B. 

Borron, the Inspector of mines. We are also under many obligations to 

the Hon. Donald A. Smith, M.P., chief commissioner of the Hudson’s Bay 

Company, John McIntyre, Esq., of Fort William, and other officers of the 

Company for courtesies extended to us on various occasions. 

The early part of the season was devoted to further examinations of the 

mining district around Thunder Bay, of the Huronian rocks lying to the 

north and west of it, and of the peninsula lying between Black Bay and 

Thunder Bay. Some parts of the coast and adjacent islands between the 

Kaministiquia and Pigeon Rivers were next visited. The rocks were 

examined along the chain of lakes, streams and portages, which constitute 

the boundary between the Dominion and the United States, from Lake 

Superior to Whitewood Lake ; also along the Canadian route to Red River 

from Thunder Bay as far as “ Sturgeon Lake ” and between Whitewood 

Lake and“ Sturgeon Lake.” Explorations of the Black Sturgeon River and 

of the country lying to the west of it were made in continuation of the 

work begun in that region in 1869. The last exploration of the season 

was that made with yourself from Thunder Bay to Red River, by the 

Dawson Route to Lac des Mille Lacs, and thence by way of (the Great) 

Sturgeon Lake and Lonely Lake as far as Separation Lake on the English 

River. At Separation Lake it was considered advisable that two routes 

should be examined ; and while you pursued your journey with one 

section of the party, I, with the other, crossed the country from Separa- 

winnipcg tion Lake southward to Sandy Bay on the Winnipeg above its junction 

ofthe woodskt with the English River. From this bay we ascended the Winnipeg 

River to its source in Lake of the Woods and made such an examination 

as our time allowed, of the rocks on the islands and shores of this lake, 

between its outlet and the North-West Angle, from which the Government 

Road starts to Fort Garry. From the latter point one of my assistants was 

Fort, Frances to sent to Fort Frances for letters, and on the trip he collected what geological 
Red River. . 7 . 0 . 

notes and specimens he could. At the same time I walked to the Red River 

settlement, and examined the rock-exposures which occur by the way. 

Vicinity of Fort While waiting for the steamer, which was to take us up the Red River, a 

few short geological excursions were made in the vicinity of Fort Garry. 

Return home. At the time of our return the steamers from Fort Garry connected with 

a branch of the Northern Pacific Railway, where the latter crosses the 

stream which discharges Red Lake into Red River. Here we took the 

train to Duluth and thence proceeded by steamer to Thunder Bay. 
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In regard to the topography of the region examined, we availed ourselves Topography 

of every source of information, besides adding considerably to what had m mai>h‘ 

been previously known. The Crown Lands Department of Ontario have 

lately been extending their surveys of the lands in the Thunder Bay region, Thunder Bay 

and their maps, as well as all others available, were used for our work in 

this region, the only addition which we made to the topography, having 

been such as we were enabled to lay down from pacing. In the valley of 

the Black Sturgeon River, in addition to our paced lines, we had our own Black sturgeon 
° ... Valley, 

plan ofthe river, made in 1869, and the trial-lines since run for the proposed 

Canada Pacific Railway. Along the boundary line I made use of the United states 
J ^ e Boundary line. 

map of the Commissioners under the treaty of Ghent. Forthe Red River Red River 

Route, from Thunder Bay to 6t Sturgeon Lake,” and between Fort Fran¬ 

ces and Fort Garry, we had copies of the maps constructed for Mr. Daw¬ 
son, the Chief Superintendent. Between Whitewood and “ Sturgeon ” WMtewMd 

Lakes I made a careful track-survey of the route, the plan of which will, IRiver Route, 

think, be found sufficiently accurate. Lac des Mille Lacs and the Seine 

River, which discharges it, are shown on Mr. Dawson’s maps. The route 

of our final ’exploration of the season left the Seine by way of Brush Creek, Lonely Lake 
A vUlv, 

a small stream from the north three or four miles below its junction with 

a branch called Fire-Steel River. 

Estimated and independent track surveys of the route were made by both 

of us while travelling together from the mouth of Brush Creek to Separation 

Lake ; and thence similar surveys were made of the respective routes 

which we followed, yours being via the Winnipeg River to Lake Winnipeg 

and mine via Sandy Bay and the Winnipeg River to Rat Portage. The 

distance, according to my plan, from the mouth of Brush Creek to Rat 

Portage, by the course followed, is 360 miles. 

This kind of survey was all that it was possible for us to make in the 

time and under the circumstances. As far as we are aware, portions 

of our route had never before been travelled by a white man. No Difficulties of 

reliable information could be obtained in regard to it, and it proved to bethe,i0lirney' 

longer and more difficult than had been represented. We required the 

assistance cf Indians as guides and canoe-men, but as they are not easily 

persuaded to work at all, and as we could not count on retaining their ser¬ 

vices for a single day, we suffered some inconvenience and loss of time in 

making our way through this unknown region ; but we managed to take 

with us, from the start, to the end of the journey, all the provisions and 

camp outfit required for the party, which averaged fourteen in number. 

The plans of the route, as already stated, constructed independently Map of the 

of each other, agree so well, that they may be adopted for geological 

purposes and will form a complete guide and source of information for 

the use of others travelling over the same ground. My own method 

was to note every change in our course, no matter how short the distance 
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might be, and to take bearings constantly to the points, islands, bays, &c., 

to the right and left of us, recording these and the estimated distances on 

my sketch of the shores, to be afterwards plotted to a scale. The esti¬ 

mates of distance on these routes were mostly based on the speed of the 

canoes, which was pretty accurately known, and all the portages were 

measured by pacing. 

rout? °f the The roc^s me^ with on the routes explored belong to the Laurentian, 
Huronian and Upper Copper-bearing series. 

Arrangement I purpose in the following pages to give a discription of the geology of 

each of the sections explored, to be followed by a general sketch of the 

character and distribution of each of the three great sections into which 

the rocks of the region are divided. The report will conclude with an 

account of the progress which has been made in mining in the Lake Supe¬ 

rior region and a short sketch of the surface geology of the country between 

the Height of Land and Red River. 

Traverse N. W. 
from Amethyst 
Harbour. 

Granite or 
syenite. 

Micaceous and 
dioritic schists 
prevail. 

Dolomitic 
schists. 
Strike. 

Huronian age. 

Cherts. 

Section of 
Huronian rocks 
on Kaministi- 
quia River. 

Thunder Bay Mining District. 

A traverse was made from Amethyst Harbor for a distance of fifteen 

miles to the north-westward, and from this point south-westward to the 

mouth of Current River. Leaving Amethyst Harbor, the first two and a 

half miles of this traverse passed over the coarse reddish syenite or 

granite which I have referred to on page 328 of the Report of Progress 

for 1869. This rock is found to be cut in one place by a dyke of dark 

compact trap. Three other ridges of similar granite were crossed at about 

five, ten and twelve miles from Amethyst Harbor. But the prevailing 

rocks along the whole line were greyish, rather fine grained mica-schists 

with rusty partings, and greyish-green dioritic schists, with some grey 

silicious and feldspathic schsits. Returning towards the mouth of Current 

River, similar granitic rocks wrere crossed in four places, between which, 

schists like those just described were found, and, in addition, a band or 

grey dolomitic schists, occurring about seven miles north of the mouth ot 

Current River. The prevailing strike was everywhere south-westward. 

These rocks are considered to be Huronian. The cherty slates of the 

upper copper-bearing series were met with near the forks of the Current 

River, about three miles north of Thunder Bay. 

The results of our explorations around the northern and southern shores 

of Thunder Bay ; in the neighborhood of Thunder Cape, and in the town¬ 

ship of McTavish, consisted of supplementary details in reference to the 

rocks described in my report for 1869, and which can only be shewn upon 

the maps, besides notes on the mines and mineral veins of the region. 

The banks of the Kaministiquia River between the junction of the 

Mattawa and the Grand or Kakabeka Falls, present an extensive section 
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of the Huronian rocks. In addition to what is stated in reference to 

them in my report for 1869, Geological Survey Reports of Progress 

1866-69, pp. 329-331, the following particulars, from our observations 

of last year, may be mentioned. At the second portage below the 

mouth of the Mattawa, which occurs at about six miles from that point, the 

rock consists of an olive-grey and light greenish-yellow fine-grained,Knife Portas^ 

nacreous mica schist, running S. 60° W. At the head of Knife Portage, 

which is met at about seven miles below the Mattawa, the rock is a dark 

grey compact quartzite, holding clear grains of the same mineral. Por¬ 

tions of the rock are micaceous. Some of the bands crossed on this 

portage have rusty surfaces, owing to the action of the weather upon the 

numerous small grains of iron pyrites which they contain. The dip is a 

little north of west at an angle of 70 ° . At the I-is-kap.i-sing Portage, i-is-kapi-smg 

about thirty chains below Knife Portage, a fine-grained green mica schist 

is exposed in a cliff running some distance along the east side of the river. 

The cleavage, which runs diagonally across the cliff, strikes S. 55 ° W., 

the dip being north-westward at an angle of 60 ° . The schist contains 

elongated straggling white quartz patches and breaks up into large ligni- 

form splinters. At the head of the Island Portage, about a quarter of a island Portage 

mile below the last, the rock is fine grained ribboned felsite schist, of a 

dark grey color with purplish and greenish layers. It dips N. 45 ° W. 

<70 ° and is underlaid, to the south, by greenish dioritic schist. At a 

portage about a mile further down, or about four miles above the Grand 

Falls, the granitic gneiss, referred to at page 329 of my report for 1869, Granitic gneis3> 

is exposed for a distance of fifteen or twenty chains along the river. 

Between this point and Lost Portage, about three miles further down, the Lost Portage, 

river runs about W. S. W., or with the stratification or cleavage of the 

green schist, which dips northward at an angle of 70 ° . Lost Portage 

is the first above the Grand Falls, or the second in ascending the river. 

It passes over a fine grained quartz and feldspar rock, which is usually Quartz and^ 

light grey, but sometimes pinkish in color. Although its stratification is 

not distinct, it holds elongated schistose patches of a darker color than the 

rest, and, indeed, large portions of the mass have a schistone structure. 

The stratification of the hornblende schist, which occurs at the head of Hornblende 
schist 

this portage is very regular and dips a little north of west at an angle of 

60 °. It is cut by veins and patches of rock of precisely the same 

character as that of the great mass lying to the south of it, which has just 
been described. 

About a mile below the Grand Falls, the smoke-colored cherty slates °f AntSsuSta 

the Upper Copper-bearing series were observed on the west side of the river, chertyslates* 

to dip northward, or up stream at a very high angle, and a short distance 

further on, southward at decreasing angles, and finally to become nearly 

horwontal and they are then overlaid by the thinner black silicious shales. 
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Three new 
townships. 

Prevalence of 
slaty rocks 
capped by trap 

Dyke of crysta¬ 
lline coarse 
diorite. 

ruptive dykes. 

Silver Islet 
-dyke. 

The surveys which have been made during the past year of the new 

townships, called Blake, Crooks and Pardee, lying between the Kaminis- 

tiquia and Pigeon Hivers, have been of much service in ‘giving us the 

natural features of that region. It appears that the greater part of the 

area is occupied by the slaty rocks of the lower portion of the Upper 

Copper-bearing series, and that the trap overflow crowns only the tops of 

the higher hills. Mr. Hugh Wilson, P. L. S., who made these surveys 

for the Crown Lands Department of Ontario, informs me that a band or 

dyke of coarsely crystalline diorite or syenite about twenty chains in 

width, running south-eastward or in the direction of Victoria Island, is seen 

in section 9, Concession IX township of Blake, and cuts the slate range 

lying to the north-westward in section 11, concession VII. 

Although erruptive trap dykes are so numerous along the shore and 

among the islands in front of these townships, Mr. Wilson observed very 

few in the interior. This would correspond with our own observations to the 

north and north-eastward. The Silver Islet dyke, which is peculiar in its 

character and composition,and averages about eight chains in width, appears 

to run continuously through McKellar’s, Thompson’s, Spar, Jarvis’s and 

Victoria Islands, to McKellar’s Point. From this locality, it has been 

traced by reliable explorers for some miles inland, curving gradually to 

the west and finally north-westward. 

International Boundary from Lake Superior to Whitewood Lake. . 

Grand Portage. Grand Portage, by means of which the rapids and falls in the lower 

part of Pigeon River are avoided, is about ten miles in length and lies 

wholly in American territory. Ho rock in situ was observed on the trail 

soil- itself, which passes through a hilly country overspread with gravelly earth 

and brown clay with boulders ; but the prevailing trap of the country 

Trap bluffs. rises in bluffs in a few places at no great distance from it. At Partridge 

Portage, where there is a beautiful fall on the Pigeon River, a large trap 

Dyke at Part- dyke cuts through green arenaceous slate of the Upper Copper-bearing 
ïidge Portage. ... . . 11 ° 

senes, disturbing it to some extent. On the upper side of the fall the 

slates dip south at an angle of about twenty degrees. On the portage at 

Mountain the east end of Mountain Lake, rusty silicious slates with thin layers of 

impure hematite are exposed, dipping south at an angle of from ten to fif¬ 

teen degrees, and capped to the southward by the common dark grey trap 

of the country. The water of the next lake eastward of Rose Lake flows 

both ways, when high, but only to the Arrow River when low, so that the 

Height of Land, height of land may be considered as intersecting the portage which leads 

Gun-flint Lake. from it to Rose Lake. The hills along the south side of Gun-flint Lake 

consist of trap, but on the north side, near the western extremity, a silicious 

siate, dolomite slate occurs, dipping N. <25°. It is interstratified with beds of a bright 
and breccia. w 
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yellow-weathering grey dolomite and others of a breccia, which is made 

up of fragments of chert and slate, lying at all angles to each other and 

resembling very closely the brecciated beds of the same formation which 

occur near the head of Thunder Bay. A short distance further west on 

the same shore, at the narrows where the canoe-route turns north-westward, 

a light pinkish-grey granite begins. It consists of feldspar and quartz, with a Granite begins, 

little mica, and is divided by natural joints into fine rectangular blocks which 

would be suitable for building. These rocks rise into a series of hills 

called the “ Giant’s Range,” which runs for many miles in a N. E. and Giant’s Range, 

S. W. course. The same kind of granite continues to be largely exposed 

all along the route to near the western extremity of Seiganagah Lake seiganagah 

where it becomes replaced by Huronian schists. At a point about a mile Huronian. 

east of the place where the boundary line leaves Seiganagah Lake, a rusty 

brown altered sandstone is exposed, containing small white quartz pebbles, Altered sand- 

about the size of peas, very thickly disseminated in some of the beds, glomerate.00!t' 

which vary from two to eight inches in thickness and strike N. 30Q W- 

with an inclination to the south-westward of about 70°. At the small chan¬ 

nel, by which we leave the western extremity of Seiganagah Lake and en¬ 

ter Poplar Lake, the rock consists of altered yellowish-brown sandstone with 

beds of soft green argillite, which, under the influence of the weather, be¬ 

come red, to a depth of half an inch. The strike is about N. N. W. At 

Poplar Portage which leads from Poplar to Otter Lake, and on the shores 

of Poplar Lake a short distance before coming to the portage, the rock is 

a massive dioritic schist, some portions being dark and others light greyish- 

green in color. It is of a conglomerate character in some parts, and IS Dioritic and 
• • • cherty fclsitiC' 

associated with compact brittle cherty felsitic slate of a drab grey color, slates, 

and having a conchoidal fracture. Poplar Lake is the small sheet of water popiar 

called “ Swamp Lake” on the Boundary Commissioners’ map. The next Lak™mp 

lake to the westward marked “ Cypress Lake” on the map, is known in otter or 
. . '. 17 “ Cypress ” 

the country as Otter Lake. It is about five miles in length, and along its Rake, 

shores are exposed a variety of dioritic, argillaceous and silicious schists, various schists 

running nearly north and south and dipping generally eastward at a 

moderate inclination, but in some places westward, at high angles. Little 

Knife Portage leads from the west end of Otter Lake to Knife Lake. Little Knife 

It derives its name from the sharp edges of a dark colored splinterylortJgu 

chert-rock, which here forms a considerable band dipping westward at Chert-rock, 

an angle of 70° to 80° and rising into a cliff on the east side of the portage- 

trail. This rock resembles the dark cherty slates near the base of the 

Upper copper-bearing series, except that it does not separate like them, 

along the lines of stratification. At the Little Knife Portage the chert 

band is overlaid or followed to the westward, by light greenish-grey 

quartziferous dioritic schist, with bands of dark grey compact felsitic Schist* 

quartzite and altered sandstone. At short distances west of the portage 

or 
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these rocks strike S. 15° to 30° W. and dip to the westward at an angle 

of about 80°. Knife Lake is about ten miles long. On the north shore 

at about a mile and a half west of Little Knife Portage, the rock is a light 

grey granular quartzite or altered sandstone, with small specks of iron 

pyrites thickly disseminated through it. At the Narrows of Knife Lake, 

three miles from the east end, a slightly calcareous dark green dioritic 

schist is associated with a light olive colored cherty or chalcedonic rock 

which is translucent on the edges. Two miles west of the Narrows or 

about the middle of the lake a very dark or nearly black chert-rock occurs 

with dioritic schist on either side. Between this point and the west end 

of the lake, the rock along the north shore consists of dark hard argil¬ 

laceous slates with cubic crystals of iron pyrites. The strike is here nearly 

due west. At the Big Knife Portage at the west end of Knife Lake, 

argillaceous cherty, dioritic and grey finely granular silicious slates are 

met with. At the S. E. end of the portage the strike is S. 80° W. and 

at the N. W. end, S. 75° W. Near the north end of the portage, a dyke 

of dark crystalline trap, ten feet wide, cuts the slates and runs S. 50° W. 

Similar slates continue with a south-westward strike for the next two miles, 

when we arrive at Carp or Sucker Portage at the east end of Birch Lake. 

Here we meet with a dark greyish fine-grained glossy clay slate, approaching 

the character of roofing slate. It holds small lighter grey calcareous 

patches and strikes S. 55° W., the bedding or cleavage being vertical. My 

examination of Whitewood Lake only extended to the long point on the 

Canadian side, between six and seven miles from the eastern extremity. 

The only rocks observed around the lake consisted of rather fine grained, 

bright, light grey and reddish-grey syenite. It consists of crystalline white 

or red feldspar and black hornblende with more or less quartz in some parts. 

Basswood trees were not seen around this lake, nor indeed anywhere 

in this part of the country ; and the lake is said to derive its name, Lac de 

Bois Blanc, or Whitewood Lake, from the whitewood or balm of Gilead, 

a kind of poplar, so that the name “ Basswood Lake,” which is some¬ 

times given to it, would appear to be incorrect. 

Eastern section of the Red River Route« 

In the Report of Progress for 1869, pp. 321 to 331,1 have described 

the geology of the country traversed by the Red River road from Thunder 

Bay to the crossing of the Kaministiquia River. From the latter point to 

the outlet or eastern extremity of Shebandowan Lake, greenish-grey, 

micaceous and dioritic schists are exposed at intervals all along the road. 

The general strike is west, varying to about ten degrees on either side of 

that course. Where the road crosses the Mattawa River, about five miles 

from its junction with the Kaministiquia. thin bands of fine-grained 
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greenish-yellow nacreous mica schist occur in the greenish-grey dioritic 

schists, which here strike S. 80° W. About half way from this point to 

Shebandowan Lake the strike in the same kind of rock has changed to N. 

80° W. Around the outlet of Shebandowan Lake, the rocks consist of schists at 
n, i «ii • i • i t • i />, n • •. « outlôt of Sli6- 

sott glossy greenish argillaceous mica schist and greyish-green soft dioritic bandowan 

schist, all running S. 85e* W., the cleavage or bedding being vertical. These 

schists continue along the shores of the lake for about three miles west 

of the outlet, beyond which, the shores for seven miles consist of a light 

colored syenite, composed of white, pink and green feldspar and green Beit of syenite, 

hornblend with grains of quartz in some parts. These rocks appear to 

form part of the Giant’s Range, which presents a breadth of thirteen or 

fourteen miles of granite rocks between Gun-flint Lake and the northern 

part of Seiganagah Lake. From the west side of the syenitic belt on Sheban¬ 

dowan Lake to the Kashabowie Portage, a distance of six miles, the shores 

are occupied by greenish micaceous and dioritic schists. Some of the latter schists of 

are of a conglomerate character, and many of the enclosed pebbles are of asSSdora0* 

large size. Patches of granite occur here and there among these rocks. AtLake’ 

the Narrows, about three miles east of Kashabowie Portage, the strike of 

the schists is S. 65° W.,and the dip north-westward at an angle of about 

80°. In this neighborhood the vegetation has been burnt off the hills, and 

the stratification of the schists is rendered conspicuous by broad bands conspicuous 
J ' stratification 

weathering to different shades. At the Kashabowie Portage the rock is aof8Chists- 

rather light greenish-grey, fine-grained dioritic mica schist with strings of 

quartz running with the strike of the cleavage or bedding, which is S. 60° Kashabowie 

W., corresponding with the general course of the north-west shore of She¬ 

bandowan Lake. We were given numerous specimens of quarts containing 

copper pyrites, said to have been taken from veins on the shore of the Copper ore. 

lake, about a mile and a half westward, and two miles eastward of the 

portage. After crushing all these together a sample of the average yielded 

0.146 oz. of gold and 0.292 oz. of silver to the ton, according to an assay 

made by Mr. Hoffmann. 

Around the shores of Kashabowie Lake, banded gneiss occurs in the central Kashabowie 

part, and what appeared to be Huronian schists for about two miles from the 

outlet, while around the northern extremity there is a variety of syenitic syenite, 

rocks, none of which show any stratification. The height of land passes Height of land, 

between a pond near the head of Kashabowie Lake and the south-eastern 

bay of Lac des Mille Lacs. A portage, about a mile in length, over toler-cortage. 

ably level ground, leads from one to the other. The rocks on this portage 

consist of moderately coarse grained greenish-grey mica schists. The Mica schists, 

strike of the bedding is west, and that of the cleavage west-south-west. 

At the north end of the portage the vertical edges of the schist show 

numerous small lumps and strings of white quartz. The latter are some¬ 

times crowded closely together and, curving with the contortions in the 
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No fossils. 

Diorite?. 

schists, have occasionally a skeleton-like appearance, which has given rise to 

reports of the discovery of fossils at this locality. Between the Height-of- 

Land Portage and Barrel Portage, at the south-western extremity of 

Mille Lacs, the rocks observed along the southern shore consist of rather 

soft massive greenish-grey diorite till we come to within about four miles of 

Barrel Portage, when Laurentian gneiss begins. In some places in this 

interval the bedding appears to run south-eastward, and in others south- 

westward, but it is difficult to distinguish the stratification from the joints 

and cleavage. At a point six or seven miles from the Height-of-Lanc! 

Portage, the diorite is associated with a greenish and yellowish-grey 

quartz rock, having smooth-surfaced partings and holding clear grains of 

quartz. From the point on Mille Lacs above mentioned, (about four miles 

north-eastward of Barrel Portage) m going south-westward all the way to 

Sturgeon Lake, the only rocks met with are micaceous grey and red 

gneiss, sometimes passing into mica schist with veins of granite. In this 
ponds with p .... ® . 
chain of lakes, interval the strike was ascertained in about twenty localities along the 

route, and found to be S. 80g W. except in a few instances, where 

it varied from S. 50p W. to S. 70° W., and has thus the same general 

course as the chain of lakes constituting the route. The dip is almost as 

frequently to the southward as to the northward, and the angles are gen¬ 

erally high. 

Gneiss begins. 

Strike eorres- 

From Yfhitewood Lake to Sturgeon Lake, on the Red River Route. 

This route leaves the north-eastern extremity of the eastern part of 

of White wood Lake and joins the Red River route at a narrow place 

course of route, about three miles south of the head of Sturgeon Lake. Tne first two- 
thirds of our course lay nearly north to Pembina Lake, and the remaining 

Distances. third north-westward to Sturgeon Lake. The distance, according to my 

plan, is twenty-seven miles in a straight line, or forty by the canoe route. 

North Portage. Leaving Whitewood Lake, by what is called the North Portage, half a 
mile in length, we arrived at a lake three miles long, running in a north¬ 

easterly direction. A red granitic rock was exposed all around the shores 

Burnt Portage, of this lake. From the head of this lake, Burnt Portage runs east fifty 

chains to a pond, from which another portage twenty-eight chains in 

length, running northward, brought us to the south end of Lake Agnes. In 

the neighborhood of these two portages the rock assumes a gnessoid 

aspect, holding a few lenticular bands of grey micaceous and hornblendic 

schists, and others of fine-grained red quartzite, running S. 25° to 35° 

W., in a matrix of a reddish granitic character. Lake Agnes has a very 

straight northern course of thirteen miles, and varies from a few chains to 

a mile and a-half in breadth. A river from Seiganagah Lake enters the 

east side about a mile from the southern extremity, falling perpendicularly 

Lake Agnes. 

Pi Ter from 
Seiganagah 
lake. 
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a height of about forty feet, almost directly into the lake. The outlet, 

which is said to flow to Whitewood Lake, leaves the western side about 

half way down the lake. The shores are high and bold, the rocks in some 

parts rounding abruptly down to the water’s edge. The red gneiss which 

prevails all around the lake, has an average run of about S. 10° W., and 

dips westward at angles varying from 45° to 90°. On the portage from 

the northern extremity of Lake Agnes, a grey variety of gneiss dips S. 

50° E. < 75°. Along the western shore of Pembina Lake a similar gneiss Pembina Lake, 

runs a little west of north. This lake receives the Ka-wa-wi-ai-ga-mog 

River, which flows south-westward from the height of land near the west 

end of Shebandowan Lake. At a sudden bend, or elbow, to the south¬ 

ward, in the outlet of Pembina Lake, we came upon a band, fifty chains Band of mica 

in width, of fine-grained grey mica schist with garnets, running S. 35° W. 

and dipping north-westward at an angle of 70°. A vein of quartz occurs vein, 

here, varying from one to two feet in thickness, and running more nearly 

south than the strike. It holds patches of yellowish bitter-spar on the west 

wall. A specimen from one of these, assayed by Mr. Hoffmann, yielded 

no trace of either gold or silver. From this point to “ Sturgeon” Lake, Gneiss to 

massive gneiss prevails. It is sometimes reddish, but generally grey in Lake, 

color. At the Snake Falls, about half way between Pembina and Stur¬ 

geon Lakes, the stratification is distinctly seen, and runs S. 40° W., 

while on the western shore of the upper part of Sturgeon Lake, it runs 

nearly east and west. 1 

Valley of the Black Sturgeon River. 

The additional investigations in the valley of the Black Sturgeon River 

were performed by Messrs. Barnston and Lount, and consisted of a fur¬ 

ther examination of rock exposures near the main river as far up as Non- 

watan Lake, a traverse from the neighborhood of that lake southward to Traverses made. 

Mud Lake, and thence to Lake Dufferin, a distance of eleven miles, and 

another traverse from the last lake south-eastward to Cranberry Bay, at 

the head of Black Bay, a distance of about thirty miles. These explo¬ 

rations resulted in confirming the correctness of the general geological Results, 

description of the valley of the Black Sturgeon River contained in my 

report, 1869, (Geological Survey Reports of Progress 1866-69, pages 

334-836,) and in extending our knowledge of that region. The Upper 

Copper-bearing rocks appear to extend to a distance of about twenty miles 

west of the Black Sturgeon River, all along the section below Black Sturgeon 

Lake. They consist of a great variety of reddish and greyish sandstones character of 

and marls, more or less indurated, and generally calcareous, together withrocks‘ 

dark silicious argillaceous and feldspathic slates, the whole lying nearly 

horizontally. They are cut by dykes of compact crystalline dark greenish- 

grey trap, and in the higher hills are capped by the great horizontal over- 
H 
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flow of trap. The latter is generally more friable and coarsely crystalline 

than the trap of the dykes, and has usually a yellowish shade, especially 

Aspect of tiie near the surface, and also a lighter color. As stated in my report for 

1869. (Reports of Progress 1866-69, page 383,) there is a consider¬ 

able tract of comparatively level land lying to the westward of Black 

Sturgeon Lake and the Nonwatan Lakes ; but south of this region the 

country is much broken by bluffs of the sandstones, marls and overlying 

traps. The only Laurentian gneiss met with, consisted of a small ridge 

protruding through the red indurated marl at a point about fifteen miles 

north of Cranberry Bay. 

Route from Lac des Mille Lacs, via Lonely Lake, to Lake of the Woods. 
As already stated, the southern shores of Lac des Mille Lacs are com¬ 

posed of Huronian slates. Proceeding through the lake from the Height- 

of-Land Portage, towards the Seine River, which constitutes the outlet, 

Gneiss Regions. Laurentian gneiss wras first met with a short distance north of the en¬ 

trance to the narrow south-western arm of the lake, which constitutes a 

part of the Red River route. It was the only rock observed around the 

north-western shores of the lake, and down the Seine as far as we followed 

it. The gneiss in this region is of a massive character, with the bedding 

usually much contorted. A grey color prevails, but there are also some 

reddish bands. The average strike is about S. 70° W, In the neigh¬ 

borhood of the outlet of Mille Lacs the dip is mostly northward, at angles 

Tike Lake. varying from 45° to 90° ; but at Pike Lake on the Seine, ten miles below 

Mille Lacs, wThere the bedding is very distinct and less contorted than 

above, the dip is northward but at very high angles. At one place on 

the hills on the north side of Pike Lake, a beautifully banded, micaceous 

but massive variety of gneiss has a local strike, bearing N. 75° W., the 

bedding being vertical. 

We left the Seine by way of a small brook from the north, named 

Brush Creek, which enters the river between three and four miles below 

the branch called the Fire-Steel River, which also enters on the north side • 

The first small lake on Brush Creek occurs at about a mile and a-half 

in a straight line north-west of the Seine. The Huronian schists appear 

to begin near this lake. They are well exposed in the burnt hills about 

a mile to the north of it. Here they consist of fine-grained greenish ar- 

gillaeous, micaceous and dioritic bands, in some parts quite calcareous, and 

holding numerous strings of calc-spar. In one place there is a band of 

Dolomite. yellowish-grey or drab earthy dolomite thirty feet thick. The weathered 

surface of this band becomes converted into a brownish-yellow ochre, indi¬ 

cating a large proportion of iron in the rock. The strata are here verti¬ 

cal, and run N. 60e W. They are cut by a vein of quartz six feet in 

width, which crosses Brush Creek about a mile and a-half above the first 

Brush Creek. 

First Lake. 

Huronian 
schists begin. 

Quartz vein. 
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lake and runs N. 80° W. It contains crystals of calcareous spar and 

ochrey patches near the weathered surface. Seven specimens broken from 

different parts of the vein on being reduced together so as to re¬ 

present an average, were assayed by Mr. Hoffmann, and found to yield Assay, 

neither gold nor silver. A band of yellowish-grey dolomite, which in one 

place is ten feet wide, accompanies this vein, on the south side. Numer¬ 

ous smaller quartz veins, one of them t wo and a-half feet thick, were other quartz 
1 . veins. 

found in the hills near Brush Creek for a distance of five miles north of 

the one just described. At the third portage on Brush Creek which oc¬ 

curs at about two miles above First Lake, the dioritic schist is of a com- nioritic schists, 

pact dark greyish-green character, holding numerous grains of common 

and magnetic iron pyrites, and looks promising as a matrix for copper- 

bearing veins. About three miles further on, or five miles north of First 

Lake, the greyish-green schists are very dolomitic, and among them ^omitic 

a band of pure white quartziferous dolomite was observed. A fine¬ 

grained dark grey quartzite, with a westerly strike, was found in a hill Quartzite, 

about a mile west of Brush Creek, and seven miles north of First Lake. 

Huronian schists of the various kinds first described as occurring on this 

brook, prevailed as far as Pyramid Lake at its head, where they became 

replaced by fine-grained reddish granite ; so that the breadth of this Hu-Breadth of 
, j , , ., Huronian band. 

roman band would appear to be about eight miles at right angles to its 

strike. 

Squirrel Portage, half a mile long, leads from the north-west bay of a water-shed. 

Pyramid Lake across the height of land separating the waters of the 

Seine from those flowing towards the English River, to a pond at the head 

of Carr’s River, so called after Mr. Carr, C.E., whose section of the Carr’s River. 

Canada Pacific Railway exploration line crosses this stream. The general 

course of Carr’s River is about due north for upwards of thirty miles, in 

a straight line to Mattawa Lake, into which it discharges. The rocks of 

Squirrel Portage and of the country on our course for the next eight 

miles, consist of granite, varying from a light red color and fine texture Granite, 

to a light grey color and coarse texture. There is then an interval of 

about two miles of massive reddish gneiss with a north-westward strike. 

Continuing northward, the gneiss is followed by two or three miles of fine- Gneiss, 

grained green mica schist and slaty felsites with intercalated veins of Mica schist, 
1 j. . . . J felsite and. 

reddish granite, running, first to the north-westward, and further on to granite, 

the north-eastward and all dipping to the eastern side. These exposures 

appear to be near the western extremity of a bend in the Brush Creek Probable fold 
A A ... " . .in strata. 

band of Huronian schists, which probably corresponds with the bend in the 

Minnietakie band, which occurs at the Lake of the Woods, and will be 

described further on. The junction of these schists with the Laurentian Laurentinn 

gneiss to the north, appears to take place about the point where the b0°ms‘ 

Canada Pacific Railway trial-line crosses Carr’s River, which is at about 
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twenty-one miles north of the Seine. About four miles further north this 

. river enters Selwyn’s Lake. Massive grey micaceous gneiss, with very dis¬ 

tinct bedding, running about S. 45° W. with a vertical dip, is well exposed 

around the shores of this lake. Similar gneiss, but with a general dip to 

the east-ward, is seen all along the lake-like expansion of Carr’s River as 

far as Mattawa Lake. The canoe-route, which we followed, leaves the 

north-eastern part of Mattawa Lake by a short portage over a rocky ridge, 

and passing through Bell’s Lake, reaches Sturgeon Lake, eight miles from 

its south-western extremity. The river which discharges Mattawa Lake 

flows from its western side, and appears to be identical with the stream I 

have called Drummond’s River, and which joins the Sturgeon Lake River 

at Kitchi-sagi or Big-inlet Lake. I may here remark that Sturgeon Lake 

River is not the outlet of Sturgeon Lake, but another river, a part of 

which is followed by the canoe-route from Lonely Lake to Sturgeon Lake. 

The outlet of Sturgeon Lake is near its northern extremity. Around 

Mattawa and Bell’s Lakes the strike of the gneiss, which is usually grey 

and micaceous, varies from S.W. to W.S.W. 

The Huronian schists again appear at the place where we came upon 

Sturgeon Lake, at eight miles from its head or south-western extremity. 

Here they consist of fine-grained shining grey mica schist, running S. 70° 

W., and dipping northward at an angle of 70°. They contain numerous 

irregular quartz veins holding ochrey patches. A specimen broken from one 

of these veins, about a foot thick, is found by Mr. Hoffmann to contain 

neither gold nor silver. 

The islands which we examined in the centre of the lake on our 

way to the south-western extremity consist of dark green, soft dioritic 

schist, running in the same south-westward direction as the lake itself. 

The portage at the head of the lake is forty-five chains long and runs 

west to Young’s Lake. At this lake the rock has the same strike and 

consists of green dioritic schist, studded with small crystals of calc-spar 

and feldspar, which give it a finely porphyritic appearance. It also holds 

specks of copper pyrites. 

From the head of Sturgeon Lake our general course was due west by 

compass for about thirty-two miles in a straight line, at the end of which 

distance, we came to Minnietakie Lake. In the first half of this interval 

we passed through seven lakes, the waters of which flow westward, the 

one into the other, and all finally discharge by the Sturgeon Lake River 

into Minnietakie Lake. The exploratory line of the Canada Pacific 

Railway touches the south-west extremity of Sturgeon Lake and going 

westward passes between the third and fourth of the small lakes just re¬ 

ferred to and crosses the Sturgeon Lake River at the outlet of the 

seventh of the chain. This lake receives the river which flows from 

Hight Owl Lake, lying to the south-westward, and is said to be the 
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beginning of the canoe-route to Fort Frances. Between this seventh lake Route to Fort 
° . Frances. 

and Minnietakie Lake the Sturgeon Lake River receives a considerable 

tributary from the southward, which we named Jarvis River, after the Jarvis River, 

chief engineer of division L of the Canada Pacific Railway Survey. 

Huronian rocks were observed around all the seven lakes except the fifth ^°nian 

or most southerly of the group called Kitchi-sagi or Big-inlet Lake, on 

whose shores various kinds of Laurentian gneiss occur. The Huronian 

rocks in the neighborhood of these lakes consist of green dioritic and 

glistening greenish mica schist. Light grey granite occurs on the fourth Granite, 

lake near the trial-line for the Canada Pacific Railway, and a finer-grained 

red variety of the same rock where the line crosses the outlet of the seventh. 

At the rapids, about two miles below the last named point, the rock consists 

of a dark green variety of diorite, thickly studded with crystals of black Hornbiendie 

hornblende about the size of peas. In some parts it also holds scales 0fp0i5:jh>iy“ 

black mica. It appears to be bedded and to have an eastward dip. The 

Sturgeon Lake River is very rapid for about a mile before falling into 

the southern extremity of Minnietakie Lake. The rapids terminate in a 

perpendicular pitch of about seven feet, called the Minnietakie Fall, just Minnietakie 

at the head of the lake. Here the rocks consist of green dioritic and "llL 

glossy greyish-green micaceous, argillaceous and chloritic schists. Some of various schists- 

the bands contain much calcareous spar, which, by dissolving away un¬ 

der the influence of the weather, gives rise to rough and pitted sur¬ 

faces. The strike is S. 85PW., with a southward dip at an angle of 60°. 

The greatest length of Minnietakie Lake, according to Mr. Jarvis, is Minnietakie 

about twenty-five miles in a western course from the Minnietakie Fall. L ke' 

From this fall to the outlet, a distance of ten miles in a straight line, 

our course lay through an archipelago of islands which fills up the north¬ 

eastern part of the lake. In this distance the rocks consist of greenish 

Huronian schists mostly of a dioritic character. The strike, which was strike of dioritic; 

ascertained in numerous places, varies from S. 50p W. to S. 75° W.,hClUbts* 

except at one spot, where it was N. 50 p W. A narrow ridge of rock at 

the north-western extremity of Minnietakie Lake, separates it from Abram’s 

Lake, into which it discharges through Abram’s Chute, with a fall of Abram’s chute., 

three or four feet. The dioritic schists are here of a conglomerate char¬ 

acter, being mottled by small hard reddish patches, which appear to be 

pebbles. They also contain quartz, epidote and feldspar, and specks of 

copper and iron pyrites and of specular iron. Abram’s Lake has a Metalliferous, 

breadth, on our course (which continued to be north-westward), of upwards dluritt‘ 

of four miles. In this interval the average strike of the green schists is 

about S. 20° W. At the narrows which separate Abram’s Lake from 

Pelican Lake, lying to the north-west of it, the rocks consist of green 

epidotic and dioritic schists, with large patches of fine-grained grey granite, 

The schists are cut by numerous quartz vçins, from six inches to a foot veins. 
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thick, running south-south-west and holding specks of iron and copper 

pyrites. A sample, representing the average composition of two specimens 

from one of these veins, has been assayed by Mr. Hoffmann, and found to 

yield no trace of the precious metals. 

Pelican Lake is four miles broad in a north-westerly direction. A strong 

rapid occurs at the outlet, called Pelican Falls. The rock at the head 

of the rapid consists of crystalline dark greenish-grey hornblende schist, 

which is cut by rectangular joints and splits into remarkably even slabs 

along the cleavage planes, which are vertical and strike S. 85° W. Lau- 

rentian gneiss, somewhat contorted, but having a general south-westward 

strike, begins at the foot of the rapids, only seventeen chains further on. 

Gneiss begins. Around the northern part of Pelican Lake, the rocks consist of reddish 

micaceous gneiss and mica schist, standing on edge and striking very 

regularly S. 80° W. These rocks form the commencement of the great 

Laurentian area of the Lonely Lake region. 

The Huronian schists which have been described as continuing from the 

southern shore of Sturgeon Lake to the outlet of Pelican Lake, appear to 

have a breadth across the strike of about thirty miles. Although the 

course of the strike is somewhat sinuous, its general direction is about 

strike towards W.S.W., which would bring it to Lake of the Woods, where the Huronian 

Woods. rocks are again largely developed. They have also been noted at vari¬ 

ous places in the interval by Mr. Jarvis, Mr. W. W. Russell and others, 

and there appears to be no doubt that the Minnietakie and Lake of the 

Woods bands are identical. 

Two miles below Pelican Falls, the Sturgeon Lake River turns off to 

the north-eastward, or at right angles, but the canoe-route continues 

north-westward. After passing over three lakes and two portages, we 

arrived by a stream called Canoe River at a point on the south shore of 

Lonely Lake, about thirty-two miles north-west of Minnietakie Falls. From 

the Pelican Falls to Lonely Lake the only rocks seen were massive Lau¬ 

rentian gneiss, all striking south-westward. 

The Hudson’s Bay Company’s post on Lonely Lake is situated on the 

north side of the White Pine Narrows, which are about three miles west 

of the mouth of the Canoe River. A long point, running up from the 

south side, here'contracts the lake to about half-a-mile. The extremity 

of this point is rendered conspicuous by a clamp of white pines, and the 

name O-bi-ji-ko-ka, or Lake of the White Pine Narrows, which the In¬ 

dians gave to Lonely Lake, has reference to this locality. This large lake 

is also called by different persons, or on different maps, by the various 

names of Lac Seul, Sal and Sel, Lake Saul and Salt Lake ; but I prefer to 

adhere to the name Lonely Lake, by which it was also known in my 
report of 1869. 

West of the Hudson’s Bay Company’s post, the general direction of 

Canoe route to 
Lonely Lake. 

Gneiss. 

Hudson’s Bay 
Co’s Post on 
Lonely Lake. 

White Pine 
Narrows. 

Various othpr 
names for 
Lonely Lake. 

Course of Lake. 
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Lonely Lake is a little north of west. Its width varies from a few chains 

to eight or ten miles, but we passed some bays which were so deep that Deep bays, 

we could not see to their extremities. From the mouth of Canoe River to 

the outlet of this lake, the distance, according to my plan, is about forty- 

eight miles, and the Indians say that the eastern section of the lake, 

which runs a little north of east, is nearly as long , so that the whole 

length of Lonely Lake will not be far short of one hundred miles. length of 
° ■/ Lonelv La 

The rocks observed around the shores of the western section of this 

lake consist entirely of Laurentian gneiss, all having a west-south-westerly Gneiss around 
• i ttt _ . . J Lonely Lake. 

strike. We noted many varieties among these rocks, but none of them are 

remarkable or require special description. 

From the outlet of Lonely Lake to Separation Lake a distance of English River, 

about fifty-five miles in a straight line, according to my plan, the English 

River consists of a chain of twelve lakes connected by chutes, narrows 

or short stretches of river. At ten miles from Lonely Lake, it receives 

the Mattawa River on its north side, and at about forty miles, the river Branches- 

which discharges Wabigoon and Eagle lakes, lying to the south. 

The rock in this district consists of Laurentian gneiss, having the same Laurentian 
° ° gneiss. 

west south-westward run as around Lonely Lake. About the outlet the Micaceous 
. . . . gneiss and 

gneiss is very micaceous, and is cut by numerous granite veins, mostly granite veins, 

running with the strike, which is here nearly due west. The granite, 

•as in many other places, may here indicate the proximity of a band 

of Huronian schists. The Indians at the mouth of the Mattawa River 

showed us specimens of a soft, grey,'uncrystalline slate, which they carve 

into pipes, and informed us that they obtained it from the solid rock at PlPe-stone- 

O-nimini Sagaigan or Red Paint Lake, which, from their description, 

would appear to lie about five miles north of the junction of the two rivers. 

These facts appear to show the existence of another band of Huronian 
. . . ... Probable Huro- 

rocks, which, judging from the strike, would be identical with the oneniau ba«d. 

observed below the junction of the English with the Winnipeg River. 

From the extremity of the southern arm of Separation Lake to Sandy canoe^-route^ 

Bay on the Winnipeg River the distance in a southerly course, is only five Lake to sandy 

miles. A canoe-route over five small lakes and five portages, leads from 

one to the other. The general upward course of the Winnipeg River 

from the portage into Sandy Bay to Rat Portage is about due south, and 

the distance, according to my map, about twenty-four miles. Rat Por-Rat Portage, 

tage is at the head of the Winnipeg River or outlet of Lake of the Woods, 

and is thirteen chains in length. The only other portage which we passed 

in ascending this river is the one at the Halles, eight miles below Rat Por- The Danes, 

tage, and which is also thirteen chains in length. 

The Laurentian gneiss, which is the only rock along the section of the Gneiss. 

Winnipeg River which I examined, strikes generally about south-west. 
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The junction of the Laurentian rocks on the north with the Huronian 

schists of the Lake of the Woods on the south, takes place on Rat Port¬ 

age. The two rocks are seen almost in contact with each other, and have 

the same strike and dip. 
In going south-westward from Rat Portage to the entrance to the North 

West Angle of the Lake of the Woods, a distance of about forty miles, the 

rocks observed on ah the islands consist of Huronian schists, with asso¬ 

ciated granites. Laurentian gneiss begins just where we entered the 

creek leading to the government station on the route to Red River. Dr. 

Bigsby, in his map of Lake of the Woods, published in the journal of the 

Geological Society, Yol, VIII, p. 400, shows gneiss all along the main 

north-western shore of the lake. At Rat Portage the strike of the Huro¬ 

nian schist, as well as of the Laurentian gneiss to the north of it, i3 S. 75° 

W. , but it curves gradually round to S. 45° W. before reaching 

the North-West Angle. An island, lying about twenty miles from the 

North-West Angle, on the travelled route to the mouth of Rainy River, was 

found by Mr. Maynard, one of my assistants during the past season, and 

also by Mr. W. W. Russell, who assisted me in 1869, to be composed half 

of Laurentian gneiss and half of Huronian schists. Dr. Bigbsy’s map, 

above referred to, and other sources of information show the Huronian 

schists to run easterly along the northern shore of the southern part of 

Lake of the Woods. At this part of the lake, according to Dr. Bigsby, 

they turn round to the southward, leaving Laurentian gneiss between 

them and the eastern shore of the lake all the way to the mouth of the 

Rainy River. Laurentian gneiss is known to exist elsewhere around the 

southern part of Lake of the Woods, and I found it exposed at intervals 

along the road to Red River, for about thirty miles westward of the gov¬ 

ernment station at the North-West ikngle. Mr. Maynard found a fine¬ 

grained dark green mica schist running across the Rainy River at the Long 

Rapids, and Laurentian gneiss at Fort Frances. All these facts appear 

to show that the boundary between the Huronian and Laurentian. rocks, 

skirts the north-western shore of Lake of the Woods from Rat Portage to 

the north-west angle, and then, curving round, strikes eastward to the 

eastern bay of the lake, and thence southward to Rainy River. 

On the islands between Rat Portage and the North-West Angle we met 

with a great variety of chloritic, micaceous, talcoid, hornblendic, dioritic, 

silicious and dolomitic schists of various shades of green and grey. At 

the western extremity of a large island, called Manitou-Minis, about 

fifteen miles south-west of Rat Portage, a reddish-grey talcoid schist, run¬ 

ning S. 80° W. dip to S. <80°, is followed to the south by green dioritic 

schist, full of white-weathering pebbles and boulders, the largest of which 

are about two feet in diameter. The green schists are associated with 

masses, apparently intrusive, of fine-grained reddish-grey granite, which 
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again are cut by quartz veins. On an island about twenty-five miles south¬ 

west of Rat Portage the bedding was observed to be horizontal, while the Bedding and 
0 ° , cleavage of 

slaty cleavage cut it at a high angle and ran about south-west. At schists, 

another place about thirty miles south-west of Rat Portage, where grey 

calcareous mica schist and dark calcareous hornblende schist occur, the 

dip is S. 45° E. < 60°, and both varieties are of a conglomerate charac- Conglomerates, 

ter, the pebbles or lenticular patches ranging from an inch to a foot in 

diameter. On the above route we found some bands of a fine compact even¬ 

grained light olive-coloured nacreous mica schist, suitable for hones, and we Compact 

were given a specimen of the same kind of rock from an island which lies schist, 

a few miles, in a southerly direction from Rat Portage. The green 

chloritic schist at Rat Portage is cut by small lenticular veins of quartz. Quartz veins. 

A specimen from one of these on being assayed by Mr. Hoffmann was found Assay, 

to contain no gold or silver. 

General Descripton oe the Geology of the Region North-west of 

Lake Superior. 

Upper Copper-bearing Series. This series attains its greatest deve¬ 

lopment in British territory in the geological basin of Nipigon, which Geological 
• n f, . , -,, . tit r> -r*i basin ofNipi- 
includes the valley ot the Black Sturgeon River and the shores of Black gon. 

and Nipigon Bays on Lake Superior. The outline of the area occupied 

by these rocks appears to have the form of an arrow-head lying due Outline and 

north and south, the point lying north of the north-western bay of Lake 

Nipigon, and the opposite extremity at the entrance of Black Bay. Lake 

Nipigon itself lies in the eastern half of this area. The length will be 

about 170 miles, and the breadth, in the latitude of the southern part of 

Lake Nipigon, about 80 miles. The floor of this basin is overspread by 

the slates, marls and sandstones of the series, lving nearly horizontally Horizontal 
strata 

on the edges of the Laurentian and Huronian rocks, but they are covered 

up and concealed in a large part of the area by the great trap over¬ 

flows, which are thickest towards its central and southern parts and appear source ot trap, 

to become gradually exhausted towards the north. The source of these 

great trappean flows is probably marked by the widely spread cracks and 

fissures which are now filled with dense trappean rock, appearing in the 

form of dykes that may be regarded as the roots, so to speak, of the over- 

lying sheets of igneous matter : there may also have been vents in the 

form of craters, and the same fissures and craters may have served as the 

outlets through which the successive trappean outbursts made their way 

to the surface. Some of the main vents from which the trap has flowed, 

are probably to the southward within the space now covered by the 

waters of Lake Superior, indeed it is probable that the several trappean 

flows met with in this series had their origin within the area referred to. 
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The evidence of this lies partly in the fact that these rocks are found on 

all sides of the lake, but not at any great distance from it, and their 

arrangement appears to indicate that they have been pressed, as it were, 

against the older rocks forming the margin of the basin from a point 

lying towards the centre. On the east side of Lake Superior, Sir W. 

E. Logan has observed wrinkles on the surface of a bed of trap indi¬ 

cating an easterly flow ; and, on the east side of St. Ignace Island, similar 

wrinkles occur indicating a north-eastward flow, or towards and at right 

angles to the main shore opposite. (Geology of Canada, pp. 71 and 72.) The 

structure of a bed of trap which I observed on the Wabinosh route in 1871 

appeared to shew that the material composing it had rolled forward in a 

north-westerly direction, while still in a viscid condition. The greater 

length of the area occupied by these rocks in the Nipigon basin is nearly 

at right angles to the strike of the Laurentian and Huronian rocks lying 

beneath them. If it were found desirable to give a shorter name to the 

rocks of the upper copper-bearing series of Lake Superior, I would suggest 

that of Nipigon. These rocks, as shewn on Sir W. E. Logan’s Geological 
map of Canada, form a broad band along the north-west side of Lake 

Superior, running all the way from Thunder Bay to Duluth, at the western 

extremity of the lake. Within our own territory their north-western limit 

runs inland in a general south-western course from the north shore of 

Thunder Bay to Gun-flint Lake. 

Prevalence of 
greenish schists. 

Other rocks in 
Huronian series. 

Granite areas. 

Huronian Series. In the region under consideration, the rocks which 

are classified as Huronian consist principally of a great variety of crystal¬ 

line schists, in which a greenish color prevails. In addition to these there 

are greyish quartzites and schists, sometimes with iron ore, massive green 

diorites which are sometimes porphyritic, and imperfect gneisses, which 

are usually finer-grained and less crystalline and hard than those of the 

Laurentian series. The areas of granite and syenite of this region, which 

vary in extent from small isolated patches to ranges, many miles in length, 

and differ considerably in composition, appear to be always more or less 

intimately connected with the Huronian bands. 

conformity of As mentioned in the present and in my previous reports on this region, 
Laurentian and . TT . . . T . „ , , ,. 
Huronian rocks, the liuroman rocks appear to succeed the Laurentian conformably, the 

distinction between the two being chiefly of a lithological character. As 

nearly as the distribution of the t^o series can be mapped by means of 

our present data, it would appear that the various bands of each set of 

rocks in contact with each other, correspond in their general run, and 

General strike, partake of the same curves and flexures. The general strike of both 

series of rocks throughout the whole region is W.S.W, 

Huronian rocks. In going north-westward from Thunder Bay to Lake Winnipeg, six appar¬ 

ently distinct belts of Huronian rocks are crossed. They appear to occupy 
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long V-shaped basins in the folds of the Laurentian strata, and their ag¬ 

gregate breadth is about half that of*the Laurentian bands between them. 

The first, or Thunder Bay band, has a breadth of about fifteen miles be-Thunder Bay 

hind Thunder Bay, but appears to spread out to a greater width west of 

the Kaministiquia River. I have observed Huronian rocks in the northern 

part of the Battle, or Copper group of Islands, east of St. Ignace Island. 

These may belong to the Thunder Bay band, while the Huronian schists 

which cross the Black Sturgeon River about sixteen miles from its mouth, 

and which are again seen at Lake Maria, on the Nipigon, may constitute 

a spur from the same band. The Huronian schists of the second, or Upper 

Lake Shebandowan band, on which the new gold field is situated, and Upper Lake 
° # 7 Shebandowan 

which are so largely developed along the national boundary line between band- 

Seiganagah and Whitewood Lakes, are separated from those of the Thun¬ 

der Bay band by the granite and syenite of the Giant’s Range. 

The third, or Mille Lacs band, has a breadth of ten to twelve miles. Mille Lacs 

The narrow belt of schists which has been mentioned as crossing the out- J 

let of Pembina Lake is in the strike of this band and apparently repre¬ 

sents it. Huronian schists with gold-bearing veins are said to occur at 

Cross Lake on the Red River Route. These would belong to a band be- Cross Lake, 

tween that of Mille Lacs and the fourth band which we crossed. A band Schists reported 
on the Seine. 

of schists said to occur on the Seine below the point at which we left it 

appears to be identical with the latter. The Huronian schists, which 

are described as occurring around Vermilion Lake, in Minnesota, may vermilion 

belong to the Cross Lake band, or that of Mille Lacs, or partly to both. 

Our fourth, or Brush Creek band began about a mile north of the point Brush creek 
7 o A band 

at which we left the Seine River, and has a breadth of about eight miles. 

As already stated, the schists met with on Carr’s River to the northward 

may belong to a fold in this band. The Huronian schists described by Hr. 

Bigsby as crossing the middle of Rainy Lake (Journal of the Geo. Soc., Rainy Lake, 

vol. X., p. 215,) would appear to be connected with this band. The fifth, 

or Minnietakie band, beginning on the south side of Great Sturgeon Lake Mmnietakie 

and ending at the Pelican Falls, is the broadest one we traversed, having a 

width of about thirty miles across the strike. At the Lake of the Woods 

it has a breadth, from north to south, of about forty miles, but this increase 

in width is due to its folding round upon itself in the manner already des¬ 

cribed. The sixth or Winnipeg band appears to pass not far to the north 

of the outlet of Lonely Lake, and was found by you as already stated to 

cross the Winnipeg a little below its junction with the English River. 

The Laurentian series in the country under description presents few 

points of much interest. It is made up for the most part of common 

varieties of greyish and reddish crystalline gneiss. They are generally varieties of 

massive and frequently approach a granitic character, but there are also 

broad micaceous belts and some bands of dark coarse mica schist. They 
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granite. 

Notrichin have, as yet, afforded no useful minerals, nor any bands of limestone such 

No \*i mes tan efiS ' as are met with in the Laurentian series in central Canada. Like the 

General -trike Huronian rocks, their general strike throughout the whole region is about enera 

Progress of Mining on Lake Superior. 

Since the date of my previous report on this region, there has been 

much activity in exploring for mines and making trials in places supposed 

to be valuable, as well as in working some of the mines which were then 

known to exist. In pursuing our regular geological investigations, it was 

impossible for us to visit the whole of the localities at which work was 

being done, but I shall briefly notice some of the more important of them. 

LeadHiiisMine. I visited the Lead Hills Mine, situated on mining-lot C., in the township 

of McTavish, about three miles in a straight line west of the shore of Black 

Bay, and found the vein, as described by Professor Chapman, (see Geolo¬ 

gical Survey Reports for 1869, page 359) to hold, in one part of its 

course, a solid lode of intermixed galena and copper pyrites, at least 

four feet in width. The vein runs about N. 60° E. and S. 6^0° W., and 

Red mari and cuts the red indurated marl, which is here associated with grey sandstone ; 

but, at about 300 yards north of the part which is being worked, the 

red granite of the region rises in the form of a low bluff. The granite 

is here moderately coarse-grained, and consists of white quartz, light red 

feldspar and scales of black mica, with a little hornblende in small specks. 

Where it comes in contact with the red marl in this neighborhood, the 

latter appears to be somewhat altered. 

The workings under Silver Islet had attained a depth of about 150 feet 

below the level of Lake Superior, the vein continuing productive and 

giving the miners comparatively little trouble from water. Silver, to the 

value of about one million dollars, had been extracted since the opening 

of the mine. 

A shaft had been sunk to the depth of about 20 feet on the large 

calc-spar and barytes vein which occurs on McKellar’s Island, a short dis¬ 

tance from Pie Island (see Geological Survey Reports for 1869, p. 359) 

and promising specimens of native silver and silver glance had been 

obtained. 

A large vein of barytes, calc-spar and quartz crosses the southern part of 

Jarvis’ Island. It runs in a north-westward course and underlies to the 

north-eastward at a considerable angle. At the time of my visit, a shaft 

was being sunk upon it, which had reached a depth of about forty feet. 

Small streaks of silver glance were then being found in a gangue of light 

grey barytes. 

The large calc-spar vein which crosses McKellar’s Point has also a north¬ 

westward course. A shaft had been sunk upon it to a depth of about 

Silver Islet. 

McKellar’s 
Island. 

Jarvis’ Island. 

McKellar’s 
Point. 
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twenty feet, but in the material which had been thrown out I did not ob¬ 

serve any ore. A vein holding silver ore and running in the same course Reported 

was reported to have been discovered upon an island at Pine River Bay. 

Other discoveries of veins are said to have been made in the new town¬ 

ships in the neighborhood of Cloud River, at Sturgeon Bay, and at a 

lake lying a short distance south of Loch Lomond formerly called Lake 
Ka-za-zee-kee-gee-wa-ga-mog. 

On the north shore of Thunder Bay, beginning to the eastward, a vein 

which was being opened on lot 11, Con.VIII, in the township of McTavish, 

was visited by one of my assistants, who found it to contain some galena. 

The “ Beck,” or Silver Harbor Mine, a short distance from the shore, oppo- Silver Harbor 

site the east end of Mary’s Island, is situated on abrecciated quartz vein, 

about five feet thick, running north-eastward, and cutting the smoke- 

colored cherts and black argillaceous shales, which were there seen to run 

nearly horizontally under what appears to be a thick bed of dark grey trap. 

From the information given you by Captain Talon that at the “ Algoma ” 

Mine, half-a-mile to the east of this spot, the horizontal slates abut 

against a wall of trap, it would seem that what appears to be a 

bed at the Silver Harbor Mine may possibly be a dyke with an 

angle projecting over the slates seen at the base of the cliff. A 

shaft had been sunk to a depth of about thirty feet, and an adit run to 

a short distance along the vein on either side of it. In addition to the 

quartz, which is of a white, granular character, the vein holds barytes, 

calc-spar, fluor-spar, amethyst, blende, galena and silver glance. 

The workings on the vein which had been discovered on mining lot 

3 A, about half a mile northward of the Silver Harbor mine, were flooded 3 a Mine, 

with water at the time of my visit to that locality, but I was informed by 

Mr. Borron, Inspector of Mines, and Mr. Peter McKellar, that the vein 

cuts Huronian slates, and that although small upon the surface it appeared 

to be widening rapidly in going down. Judging from the specimens 

which I have seen, this vein must be rich in silver, which occurs native 

in the form of nuggets, and is associated with sulphide of nickel in a 

gangue of calc-spar and quartz. 

The Shuniah Mine, situated on lot 8 in the township of McIntyre, about shuniah Mine, 

four miles north of Prince Arthur’s Landing, was being actively worked at 

the time of my visit in July. The vein is here about thirty feet in 

width, and cuts the granular, silicious, cherty and dark argillaceous slates 

of the upper copper-bearing series. It has a south-westward course, and 

is supposed to be identical with the large vein on mining-lot M in McIn¬ 

tyre, the Algoma vein on the north-west corner lot of Neebing, and the 

large vein at the Paresseux Rapids on the Kaministiquia River. (Geological 

Survey Reports for 1869, p. 358.) On the Shuniah location a north-facing 

cliff of trap runs parallel with the vein at a short distance to the south of it, 
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and the same rock spreads over a considérable area to the southward. The 

gangue at the Shuniah mine is coarse crystalline white calc-spar, with 

some lilac patches. The silver occurs both in the native form and as silver 

glance, but, so far, not very abundantly. Three shafts had been sunk 

on the vein to the depth of about 15, 50, and 65 feet respectively, and 

an adit driven between the two deepest. 
siugioton Mine. An opening, known as the Singleton Mine, was made during the sum¬ 

mer to the depth of a few feet on a quartz vein in the north-west corner 

of the town-plot of Prince Arthur’s Landing, and some fine specimens of 

disseminated native silver obtained. 
Thunder Bay The Thunder Bay Silver Mine, described in my report for 1869, has 

not been worked since the winter of 1869-70. 
SLebandowan j pac[ not an opportunity of visiting the Shebandowan gold region. Mr. 

Peter McKellar, who was engaged with me on the Geological Survey in 

1869 and 1870, has described it so well in a letter which he wrote me 

on the 14th of November, 1871, that I cannot do better than copy his 

description in this place. He says : “ Last spring I was exploring in the 

new gold-field. It is situated between fifteen and twenty miles south¬ 

west of the western extremity of Lake Shebandowan, on Huronian strata 

of the same kind as those which cross the old Dog Lake trail in the vicin¬ 

ity of the twelve-mile post,” (see Geological Survey Reports for 1869, p. 

829.) u They are composed of highly inclined beds of diorite, dioritic, 

chloritic, argillaceous, silicious and talcoid slates, massive greenish por¬ 

phyries and porphyritic slate, and thick beds of greenish slate-conglo¬ 

merate, with granite. The latter is intrusive and may have something to 

do with the metalliferous character of the lode in question. There are 

bands of magnetite and of quartzite interstratifiéd with these rocks. The 

strata dip north-westward, the angles being from 60° to 80Q. The gold is 

found in grains and thin leaves, associated with the ores of copper, silver, 

lead, iron, &c., in a quartz vein from two to six feet wide, which is well 

defined and carries a highly metalliferous character for more than half a 

mile to my knowledge. There is also a layer of soft talcoid slate along 

with the quartz, which I believe will also be rich in the precious metals. 

The vein, in general at least, conforms with the strata. I have had the 

pleasure of being the discoverer of the free gold and also of the silver in 

this new region.” Mr. McKellar also observed that the slates in the 

vicinity of this vein contain a good deal of dolomite. 

Heron Cove Gold and silver have also been found in a quartz vein, which was 
Mine. . . x ' 

being worked, about a mile east of Heron Cove, near the Pic, in a 

horizon in which Mr. McKellar had predicted, from the geological rela¬ 

tions, it would be found. I had an opportunity of paying a hurried 

visit to Heron Cove on our way home from Thunder Bay in the 

autumn. The rock at the landing, in the bight of the cove, consists of 
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rusty-weathering greenish-grey, dolomitic schist and other Huronian 

schists of a similar color, all striking westward. Some specimens of 

the ore which I took from a heap at the landing, on being assayed by- 

Mr. Hoffmann, have yielded gold 0.058 oz., value $1.19, and silver 

7.03 ozs., value $9.06 per ton of 2000 lbs. 

Surface Geology. 

The superficial geology of the Nipigon and Thunder Bay regions was 

described in my report for 1869. In proceeding westward by the Bed 

River Road, the stiff red clay of the Kaministiquia valley was found to £ed ?lay of 9*e 
u x ^ lvamimstnquia. 

extend westward up the valley of the Mattawa to the outlet of Shebandowan 

Lake, becoming apparently less abundant all the way, and finally diasp¬ 

pearing on reaching Shebandowan Lake. Around the shores of this lake, 

and indeed of nearly all the lakes we passed through on our journey to 

Lake of the Woods, by way of Lonely Lake and the English and Wini- 

peg Rivers, wherever the vegetation is burnt off, the rocky mammillated Mammiiiated 

hills are seen to be strewn with rounded and angular boulders, from the 

size of a man’s head, to to a diameter of thirty or forty feet. Many of 

these are perched in positions, from which they look as if they might be Perched bouid- 

easily rolled into the water below. 

The glacial striæ might be observed on the surface of the rocks almost Glacial striæ. 

everywhere in the region examined between the height of land and Lake 

of the Woods. I noted their course in a great number of places and 

found it to vary from south to south-west, averaging perhaps S. S.W. 

ROBERT BELL. 
Office of the Geological Survey, 

Montreal, February 24th, 1873. 

All the bearings in this Report have reference to the Magnetic Meridian. 
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Sir,—In accordance with your directions, I was engaged during the 

past season in making a geological examination of a portion of the country 

on the Ottawa to the northward and eastward of Lake Temiscamang. The 

rrevious expio-country bordering the Ottawa River, as far as the head of this lake, was 
ration 1 ; 

explored many years ago by Sir W. E. Logan ; and in 1870 and 1871, 

exploratory traverses were made, in the former year by Mr. Richardson, 

and in the latter year by myself, across the country in a north-westerly 

direction from Lake St. John, on the Saguenay, as far as Lake Mistassini. 

Between the latter lake and the head of Lake Temiscamang, and extending 

northward to Hudson’s Bay, there is a large area, of the geological 

character of which almost nothing was known. I was directed to turn 
instructions. my attention to this region, with a view of determining, as far as 

possible, the boundaries of the principal rock formations ; a special 

interest having recently been given to it by the discovery in 1870, 

by Mr. Richardson of the Geological Survey, of a series of crystalline 

schists, with serpentine and conglomerates, occurring to the south of Lake 

Mistassini, and having a north-east and south-west strike. These rocks 

possess the double interest of containing important deposits of copper ore, 

and of having furnished a fossil coral. It was therefore part of my 

instructions to endeavour to ascertain how far they extend to the west¬ 

ward, and if possible, what may be their relation to the Huronian rocks 

so extensively exposed along the north shores of Lakes Huron and 

Superior. 

As it would not be possible to make even the most cursory examination 

of so extensive an area in one season, it was understood that, in conducting 

the work of the first season, I should take advantage of whatever oppor- 
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tunitiès I should have when on the ground, to obtain such information as 

would enable me to make arrangements for conducting, to the greatest 

advantage, the operations of succeeding seasons. The present Report, 

therefore, on the work of the first season, is to be regarded as a Report of 

Progress, and will not be expected to give anything like the amount of 

information in regard to the region in question, which may be looked for 

after the completion of a more comprehensive plan of exploration, even 

though that should extend only over one additional season. 

I have here to make the usual acknowledgment of indebtedness to the Acknowiedge- 

officers of the Hudson’s Bay Company, with many of whom I was neces¬ 

sarily brought into contact. To Charles Stuart, Esq., of Temiseamang, 

and Mr. George Burgess, of Abbitibbe, my special thanks are due for aid 

rendered in many ways, and for the readiness with which they furnished 

needful information. 

I was assisted during the whole of the season by Mr. John McOuat, and Assistants, 

until the end of August, by Mr. Herbert L. Reddy, of this city, both of 

which gentlemen are at present students in McGill University. 

In making arrangements for the work of the season upon which I have Plan of opera_ 

now to report, my original intention was to begin at Grand Lake on the tl0US‘ 

Ottawa, proceeding thither by way of the Ottawa and its tributary the 

Du Moine, and with this intention I set out from Montreal. It wTas subse¬ 

quently decided, however, that it would be a better plan to follow the 

Ottawa river all the way to Lake Temiseamang, and to make that our 

base of operations. By doing so I would have the advantage of setting 

out from a district which had been previously examined and reported upon 

by Sir W. E. Logan. There was also reason to believe that the latter 

lake would be much more easily reached than Grand Lake. 

This point settled, my plan was to get the supplies for the whole season 

up the Ottawa as rapidly as possible, and having, with the permission of 

the officer in charge, deposited them in the store of the Hudson’s Bay Co., 

at Fort Temiseamang, to make excursions of a month or six weeks dura¬ 

tion into the country to be examined, returning at the end of each trip 

for the supplies required for the next one. I regret to be obliged to 

report, however, that in carrying out this plan, serious delay was occa- unexpected 

sioned, and additional expense incurred, by unexpected obstacles, arising f^feriou?118" 

chiefly from the fact that it was found to be almost impossible to engage tionai expense! 

suitable men as voyageurs. The only practicable mode of travelling in 

the unexplored regions of Canada, as is well known, is by following the 

water, and using light birch-bark canoes, manned by skilful voyageurs, 

and it is of course of the utmost importance that the latter be thoroughly 

experienced and trustworthy. This is especially true when, as in our 

case, very light canoes are used, so that only two men are required to 

manage them: In this case, if a single man in a4 party be in any way 
I 
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deficient, the whole force is more or less crippled. It is usual to employe 

Indians for this work, but these people, though unsurpassed in point of 

skill and endurance when employed only for a short time, dislike long 

continued employment ; and are, moreover, liable at any time to become 

possessed by some unaccountable whim or fancy, and, forgetful alike of 

their own interests and those of their employers, to act upon it, even to 

the extent of deserting the party in the uninhabited wilderness. The 

disadvantages arising from these causes are of course diminished in pro¬ 

portion to the tact and general good management of the person in charge 

of the party, but at best there is considerable risk. In our case this 

would have been especially serious, owing to the distance from civilization 

of the scene of our labours, and the length of time we expected to be at 

work. With a view of avoiding this risk, it was thought advisable that 

at least half our voyageurs should be white men, and that the Indians 

should be depended on only for guides. I therefore hired four white men 

in Ottawa, and set out with these, hoping to have no difficulty in hiring, 

at Temiscamang, a couple of Indian hunters acquainted with the country, 

thus making up the number of six which would be required for the season. 

In addition to this, I proposed to pick up some additional hands before 

leaving the Ottawa steamers, to be taken as far as Temiscamang, so that 

our supplies might be got up at a single trip. This would have been a 

good plan, if white men could have been had who were as good, or nearly 

as good canoe-men, as most Indians are. Such men, unfortunately, I 

failed to find, and of the four who were hired, two showed symptoms of 

serious illness before reaching Temiscamang, and had to be left behind. 

More unfortunately still, we found the Indians of the Ottawa and Temis¬ 

camang exceedingly difficult to deal with. Most of them demanded from 

two to three dollars a day for their services, and the few who were found 

willing to go with us on more reasonable terms, would do so only for a 

short time, leaving us perhaps when it would be still more difficult to 

supply their places. Similar difficulties attended us during the whole 

season, seriously interfering wdth the success of the work. A natural 

consequence of this state of things was, that our operations were limited 

to a smaller area than would otherwise have been the case. We had the 

advantage, however, of being able to do our work somewhat more minutely 

than we should have done if we had had the means of travelling more 

rapidly. We were also enabled to make a large collection of specimens 

of the rocks met with. These specimens are now in the Museum of the 

Survey, and as there is reason to believe that they represent pretty 

correctly the crystalline rocks of the whole region, a careful study of the 

collection will be of the greatest value in preparing for future explora¬ 
tions. 

Starting from Fort Temiscamang, three different excursions were made. 
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The first and principal one extended northward to Lake Abbitibe, and 

included a survey of that lake ; the second was up the Blanche to Round 

Lake ; and the third up the Ottawa through Lac des Quinze to Lake 

Mijicowaja. I shall describe each of these in the order in which they 

were made. 

Temiscamang to Abbitibbe. 

Leaving Fort Temiscamang on the 11th of July, we set out for Lake 

Abbitibbe by the route usually followed by the canoes of the Hudson’s Bay 

Company. From the head of the lake, we ascended the Ottawa to Lac 

des Quinze, a distance of about fifteen miles, though in a straight line Lac des Quinze 

the distance is only eleven. This portion of the Ottawa is locally known Quinze?» 

as “ The Quinze,” from the fact that, in ascending it in canoes, about 

fifteen portages have to be made, though the number varies according to 

circumstances. Its general upward course is E. by N., or nearly at 

right angles to the general direction of the valiey of Lake Temiscamang, 

and that of the River Blanche, its extension northward. It is, for the 

greater part of the distance, a succession of formidable rapids and cas- Rapids and 

cades, the difference in level between the two lakes being probably notCahcadex 

less than 250 feet. The rocks are well exposed throughout, especially 

at the portages. I shall therefore describe the rocks with reference to 

the various portages. The first of these is about two miles above Lake Three portages, 

Temiscamang, and is succeeded by two others in a distance of a little 

over a mile. The first two are quite short, and overcome two falls from 

ten to twelve feet high ; the third is half a mile long, and the fall is about 

fifty-six feet. At one point in this latter, there is a descent of about 

twenty feet in a single fall, which appears to be the highest at any one 

point on the Quinze. The rock exposed at all these portages appears to 

be very uniform in character, being a very hard, dark grey silicious mica Uniform cbar- 

slate, or schist, usually having a rather imperfect cleavage parallel with Jocks.01 the 

indistinct whitish lines and streaks. These lines, though usually obscure, 

were always detected on close inspection ; and as they are remarkably 

uniform in direction and inclination, and appeared to correspond with 

occasional slight variations in texture and colour, I think they may be 

regarded as indicating the bedding of the rock. This supposition is con¬ 

firmed by the fact that the dip which they give corresponds with that 

observed farther up at various points where there cannot possibly be any 

doubt of its character. The dip obtained in this way, on the fiist three 

portages, varies in direction from 50° to 80° W. of N., and in amount 

from 61° to 85°, the prevailing strike and dip being about N. 70° W. 

< 70°. The direction of the dip appears to become more nearly west, and j 

the inclination less in going up the river. 

Above the third portage, there is an interval of nearly three miles 
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before the fourth is reached. The rocks are the same, as far as they are 

seen, but there are few exposures. The fourth portage is the first of 

another group of three, occurring in about the same distance as the first 

three, and situated on the south side of an island which here divides the 

river into two channels. It is only a few chains long, and overcomes a 

beautiful cascade just above where the two channels unite. The whole 

fall at this portage is about twenty feet. The rock is the same as on the 

lower portages, except that it is finer and more compact in texture, and 

less silicious. The dip, observed only at one point, is S. 68’ W* < 62°. 

The fifth portage begins about a quarter of a mile above the last, is 

nearly half a mile long, and the fall in the river is about fifty feet. The 

rocks are well seen, and consist chiefly of fine-grained, rather soft mica 

slate, cleaving readily into thin regular sheets. The colour is lighter 

than on the lower portages, and considerable masses are very soft, and 

greenish-drab in colour, approaching in character to nacreous slates. In 

the lower part of the portage, the slates are interstratified with massive- 

grey quartzites, very slightly micaceous. At the head of the portage, 

crystalline diorite forms a ridge of about a hundred paces wide, having 

a direction which accords with the strike of the slate rocks. The 

dip of the rocks on this portage is well seen, and is pretty uniform 

throughout, being about S. 34° E.<76u. Similar soft rocks occur along 

the river for about three miles farther, for which distance the river 

runs nearly in their strike, or about N. E. and S. W. The dip, for the 

greater part of this distance, as on the portage just described, is to the 

south-eastward, but at so high an angle that a very slight change would 

give an inclination in the opposite direction, which is the prevailing one 

throughout the Quinze section. No lower inclination than the above (76°) 

was observed, and in the upper part of the distance the strata are 

generally nearly vertical. 

The sixth portage is abolit a quarter of a mile above the fifth, and 

reaches to within a few yards of the head of the island. The fall here 

is about eight feet. On the upper part of the island there is a conspicuous 

exposure of a light grey granitic gneiss, consisting of glassy quartz and 

white feldspar, with a smaller amount of dark brown mica in small scales. 

The whole mass, as far as observed, is quite uniform in colour and texture, 

and occasionally there is a decided parallelism in the arrangement of the 

constituent minerals. The strike and dip of the planes thus indicated, at 

the only point where they were well observed, is the same as that of the 

stratified rocks in the vicinity. The whole rock, however, is affected by 

another remarkably regular set of divisional planes, forming layers from 

two to five or six feet thick, and of which the underlie is about N. 8° E. 

< 26°. The mass is lenticular in form, and is about six hundred yards long 

by one hundred wide, the longer axis being approximately parallel with 
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the strike of the slate rocks in the vicinity. On the south-west side it 

presents a nearly vertical escarpment facing to the south, and rising to a 

height of about a hundred feet above the river. At the base of this cliff, 

near the head of the portage, there is an exposure of soft, greenish-grey, 

massive, steatitic rock ; and a little farther up, soft chloritic slates are seen in steatitic rock, 

contact with the granitic gneiss, sometimes corrugated and apparently un- 

conformable with it, but at other points quite conformable. For about two 

miles above this island, as already mentioned, the soft slates are the pre¬ 

dominating rock, and the river runs in their strike ; but besides these, 

diorites and dioritic slates are met with occasionally, and appear to come Diorites, and 
. ^ , , ir»i-T . dioritic slates. 
m from the south-east side. At tne end oi this distance there is an abrupt 

turn to the south, going up the river. 
Just before reaching the turn, there is a short portage (the seventh Seventh por- 

from Temiscamang) on the north, or right bank of the river. This 

leads from the river to a small lake, after following which, for a few 

chains the canoe route passes into the Ottawa again by the outlet of the 

lake. Immediately below the portage, a bed of greyish felsitic rock 

was observed, containing a considerable quantity of iron and copper p™>ite^dcopper 

pyrites disseminated through it. At the outlet of the little lake, mica slate 

and micaceous quartzite, similar to that on the lower part of the fifth 

portage, were observed ; but after a short distance these give place, on the 

S. E. side, to diorites and dioritic slates. 

The upward direction of the river, for about three miles, is a few 

degrees E.of S. A portage leads from the river immediately below the 

turn, on the opposite side from the above small lake, to another small 

lake situated in a ravine running parallel with the river above the turn, 

and about half a mile long. This portage is about three hundred paces Two portages, 

long ; and beyond the lake, another portage of similar length continues in 

the same direction, to the river at the foot of a lake-like expansion. From 

this point to the turn, a distance of nearly a mile, the river flows swiftly, 

with occasional falls, between high rocky banks, and the total fall is a little 

over forty feet. The canoe-route just described crosses the strata nearly 

at right angles, and the rocks are well exposed. These are chiefly massive 

crystalline diorites. At the foot of the lower portage, however, the 

diorite is not distinctly crystalline, and is occasionally slaty. In some Diorite with 
v * «/ */ epidote 

parts it contains much epidote in veins and disseminated grains. Much 

of this fine-grained diorite seems made up of flattened shuttle-shaped 

masses from three to twelve inches, or more, in width, and perhaps six or 

eight times as long. At one point, a width of about twelve feet was made 

up of regular hexagonal columns, having a diameter of about ten inches, 

and inclining at an angle of 57°, in a direction S. 42' W. Towards the 

head of the second portage, the slaty character is in some places pretty 

highly developed. 
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The stratification of the massive crystalline diorites, which occur largely 

in this locality, is well shown by the frequent occurrence of quartzite in 

thin, regular layers, and often interstratified with similar layers of mag¬ 

netic iron ore. The most conspicuous example of this which was observed 

is near the head of the lower portage, where a thickness of about thirty 

feet is made up of such layers. The quartzite is fine and close-grained, 

sometimes approaching jasper in character, and in layers from the 

thickness of paper to about an inch. The colours are light and dark grey? 

and blood-red. Interstratified with these are similar layers of black mag¬ 

netic iron, forming about a fourth of the whole. These various layers 

being perfectly regular and even, and the different colours alternating with 

each other, the rock has a very striking appearance. The dip of these 

strata is N. 70e W. < 70°. 

After passing these two portages, which, with the preceding short one, 

may be regarded as a third group of three, there is an interval of about a 

mile to the next. The direction, as already stated, is S. by E., and the 

strata are crossed obliquely, the dip being still W. by N. 

From the foot of the next, or tenth portage, the direction is east to the 

Lac des Quinze. On this portage, which is the longest on the Quinze, its 

length being a little over half a mile, the rocks are well seen, and are 

slaty throughout, displaying a fine but distinct lamination, and are chiefly 

hornblende slate. It is usually greyish-green in colour, but frequently 

there are streaks and patches tinged with red. There are also in many 

places numerous obscure lenticular masses of a feldspathic character, 

lighter in colour than the above, and showing crystals of feldspar, and usu¬ 

ally flakes and streaks of dark green hornblende. The latter, as well as 

the whole mass, which may be from an inch to several feet long, and from 

a line to several inches in thickness, are parallel with the general bedding 

of the rock. The dip at the foot of the portage is W. < 62° ; about two 

hundred paces to the eastward, S. 82 W. < 45 ; and at the upper end, 

S. 78' W. < 50k The fall in the river here, as nearly as I was able to 

ascertain it, is about twenty feet. 

Continuing up the river, the rock is hornblendic slate, differing from 

the last chiefly in being apparently quite homogeneous in texture, and in 

its dark greenish-grey colour. The same obscure interlamination of 

darker and lighter layers was observed, and the rock cleaves with toler¬ 

able facility parallel with these. This rock, as well as the last, though 

usually hornblendic, occasionally contains considerable mica. It occurs 

for about half a mile across the strike, extending across the next, or 

eleventh, portage, to about half way between it and the twelfth, which is 

the last before reaching Lac des Quinze. Here it is succeeded and under¬ 

laid by syenitie gneiss. For some distance before it gives place to the 

latter, it is more coarsely schistose, and the colour is lighter and more 
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nearly grey. There are also lighter and darker bands, and immediately 

at the base there are occasionally thin reddish layers resembling the 

underlying rock. At this point the river expands to a width of about a width of the 

quarter of a mile. The dividing line between the rocks just described nver‘ 

and the succeeding gneiss crosses this wide part obliquely, the rocks 

being exposed on both sides. On the south side the shore is low, and the 

rock is often concealed ; but the two varieties, though not seen immediately 

in contact, were seen within four or five feet of each other at a point 

where the rock rises only a few inches above the water. On the north 

side there is an interval of 200 paces between the last exposure of slate 

and the first of gneiss. The dip here, as on the portage below, is S.W. 

< 50°, while on the south side it is, immediately at the point of contact, 

S. 32° W. < 52°. In both cases the dip of the two rocks, where they 

approach nearest to each other, is the same. The gneiss is made up of 

reddish feldspar, with a considerable quantity of dark green hornblende, 

and a smaller amount of glassy quartz ; sometimes it contains a little 

mica. It is moderately large-grained, and breaks up readily under the 

hammer. The hornblende and mica are so arranged as to give the whole 

a stratified appearance, which, though usually obscure,is often sufficiently 

distinct to allow of the dip being ascertained. This rock occurs, with 

little change, to Lac des Quinze, a distance of about three-fourths of a 

mile in a direction nearly east. At the head of the uppermost portage, 

however, a quarter of a mile to the eastward, though made up of the 

same constituents, it is coarser, and has a porphyritic appearance owing 
to the occurrence of numerous crystals of reddish orthoclase, many of Large crystal 

J . •'of ortkoclase. 
them as much as half an inch across. The stratification is very obscure 

in this locality, but some distance further east it is quite plain and un- 

mistakeable. The fall in the river at the last (12th) portage is about 

ten feet, and at the next one below, eighteen feet. 

In regard to the levels given in this Report, it is necessary to state Levels, 

that they are only approximate, being the result of observations with a 

small aneroid barometer. It is believed, however, that they are on the 

whole pretty accurate. We had occasion to pass between Lakes 

Temiscamang and des Quinze four times in the course of the summer ; 

each time barometric observations were taken at both extremities of every Barometric 
. ^ observations. 

portage, and the average of the four results adopted. In addition to 

this, the difference in level was calculated from the mean of a large 

number of readings taken during steady weather both on Lake Temisca¬ 

mang and on Lac des Quinze. The two results agree so closely that I can 

state, with a considerable degree of confidence, that Lac des Quinze is Height of Lac 
& des Quinze. 

about 260 feet above Lake Temiscamang. 

Lac des Quinze is an expansion of the Ottawa, and is in most parts 

about a mile wide. Its direction, going up stream, is south-east for eight 
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Dimensions miles, then north-east for fifteen miles. At its lower extremity a bay 

Quinze. extends northward, with a tolerably uniform width of about a mile, for a 

distance of eight miles, when it divides into two arms continuing in the 

same direction for about three miles further. About two miles above the 

first bay another bay, rather less than half a mile wide, extends in the 

same direction for three miles ; and near the point where the direction of 

the main body of the lake changes from S.E. to N.E., a third bay extends 

Three Bays. southward for five miles. These three bays are as nearly as possible 

parallel, their direction being a few degrees E. of N. and W. of S. This 

is also the direction of the strike of the rocks on the first two ; the third I 

did not examine. The rock is chiefly grey syenitic gneiss, generally 

highly quartzose. It is often schistose, and sometimes passes into well- 

marked hornblende schist, consisting chiefly of glistening black plates of 

hornblende with some mica. This rock was observed especially along the 

east side of the lower half of the principal bay, and it seems probable that 

all these bays lie on the strike of similar schistose bands. On the north 

side of the lake, between the first and second bays, the rock becomes 

finer in texture, with a granular appearance, sometimes resembling a 

sandstone, and frequently contains a considerable amount of epidote. On 

the lower part of the lake massive crystalline diorite was observed at 

Diorite djkes. several points, and evidently belongs to two dykes which cut the above 

rocks. They appear to have a course about N. by E. and S. by W-, and 

to be from fifty to one hundred feet wide. 

The mean of a number of dips observed at various points along the east 

side of the first or principal bay, from one to four miles from the foot of it, 

was W. < 29 ; that of a similar number taken along both sides of the second 

bay was N. 85" W. < 45°. 

On the accompanying map, I have indicated the dividing line between 

the gneissoid strata of Lac des Quinze, and the overlying series of slaty 

Boundary be- rocks. Assigning to it a direction a little E. of N. and W. of S., which 
tween tliG , • • • • 
gneisses of Lac appears to be that of the general strike of the rocks of both divisions, it 

the overlying would, when continued southward, coincide very nearly with the line 
slaty rock. in. • • . 7 J J 

traced for six or eight miles by Sir W. E. Logan, as the boundary between 

the Laurentian and Huronian on Lake Temiscamang, near the mouth of 

the Montreal River. Continued in the opposite direction, it would run a 

little to the westward of the first described or most westerly bay of Lac 

des Quinze, and parallel with it. 

The distance in a straight line, bearing N. 6° W., from the outlet of 

Lac des Quinze to the Hudson’s Bay Company’s post on Lake Abbitibbe is 

canoe route about seventy-six miles. The canoe route followed by us passes from the head 

Quinze to Lake of the western arm of the first bay of Lac des Quinze up Lonely River, and 
Abbitibbe. J 

thence through two long narrow lakes, named respectively Obikoba and 

Opasatika, which are connected by a small stream. With the exception 
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of a short portage, at a rapid with a fall of four or five feet on Lonely Rapid on 

River, a little below Lake Obikoba, there is uninterrupted navigation for 

canoes from the foot of Lac des Quinze to within half a mile of the height 

of land between the waters of the Ottawa and those flowing to Hudson’s 

Bay, there being scarcely even a perceptible current to overcome all the 

way. 

The distance from the mouth of Lonely River to the height of land is 

about thirty-one miles. The rocks over the greater part of this distance 

are of the same gneissoid character as on Lac des Quinze. The regular 

north and south strike, and westerly dip, were, however, not observed 

farther than about half way up Lac des Quinze Bay, on the upper part of 

which very few rocks of any kind were seen. On Lonely River, and on Lonely River 
_ t i m and Lake Obi- 

the lower part ot Lake Obikoba, the stratification was not apparent. Ihekoba. 

rock is usually granitic, fine-grained in texture, and of very light grey, 

brown, or reddish colours, often approaching white. Associated with this, 

there is often another somewhat similar rock, but containing a large 

amount of black hornblende, giving the whole a dark colour. This appears 

to cut the former, but the two varieties are often so entangled with each 

other, that it would be difficult, without examining a large area, to deter¬ 

mine which is the intrusive rock. This is characteristic of the whole 

district, along the line examined, from the head of the Lac des Quinze 

bay to the foot of Lake Qpasatika, a distance in a north and south direc¬ 

tion of about fifteen miles. There are also many veins of coarse granite, Granite veins, 

consisting usually of vitreous quartz, red feldspar, and brown or greenish 

mica. The feldspar is occasionally milk white, giving a white or light 

grey rock. It is plain, however, that the staple rock of this district is 

gneiss, which was observed, especially in the northern part of the above 

mentioned fifteen miles, to pass into a distinctly stratified schistose rock 

chiefly composed of quartz and mica. The best instance of it occurs on 

the upper part of Lake Opasatika, just above where, going northward, the LakeOpasatika, 

lake suddenly contracts in width from upwards of half a mile to six or 

eight chains. Here a well defined micaceous gneiss was observed, very 

regularly and finely stratified, the dip being S. < 77°. Wherever the 

stratification appeared in this locality, the strike usually approached east 

and west, with a dip to the south, the inclination apparently becoming less 

going northward. 

Continuing northward, the rock on the lower part of Lake Opasatika, 

where it is well seen, is the same fine-grained granitic gneiss, but it is not 

so much cut up and disturbed by veins and dykes as the above, and it is 

generally quite distinctly stratified, the bedding being often shown by the 

occurrence of lighter and darker bands, owing to the varying amount of 

dark mica in the rock. The same rock occurs all along the lake for about 

nine miles, and then gives place to a series of slates and schists similar to 
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those of the Quinze. It seems to occur here in the form of a low anti¬ 

clinal, the dip being southerly in the lower portion of these nine miles, and 

in the opposite direction in the upper portion. Epidote occurs occasion¬ 

ally in this rock, especially in or near small veins, in much the manner 

as it does in similar rock near the foot of Lac des Quinze. 

Towards the north end of Lake Opasatika, as already stated, these 

gneissoid strata give place to others of an entirely different character, 

upper part of The uPPer part of the lake is much wider than the lower half, the width 
Lake opasatika. pejng upwards of two miles. From the east side a bold tongue of tand 

nearly a mile wide extends more than half way across, the extremity 

facing to the west, and divided into two small promontories by a narrow 

deep bay. Along the edge of the water round the lower promontory 

there are exposures of a dull grey micaceous schist, much resembling the 

lowest members of the slaty series of the Quinze, but more micaceous and 

somewhat more coarsely schistose. This is overlaid by a rather compli¬ 

cated and greatly varying series of strata which the time at my command 

did not enable me to examine very minutely. First, there is a thickness 

of twelve or fifteen feet made up almost entirely of foliated brown mica, 

very much corrugated, and often folding round what appeared to be nodu¬ 

lar masses of grey quartzite often nearly a foot in diameter. Succeeding 

this there are thirty or forty feet of quartzites and hornblendic schists, in¬ 

cluding layers containing large quantities of magnetic iron, always finely 

stratified, and having exactly the appearance of having been originally in 

the condition of fine sand. Along with these there is also a layer eight 

Magnetic pyri- or ten inches thick made up chiefly of magnetic pyrites. A specimen of 

andcobaCitPper this having been submitted to Dr. Harrington was found to contain traces 

of copper and cobalt. Above these quartzites there is a considerable 

thickness of massive steatitic rock and steatitic schists, with probably 

steatitic schists chloritic schist. These steatitic rocks contain numerous minute grains 
with magnetic an(j octahedral crystals of magnetic iron. The dip is to the eastward, 

at an angle of about 40°, but the rocks are much disturbed. The northern 

part of the tongue of land above described is made up of massive 
Dionte dyke, crystalline diorite, evidently a dyke, running apparently, in a direction a 

little north of east. 

Immediately opposite, on the west side of the lake, similar rocks are 

seen, but they are still more irregular. Crystalline diorite occurs in the 

line of the above dyke, and is no doubt a continuation of it. Immediately 

to the south of the diorite there is a large exposure of massive greenish-grey 

steatitic rock, while to the north of it mica schist occurs along the shore 

in such a way as to give the idea that an anticlinal axis occurs beneath 

the waters of the lake. There are also on the west shore some exposures 

Talcosc slate of a soft greenish talcose slate containing great numbers of cubical crys- 

tes. uou pyn tals of iron pyrites, some of them more than half an inch in diameter. The 
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dip of all these rocks is so irregular that it was found impossible to form 

any correct notion of their general attitude. Similar rocks, however, 

are well seen a little farther north, towards the height of land, and the 

strata are more regular, the dip being usually N. by W. Proceeding 

up the lake, no rock was seen for about two miles, beyond which on both 

shores there are large exposures of coarse mica schist ; but as higher 

strata are reached, the rock becomes finer grained and more compact, and 

is associated with close-grained hornblendic slate, precisely similar to that 

on the Quinze. The dip, as already stated, is northerly, generally some¬ 

what to the west of north. The inclination is at first from 20° to 40°, 

but increases on going northward. 

At the head of the lake, the rocks last described are succeeded, in 

ascending order, by conglomerate. The matrix is usually a dull greenish conglomerates, 

fine-grained sandstone or quartzite, and the imbedded pebbles consist of 

syenite, greenstone, chert, and white quartz. They appear to be all 

rounded, and are usually small, but are occasionally nearly a foot in 

diameter. Sometimes the rock is chiefly made up of these pebbles, but 

sometimes they are sparsely scattered through the matrix. From this to 

the Height of Land, the distance is about half a mile, and there a similar 

rock was observed ; but at an intermediate point it is a hard greenish-grey 

slate, the slaty structure not very well developed, and the rock apparently 

dioritic. All these rocks appear to dip with tolerable regularity a little 

W. of N., and the angle of dip at the head of Lake Opasatika is from 

70° to 80°. 

Continuing northward, across the last mentioned conglomerate, and 

over the Height of Land portage, the rock exposed on a small lake beyond Height of Land 

the latter is dark greenish diorite, with little or no appearance of strati- Matawago^gke 

fication. From this lake, which is about a mile long, the head of Lake 

Matawagogig is reached by a small tortuous stream without any rapids. 

The distance from the Height of Land portage to Lake Matawagogig is 

about two miles, and the direction a little west of north. Here the rocks 

are similar to those between the head of Lake Opasatika and the Height 

of Land, but the conglomerate, of which, however, not much was' seen, 

is finer, having a very hard, close-grained matrix, and closely resembles 

the slate conglomerate of Lake Temiscamang. The distance across the 

measures to this point, from the part of Lake Opasatika where this series 

of strata with a regular northerly dip was first observed, going north¬ 

ward, is about five miles ; while from the point where the micaceous schist 

first appears, succeeding the gneiss, the distance is about ten miles. 

It will be seen by these observations that on Lake Opasatika we crossed 

the boundary line between the two great classes of rocks described in this 

report, the gneissoid division being on the south, and the slaty and dioritic 

division on the north. It seems probable that, from where this line was 
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crossed near the head of the Quinze, it runs northward for a few milesy 

and is then thrown to the westward, how far I had nob the means of deter¬ 

mining. It may curve round uninterruptedly to Lake Opasatika, or it 

may be intercepted by the gneissoid rocks just described, extending west¬ 

ward to join similar rocks met with later in tbe season, about twenty-five 

miles to the west, on the River Blanche. The former supposition seems 

the more probable, and I have so indicated it, provisionally, on the accom¬ 
panying map. 

About a mile and a half south-westward of the head of Lake Matawago- 

gig, and just on the north side of the Height of Land, two remarkable hills 

rise to a considerable height above the surrounding country. All the way 

trom the foot of Lac des Quinze, the country is comparatively low, no 

hills being seen which appeared to rise more than 150 feet above that 

lake, but these two hills are more than 700 feet above it. The two face 

each other in a south-west and north-east direction less than half a mile 

apart ; and at a distance of twelve or fifteen miles in a direction W. by S. 

an exactly similar hill is very conspicuous, and is said by the Indians to 

be the highest hill in this part of the country. We ascended the higher 

of the two nearest ones, reaching it from the small lake already mention¬ 

ed, on the north side of the Height of Land, the direction being about west, 

and the distance about a mile and a-half. First, we passed over some low 

hills consisting of dark greenish diorite, similar to that seen on the lake 

from which we started ; then for a short distance over flat ground where 

no rocks were seen, beyond which, on the slope approaching the high hill, 

exposures were met with, of a fine hard bluish-grey slate. The summit 

of the hill itself was found to consist of very hard close-grained grey 

quartzite. It was observed to contain what seem to be very small pellucid 

grains of quartz, and occasional small crystals of feldspar, the whole wea¬ 

thering brown. This rock seems to compose the whole summit of the 

hill, which is about ten chains across. So far as seen, it is perfectly 

uniform throughout, without the slightest indication of lines of deposition, 

and on all sides, except the north, forms vertical cliffs, apparently two 

or three hundred feet high. The height of the summit of the hill above 

Lake Matawagogig was found to be 690 feet. The other hill, which is 

not quite so high, is separated from this one by a very deep, narrow 

ravine. It presents exactly similar appearances, as does also the more 

distant one already mentioned, so much so that it seems very probable 

that all are composed of similar rock. 

From the summit of the above hill, a good view is obtained of the sur¬ 

rounding country, and it was observed that on the north a series of hills 

extends east and west for many miles. These hills are not so high as the 

one from which they were seen, though many of them are probably not less 

than 300 feet above the general level ; and instead of rising, like it, square 
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and precipitous, they are all rudely cone-shaped, and appear to he mostly 

isolated. They form a conspicuous feature over a large extent of country, 

and will be again referred to. 

From Lac des Quinze to the small lake which occurs at the foot of the 

Height of Land portage, a distance of about thirty miles, the rise is only 

about ten feet : thence crossing the portage, three-quarters of a mile in 

length, there is a rise of about sixty-five feet in the first eight or ten 

chains and then a gradual descent of forty feet to another small lake, the 

water of which discharges by the Abbitibbe River, the fall in which, to 

Lake Abbitibbe, is about fifty feet ; and therefore the latter lake is about 

fifteen feet lower than Lac des Quinze. As this lake has been estimated 

to be about 260 feet above Lake Temiscamang, and as the latter is 

612 feet above the sea (Geology of Canada, 1863, page 6) the height of Height of Lake 

Lake Abbitibbe above the sea is about 847 feet. Abbitibbe. 

Continuing northward to Lake Abbitibbe, we passed through Lakes 

Matawagogig and Agotawekaim, respectively eight and six miles long. 

These are connected by a small stream, with four short portages, the dis¬ 

tance being about eleven miles. On this part of our course, we passed 

through the hilly country referred to above. With the exception of an 

island in the upper part of Lake Matawagogig, composed of reddish 

granite probably intrusive, the only rock seen all the way is a hard, fine¬ 

grained, greenish-grey diorite, in which no appearance of stratification Vosicuiar di0_ 

was observed. In most places, the rock is more or less vesicular, thentes> 

vesicles being usually filled either with calc-spar or white quartz. It also 

contains, usually, more or less pyrites in disseminated grains. 

A few chains below Lake Agotawekami, the outlet of that lake joins the 

Abbitibbe River, flowing from the south-west, and this we followed down 

to Lake Abbitibbe, a distance of about nine miles. The massive diorites 

were not traced farther than to within a mile or two of the foot of Lake 

Agotawekami, where they give place to obscurely stratified, dark greenish- Dioritic slates, 

grey, dioritic schists. These seemed to have a strike approaching east and 

west, as did also a somewhat similar rock at a short portage a little over a 

mile below the lake. At an intermediate point, however, a rock was ob¬ 

served which appears to be an impure limestone. It is very close-grained Limestone, 

and homogeneous—slightly saccharoidal—in texture, of a light grey colour, 

but somewhat harder than ordinary limestone. As the locality was not 

examined very minutely, the extent of it was not ascertained. About a 

mile below the portage, a somewhat similar calcareous rock occurs, but 

differing in being mottled with greenish and pale pink spots. This rock 

appears to be partly composed of serpentine, and a specimen of it is at Serpentine, 

present under examination. 

A track survey of the route followed by us from the Ottawa to Lake Survey by Mr. 

Abbitibbe, was made several years ago by Mr. Lindsay Russell, p.L.g>? Lm(l"ayKu6se11, 
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and his plan has been used in constructing a general map of the region to 

illustrate our observations on the geology. Lake Abbitibbe was also 

sketched by Mr. Russell with a remarkable degree of general accuracy. 

There is, however, necessarily an absence of details in the conformation 

assigned by him to the shore lines, which rendered it difficult for me to 

indicate on his plan the precise position of the rocks observed on the 

ground. It was therefore considered advisable to make a micrometer 

survey of this lake, from which, accordingly, it has been laid down on the 

accompanying map. 

Lake Abbitibbe consists of an upper and a lower lake. The upper 

lake, the eastern extremity of which we have now reach3d, lies due east 

and west. Its length is thirty-three miles, and its width from two to eight, 

except a little to the eastward of the middle, where a bay extends eight or 

ten miles to the north, and another bay directly opposite increases the 

width of the lake two or three miles southward, giving the upper lake a 

total width here of about seventeen miles. At the north-west corner, it 

The Narrons, is connected with the lower lake, at its south-ea’st side, by the Narroivs 

running in a direction about N. by W. for two miles. The latter is rudely 

circular in form, with a width varying in different parts from fifteen to 

twenty miles. The greatest length of the whole, in a direction about W. 

by N., is about forty-seven miles. The shore line in both lakes is exceed¬ 

ingly irregular, and the number of islands in all parts is very great. The 

main body of the lower lake is to the north of that of the other, so that an 

east and west line can be drawn on the north side of the latter, but cutting 

off the above-mentioned bay, which when continued westward will pass to 

the south of the lower lake. The principal stream falling into Lake Abbi¬ 

tibbe is the Abbitibbe River, by which we reached it, but there are several 

other tributaries nearly as large. The outlet retaining the same name 

flows from the south-west part of the lower lake, and was surveyed for. 

about seven miles, to the first fall. Its direction for the first two miles is 

south-west, beyond which it is west to the falls. 

The position of the two portions of this lake with reference to each 

other is closely connected with the geological structure, the longer axis 

being parallel with the curved line which represents the strike of the 

rocks. The rocks belong to the same two classes met with farther south. 

Gneissoid and granitic rocks occur all along the north side of the upper, 

and on the south-east side of the lower lake, while the other portions of both 

are occupied by micaceous, hornblendic, and chloritic schists, fine-grained 

hard quartzites, diorites, and dioritic schists, with serpentines. The 

dividing line between the two classes of rocks, as shown on the map, 

coming evidently from the east, passes to the south of the east end of the 

upper lake ; and, turning north for three or four miles, divides longi¬ 

tudinally, the club-shaped peninsula on the west side of which the Hudson’s 

Abbitibbe 
River. 

Rocks oi Lake 
Abbitibbe. 

Serpentine. 
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Bay Co.’s post is situated, and strikes across to the north shore, where it 

again turns westward. After following the north shore for a few miles, it 

continues westward through the lake, (having some of the islands on one 

side, some on the other,) cutting a thin slice from the north side of a 

mallet-shaped peninsula extending more than half way across from the 

south side, and situated towards the west end of the lower lake. Still 

continuing westward, it passes to the south of the Narrows, curves round 

to the northward in the south-east part of the lower lake, returning on itself 

in a north-easterly direction, so as to include a space of which the width 

is twelve or fourteen miles. It would appear, therefore, that this is the 

western extremity of a band of these rocks coining from the eastward, or 

probably, considering the prevailing strike of the contiguous stratified 

rocks, from a direction north of east. I have no means of forming even 

a conjecture as to how far they may extend in this direction. 

The gneissoid rocks on this lake, as far as they were examined, are Gneissoid 

uniformly massive and coarse-grained in texture, and usually of a light 

grey or brown colour. They are chiefly composed of vitreous quartz, 

white or light flesh-red feldspar, and brown, sometimes greenish mica, in 

large scales and flakes, the latter being in most cases parallel with each 

other. Sometimes the mica is partially or wholly replaced by hornblende. 

At the western extremity of the area occupied by these rocks, in the 

vicinity of the Narrows, the gneissoid structure is generally obscure, and 

sometimes could not be seen at all. Near the lower end of the Narrows syenitic rocks 
. ■* . • i I i i 1*1 with in<ï2fïictitG* 

on the east side, a coarse grained syemtic rock was observed, which con¬ 

tained a considerable amount of magnetite. 

The schistose, or slaty rocks, which, as already stated, occur over the Schistose rocks* 

greater portion of the lake, have a strike for the most part parallel with 

the line indicated as the boundary of the gneiss. It cannot be said, how- 

• ever, that they were actually seen to curve round the western extremity 

of the band of gneiss included within this line, as no exposures of rocks 

showing stratification were observed in this locality ; but in the case of 

the subordinate curve indicated on the map as occurring near the east end 

of the upper lake, they were plainly seen to conform with the outline of 

the gneiss. The general strike on the south side of the gneissoid area, as 

seen along the south side of the upper lake, varies but little from east and 

west ; and usually where they were seen within a mile or so of the gneiss 

the strata are either nearly vertical, or they dip away from the gneiss, the 

angle of inclination being sometimes as low as 45°. About the middle of 

the upper lake, however, the strata, in many places, dip towards the 

gneiss, at angles varying from 45° to 7 0° or 80° : but this is usually at a 

considerable distance from the latter, and the locality shows indications of 

disturbance. The strike of the similar rocks occurring on the north half 

of the lower lake, where it is generally well seen, is about E. by N., a 
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direction which would carry them along the north side of the gneissoid 

area. The dip is seldom less than 80°, and it seems to be about as often 

southward as northward. 

Off a prominent point, about the middle of the west side of the lower 

lake, there is a small island, not more than six or eight chains long, 

which is composed of a dark green, rather soft rock, with splintery 

fracture and resinous lustre, and weathering a dull white. It is so 

strongly magnetic that our compasses were found to be quite useless 

i on this island. This rock proves to be serpentine, and specimens of it 

being, at your suggestion, handed to Dr. Harrington for examination, it 

was found to contain grains of chromic iron. 

At several points along the south side of the upper lake there are ex¬ 

posures of a rock somewhat similar to that described on page 125, as having 

been observed on the Abbitibbe River about a mile below the portage, and 

which is supposed to be partly composed of serpentine. This was observed 

chiefly towards the east end of the upper lake, but it was also noticed on 

the south-east part of the lower lake. It was not here seen in situ, but 

large angular masses of it were seen on the shore of the lake, in a locality 

where no other rocks were met with, their appearance being such that 

there can be little doubt they were not far removed from the parent bed. 

All the localities where this rock was observed are on a line which is 

approximately parallel with the general strike of the rocks. 

At many points, especially along the south side of the lake, there are 

large exposures of dark green crystalline diorites,passing into dioritic schists 

and having a close resemblance to those of the Quinze. These usually 

appear k> be destitute of any appearance of stratification, but as in the 

case of the Quinze * diorites, the bedding is occasionally shown by the 

occurrence of thin, angular layers of quartzite, here approaching the 

character of chert, with thin layers of magnetic oxyd of iron, the quantity 

of the latter seen, however, being insignificant. Much of the diorite also 

contains epidote, which is another point of resemblance to the diorites seen 

on the Quinze. 

Besides these crystalline diorites, there are hills along the south side of 

the lake, which, as far as examined, are composed of the same light greenish- 

grey compact diorites already noticed in speaking of the hills observed 

along Lakes Matawagogig and Agatawekami, and the connecting stream. 

They are precisely similar in appearance, and from one of them which was 

ascended, and which rises to a height of about 400 feet above the lake, 

the country was seen to be studded with them as far as the eye can 

reach, looking southward as well as east and west. Diorite similar to that 

which composes these hills, was also seen at the falls on the Abbitibbe 

River, about seven miles below the lake. 

In regard to the stratigraphical relation of the two classes of rocks on 
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this lake, the only fact which I have to offer is, that at the only two locali¬ 

ties where they were observed to approach within about a quarter of a 

mile of each other, and where both showed stratification, both have the 

same dip. One of the localities is on the point on which the Hudson’s 

Bav Company’s post is situated, where quartzites and slates are exposed Quartzite, slate 
J r ^ r . and gneiss, 

on the west, and gneiss on the east side, both dipping to the westward at 

an angle of about 50°. The other locality is twenty miles further west, 

where, at the “ mallet-shaped peninsula ” already noticed, both were seen, 

within a very short distance of each other, with an east and west strike, 

and nearly vertical attitude. In both these cases, the only indication of 

stratification in the gneiss is the parallelism in the arrangement of the 

different minerals composing it ; but this is quite distinct and regular. 

Survey of the River Blanche. 

Having returned to Temiscamang on the 27th of August, we started on 

the 4th of September to commence the survey of the River Blanche. This River Bi&nciie. 

survey was carried from the mouth of the river, at the northern extremity 

of Lake Temiscamang, to a small lake about three miles in diameter, 

known by the Indians as Round Lake. Round Lake, 

The upward direction to the north-west side of Round Lake is N. 36° W-, 

and the distance, in a straight line, about forty-four miles. Following the 

stream the distance is nearly sixty miles. 

Ascending the river, no rock exposures occur for about twenty-five 

miles, the stream flowing for that distance, with a rather strong current, 

but no rapids, between banks of clay and sand. Above this there are 

occasionally exposures of crystalline diorite for several miles, sue- Dionte and 
• • • • • chloritic stiici. 

ceeded,a little further up, by chloritic and dioritic slates. Of the former dioritic slates, 

there was‘very little seen, and the slates were observed only along the 

edge of the water, at the foot of high cliffs of clay and sand. 

For a distance of ten miles in a straight line, above the chloritic slates, 

the only rock met with is granitoid gneiss, very similar to that of Lake Granitoid 
* ° * g aeiss. 

Abbitibbe. Like the latter, it is uniformly coarse-grained and light grey 

or brown, occasionally red, in colour. On the south-east side the strati¬ 

fication of this rock is well shown, both by the usual parallel arrangement 

of the constituent minerals, which is here very distinct, and by the occa¬ 

sional alternation of coarser and finer layers. The dip and strike, the 

latter about N. by E. and S, by W., are exactly the same as those of the 

slates to the south-east, which, though not seen in contact with the gneiss, 

were observed at a distance from it not exceeding eight or ten chains. 

The dip being always nearly vertical, it was found impossible to determine 

which are the uppermost beds. 

On the north-west side of the gneissoid area, which extends to Round 

Lake, slate3 are again met with. The principal exposures examined are 
K 
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Micaceous and 
hornblendic 
schists. 

Dykes. 

Intrusive rock. 

Departure ol 
Indians. 

Second start 
from Temisca¬ 
mang, 

almost immediately in contact with the gneiss, and are chiefly hard grey 

micaceous and hornblendic schists ; but a little more distant from the 

gneiss it has a greater resemblance to the slates described above. The 

strike being E. by N. makes an angle of about 45° with that of the latter. 

The dip, though sometimes to the northward, appears to be usually to the 

south, and at a very high angle. In one place the dip is S. E. < 55°,. 

but the rocks in this locality are much disturbed, and are cut up by 

numerous dykes of diorite and porphyry, from six inches to as many feet 

wide. The slates are exposed on this lake for about a mile across the strike 

when they are cut off by a rock which appears to be intrusive. It much 

resembles ordinary red syenite, but was not observed to contain quartz,, 

being made up of large grains of a rather dark red feldspar with a smaller 

amount of greenish hornblende, and sometimes a little epidote. This 

occurs all along the north side of the lake, but I have no means of knowing 

how far it extends beyond the lake. 

Lac des Quinze and Lake Mijicowaja. 

Having again returned to Temiscamang, on the 17th of September, 

from the survey of the Blanche, I paid off the two Indians who had been 

engaged for the short term of about two weeks which it was expected 

would be required for this trip ; and notwithstanding that they expressed, 

themselves well pleased with the treatment they had received, as well as 

with their pay, it was found impossible either to induce them to re-engage 

or to procure others to take their places ; the chief reason being, no doubt, 

that the hunting season had commenced, and all the Indians were eager 

to get away to their hunting grounds. We were therefore unable to make 

further surveys with the micrometer telescope, as to do so we should have 

required two canoes, and as we had now only the two white men who had 

been with us the whole season, we could man only one. Under these 

circumstances it was thought advisable to devote the remainder of the 

time still available for our work, to making a further examination of the 

rocks on the Quinze, and exploring the upper portion of Lac des Quinze and. 

Lake Mijicowaja, (another lake-like expansion of the Ottawa, and occur* 

ring immediately above Lac des Quinze,) which lakes extend for about 

thirty miles to the eastward from the point where, at the foot of the first 

named, wTe turned northward going to Abbitibbe. These lakes, as well 

as the Ottawa River both above and below them, having been already sur¬ 

veyed and mapped, and no further measurements being necessary in or¬ 

der to fix the positions of the rocks observed, a single canoe was sufficient 

for this trip. We accordingly set out once more from Temiscamang ort 

the 25th of September. 

The facts obtained during this excursion in regard to the rocks of the 

Quinze and of the western portion of Lac des Quinze have been embodied. 
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in the account already given of them. The only rock met with farther 

east is gneiss, occasionally passing into hornblendic and micaceous schist Gneiss passing 

of a coarse texture. The latter is seen occasionally along the shores of die amimica- 

the upper part of Lac des Quinze, where, as already stated, the direction 

of that lake is north-east for fifteen miles, apparently conforming with the 

strike of the strata, which dip north-westerly at a high angle. The gneiss 

is generally reddish and rather coarse-grained, with obscure bedding ; but 

it is often grey in colour, and is also occasionally, regularly and distinctly 

stratified. Along the upper part of Lac des Quinze the gneiss forms hills Hills along. 

which rise sometimes from *200 to nearly 300 feet above the level of the 

lake, being the highest hills seen between Lake Temiscamang and the 

Height of Land on the route to Abbitibbe. 

Having ascended the Ottawa for several miles above where it falls into 

lake Mijicowaja, and the season being now too far advanced to allow the 

ascent of this river to be continued sufficiently far to make it probable that 

any important results would be attained, we returned to Temiscamang Return to Te- 

reaching the fort on the 12th of October. After a delay of a couplemibCamang- 

of days, owing to a severe storm of wind and rain, w*e set out for home, 

reaching Ottawa on the 21th of October. 

Economic Minerals. 

Copper.—In several localities copper pyrites in small disseminated copper ores, 

grains, and small quantities of the green carbonate of copper, were ob¬ 

served. The latter was noticed particularly in small veins in the diorites 

and dioritic schists below the eighth portage on the Quinze. At the foot 

of the seventh portage, which leads from the Ottawa to a small lake on the 

' north side, copper pyrites associated with iron pyrites was observed dis¬ 

seminated throughout a bed, about three feet thick, of a greyish felds- 

pathic rock’ The quantity, however, both here and at the other local¬ 

ities wliere copper ore was seen, is not sufficient to render it of economic 

importance. 

Iron.—Magnetic iron was met with in several localities. The most im-iron ore. 

portant of these is that already mentioned, on the eighth portage of the 

Quinze, which leads from the OttawTa River, immediately below the point 

where, after flowing northward for three or four miles, it turns abruptly 

round to the south-west. The portage is on the south, or left hand side 

of the river, running in a direction about south-east to a small lake in a 

narrow ravine, and is not more than a quarter of a mile long. The iron ore 

crosses the portage near the upper or south end. It occurs in the form 

of layers from the thickness of paper to about an inch, and is interlami- 

nated with similar layers of whitish, grey and dull red, fine-grained 

quartzite. The iron'ore constitutes probably from a fourth to a third of the 

whole, and as the thickness of the whole band is about thirty feet, the total 
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thickness of the layers of iron ore would probably not be less than eight feet. 

The band was traced along the strike for about a hundred yards. Mag¬ 

netic oxyd of iron was observed under similar conditions at several points on 

this portage, and on the next above, but in much smaller quantity. This ore 

occurs also on lake Opasatika, about six miles south of the Height of Land. 

On lake Abbitibbe, it was observed on the south side of the upper lake, 

and also on the west side of the lower lake. At none of these localities, 

however, was it found in important quantities. 

Magnetic py- Magnetic Iron Pyrites.—A. bed, eight or ten inches thick, composed 

chiefly of magnetic pyrites, was observed on the west side of lake Opasa¬ 

tika, at the locality already described as the first where, in going north, 

the gneissoid and granitic rocks of the southern part of that lake are found 

to have given place to the crystalline schists and conglomerates of the 

northern part. It is associated with siliceous layers containing a large 

proportion of magnetite. 

steatite. Steatite.—This rock occurs largely in the same locality as the last ; con¬ 

siderable exposures, as has been stated (page 122), occurring on the west 

side of lake Opasatika. Steatite was also observed on the Quinze, near 

the upper end of the island, on the south side of which are situated the 

fourth, fifth and sixth portages. 

Rooting slates. Roofing Slate8.—On the fifth portage of the Quinze, some of the dark- 

grey, and light greenish-grey argillaceous slates which are there exposed, 

have a very perfect cleavage, and would probably be well adapted for roof¬ 

ing purposes. 

Timber. 

White and red 
pine. 

Spruce, birch 
and cedar. 

Pine on Lakes 
Opasatika an d 
Obikoba. 

White and red pine are found over the whole region examined, and are 

by no means rare even as far north as Lake Abbitibbe ; but on this Lake, 

with the exception of a few healthy-looking individuals, about six feet in 

circumference, observed near the outlet, they are all very small ’and 

scraggy, and are confined to the numerous islands and points. They are 

quite abundant and of excellent quality on the slopes of the hills along both 

sides of the Height of Land. When ascending the hill described as rising 

to a height of 700 feet above lake Matawagogig, on the north side of 

the Height of Land, several fine trees were measured and found to be 

from eight to nine feet in circumference, at a height of four or five feet 

from the ground ; and from the summit of the hill, groves of white pine 

were observed in all directions. White spruce, yellow birch and cedar, 

are also tolerably abundant, and of good size. Fine specimens of the latter 

tree—tall and straight—were observed, chiefly in hollows among the hills, 

on the south side of lake Abbitibbe. 

Groves of white pine are conspicuous along the shores ot Lakes Opa¬ 

satika and Obikoba, generally a little distance from the water. Both red 
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and white pine are met with, but not abundantly, on the lower portion of other pine 
. . . J , regions. 

Lac des Quinze ; but with one exception, probably the best timber seen by 

us during the summer is that which grows on the hills on both sides of the 

upper part of Lac des Quinzes and the lower part of Lake Mijicowaja. 

The exception mentioned is on the Quinze, in the vicinity of the fourth 

and fifth portages, where there is a great quantity of very fine pine, both 

red and white. There is very little pine on the Blanche, the only speci¬ 

mens observed being a few very small ones near Round Lake. 

Sugar maple is tolerably plentiful round the head of Lake Temisca-Sugar maple, 

mang, but was not seen further north. The same remark applies to swamp 

maple and white oak. Large numbers of these grow on low level land 

near the mouth of the Blanche, and also, in smaller quantities at the 

mouths of other rivers falling into the same lake. Hemlock is abundant on 

the lower half of Lake Temiscamang, but no specimens were observed as 

far north as the Hudson’s Bay Company’s post. 

The most abundant tree in this region, north of the limit of sugar 

maple, is aspen, after which come canoe-birch, spruce, Banksian pine, and ^*peu’birch} 

Canada balsam. Elm and ash occur occasionally on low flats as far north 

as Lake Abbitibbe. 
9 

Soil and Climate. 

The whole region examined, extending northward from the mouth of the 

Montreal River, which is about thirty miles south of the head of Lake 

Temiscamang, may be pretty correctly described as a level clay plain, Level clay 

with a great number of rocky hills and ridges protruding through it. 

There is a marked distinction between this region and the country to the 

south. The unyielding Laurentian rocks of the latter maintain a uni¬ 

formly high surface, considerably higher than the level at which the 

clay is found ; while the softer slates and schists which occupy so large 

a portion of the country further north have been largely removed by 

denudation, leaving only the harder rocks—diorites, quartzites, and 

conglomerates,—to form more or less isolated hills, surrounded by arable isolated Mils, 

clay land. 

The height of the clay appears to be pretty uniform throughout the Heigh tof the 

whole region. Around Lake Abbitibbe it is about thirty feet above the 

level of the lake, which was estimated to be 245 feet higher than Lake 

Temiscamang, giving 275 feet as the height of the clay at Abbitibbe above 

Lake Temiscamang. On the upper part of Lac des Quinze it is occasionally 

seen along the edge of the lake, and rising about twenty feet above it ; 

and therefore as the latter lake is supposed to be about 260 feet above 

Lake Temiscamang, its height above that lake would be about 280 feet. 

On the Blanche, the highest clay plains, about thirty-five miles up the 

river, are nearly on the same level with Round Lake, which was. esti- 
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mated to be 275 feet above Lake Temiscamang. Clay is seen, I believe 

on all the portages between Lac des Quinze and Lake Abbitibbe. 

This would give a greater height than the foregoing, since on the highest 

of them—the Height of Land portage—it is about sixty feet above 

Lake Abbitibbe or 305 feet above Temiscamang. Taking the mean of 

all these heights and adding it to 612 feet, the height of Lake Temis¬ 

camang above the sea, we find that the height of the clay plain above 

the sea level is about 900 feet. 

Areas of arable The largest areas of arable land are on the Blanche, and around Lake 

Abbitibbe. On the Blanche, the banks are at first only eight or ten feet 

above the ordinary summer level of the river, but ascending the stream 

they gain in height, step by step, until thirty miles up they rise to a 

height of from 100 to 150 feet above the -water. Until within a few 

miles of Round Lake, no rocks are seen, except in the channel of the 

stream or in the face of the cliffs. Towards Round Lake the gneiss only 

occasionally appears above the level surface. Bluish clay was exposed 

in the bed of the river all the way to Round Lake, but about halfway up 

is overlaid by a rather coarse brown sand, which in its turn, farther up, 

is again overlaid by clay. Six or eight miles below Round Lake, where 

the cliffs are upwards of a hundred feet high, the middle portion con¬ 

sists of sand, while at the base and summit nothing is seen but clay. 

The level land in the valley of this river will therefore be partly clay 

and partly sand, perhaps in nearly equal proportions. The width of 

arable land is probably, on an average, not less than six miles, and may be 

much more. On the lower levels, a good deal of the surface is probably 

swampy. The higher levels have been almost entirely denuded of 

vegetation by repeated fires. 

c]ay around Lake Abbitibbe is surrounded on all sides by level clay land. At a 
Lake Abbitibbe. _ J J 

good many points, however, the rock rises above the level of the clay. 

This is especially the case along the south side of the upper lake, where 

the dioritic hills, already described, approach the lake ; but even here 

there is generally a strip of clay land along the shore. To the north, and 

especially the north-westward, the clay level seems almost unbroken, and 

it is well known that it extends in this direction to the shores of Hudson’s 

Bay. 

Several acres of this clay soil are cultivated at the Hudson’s Bay 

Company’s post at Abbitibbe, and with satisfactory results. The only 

Crops. crop grown at present is potatoes ; but I wms informed by the man who 

has charge of the farming operations, (a French Canadian, who has been 

more than thirty years at Abbitibbe, but was brought up as a farmer near 

Sorel, in the Province of Quebec,) that several other crops,, including 

wheat, had been tried in former years, and with such results that he is 

inclined to insist that all the ordinary cereals can be cultivated as success- 
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fully at Abbitibbe as on the St. Lawrence. Such an opinion from a man 

who has been for so many years practically engaged in the cultivation of 

the soil, is worth recording, and ought to be reliable. 

Indian corn is grown at more than one locality near the head of Lake 

Temiscamang, and is said to ripen well. I am able, personally, to testify 

to this, as I was shown some good ripe ears, which had been grown during 

the summer of 1872, on the farm of Mr. Angus McBride, at the head of 

the lake. It should be said, however, that the locality is perhaps unusually 

advantageous, as, besides being close to the lake, it is particularly well 

sheltered on all sides, except the south. 

I have the honour to be, 

Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 

WALTER McOUAT. 
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Sir,—The report which I have now the honor to lay before you con¬ 

tains a summary of investigations made during the summer of 1872 in the 

section of country already partly described in my report for 1871 ; namely, 

the townships of North Burgess, South Sherbrooke and Bathurst in Lan¬ 

ark county ; North and South Crosby in Leeds county ; and Olden, Oso, 

Bedford, Loughboro’ and Storrington in the county of Frontenac. These 

investigations, however, being still in progress, it will chiefly contain fur¬ 

ther details respecting explorations which have been in progress since the 

publication of my Report on Hastings County (Report of Progress, 1866- 

69, page 143, etc.,) and which have been steadily carried on from this 

last county in an easterly direction through Addington and Frontenac to 

my present field of labor. Respecting these explorations I have already 

handed you several brief reports or summaries of the progress made. 

These have been published in the respective Reports of Progress for the 

years 1866-69, 1870-71 and 1871-72. In the present report further 

details are given respecting the geological structure of the region, and 

they are now accompanied by a suitable map on the scale of four miles to 

one inch. This map, which may be considered a second edition and ex¬ 

tension of that of Hastings county accompanying my Report for 1866-69, 

is referred to in your Summary Report for 1870, where it is stated that 

in it would be found some important topographical information not given 

in any previously published map. 

Before proceeding to describe the geology of the section of country 

which has more immediately engaged my attention during the past two 

summers, I will first give a description of the characters and distribution 
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of a series of rocks met with in the counties of Addington and Frontenac , Rocks of 

lying between Hastings county and the counties of Leeds and Lanark . Frontenac 

These rocks separate the troughs or basins of rocks of Hastings county c>1 

from similar troughs, now being traced out through Burgess, Crosby, Bed¬ 

ford and Loughboro’ townships. I shall therefore go back to a point 

where the map and report on the county of Hastings terminated, and 

proceed in my description thence in an easterly direction in the order in 

which the various explorations were made. The geological features of the 

whole of the country examined naturally divide it into three parts, namely Country divid- 

a western, a middle, and an eastern section, occupied respectively by the sections, 

two sets of troughs and the series of rocks which, as above stated, separ¬ 

ates them. The western section, of which this report chiefly treats, em-western sec- 

braces the great granitic areas of Elzevir, Kaladar, Anglesea, Effingham, 

Abinger and portions of Miller and Canonto townships ; the granite and 

gneiss areas of the northern portions of Kennebec, Olden, Oso and south¬ 

ern portions of Barrie, Clarendon and Palmerston townships ; and the 

intermediate series of crystalline schists, slates and crystalline limestones, 

already noted (Report of Progress 1870-71, pages 310-11,) as stretching 

from the north-eastern quarter of Kaladar township, north-eastward into 

Levant and Darling townships. 

The middle section comprises the southern two-thirds of the townships Middle section 

of Kaladar, Kennebec, Olden and Oso, and the whole of South Sher¬ 

brooke and Bathurst, through which are spread out a great volume of 

granitoid gneisses, schists and crystalline limestones, with magnetic iron 

ores, and some deposits of apatite or phosphate of lime. And lastly, 

the eastern section embraces the townships of Burgess, Crosby, Bedford, Eastern section 

Loughboro’ and Storrington, including the great phosphate-bearing area, 

and in which granitoid gneisses, pyroxenic schists, crystalline limestones 

and dolomites with serpentine occur in lengthened irregular trough-like 

forms, often repeated, and to the south-eastward, passing under the un- 

conformable sandstones and limestones of the Lower Silurian series. The 

rocks of this section appear to lie conformably on the red gneisses and 

limestones, which represent the middle section, and in their general char¬ 

acters bear a strong resemblance to the formations described by Sir Resemblance to 

W. E. Logan as existing in the neighborhood of Grenville on the Ot- GreilvJlerotkb' 

tawa river,—a fact which will be again referred to. It may be further 

stated that the western section had never been previously geologically 

examined, but that in the middle and eastern sections some investigations 

had already been made by Mr. A. Murray, details of which are given Jj^i^ffurrïy 
his report for the years 1852-53, now unfortunately out of print; and 2nd Sir w. sL 

J 1 * Logan. 
by Sir W. E. Logan, whose observations are embodied in the 44 Geology 

of Canada, 1863.” The micrometer measurements, corrections and 

sketches made at that time by Mr. Murray have been embodied in the 
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map which accompanies the present report, and I would particularly 

mention the townships of Bedford and Loughboro’ as having been thus 

corrected. At the request of a number of persons, more or less in¬ 

terested in the various lines of railroad at present projected through 

this region, I have also repeated in this report the levels of all the 

principal lakes above Lake Ontario, as determined by Mr. Murray, and 

given in his report above referred to. 

Western Section.—In the Report of Progress, 1870-71, pages 310 and 

following, I briefly alluded to the general geological structure of thig, 

section, as follows:—“ In my explorations of 1869 and 1870, the rocks of 

divisions B and C, the character of which had been previously studied in 

the great areas occupied by them in the townships of Madoc, Marmora, 

Tudor and Lake, were followed for a considerable distance in another area 

or basin, apparently connected at its south-west extremity in Elzevir with 

the one just noticed. This latter basin has been traced to the north-east¬ 

ward through the village of Flinton, in Kaladar, and thence through Barrie, 

Clarendon, and Palmerston, into Darling, a distance of about sixty miles. 

It is not more than two miles in breadth in Elzevir and Kaladar, but widens 

very much to the north-eastward, and is limited on either side by a more 

elevated region of coarse gneissic and granitoid rocks.” I also alluded to 

the occurrence among these gneisses of u great areas of fine-grained gra¬ 

nitic rocks, consisting of little else than red orthoclase and white quartz, 

without any apparent marks of stratification,” which might either be 

eruptive or indigenous. I wish now to lay before you some further 

idetails respecting these elevated regions of coarse gneissic and granitoid 

rocks bounding on either side the depression above described ; and? 

also, to give a more minute description of the characters and distri¬ 

bution of the rocks in the depression itself. The area occupied by the 

gneissic and granitoid rocks on the north-western side of the depression, 

comprises the townships of Elzevir, Grimsthorpe, Kaladar, Anglesea, 

Effingham, Abinger and Miller ; a barren and broken up hilly region, only 

partially settled, and with but few roads. That on the south-eastern side 

stretches from Kaladar through portions of Kennebec, Barrie, Olden, 

Clarendon, Oso and Palmerston, and into North Sherbrooke. In the 

north-western area the prevailing rocks are unstratified granites, which 

present one or other of the following characters :— 

1. Granite made up chiefly of flesh-colored, or occasionally brick-red, 

orthoclase feldspar and translucent quartz ; with sometimes a very little 

greenish mica, and occasional crystals of specular iron and iron pyrites* 

This rock composes a very large part of the area examined, and appears 

to be the oldest. 

2. Dark red, or brownish, coarse-grained, mottled syenite, composed 

of dark hornblende and red orthoclase feldspar, in nearly equal proportions, 
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■with a very sparing admixture of quartz, and occasional crystals of irbn 

pyrites. 

8. Cleveable masses of flesh-red orthoclase feldspar, often largely mixed 

with black or brownish mica. 

The above three varieties of rock graduate the one into the other. Their 

age is yet uncertain ; but they appear to form the base upon which all the 

rocks yet to be described rest. 
4. A great mass of white, micaceous, granitic gneiss, both coarse and 

fine-grained, and in some places without apparent stratification. It con¬ 

sists of a mixture of white feldspar and greyish quartz, m nearly equal 

quantities, besides a considerable amount of black or brownish-black mica 

irregularly distributed throughout the mass, and not, as a general rule, 

showing any parallelism. Occasionally, however, where the mass is much 

broken up by atmospheric or other agencies, large angular blocks are met 

with, in which one or more of the faces are covered with a fine layer or 

coating of mica. 

5. Heavy dark-colored syenite, consisting for the most part of greyish 

and greenish hornblende, greyish-white feldspar, and a sparing addition 

of quartz and iron pyrites. This rock may possibly graduate into the 

coarser varieties of diorite described further on with the rocks of a higher 

• series. 

In my report for 1869, (Report of Progress, 1866-69, p. 148,) allu-country occu- 

sion was made to these rocks as being very largely developed “ from the above rocks, 

neighborhood of Queensborough on the one hand, to Mazinaw Lake in 

Barrie on the other ; and transversely from the vicinity of Flinton in 

Kaladar, to the north-west corner of Grimsthorpe.” It was further thought 

probable, that they would be found coming to the surface in four north- Fourauticiinais. 

east and south-west anticlinals, forming parallel ridges, and thus spread 

over “ the western half of Anglesea, and the rough and unsurveyed town¬ 

ship of Effingham.” These statements, which were then partly conjectural, 

have through subsequent explorations been proved correct. It has been 

found that these granites and gneisses occupy a line representing the axis 

of an elevation, starting from near the twelfth lot in the third range of 

Elzevir, and running N.N.E. through this township into Anglesea, and 

thence through the south-east quarter of Effingham into Abinger. They 

are also extensively spread out to the north-westward and south-eastward 

in a number of subordinate transverse undulations. The course of the 

first of these transverse undulations may be represented by a line drawn 

from the south-east to the north-west corner of Elzevir, and passing into 

the adjoining portion of Grimsthorpe, a distance in all of about fourteen 

miles, along which the white mica granites and gneisses of (4) and occa¬ 

sionally the darker syenites of (5) are the predominant rocks. The white white granite 

granites are particularly well seen along the road known as the “ new Soad1Iuton 
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Flinton road,” between Bridgewater and Flinton Village in Kaladar, 

They occur from lots seven in the sixth and seventh ranges continuously 

to lots fourteen and fifteen in the tenth range of Elzevir, where they form 

the south-eastern portion of this granitic area. Much of the rock is a 

coarse-grained, white granite, with brownish-black mica irregularly dis¬ 

tributed through it, ‘and presents no appearance of stratification. Occa¬ 

sionally, however, it graduates into distinctly stratified gneiss, in 

which the mica is arranged in regular layers. Along the same road ap¬ 

proaching the boundary line between Elzevir and Kaladar, the darker 

syenites of (5) are the most frequent rock masses ; and both these and 

the white gneisses and granites are here much cut up by pale-white and 

sometimes flesh-colored veins, composed almost entirely of a very fine- 

grained mixture of feldspar and quartz, with here and there a little black 

tourmaline. North of the same road in Elzevir, similar white granites 

cover the remaining portion of the township and, passing into Grimsthorpe, 

rise into abrupt hills or mountains of considerable altitude. Two of these, 

known in the neighborhood respectively as the East and the West Moun¬ 

tain, are situated close to the line divicJing the townships of Elzevir and 

Grimsthorpe, between lots twenty and twenty-eight, in the first and second 

ranges of the latter township, where they form the most elevated points of 

the country. The West mountain rises abruptly to the height of 250 feet, 

and from its summit a great stretch of country can be overlooked south¬ 

ward towards the river St. Lawrence. These hills, or mountains as they 

are called, may be said to form here the north-western extremity or 

limit of the granite mass in the first transverse undulation. Much of the 

rock is of a coarse syenitic character, and contains a large proportion of 

a dark-green hornblende, with very sparing admixture of quartz. Iron 

pyrites is also abundantly disseminated through the rock in small-sized 

grains or crystals. This rock would appear to pass into a coarse diorite, 

by the entire disappearance of the quartz, when the rock is composed of a 

greyish-white feldspar and a dark-green or greyish hornblende. The red 

granites also occur in many localities throughout the area just described, 

but in a very irregular manner, so as to render it difficult to determine 

their age in relation to the other rocks. Their greatest development is, 

however, to be found further north-eastward along the main axis of eleva¬ 

tion, where they entirely replace the white gneisses. In the vicinity of 

the East and West Mountains in Grimsthorpe, they are unstratified, 

and often appear to be of more regent date than the white mica granites 

and even than the diorites of division B. (Report of Progress, 1866-69). 

This point, however, requires further investigation. The country under¬ 

laid by rocks of the foregoing characters, presents a very rough and 

mountainous surface. The soil is light and sandy, but little suited for 

cultivation, and supports a growth of small pines and hemlock. Hence,. 

Soil. 
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the comparatively unsettled state of nearly three-quarters of the township 

of Elzevir, and much of Grimsthorpe. There are, however, to be found 

isolated patches of land suitable for agricultural purposes, as examples 

of which may be given the farm of Mr. Arnott on the twelfth and fa,rmArnott’s 

thirteenth lots of the ninth concession of Elzevir, also those of some 

other settlers further northward, on the fifteenth and sixteenth lots of the 

eighth, and the twenty-second lot of the tenth ranges in the same town¬ 

ship. Mr. Arnott’s farm is surrounded by bare rounded ridges of white 

granite, but he informed me that the soil was all that could be desired for 

farming purposes. Proceeding north-eastward from Elzevir we find these 

granitic rocks narrowing in the south-east and north-west corners of Grims- Grimsthorpe 
® .... and Kaladar. 

thorpe and Kaladar to a breadth of between five and six miles, owing to a 

transverse north-west and south-east depression which brings in the diorites 

and green slates of a higher series yet to be described ; they then again 

spread out on a second transverse north-westerly undulation to over fifteen 

miles in Anglesea and in the north-western parts of Grimsthorpe and Kal¬ 

adar. This second extension of these rocks in Anglesea is of a very 

irregular shape, and consequently it was found difficult to draw a line 

which would represent its true axis ; but one drawn from the vicinity of 

the Kaladar Post Office, in the neighborhood of the twenty-seventh or 

twenty-eighth lot of the seventh range of Kaladar, north-westward through 

Anglesea, and into the north-east corner of Grimsthorpe, would probably 

prove to be the most correct. On this line the red granites prevail, and Red granites, 

•cover nearly the whole of Anglesea, extending from Loon Lake and the 

Scutomatto River, westward into the eastern portion of Grimsthorpe, in 

all a breadth of about nine miles. The north-western part of this area, 

owing partly to the almost impassable nature of the country, has yet been 

only partially examined; but specimens sent tome by Mr. Murdoch, 

P. L. S., who was then surveying this township, from prominent 

bluffs on lots ten, eleven and twelve of the twentieth range, and lots 

fifteen and sixteen in the sixteenth range, are similar to the granites 

and dark syenites already described as composing the East and West 

Mountains in the southern portion of Grimsthorpe. Wolf Lake, a small 

body of water situated on the corners of Grimsthorpe, Anglesea and WolfaudDeer 

Effingham, is also entirely surrounded by masses of red granite: as isLake’’ 

also Deer Lake, eleven miles to the south-eastward, on the boundary line 

between Anglesea and Kaladar. In this last locality the white micaceous 

granites of Elzevir again come in, dipping at a low angle, and appear to 

overlie the red granites. At the time of my visit there were no settlers 

upon this Anglesea granitic area, which forms the second transverse un¬ 

dulation ; it, however, had been extensively explored by “ lumber-men” 

who had exported a great quantity of first class timber. Excepting a 

“ lumber depot,” or an occasional a trapper’s shanty,” little accommoda- 
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tion is to be met with, while the absence of anything like even tolerable* 

Bad roads: roads, and the frequent occurence of bridés and wind-falls make the work- 

faiis?and 'und’ing out of geological details an exceedingly difficult matter. From Angle- 

sea similar rock masses—chiefly the red granites—continue north-eastward 

into Effingham and Abinger, where they again cover a very large area, 

probably along another and third north-west and south-east transverse un¬ 

dulation. They are, however, first considerably narrowed between Angle- 

sea and Effingham by a transverse depression, the axis of which may be 

described as coursing midway between Muddy and Stony Lakes in the 

north-east quarter of Anglesea, north-westerly through Effingham into the 

south-eastern part of Cashel. This depression brings in a large volume 

of the overlying gneissoid and green slaty rocks, which have yet to be 

Bed granites in described. In Effingham and Abinger the outline of the red granites is 
Effingham and _ ° ° ° 
Abinger. very irregular and indefinite, and so difficult is the access to many parts of 

these townships that for the present I can only describe these rocks as 

occupying a large part of Effingham north-westward towards Weslemkoon 

Lake, an extensive sheet of water situated on the line between the latter 

township and Ashby, and probably also a portion of the eastern side of 

Cashel, wffiile eastward they pass into the township of Abinger, where 

they cover a very considerable area extending along the Addington 

Road. Between the head of Mazinaw Lake and the Mississippi Road 

in Denbigh township the granite rises into an abrupt cliff, known through 

Denbigh” or the surrounding country as “ Denbigh” or “ Eagle Hill,” respecting the 

mineral wealth of which many fabulous tales are in circulation. It rises 

abruptly to a height of several hundred feet, and forms an almost complete 

barrier to the passage of wheeled vehicles in this direction. It was with 

the greatest difficulty that we succeeded in pressing our horses to its sum- 

“ Eagle Hill.’ 

mit with only a light waggon-load of camp equipments and provisions. 

I have since, however, been informed that the road was in its worst pos¬ 

sible condition at the time of our visit, owing partly to the extreme wet¬ 

ness of the season, and that now, through the outlay of considerable sums 

of money, it has been much improved. At the head of Mazinaw Lake in 

Abinger and Barrie, red granite forms the whole eastern and western 

shores, and is particularly well displayed around Big Bay in Abinger on 

the western shore, from lots twenty to twenty-five of the first and second 

concessions, where it is seen to be immediately overlaid by stratified 

gneisses, dipping at comparatively slight angles, and to which we will 

again refer. Eastward from Mazinaw Lake the spread of these granites 

becomes greatly diminished. They were found to cover a considerable 

portion of the south-eastern three-quarters of Abinger township, and thence 

passing into Miller township become so intermingled with and concealed 

by the overlying gneisses that their further course in this direction could 

not be determined. They, however, continue to be represented by 
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isolated knolls of red granite, and these appear to occur along the crown 

of an anticlinal through Miller township, on either side of which are 

great volumes of gneissic strata. 

The rocks immediately succeeding and resting upon this area of 

granite, are also crystalline, but clearly stratiform. They present a 

variety of characters from very quartzose and highly crystalline masses 

to schistose. Their dip, where immediately resting upon the granite, is 

almost invariably slight, and may be given as varying from ten to thirty 

degrees ; but rapidly increases in ascending, until the beds are vertical. 

As might naturally be expected, the lowest rocks are the most crystalline. 

They appear to be made up from the debris of the granites upon which 

they rest, and are largely composed of red and greyish orthoclase feldspar, 

greenish or greyish-green hornblende and an abundance of grey and 

translucent quartz. Mica is also generally present in minute scales 

disseminated through the mass. Magnetic oxyd of iron and iron pyrites 

also occur in the form of crystals and irregular grains. It is worthy of 

note here, that among the lowest gneisses, the feldspar, which perhaps 

composes at least two-thirds of the rock, is generally of a pale flesh-color, 

although occasionally of a brick-red ; while, ascending in the series, 

gneisses of a more uniform greyish color, and containing a smaller proportion 

of feldspar, are met with. In the latter, first hornblende, and then mica, 

form an important ingredient ; then through an almost entire disappear¬ 

ance of the feldspar, the grey gneisses graduate into quartzose hornblendic 

and micaceous schists of varied shades of color. It is amongst these last 

that crystalline limestones first make their appearance, and in proximity 

to them the schists and gneisses are generally characterized by the 

presence of epidote, and occasionally by garnets. 

The following are some of the chief varieties of rock met with in this yarieties 0f 

gneiss series, continuing, for the sake of convenience, the enumeration gneïs^serua; 
used in describing the granites:— 

6. Whitish grey micaceous gneiss, generally coarsely granular, and 

composed mainly of white feldspar and translucent quartz with the 

addition of black mica. This differs from (4) only in shewing stratifica¬ 
tion. 

7. Red feldspathic gneiss, generally fine-grained, composed mainly of 

feldspar, which varies from pale flesh-color to brick-red, vitreous quartz, 

black and white mica, and, occasionally, disseminated crystals of'magnetic 
oxyd of iron and iron pyrites. 

8. Gneiss, varying in color from a whitish-grey to dark greenish-gray, 

and having the same constituents as (7) with the addition of greenish- 

black hornblende. In this variety the hornblende and mica largely pre¬ 

vail, and the mass often passes into a black mica-schist. 

9. Fine grey hornblendic gneiss, characterized by the frequent occur¬ 

rence of light yellowish-green epidote in irregular layers and patches. 
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u Great Mazi 
naw Cliff.” 

10. Grey gneiss, holding lenticular streaks of white feldspar, and very 

much resembling an altered conglomerate. It also bears a striking 

resemblance to the so-called “ Eye gneiss ” of Norway. With 8, 9, and 

10, are also associated some important bands of white crystalline lime¬ 

stone, holding a great deal of wdiite and occasionally greenish mica. 

These bands of limestone will be again referred to. Respecting the 

white micaceous granites and gneisses of (4) and (6), it should be stated 

that their stratigraphical position is yet uncertain. They are, for the 

most part, locally distributed, but where most largely developed in 

Elzevir and Kaladar, immediately underlie the green diorites and slates 

of division B (Report of Progress, 1866-69), and probably will be found to 

form a part of this division. 

Immediately to the south of the Effingham and Abinger granite areas, 

gneisses of the characters of 7, 8, 9 and 10, are first well seen south of 

Big Bay on Mazinaw Lake in Barrie township, where they form part of 

the northern border of the depression or basin already mentioned 

(Report of Progress, 1870-71, p. 311) as having been traced from the 

village of Flinton in Kaladar, north-eastward through Barrie, Clarendon, 

Palmerston and Levant into Darling township. They here have a trans¬ 

verse measurement of nearly four miles, with east and west strike, and 

steep incline to the southward. On the east shore of Mazinaw Lake, in 

lots twenty-eight of the fifteenth and sixteenth ranges of Barrie, a cliff, 

almost perpendicular, rises to the height of from two hundred and fifty to 

three hundred feet. It is known throughout the country as the Great 

Mazinaw Cliff,” and is entirely composed of a rather thinly bedded reddish 

gneiss, which dips at a steep angle to the southward. The thickness of 

the gneiss at this point is estimated at not less than 5,000 feet. Westward 

of Mazinaw Lake similar gneisses cross the Addington road, immediately 

north of lots twenty-five and twenty-six, striking to the E. and W., with a 

steep dip to the southward, and pass into Anglesea, where they cover a 

considerable portion of the north-eastern quarter of that township. East¬ 

ward of Mazinaw Lake similar rocks are largely developed in the vicinity 

of the two lakes, known by the Indian names of Kishkebus and Shahbo- 

meka, whence their strike trends more north-easterly through the remain¬ 

ing northern portion of Barrie and into the south-west quarter of Miller 

township. In this last named township gneisses were found to be largely 

developed around Indian or Buck-shot Lake, Brulé Lake, Fortune’s Lake, 

Little or Round Schooner Lake, Big Schooner Lake and Mackie’s Lake 

Of this group of lakes, Indian or Buck-shot Lake is the most south-easterly. 

The rocks forming its shores consist for the most part of red granitic gneiss 

-—probably a continuation of that at “ Mazinaw Cliff,”—striking with the 

general lie of the lake, namely, N. E. and S. W., and dipping generally 

to the S. E., on the northern shore irregular, but always steep, on the 
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■western shore at from ten to twenty degrees, and at the eastern end of the 

lake at sixty degrees. Along the southern shore the dip could not be 

distinctly made out, except near the eastern end, where it is to the N. W. 

< 60°, On the southern side of the principal point, on the eastern shore 

of the lake, very coarse-grained hornblendic gneiss was observed, dipping 

to the N. E. < 10°, while on the northern side of the same point, the 

beds were vertical or dipping at a very steep angle. The next lake to the 

N. E. is Brulé Lake. It has a length of about four and one-quarter miles, Brulé Lake, 

along the line between the fifth and sixth concessions, and its course cuts 

in an oblique direction the general strike of the rocks, which, from one end 

of the lake to the other, is to the north-eastward. The rock is chiefly a red Granitu gneiss. 

granitic gneiss, similar to that noted on Indian and Mazinaw Lakes. Along 

the southern half of the western shore scarcely any rock can be seen, but 

the northern half, up to the large bay at the head of the lake, is rocky. The 

dip at this part is to the north-west, at angles varying from 10°-20° ; so 

also along the north shore. The eastern side is for the greater part rocky 

and in many respects resembles that of Mazinaw Lake in Barrie. The 

cliffs, however, are not nearly so high, and the dip is comparatively slight. 

Along the northern half of the eastern shore the rocks dip uniformly to 

the north-west at angles of from 15°-30°. On going down the creek from 

Brulé into Fortune’s Lake, in lots twenty-eight and twenty-nine of the sixth Fortune’s Lake. 

and seventh concessions of Miller township, no exposures of rock are seen 

for the first half of the distance, but on reaching the timber slide, about 

half way down, an abrupt hill is seen on the left. At its base the rocks 

are concealed, but the upper half of the hill is seen to consist of grey 

gneiss, overlaid by crystalline limestone. The gneiss is hornblendic, and Gneiss and 

contains a small amount of a pistachio-green epidote. The limestone is 

white and contains quartz, tremolite and a little glassy actinolite. 

The strike here is very irregular, but the dip is uniformly at a 

small angle. The shores of the creek for the remainder of the distance 

are low and marshy. Fortune’s Lake runs a little east of north from lot 

twenty-eight in the seventh, to lots thirty-six in the ninth and tenth 

ranges, a distance of about two and a-half miles, and coincides with the 

general strike of the rocks. At its south-western extremity the rocks are 

not well exposed, but, where seen, are dark grey hornblendic gneisses, with 

strike to the north-eastward and in an almost vertical position, the incline 

being slightly to the N. W. The southern half of the western shore consists 

of red and grey gneisses, having the same strike and dip : while the 

northern half is occupied by white crystalline limestone, which conform¬ 

ably overlies the gneiss. The two small islands (see map) are composed islands of 

of red and grey gneisses which extend across to the southern half of the & 

«astern shore, the whole being clearly a continuation of those observed 

along the north-eastern side of Brulé Lake. On Fortune’s Lake, the gneiss 
L 
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often rises in hills to the height of several hundred feet. The limestone 

band last noted as occupying the northern half of the western shore of 

this lake, extends across to the northern half of the eastern shore, 

where, however, it occupies comparatively low land and is but little 

skead’s and exposed. Skead’s Creek flows out of the northern end of Fortune’s Lake, 

and runs in a north-easterly direction into Mackie’s Creek, a distance of 

one and three-quarter miles, the whole of which is navigable for canoes. 

Just north of the outlet of Fortune’s Lake on Skead’s Creek, the rock is 

again white crystalline limestone, with strike to the north-east and dip to 

the north-west, and thence it was followed along the creek through lots 

thirty-six, thirty-seven and thirty-eight, of the tenth and eleventh conces- 

schooneÆake0 s^ons *° Ma°kie’s Creek near the foot of Little or Round Schooner Lake, 
beyond which it has yet to be traced. The northern limit of this band 

Fortune’s Lake of limestone, which for the present we may call the Fortune’s Lake band, 
limestone band. . 1 J 

has not been satisfactorily determined, but a transverse measurement made 

at the northern end of Fortune’s Lake shewed a breadth of over one mile 

of surface exposures ; the dip, however, of these, although for the most 

part to the north-west, is sometimes uncertain, so that it is difficult to give 

an estimate of its thickness, and I am inclined to the opinion, that the 

band repeats itself through frequent foldings. Little Schooner Lake, 

from which Mackie’s Creek flows, is situated towards the north-east corner 

of the township of Miller, and is the most northerly of the group of 

lakes under description. Its greatest length is transverse to the general 

bearing of the rocks, or north-west and south-east. Immediately upon 

entering this lake from the Mackie’s Creek outlet, the Fortune’s Lake band 

Red and greyish of limestone is lost sight of, and we come on a great volume of red and 

greyish gneiss similar in its characters to that observed towards the 

southern portion of the lake last named, and of which there can be no 

doubt it is a continuation. Both shores from the one end to the other, or 

from the outlet, to the Narrows between this and Big Schooner Lake, are 

occupied by these gneisses, which in places rise to the height of from two 

to three hundred feet above the water. Much of the rock shows no stratifica¬ 

tion, and, when weathered, resembles in general appearance the granites of 

Anglesea and Effingham ; but in many places it shews a uniform dip to the 

north-westward at angles of from 45°-60°. The distance to the inlet or 

Narrows from the mouth of Mackie’s Creek is a little over one mile. 

Proceeding up these Narrows, gneiss was observed for the first quarter of a 

mile, still dipping to the north-westward at a steep angle, when it suddenly 

gives place to white crystalline limestone. This transverse measurement 

of the gneiss, from the Fortune’s Lake limestone band to that just men¬ 

tioned, which, for convenience, we may call the Big Schooner Lake band, 

shews a distance of about ninety chains, and as the dip averages 45°, the 

Thickness of total thickness may be estimated at something near 4,000 feet ; this esti~ 
gneiss. 
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mate being 1000 feet less than that given for a similar body of gneiss at 

“ Mazinaw Cliff” in Barrie township. The rock exposed on the remain¬ 

ing quarter of a mile of the Narrows, before coming to Big Schooner Lake, 

is entirely white crystalline limestone, dipping to the north-west at < 45,Q ^arafiefwitiiî 

and with this incline it continues south-westward along the north-western bandUnes Laka 
shore of Big Schooner Lake, running parallel to the Fortuned Lake 

band, and only separated from it by the 4000 feet of gneiss just alluded to. 

Big Schooner Lake has a length of nearly two miles in a general north- s™ of Big 

east and south-west direction, with a breadth averaging half a mile. As 

just mentioned, crystalline limestone occupies the whole north-western 

shore, where the band is a little over a quarter of a mile in breadth. 

The three large islands seen towards the centre of the lake, and the 

whole of the south-eastern shore, are composed of red and grey granitic 

and hornblendic gneiss, with uniform dip to the north-westward. Proceed¬ 

ing up the Narrows at the western end of Big Schooner Lake for about a 

quarter of a mile, we reach the entrance into Mackie’s Lake, the general Ma<*ie’s Lake, 

bearing or greatest length of which is at right angles to that of Big 

Schooner Lake, or north-west and south-east. Like Little Schooner 

Lake, it is transverse to the strike of the strata. Its north-western half is 

occupied by grey and reddish gneisses ; these being a continuation of the 

bands observed along the south-eastern side of Big Schooner Lake, and the 

dip though almost vertical inclines slightly to the north-westward. Mid¬ 

way along the lake, the dip lessens to angles of from 35°-45°, and 

both shores are occupied by high bluffs of the red gneiss, which con¬ 

tinue all the way to the head of the lake, where the dip was observed to 

be at a comparatively slight angle to the north-westward. A short dis¬ 

tance from the head of Mackie’s Lake, and south-eastward from it, a red. 

unstratified granite again comes in, similar to that which has been already Granite like 

described as extensively spread out through Anglesea and Barrie; and seaandifanSe, 

it would here appear to occupy the crown of an anticlinal, and to sepa¬ 

rate the gneisses and crystalline limestones of Brulé, Fortune’s, Little 

and Big Schooner and Mackie’s Lakes, from a similar series of gneisses 

and limestones occurring further to the south-eastward, and which have 

yet to be investigated. 

So far I have attempted to describe the characters and distribution 

of the rocks over the north-western granitic and gneiss area of the western 

section. I have shown them to consist of great bodies or masses of 

unstratified granite, occupying the highest portions of the country ; of 

grey and reddish granitic gneisses, clearly stratified ; and of white 

crystalline limestones. 

The south-eastern area, occupied bv rocks of similar characters, south-eastern 

stretches from Kaladar through portions of the townships of Kennebec 

and Barrie, Olden and Clarendon, Oso and Palmerston, into North 
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Unstratified 
granites in 
patches. 

Medial line of 
distribution. 

and gneisses. 

Gull Lake. 

Sherbrooke. In it, the red unstratified granites, although frequently 

met with, occur only in the form of isolated patches of irregular outline ; 

while the stratified gneisses are continuous. A line, which might be 

called their medial line of distribution, would run from the vicinity of the 

Kaladar Post Office on the Addington road, through the north-west 

quarter of Kennebec, and midway between Gull Lake in Barrie and 

Clarendon and Cross Lake in Kenebec; thence between Hungry and 

Mink Lakes in Olden township, and through the northern part of the 

same township into North Sherbrooke. Beyond this, the gneiss region 

loses its elevation, and may be said to come to a point towards the 

junction of the Upper and Lower Mississippi Rivers near Playfairville in 

white granites Dalhousie township. In Kaladar, white micaceous granites and gneisses 

prevail, and these continue from the neighborhood of the Kaladar Post 

Office, on the Addington road, through Kennebec, to the outlet of Gull 

Lake, in the township of Clarendon, where they give place to red and 

grey granitic and hornblendic gneisses. In Clarendon, the whole of the 

north-western shore of Gull Lake is occupied by obscurely stratified 

reddish gneiss, which continues up to its outlet on the Prontenac or 

Godfrey road, and from this position extends northward to Pine and 

Malcolm’s Lakes, and southward along the same road to a position in 

Olden township, a little north of a point where this road connects with 

that running eastward through Olden and Oso. 

Barren country The country lying between the south shore of Gull Lake and Cross Lake, 

and cross in the township of Kennebec, is of a most rugged and barren description. It 

is occupied by alternate rocky ridges and swampy valleys ; composed of an 

obscurely stratified reddish gneiss, which dips to the south-eastward at a 

comparatively slight angle, and is traversed by dyke-like protrusions of a 

coarse aggregate of quartz and flesh colored feldspar. To these dykes we 

will again refer. Proceeding north-eastward from the Gull Lake outlet 

through Clarendon into Palmerston, we reach the Lower Crotch or Crutch 

Lake. Here,red gneiss rocks are very largely developed, and extend all the 

way to the Upper Crotch or Crutch Lake,where they again form a most barren 

Barren country, tract of country, unsettled and unfit for cultivation. The whole country 

between these lakes and Bolton’s Creek in Oso township, is likewise 

occupied by gneiss of a similar character, and presents the same barren 

appearance. The dips could not always be precisely determined, but 

that to the south-eastward was the most common, and appeared to be at a 

slight angle. On the north-western side of this area, namely, towards 

the Crotch Lakes, the numerous streams and small creeks flow north¬ 

westward into the Upper Mississippi River ; while on the south-eastern 

side they flow south-eastward into Bolton’s Creek ; the intervening country 

thus forming a water-shed. It is here, that the great impediment occurs 

to a direct line of railroad from Kingston to Pembroke, a fact which I pointed 

Crotch or 
Crutch Lake 

ii i'»i 

H'>11. 

Water-shed, 
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out to parties interested before the projected line was surveyed. Indeed Kingston and 
x i j j Pembroke 

there can be no doubt that to complete the railway, a considerable deviation Railway, 

will have to be made to the eastward, which would pass from about the 

centre of the township of Oso through the northern portion of South, and 

southern part of North Sherbrooke into Dalhousie township, and thence 

through a most favorable valley into Levant and Bagot townships, beyond 

which there is no great difficulty to be encountered. If, on the other hand, 

this deviation were not made, and the line passed through North and 

South Canonto and Blythfield, almost insuperable difficulties would be 

encountered. 

As already mentioned, this gneiss region rapidly loses its moun¬ 

tainous character, and narrows on its extension through the townships 

of North Sherbrooke and Dalhousie. It also becomes covered to the 

eastward by a deep soil well adapted for cultivation, and consequently is Good soil, 

thickly settled. Throughout the whole area the characters of the rocks 

are so continually changing that it was impossible to find characteristic 

bands of gneiss which could be traced for any great distance. In many 

localities the beds are nearly horizontal, and consequently a band of gneiss Beds nearly 

which may have only a very small thickness is kept at the surface over a houzcmtal‘ 

wide extent of country ; while in other parts the beds are vertical, or nearly 

so, bringing in a great thickness in a very short distance. The dyke-like Dyke-iike pro- 

protrusions amongst these gneisses, to which I have already referred, were 

also noticed by Mr. A. Murray in this section of country, and in his Re¬ 

port of Progress for the years 1852-53 (now out of print) he describes 

one of them as occurring on a stream flowing from a small lake in 

Olden into Cross Lake in Kennebec. Mr. Murray says: “On the Extract from 
J J Mr. Murray’s 

north side of this stream, about 1,200 yards eastward of the Report for 
7 J # 1852-53. 

lake, this dyke was composed chiefly of reddish feldspar in large 

individuals, with which colorless translucent quartz was mingled 

in smaller quantity, with a very sparing amount of mica. In the 

widest part the dyke measured upwards of a hundred yards; 

its course was S. 7° W., and it obliquely cut the strata, which, consisting of 

hornblendic and micaceous slate, dipped E. S. E. Lateral branches from 

the dyke, on either side, cut the strata, generally in the direction of the 

strike ; small strings, and patches of magnetic iron ore were found in 

various parts both of the main dyke and the branches.” Magnetic iron Magnetic iron 

ore has been reported to exist in many places through the gneiss area, but 

in my explorations it was only met with in grains or crystals, which were 

finely disseminated through some band of gneiss, or in connection with one 

or more of the numerous dykes, and nowhere in sufficient quantity to be of 

economic importance. The entire absence of crystalline limestones in the Absence of 
. . ^ . crystaline 

section just described is a fact worthy of note; and although it may be limestones, 

rather premature to state positively, that all the available deposits of 

magnetic and other ores of iron occur, and âre to be sought for, in 
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proximity to such limestones, still the accumulation of evidence over a 

great extent of country examined would appear to point in this direction. 

Depression I would next direct your attention to the deposits occupying the 

granite and depression between the two granite and gneiss areas, which have been 
gneiss areas. 1 . 0 

mentioned as stretching from the north-east quarter ot Kaladar, through 

the centre of Barrie, Clarendon, and Palmerston, into Levant township. 

Throughout this area, the various rocks are so irregularly distributed as to 

render it difficult to arrive at anything like a clear and satisfactory 

sequence ; and they are so often interrupted and intermingled with 

gneisses and crystalline limestones, resembling the inferior division A, 

(Report of Progress, 1866-69) that it has been found impossible to repre¬ 

sent their distribution on a map. In Barrie and Clarendon townships, for 

example, the dip is as often to the N. W. as to the S. E., and in many places 

the beds are nearly horizontal. The general characters of the rock masses 

have already been given in the Report of Progress for 1870-71, page 311. 
character of They are as follows:— 
rocks. 47 

a. —Green diorites, massive and without the slightest appearance of 

stratification ; cut by numerous veins of a glassy white quartz, containing 

a small quantity of copper pyrites. 

b. —Green diorite slates, stained with oxide of iron, and in which the 

planes of cleavage are in the same direction as the bedding. 

c. —Green micaceous and somewhat chloritic schists occasionally colored 

by peroxide of iron. 

d. —Pyroxenic rocks, both massive and schistose, varying from some 

shade of grey to green, and graduating into, or overlaid by, very black 

mica schists, holding garnets in abundance. 

e. —Conglomerates ; composed of quartz pebbles enclosed in an arena¬ 

ceous and micaceous matrix, similar to those described as occurring in 

Madoc and Elzevir townships. (Report of Progress, 1866-69.) 

/.—Finely laminated, greyish mica slates, of a glossy lustre on fresh 
fracture. 

g. —Dolomites, of drab, yellowish, flesh and pure white colors. 

h. —Sandy, crystalline limestones, grey calc-schists, and impure earthy 

, limestones ; the latter interstratified with siliceous and micaceous slaty 
layers, and imperfect gneisses, and diorites. ' 

A comparison of the foregoing, with the section given in the Report on 

Hastings County, Report of Progress, 1866 69, page 145, will at once shew 

Resemblance of that we have here a series of rocks resembling those of Marmora, Madoc 

of Marmora, Tudor and Elzevir townships ; occuring under similar conditions, and like 
Madoc, Tudor . ° ' 
and Elzevir, them falling up depressions in the older crystalline rocks. The diorites, green 

slates, schists and conglomerates, are particularly well developed around 

the village of Flinton, situated on the twenty-first and twenty-second lots 

of the third and fourth concessions of Kaladar. Here, much of the rock 
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Is a light green slate, graduating into a finely speckled hornblendic schist 

impregnated with reddish brown garnets. A short distance beyond this 

village, on the road leading to the Addington road, the first conglomerate conglomerate, 

is met with. In it, the pebbles, which are of quartzite, are enclosed in 

a matrix of sand and mica, or micaceous quartzite, and are clearly seen 

to be flattened out, and elongated along the plane of bedding. They are 

mostly small, or would appear to be so from an inspection of the mere 

worn surface of the rock ; but, on fracture, the pebbles, which on the sur¬ 

face shew only perhaps a cross measurement of say from a-half to one 

inch, are found to have a length of from five to ten inches, the length being 

generally proportional to the thickness. They are easily removed from 

the matrix, and a number were found lying loose in the soil, near the out¬ 

crop of the band. In some localities, the character of this conglomerate 

changes in a most marked manner. Instead of interstratified layers of 

pebbles, we have alternate layers of vitreous quartz or quartzite and 

glistening mica schist, with here and there something like an enclosed 

pebble ; and again—on the course of the same outcrop—we find these 

layers of quartz or quartzite pinched out into lenticular or eye-shaped * 

forms, and entirely surrounded by mica schist. Still higher in the 

series, and about sixty chains farther along the Flinton road, a second con¬ 

glomerate is met with of a coarser description. In it, the pebbles, which 

are much larger, and of different shades of color, are enclosed in a greyish 

and greenish hornblende schist. This is separated from the first by green 

slates and greyish hornblende schists with garnets, and similar rocks 

again overlie it. The general strike here, and throughout the north-General strike, 

eastern portion of Kaladar township, is to the N. N.E., with dip to the 

south-eastwaid >85°. North-eastward from Flinton village, similar 

green schists, with an interstratified conglomerate, cross the Addington 

road a short "distance above the Kaladar Post Office, namely, on lots 

thirty and thirty-one in the seventh, and thirty-one and thirty-two in the 

eighth concessions. They here follow the general course of the road, and 

form a high ridge along its western side up to the boundary line of 

Anglesea and Barrie. A little over a mile to the westward of the lots just 

named the country is composed of the rusty greenish diorites (a). These montes, 

rocks shew no marks of stratification, but rise in rounded domes, or 

conical hills, and form a country similar to that seen to the north 

of the village of Bridgewater in Elzevir, represented in the sketch 

accompanying the present report. Light green and yellowish epidote 

runs through these massive diorites in strings and patches, and 

gives to the weathered surface of the rock a reticulated appearance. 

Continuing on the north-eastward course of these rocks, we again have a 

large development of the conglomerate on lot three of the Addington conglomerate 

road range in Barrie township. Here it presents much the same general ton road. 
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appearance as that already described, but the enclosed pebbles are much, 

more numerous and more regularly distributed along the planes of bed¬ 

ding. On this lot I was surprised, at the time of my first visit, to find a five- 

guarteenishing stamp quartz crushing mill erected on one of the exposures of conglo¬ 

merate. It had been used for crushing material taken from an opening 

in which there was no appearance of a vein, and, as might have been, 

expected, no gold or silver was found.* Associated with this conglome¬ 

rate, there are green slates and hornblende schists, similar to those 

described as occurring in Kaladar township, and these extend into the 

fourth lot of the same road-range, where they trend more eastwardly. On 

following the rocks, however, in this direction, the conglomerate is for a 

considerable space lost sight of, but is again well displayed in the northern 

parts of the thirty-third and thirty-fourth lots in the first concession of 

Barrie, and again in the southern parts of the twenty-ninth and thirtieth 

lots of the same concession, beyond which it passes into the township of 

Kennebec, and is lost sight of. In the intervals, between the exposures 

of the conglomerate, the exposed rocks are the green slates or garnetife- 

rous hornblende schists, belonging to the same group. Westward of the 

Addington road in Anglesea, and between it and the Scoutomatto River, 

the country is occupied by dome-shaped hills of the massive, rust-colored 

Diorites. and greenish diorites. (See Sketch accompanying Report.) These 

rocks extend northward from the first to the tenth concessions of this 

township, and also occupy a position on the Addington road, from the 

i?oidirf Vcop?cr *° the twenty-fourth. White quartz veins, carrying the yellow 
pyrites. sulphuret of copper, are of frequent occurrence in these diorites, and 

numerous openings have been made in search of copper ore by the settlers, 

but so far without profitable results. On lots fourteen, on both sides 

of the (road, I observed a number of shallow pits or openings, from 

which copper pyrites had been taken some years ago by some 

parties from Kingston. The hand specimens shewn me, which were 

said to have been obtained from the surface quartz, were rich in 

copper pyrites, but these were doubtless picked specimens. The chief 

rock thrown out in the various blastings, was a milky white quartz, and 

large piles of this still remained beside some of the pits. On examining 

these piles of quartz I could detect but little copper ore, and the rock had 

a most barren appearance. At the bottom of one of the chief openings 

the quartz had almost entirely disappeared, although at the surface it was 

said to have measured from three to four feet. Nothing like well defined 

veins were observed, and apparently the quartz occurs merely in the form of 

♦This mill was subsequently sold, and removed to the “ Willie ms” gold-mining location, 
in the township of Marmora., as mentioned in my last report (Report of Progress, 1870-71,. 
page 133).—H. G. V. 
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lenticular shaped patches. As already mentioned, epidote is a marked Epidote, 

feature in these massive diorites ; it occurs in waving lines or strings, 

interseating each other, and thus producing the reticulated appearance 

seen on the weathered surface of the rock. This massive form of diorite Ho^te?n°fhQ 
is the lowest rock in this series, and in Kaladar and Anglesea it is seen toseries- 

adjoin the red granites, and also to penetrate them beyond the line of con¬ 

tact, in the form of fine-grained diorite dykes. From the east end of Loon 

Lake in Anglesea to the Addington road the surface is occupied by 

similar diorites, and they extend a few chains eastward into Barrie. No 

strike could be discerned in them, but in places there are indications of a 

dip to the north-westward. Similar massive diorites were also noted 

near the mouth of a small stream which empties into the eastern end 

of Loon Lake from the north-westward, where they appeared to be 

vertical and to strike W.N.W., which would carry them into the south¬ 

western corner of Effingham, and south-eastern portion of Cashel ; 

but in this direction they have not been traced. Small exposures of 

dioritic rocks and speckled greenish schists were met with through Barrie 

township, eastward of the Addington road, namely, at the foot of 

Mazinaw Lake ; near the “ Marble Rapids at the western end of Mis- 

sis-sa-ga-gon Lake ; and in several other localities north-eastward into 

the township of Clarendon. These rocks possibly occupy in this direction 

the place of the massive epidotic diorites already described ; but it is 

more probable that future explorations will prove that the latter continue Probable course 
111 of dioritic rocks. 

on a W.N.W. course from Anglesea through Effingham into Cashel, and 

at some point in this direction, join similar rounded forms of dioritic rocks, 

extending from those of Madoc, Tudor and Grimsthorpe townships, along 

the western flanks of the great granite area of Elzevir and Anglesea. 

(See map of Hastings County, Report of Progress, 1866-69.) Should 

this prove to be the case, this granite area would be completely en¬ 

circled by the diorites and associated green slates of division B. (Report 

just cited.) Northward on the Addington road, from the twenty-fifth lot, 

to where this road enters the township of Abinger, all traces of the dio¬ 

rites are lost, and a great volume of gneisses, belonging to the inferior 

formation, succeed, as already mentioned on page 148. 

The expansion of this area or basin through Barrie and Clarendon is 

referred to in a former Report, (Report of Progress, 1870-71, page 311) 

and also the fact that dolomites, slates and calcareous schists, with gneisses, Dolomites* 

prevail, to the almost entire exclusion of the diorites of division B. Dolo¬ 

mite intimately associated with silicious and fine shining mica slates, was 

first observed crossing the Addington road in Barrie through the fourth 

and fifth lots. It is rather compact, of a pinkish color on fracture, but 

weathers to a yellowish drab, and resembles in a marked manner 

many of the dolomites of Madoc township ; particularly so, those occyr- 
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ring along the Hastings road, close to the Richardson mine, (Report 

of Progress, 1866-69, pp. 154,155) where they are likewise accompanied 

by silicious slates. The strike of this dolomite on the Addington road, 

although obscure, appears to be to the north-eastward, and the beds to 

Thickness of be in a vertical position. On the road the measurement across the strike is 
dolomite. L 

about 400 feet, but to the south-westward in Anglesea this volume rapidly 

lessens, and, shortly after crossing the boundary of Kaladar township, 

the dolomite either thins out, or is covered over and concealed. 

North-eastward from its position on the Addington road it becomes 

overlaid by the sandy limestones, calcareous schists, and imperfect 

gneisses (K), but is further traceable along a north-easterly out¬ 

crop from the third to the ninth concessions of Barrie, and thence 

to the “Marble Rapids” and Marble Lake on the Mississippi River, in 

which locality it is very largely developed. It was also traced along its 

south-eastern out-crop, on the line between the second and third conces¬ 

sions of the same township, to the northern end of a small lake or pond situa¬ 

ted on the twenty-ninth and thirtieth lots of the third concession. Beyond 

this point the strike changes to the southward of east, and the measures 

are concealed by thickly wooded and rather low country. Around the 

small lake situated on the twenty-seventh and twenty-eighth lots of the 

third concession a great dead of drab magnesian limestone was noted, with 

masses of rock resembling the grey calc-schists of Madoc. Near Marble 

Marble quarries Lake, on the northern out-crop of this band several quarries have been 

Lake. ai ' opened ; but very little stone has yet been raised from any of them. Dr. 

B. J. Harrington, who here accompanied and kindly assisted me in my 

explorations, spent some time in examining the limestone or dolomite in 

the vicinity of some of the quarries, and the following is an extract from 

his note book :— 

“ This marble in many of its characters resembles that found near the 

village of Bridgewater, but is for the most part much finer-grained. From 

its weathering to a light brown color, and crumbling rather easily, it would 

* appear to be dolomitic.* The northern portion of the band is very finely 

granular, and is in some parts pure white and in others of a delicate flesh 

color. Here there is quite a large excavation made by Mr. Alex. Cowan 

of Brockville, and some very fine blocks of marble have been quarried. 

These, however, among other defects contain scattered crystals of 

tremolite. At a short distance from this opening, there is another in 

which the crystals of tremolite are absent and the marble very pure. 

* Analysis of a specimen from the same band on Mazinaw Lake. 
p. 593. 

Carbonate of Lime..53.90 

11 Magnesia.45.90 

Geol. of Canada, 

99.80 
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The centre part of the band is also white and flesh-colored, but is of much 

coarser grain. This portion occasionally contains scales of mica, as 

well as crystals of tremolite. The latter are in some places very 

abundant, and so much so, in one locality, that the rock is almost entirely 

composed of tremolite. The northern portion of the band is for the most 

part of a banded structure, shewing white and grey, or light bluish colors 

in alternate layers, each layer being about half an inch in thickness. 

A very good exposure occurs on the property of Mr. Cole, at a short 

distance to the north of his house. Here, the white layers, which weather 

brown, appear to be softer than the grey, and have weathered out, leaving 

these last in ridges ; thus giving to the rock a striated appearance. If this 

portion was cut transverse to the stratification, and polished, it would 

doubtless have a fine effect. Other parts appear to be clouded rather 

than banded. Mr. Cowan has also opened a quarry on the southern por¬ 

tion of this band, but it was not examined. In the Bridgewater band of 

limestone, black tourmaline is found in crystallized masses, and a small 

amount of graphite towards its middle portion. At Marble Lake, on the 

property of Mr. Cole, there is a vein cutting the clouded marble, composed Veiu 0fquartz, 

of quartz, black tourmaline and graphite.” This clouded and banded lime-g°raphSe.ne and 

stone thus described by Dr. Harrington, and which was also noted by my¬ 

self in a number of localities, bears a marked resemblance to a band 

which heretofore has been considered of Lower Laurentian age, and which 

occurs frequently through the townships of Olden and Oso, associated with Ltmostoue in 

the gneisses, etc., yet to be described as forming a part of the Middle See-°luul aud u*°’ 

tion of the country to which the present report relates. A description 

given by Mr. A. Murray in his Report 1852-53, now out of print, of a lime¬ 

stone met with on the Salmon River in Kennebec, a little south of Cross 

Lake, is so applicable to the one occurring in Barrie, that it may not be 

out of place to quote it here. After mentioning some very sharp bends in 

the Salmon River, previous to its entrance into Bull Lake, Mr. Murray Extract from 

says :—“ In this crooked part of the stream, crystalline limestone is large-îieport tory h 

ly exposed in the rapids which it occasions. In the upper bend it is of a180- 00' 

slaty character,and it is interstratified with a band or two of mica slates ; at 

the lower, supposed to be on the fourteenth lot of the tenth concession of 

Kennebec, it is arranged in very regular alternate layers of white and 

bluish-grey : the bluish-grey layers are thinner and harder than the white ; 

they appear to owe their color to the presence of a multitude of very fine 

scales of plumbago, each so small as scarcely to be discernible by the naked 

eye, and their hardness to an aggregation of fine rounded grains of quartz, 

not distinguishable, on weathered surfaces, from quartz sand ; with these 

are present, a few, very small, modified cubes of iron pyrites. In the 

action of the water upon the rock, the hard thin bluish bands offer 

a greater amount of resistance than the white, which, being purer limestone, 
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Course of the 
Marble Lake 
band. 

Junction of 
doloraitic 
limestones and 
gneisses. 

are more readily dissolved. The result is, that the latter stand out in 

relief, presenting sharp edges, while the intermediate more calcareous part 

is worn into rounded grooves, and the contrast of colors and forms pre¬ 

sents a very distinct and striking picture of the stratified character of the 

rock. The grain of the calcareous part of the rock is generally rather 

coarse, but patches of it are tolerably fine and very white ; these, however, 

rarely afford more than hand specimens, which are of a quality resembling 

statuary marble. The exposures in this part of the river, which so distinct¬ 

ly afford the evidence of stratification, appear to be in a nearly horizontal 

attitude, and hence, in the square mile which they occupy, very little 

thickness is seen. A few local and very limited contortions were observed, 

however, and in the neighborhood of these, tremolite was usually found 

in abundance.” 

From Marble Lake this banded and clouded limestone was further 

traced through the ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth concessions of Barrie 

to Shawenego Lake, and thence through McClintock’s Lake in Clarendon, 

to the Frontenac road, which it crosses on lots forty-one and forty-two. 

Beyond this point its course could not be clearly made out. It was again 

observed on the Mississippi road in Miller township, a short distance east 

from Playfair’s Corners, where the strike was to the north-eastward, but 

in attempting to follow it in this direction, all trace of it was lost in a small 

lake called Grindstone Lake, situated a few chains to the north-east of 

this road, in the tenth and eleventh concessions. Another and similar 

band was also noted on Mosquito Lake in the extreme south-eastern 

corner of Miller township ; and a third wras followed along the entire 

length of Trout Lake in Palmerston and South Canonto townships. It is, 

however, probable that these are all portions of the one band ; its out-crop 

being carried from Grindstone Lake by minor zig-zags, due to subordinate 

undulations, to its position on Trout Lake. From this lake it again 

resumes its north-easterly course, and continues through South Canonto 

into Levant, whither it has yet to be followed. So far, the limestones 

described occur along the north-western edge of the Barrie and Clarendon 

basin. Their south-eastern out-crop is not well defined, but exposures 

were met with towards the western end of Gull Lake in Barrie, as well as 

in several places between this position and Malcolm’s Lake on the Fron¬ 

tenac road in Clarendon. In this last locality, and immediately to the 

northward of the Ardoch Post Office (lot 20 of the S.W. road-range) 

we observed the junction of the dolomitic limestones with the inferior 

gneisses, and the intervening groups a, b, c, d, e; f, appeared to be wanting ; 

unless a rock which was noted as partaking somewhat of the character 

of (d), may possibly represent it. The rock referred to is a striated or 

banded hornblendic gneiss, shewing parallel layers of greyish and whitish 

colors. Thin beds composed almost entirely of dark green hornblende with 
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garnets were also interstratified, and these weathered out in relief and 

gave to it a furrowed appearance in the direction of the strike, which is 

E.N.E. with a constant dip to the north-westward at a steep angle. 

This gneiss is immediately followed by the sandy, clouded limestones of (h), 

which for some distance from their line of junction, likewise hold interstra¬ 

tified hornblendic beds with garnets. The Frontenac road here affording 

an excellent opportunity for the transverse measurement and further exam- Measurement of 
1 L J . . the Frontenac 

ination of the rocks of this basin, a chained survey was made along it,road- 

northward to Playfair’s Corners in the township of Miller. Shortly after 

leaving Macolm’s Lake the limestones are much confused, and are thrown 

into hills, and present abrupt escarpments, with varied strike and dip ; 

Large disconnected masses are scattered over the surrounding fields, and 

from their horizontal position more resemble the debris resulting from the 

decomposition and breaking up in situ of a patch of the Lower Silurian 

limestones, than an out-crop or exposure of crystalline limestone. Similar 

rocks were observed all the w’ay northward to Swamp Creek, a distance of 

about four and a-half miles, for the whole of which distance the limestones 

form irregular hilly country, and present the appearance of a superficial 

deposit. The greater part of these limestones is of an arenaceous 

character, and of a brownish color on the weathered surfaces, but on 

fracture shews streaks of bluish and whitish colors. They are in 

places thickly interstratified with corrugated layers of siliceous slate or 

hornstone, and differ in a very marked manner from the crystalline lime¬ 

stones of the Laurentian formation—at least, so far as examined by me in 

' this section of country. Imperfect bands of gneiss and hornblendic strata 

frequently occur with the limestones, but they occupy only a compara¬ 

tively small portion of the country. Small exposures of grey calc-schists, Cai^schists^ike 

similar to those of Madoc and Tudor townships, were seen a short distance and Tudor, 

above the point where the Mississippi Liver crosses the road. A little to 

the northward of Swamp Creek grey, speckled gneiss rocks are again 

brought to the surface, probably through a subordinate undulation, and 

occupy a few chains along the Frontenac road, beyond which the limestones 

and gneisses we have justbeen describing again come in, and continue north¬ 

ward along the road, to where they occur as already stated on lots forty-one 

and forty-two of this road-range, and where they may be said to form the limit 

of the basin in this direction. The width of the basin in Clarendon, as 

shown by the chained survey above mentioned, is close upon seven and a- 

half miles. In its extension into, and through Palmerston township, the 

extent and shape of it have not been clearly ascertained, and some further 

exploration is necessary both in this township and in Levant before the geo¬ 

logical structure can be determined. In the Report of Progress, 1870-71, 

pages 311 and 312,1 have alluded to a series of friable and silvery white 

mica schists, as ccupying portions of Palmerston and Levant, and which, 
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according to Dr. Hunt, bear a close lithological resemblance to the schists 

of the White Mountain series in New England, and to those found both to the 

north and to the south of Lake Superior. The position or horizon of these rocks 

is at present being worked out in Levant and Blythfield townships, and I 

trust in a future Report to be able to state something definite respecting 

them. 
Middle Section.—This section embraces the country lying immediately 

to the southward of the granitic area of Kaladar, Kennebec, Olden and 

Oso ; namely, the southern portions of these townships and the whole of 

South Sherbrooke and Bathurst, In it, the characters of the rocks are 

undoubtedly Lower Laurentian, being in a marked manner similar to those 

given by Sir W. E. Logan in the Geology of Çanada, and by Mr. 

Thomas McFarlane in a series of papers on the “Primitive gneiss formation 

of Norway,” published in the Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, vol. VII. 

The rocks met with are as follows ;—great thicknesses of red, grey and 

whitish-grey gniess; for the most part clearly stratified, and with well 

defined strike and dip. Masses of hornblende rock and diorite, gradua¬ 

ting into slate or schist often largely epidotic, with which are interstrati- 

fied zones of rotten, rust-colored strata, or fahlbands. Large and im¬ 

portant bands of crystalline limestone, and groups of calcareous strata, 

with which are also associated mica slates, some fahlbands, and workable 

beds and masses of magnetic iron ore. These rocks, as in the gniess re¬ 

gion of Norway, are clearly interstratified, and maintain a general paral¬ 

lelism over a large extent of country. Their strike varies from E. and 

W. to N.N.E., and sometimes even to N.W., and their dip from S. to 

E. and N.E. at angles varying from ten or twenty degrees to vertical, 

in which respect they differ from most of the Laurentian rocks heretofore 

described in Canada and elsewhere. On this point Mr. McFarlane re¬ 

marks : “ It seems also respecting the Laurentian rocks of Norway, that a 

generalization is possible, as well with regard to the dip, as to the strike 

of the rocks constituting this group. The strata are almost always verti¬ 

cal or nearly so. This is the distinguishing character of the formation ; 

and, en passant, let me remark the great difficulty hitherto experienced 

in all theorizings as to its origin. Horizontal and less inclined strata 

have indeed been remarked in several places, but they must be regarded 

as exceptional. The dip is almost always over 45°, generally 60° to 80°, 

while perfectly vertical strata are often observable.” In portions of the 

townships of Kaladar and Kennebec, gneiss in an almost horizontal posi¬ 

tion covers a large area, and is followed by a series of schists, slates and 

crystalline limestones which are seldom inclined at a greater angle than 

45°. With regard to the succession of these rocks, I think some 

general order may be observed. For example, the red and grey gneisses, 

almost invariably, immediately succeed and overlie the great areas of urn 
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stratified red granite ; these are followed by gneisses in which hornblende 

becomes an important ingredient, and which almost imperceptibly gradu¬ 

ate into the micaceous gneisses, schists and hornblende slates of the 

series. These again are overlaid by the calcareous groups and the more 

important bands of limestone. A similar succession of rocks would 

appear to be repeated between each of the bands of limestone—the volume 

of the intervening gneiss, hornblende rock and schist being to some 

extent proportionate to the thickness of the succeeding band of limestone. 

Whether this repetition of precisely similar rocks is due to frequent fold- Repetition o3 

ings of the strata, or whether they represent deposits made under like con¬ 

ditions during successive periods, or, still further, whether they'may be 

looked upon as caused by repeated upthrows connected with faults, are 

questions yet undetermined, and which will require much detailed investi¬ 

gation. The possibility of upthrows connected with faults first suggested 

itself to me, while examining a series of granitic gneisses which crossed 

the Addington road in Kaladar, at a short distance below the road to 

Flinton Village. Here I found a great volume of stratified red gneiss, the 

planes of bedding well displayed, dipping at a slight angle to the south¬ 

eastward. On making a measurement transverse to the general strike, 

I observed that the out-crops of the different beds all presented a steep 

and abrupt face to the north-westward, and had the appearance of a gigan¬ 

tic flight of steps, or as if one plane of bedding after another, in succes¬ 

sion, had slipped in the direction of the dip of the mass to the south¬ 

eastward. As I had previously examined this mass of gneiss in its 

extension a little farther to the south-westward, where the strata are 

inclined at a comparatively steep angle, and had estimated its thick¬ 

ness to be between one and two hundred feet, I was at a loss to account 

for its very sudden expansion in Kaladar. For on measuring as closely 

as possible the faces of the successive steps or out-crops—which I 

thought must represent the total thickness of the mass—I found it to 

be more than five times the above thickness. If, however, we suppose 

the 100 or 200 feet of gneiss to become inclined at a slight angle, 

and then to be traversed by parallel and almost equidistant breaks, 

connected with upthrows of the strata, the conditions observed in the 

gneiss hills of Kaladar would be produced, and the great appa¬ 

rent increase in the thickness would be accounted for. Respecting the 

sequence and distribution of the rocks occupying this middle section of 

country, my report must for the present be brief, as the work of examina- Difficult coun- 

tion is still in progress, and, in this thickly timbered country, is beset with so 

many difficulties, that any conclusions as to its geological structure would 

be premature. As mentioned in my last report, Report of Progress, 1871- 

72, page 120, the bands of crystalline limestone were made a special gatlo^of vesU* 

object of investigation ; first, because they presented characters which b™nds°no 
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enabled them to be much more easily followed than any of the intervening 

gneiss bands; and secondly,because, that with them or in close proximity to 

them, there occur important economic deposits of iron ore and phos¬ 

phate of lime or apatite. Therefore selecting the townships where these 

limestones were best represented, a section was made through Olden and 

Oso, which also extended a short distance into Bedford township. This 

line of section starts from near Conboye’s Lake, situated on lots twenty in 

the tenth and eleventh concessions of Olden, and runs in a south-easterly 

direction through Sharbot Lake in Oso to the head of Crow Lake in the 

same township, and thence to the shores of Bob’s Lake in Bedford, a total 

distance of about eleven miles. On this line no less than five apparently 

distinct bands of crystalline limestone are met with, separated by volumes 

of reddish granitic and dark hornblendic gneisses ; they are as follows in 

ascending order, but at present no estimate of their respective thicknesses 

can be given ; 

1. White Lake and Bolton’s Creek band ; crossing the boundary of 

Olden midway between Conboye’s Lake and Sharbot Lake. 

2. Upper Sharbot Lake, Play fair ville, and Lanark village band ; cross¬ 

ing Sharbot Lake at the Narrows in the first concession of Oso, 

where it is underlaid by much mica-slate, and is followed by dark 

hornblendic slate. 

3. Lower Sharbot Lake,Maberly Lake and Bennet Lake band ; crossing 

at the outlet of Sharbot Lake into the Fall River, and again at the 

extreme eastern end of the lake. This consists in reality of two 

bands, separated by a volume of gneiss, which is seen to form the 

promontory on lots six, seven, eight and nine, in the second con¬ 

cession of Oso. 

4. Crow Lake, Rock Lake, and Silver Lake band; crossing the line of 

section at the extreme northern end of Crow Lake, at the boundary 

line between Bedford and Oso. 

5. Bob’s Lake, Tay River, and Myers’ Lake band; occurring at the 

extremity of the line of section in Bedford, at the northern end of 

Bob’s Lake. 

The dip throughout this line of section is constant to the south-eastward, 

and varies from an angle of 28° to 60°. On another line of section made 

eight miles to the eastward of this, at about the centre of the township of 

South Sherbrooke, the four uppermost of these bands of limestome were 

again crossed, and a sixth met with, namely : — 

6. Farren’s or Sherbrooke Lake band, averaging two chains in width, 

and running E.N.E. along the southern shore of this lake in the first 

concession of the township. On a third line of section, made ten 

miles further to the eastward, from the village of Playfairville through 

Bathurst township, the second, third and fourth bands were again crossed. 
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Band (2) crosses the Mississippi River diagonally at the bridge in 

Playfairville ; (3) is crossed at the bridge over the Fall River on the 

twenty-second lot in the tenth concession ; and (4) on the line between 

the seventh and eight concessions of the same township. Continuing 

the line of section southward, gneiss was the only rock seen; but 

as the country here was covered by a considerable depth of soil, it is 

probable that the two remaining bands of limestone (5) and (6) are con- country covered 
* . , y < K ' by soil concea- 
cealed. It will be seen from the foregoing, that the White Lake and Bol- linsttle rocks* 

ton’s Creek band (1) wTas only noted on the first section line through Old¬ 

en and Oso ; it is probable that its further course north-eastward would 

carry it to the north of the townships of South Sherbrooke and Bathurst, 

namely, through the southern portions of the townships of North Sher¬ 

brooke and Dalhousie, which have yet to be examined. The total distance, 

represented by these lines of section, on which at least three of the bands 

of limestone were constant, is between eighteen and twenty miles. 

As already mentioned, ores of iron are of frequent occurrence in the iron ores, 

neighborhood of these limestones, and some of these have been mentioned in 

my last report, (Report of Progress, 1871-72, pages 121, 122). Heretofore, 

no attempt has been made to assign them to any fixed geological horizon ; 

it now, however, appears that these iron ores occur along lines which bear 

a certain relation to the course of some of the bands of limestone and form 

distinct horizons which can be followed, and in which other deposits of 

iron may be sought for. Immediately above the sixth and highest band 

of limestone, magnetic iron ore occurs in South Sherbrooke in two places, Bygrove and 
namely, at the By grove mine on the third lot of the first concession and Fourmer mmes* 

at the Fournier mine on the fourteenth lot of the same range ; also in 

other places on the same horizon to the eastward through Bathurst and to 

the south-westward through Bedford. At the base of the fifth band, mag¬ 

netic iron occurs along the northern shore of Meyer’s or Christie’s Lake in 

South Sherbrooke, in the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth lots of the 

third concession, at the mines known as the “ Watson ” or “ Meyer’s, Lake "Watson” or^ 

mines.” Immediately below the fourth or Crow and Silver Lake band ofm£clS 

limestone, magnetic iron ore occurs at the Foley mine, in the tenth lot Foley mine, 

of the eighth concession of Bathurst, whence it is traceable through the 

eleventh, twelfth and fourteenth lots of the same concession ; and here for 

the first time we find apatite or phosphate of lime in considerable deposits, 

closely associated with, and even in some instances intermixed with the iron- 

ore, a fact already alluded to (Report of Progress, 1870-71, page 313.) 

In the remaining third, second and first bands of limestone, no magnetic 

iron ore, so far as I am aware, has yet been met with, although at the 

base of each of these rust-colored strata occur. It is worthy of note, how¬ 

ever, that the great bed of hematite in Dalhousie township, upon which is 

situated the “ Dalhousie mine,” (see plan accompanying this Report) Dalhoasie mine 
M 
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occurs in a position between the first and second of these bands of limestone, 

and is not far removed from the base of (2). From the foregoing it will 

be seen, that in the section of country so far examined by me, magnetic 

iron ore has been found only in connection with the three highest bands of 

limestone ; while in the other bands, it is represented by only rust-colored 

beds of gneiss and quartzite. 

Eastern Section.—This section comprises the townships of North Bur¬ 

gess, North Crosby, Bedford, Loughboro’ and Storrington, which imme¬ 

diately border upon the waters of the Rideau. These townships have 

been already incidentally alluded to by Sir W. E. Logan, Mr. Alexander 

Murray, Dr. Hunt and myself in previous reports of the Geological Sur¬ 

vey, but so far the facts mentioned have had more reference to the min¬ 

erals of the limestones, and to economic deposits, than to the characters 

and distribution of the rock masses. These rocks, while they resemble in 

many respects those we have just been describing, yet present some 

important differences, and it is probable thêy represent beds somewhat 

higher in the series. The rocks most frequently seen are of the following 

characters, describing them in what appears to be their ascending 

order :— 

1. Gneiss, largely composed of reddish feldspar and colorless quartz, in 

which the stratification is obscure. 

2. Pyroxenic gneiss, coarsely granitoid in its lower portion, but towards 

its summit graduating into a pyroxenic schist, which holds small 

garnets in great abundance. It is traversed by a net-work of fine¬ 

grained granitic veins, of white and flesh-red colors, and is fre¬ 

quently cut by dykes of a fine-grained, black, glittering dolerite- 

Apatite or phosphate of lime occurs in this rock, and often forms 

deposits of economic importance. 

3. Gneiss, largely composed of red orthoclase and quartz, of various 

shades of red and grey, in which the stratification is very 

obscure. Apatite or phosphate of lime also occurs in it in irre¬ 

gular grains and lenticular veins or pockets. 

4. Limestone, coarsely granular, and highly crystalline, containing 

scales and crystals of a yellowish-brown mica, plumbago, and dis¬ 

seminated grains of apatite. It is associated with white and rust- 

colored strata, composed of quartz and orthoclase. 

5. Reddish feldspathic and very quartzose gneiss, stratified and thinly 

bedded, holding light claret-colored garnets in great abundance, 

distributed along the planes of stratification. 

6. Gneiss, fine-grained and micaceous, composed of alternate thin beds 

of grey and flesh-red colors. It is cut by a net-work of thread¬ 

like veins of reddish feldspar and quartz, which appear to emanate 

from lenticular patches of a similar character, occurring on the 

planes of bedding. 
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7. White and highly crystalline granular limestone, with which are 

interstratified bands of reddish gneiss, and white strata composed 

of quartz and orthoclase. 

8. White and greenish, granular pyroxene, and granitoid pyroxenic 

rocks, holding apatite or phosphate of lime in disseminated grains 

and irregular veins. The veins show aggregations of crystals of 

• apatite and black mica in a pyroxenic gangue. 

This last group occurs at the summit of the series, and occupies the 

centre of the North Burgess synclinal. 

The geographical distribution of these rocks—as in the county of Distribution and 

Hastings—shows a series of north-east and south-west undulations, corres- 

ponding with anticlinal and synclinal forms, the latter occupied by the 

upper rocks 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, in long irregular and comparatively 

narrow troughs. These undulations are crossed at intervals by south-east 

and north-west ridges which intersect and limit the synclinal valleys. The 

axes of these north-east and south-west undulations in the townships above 

named form four irregular and curving lines, roughly parallel to one parallel 
another, marking, as far as ascertained, two anticlinals and two synclinals.ulldalatl0n 1 

In the remarks which follow, I shall confine myself to the first or more 

north-westerly of these anticlinal axes, and to the synclinal which imme¬ 

diately adjoins it to the south-eastward ; the second or more south¬ 

easterly anticlinal not having yet been fully investigated. This first or 

north-western anticlinal may be represented by a line drawn from the 

north-eastern corner of North Burgess south-westward between Black and 

Bike Lakes, through the centre of North Crosby, and theace through the 

southern arm of Wolf Lake in Bedford, and through the entire length of 

Canoe Lake into Loughboro’ township. Along the whole of this line, the red 

and obscurely stratified gneiss (1) forms the crown of the anticlinal. In 

North Burgess to the north-eastward, and in Bedford, to the south-west¬ 

ward, this rock occupies but a comparatively small portion of the country, 

but in its intermediate position in North Crosby, a north-west and south¬ 

east line of elevation causes it to spread over the greater part of this 

township, where it is thrown into a series of high hills, known by the name 

of the Westport Mountains, which border upon the waters of the Bideau,The Westport 

from the Narrows between North Burgess and North Crosby, north-Mountams* 

westward to the head of Wolf Lake in Bedford. This transverse elevation of 

the gneiss in North Crosby separates the troughs in North Burgess from 

those in Bedford. On descending the Westport Mountains to the 

Bideau,—here represented by Sand, Mud and Wolf Lakes*—there is a 

very sudden change in both the physical and geological aspect of the 

country, which thence, to the south-western quarter of North Crosby is 

flat and cultivated. This change is apparently caused by a fault, running FauIts 

in an east and west direction, which brings the horizontal limestones of the 
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Lower Silurian formation into abrupt vertical contact with the Laurentian 

gneiss. The gneiss (1), however, greatly diminished in volume, is still 

seen along the crown of the anticlinal from Wolf Lake to the southern 

extremity of Canoe Lake in Bedford. This break or fault is the first of a 

series of parallel faults which occur to the south-westward, through the 

townships of Bedford, Storrington and Loughboro’, and which will be 

described in a future report. 

In the Report of Progress for 1871-72, page 123, in connection with 

notes on the phosphate locations of North Burgess and Bedford, I briefly 

alluded to the south-eastern of these two synclinals or troughs, stating 

that in it the detailed sequence of the rocks had yet to be investigated 

but that the workable deposits of phosphate of lime appeared to me to 

“ occur in a certain belt or zone of pyroxenic and gneissic strata, and in 

the form of lenticular bedded masses, and irregular veins.” I farther 

stated that “ this belt or zone, w'hich was found to have a thickness of 

from 2,600 to 3,900 feet, lies in a long irregular trough, the axis of which 

may be described as running from the north-east to the north-west corner 

of North Burgess, thence south-westward through South Crosby into the 

south-east comer of Bedford township—between Devil and Opinieon 

Lakes—and still further in this direction through the townships of Stor¬ 

rington and Loughboro’.” These statements now require to be somewhat 

modified, and in further describing the south-eastern trough, it seems 

advisable to subdivide it into two parts, namely :— 

1. The North Burgess Phosphate Basin. 

2. The Bedford, Storrington and Loughboro’ Phosphate Basin. 

Whether these basins form portions of one or two distinct synclinal 

forms, remains to be determined. 

The North Burgess Phosphate Basin.—The general characters and se¬ 

quence of the rocks occupying both of these basins has been already given 

in the list, page 162 numbers (2) to (8) inclusive but the following section 

made in North Burgess furnishes some further details of importance,and will 

better illustrate what I have further to state respecting the distribution of 

the respective rock masses. This section was made at the extreme south¬ 

western end of Black Lake and on the northern side of the basin ; the 

strike of the rocks being to the east and w:est, wTith dips varying from 45° 

to vertical. 

a. Pyroxenic gneiss, varying in color from grey to a greyish blue, 

sometimes speckled ; it is both massive and schistose, and towards 

its summit becomes garnetiferous, the garnets being mostly small 

and of a pale claret color. It is cut in many places by a net-work 

of fine-grained whitish granitic veins, and an occasional doleritic 

dyke. Apatite or phosphate of lime occurs as described in (2) 

of the more general and immediately preceding section. 
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b. Reddish contorted quartzose gneiss, also holding a little apatite, and 

black mica, in irregular veins or pockets. 

c. Coarse white crystalline limestone, with which are interstratified 

masses of a white and rust-colored aggregate of quartz and ortho- 

clase, and an occasional band of gneiss. The limestone is charac¬ 

terized by an abundance of disseminated plumbago, and grains 

of a greenish-blue apatite, as well as of a dull greenish pyroxene 

and small crystals of yellowish-brown mica. 

d. Thin-bedded gneiss of a brick-red color. 

e. Banded reddish and very quartzose garnetiferous gneiss, composed of 

alternate thin layers of reddish feldspar and cellular colourless 

quartz. The garnets are small, and are thickly distributed along 

the planes of stratification. 

/. Whitish granular pyroxene, and rock composed chiefly of quartz and 

orthoclase, but in which both apatite and mica occur, either in the 

form of aggregations of crystals, or as grains and crystals dissemi¬ 

nated through the mass. 

g Thin-bedded grey and reddish, cleavable gneiss, cut by a network of 

fine-grained feldspathic veins, and with interstratified layers of 

a like character. 

h. Massive, and granular, white, crystalline limestone, with disseminated 

plumbago, and yellowish-brown mica, with which are interstratified 

numerous small bands of reddish orthoclase gneiss. 

i. Pyroxenic rocks, similar in character to those of division (/), but 

much more extensively developed. These appear to occupy 

a position at the summit of the series, but it is not improbable that 

they may prove to be merely a repetition of (/ ) brought to the 

surface by a subordinate undulation. 

The pyroxenic rocks of (a) are very largely developed in North 

Burgess, immediately to the north of Black or Salmon Lake Creek in the 

western portion of the seventh, and between this creek and the southern 

shore of Pike Lake, in the eighth concessions. Their strike coincides 

with the general outline of the north-western shore of the lake, namely, 

first to the N. E. and then to the N. N. E., and the dips which are con¬ 

stant to the south-eastward are at angles varying from 40° to 60°. 

Towards the northern extremity of Black or Salmon Lake, these rocks 

are overlaid and concealed by a great patch of horizontal Potsdam 
. . . . -, .1 Potsdam Sand 

sandstone; but similar pyroxenic gneisses were again noted, on the stone, 

northern side of the trough, through the twelfth, eleventh, tenth, 

ninth, and eighth lots in the seventh concession, where the strike is still 

to the north-eastward, and the dip to the south-eastward, but at a very 

steep angle. Proceeding north-eastward, into the eighth concession, these 

rocks were further traced from the seventh to the first lot, where they are 
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in an almost vertical position, and strike east and west. Thence striking 

in the same direction they extend to and along the northern shore of Otty 

Lake, on the front portions of the fourth, third, second, and first lots of the 

same concession. It is extremely probable that a similar and abrupt 

change of strike, concealed by the overlying Potsdam sandstones, affects 

the pyroxenic rocks of Black or Salmon Lake, connecting them with those 

first followed through the twelfth, eleventh, tenth, &c., lots of the seventh 

concession. On the course of the pyroxenic gneisses (i) through North 

Burgess, large deposits of apatite or phosphate of lime are of frequent 

occurrence ; many of these, which have already been described in the 

Beport of Progress, 1871-72, pages 124 and following, are still being 

worked successfully, and will be further noticed in a future Report, which 

it is proposed to accompany with a suitable map shewing the position of 

every shaft or other opening, from which phosphate of lime has been 

extracted. 

The outcrop of these pyroxenic gneisses, on thé southern side of the 

North Burgess trough or synclinal, occurs to a large extent under the 

waters of the Rideau, but they again occupy a considerable area from the 

eleventh to the sixteenth lot of the third, and from the fifth to the seven¬ 

teenth lot of the fourth concession of this township, where the strike is to 

the E. N. E., with dips to the northward at steep angles. And I would 

here note, en passant, the uniformly steep dip, and often even vertical 

position of the rocks, on the southern side of these synclinal forms, while 

that on the northern side is almost invariably at angles, varying from 40° 

to 60°. Another section, made from one of the foregoing lots, namely, 

lot eleven in the fourth concession, may here be given, as illustrating the 

characters and sequence of the rocks on the southern side of this synclinal 

in North Burgess. It is as follows :— 

a. Banded, and thin-bedded gneiss, more or less pyroxenic, with east 

and west strike, and steep dip to the northward. This rock 

extends transversely to its strike, from Hogg’s saw-mill southward 

to the Rideau. 
b. A marked rust-colored, quartzo-orthoclase rock, sometimes weathering 

opaque-white, when it much resembles the surface appearance of 

the white crystalline limestones. 

c. Coarse-white and easily disintegrating crystalline limestone, with 

yellowisli-brown mica and scales of plumbago ; it often encloses 

fragments of rusty-colored quartzite, in which plumbago also 

occurs. Bands of rust-colored gneiss are also interstratified with 

the limestone. 
d. White and rust-colored quartzo-orthoclase rock similar in character 

to that of division (b). 

e. White-weathering pyroxenic, and quartzo-orthoclase rock with 
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apatite in grains and bunches of crystals ; and a great deal of 

dark colored mica in crystals of various sizes. 

/. Thin-bedded feldspathic gneiss, characterized by an abundance of 

garnets, and composed of alternate layers or beds of colorless 

cellular quartz and reddish feldspar. This gneiss is much fissured, 

and is cut by veins of pink calcite, holding numerous beautiful 

crystals of a pale-green apatite, greyish pyroxene, and an abundance 

of very black mica. 

g. White-weathering pyroxenic, and quartzo-orthoclase strata, similar 
to (e). 

It. Reddish orthoclase gneiss, and whitish orthoclase and pyroxenic 

rocks, much confused, and traversed by a multitude of white 

granitic veins. 

This, and the section previously given, the one on the northern and the 

other on the southern side of the North Burgess phosphate basin, will 

show at a glance the characters and sequence of the rocks which occupy 

it, and I shall now briefly notice the further distribution of the more 

important of these rocks. On the northern side of the basin, and almost 

immediately overlying the pyroxenic gneisses (a) we have an important 

band of crystalline limestone (c). This was first observed on the boun¬ 

dary line between North Crosby and North Burgess, a few chains south 

of Black Creek, and was traced eastward through the sixth concession, 

to the twenty-third lot in the same concession, where it runs into Black or sai- 

Black or Salmon Lake, Crossing the bay at the southern end ofmuu Lake* 

this lake, it was again seen occupying the opposite shore on lots 

twenty-one, twenty and nineteen in the sixth concession ; where it 

runs into Black or Salmon Lake. Crossing the bay at the southern 

end of the lake, it was again seen occupying the opposite shore 

on lots twenty-one, twenty and nineteen in the sixth concession ; whence, 

changing its course, it runs north-eastward through the last named 

lot, across the base of a long promontory, and passes beneath the 

main body of the lake. It, however, continues to occupy points on the 

shore, towards the rear ends of lots eighteen, seventeen and sixteen in the 

sixth, and fifteen in the seventh concessions, and also forms part of an 

island situated near the centre of the lake on the line between these two 

concessions. The further course of the limestone in this direction is con¬ 

cealed by the patch of Potsdam sandstone already referred to, but a band 

of similar character was again noted along the northern shore of Long 

Lake, towards the fronts of the tenth, ninth and eighth lots of the sixth 

concession, where it is in a similar relative position to the pyroxenic gneisses, 

as the Black or Salmon Lake limestone just described, and of which there 

can be little doubt it is a continuation. From Long Lake this limestone Long Lake, 

was further traced through the fronts of the sixth and seventh lots, and 
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the centre and rear portions of the fifth, fourth and third lots of the sixth 

concession, where it forms a part of the shore of Otty Lake. Beyond this 

point its course is again concealed by the Potsdam sandstone. Its southern 

out-crop was followed north-eastward through the rear parts of lots twenty- 

five, twenty-four and twenty-three of the fourth concession, and front 

portions of the same numbered lots in the fifth concession, beyond which its 

course changes, and it thence appears to strike in an easterly direction 

to an indentation of the Bideau, known as Horse Shoe Bay, on the 

seventeenth lot of the third concession, where it is folded back upon 

itself so as to double the width of its out-crop. It then strikes 
i 

in a westerly direction from the sixteenth lot of the third, through 

the seventeenth and eighteenth lots of the fourth concession to Black 

Creek, where, making a sharp turn, it resumes its easterly course 

following the northern bank of the creek, through the fronts of lots 

seventeen, sixteen, fifteen, fourteen and thirteen, in the fifth, and rear 

portions of the same numbered lots, and the twelfth lot in the fourth con¬ 

cession. The course of Black Creek from where the band strikes it as 

above described indicates the junction of the crystalline limestone with the 

pyroxenic gneisses. Proceeding eastward, the same band of limestone 

occupies the strip of land between Loon Lake and Burgess Bay on the 

Bideau, and after coursing through the rear and front portions of the 

ninth, eighth and seventh lots in the fourth and fifth concessions, again 

passes beneath the waters of the Bideau at Murphy’s Point in Noble’s 

Bay, on lots seven on the line between the same two concessions, beyond 

which it is lost sight of. It may be mentioned that in a map now in 

preparation the course of these two out-crops of limestone, on the opposite 

sides of the Burgess synclinal, will be clearly shown. This map 

will, I trust, also afford a much clearer understanding both of the 

outline of this synclinal, and of the distribution of the rocks which 

occupy it. 

It is unnecessary to go over the same ground in describing the further 

distribution through North Burgess of the remaining rocks of the sequence. 

I would, therefore, simply state that the course just sketched out for the- 

crystalline limestone (c.) will also indicate sufficiently that of the banded 

and quartzose garnetiferous gneiss through the township. In this gneiss 

the garnets, which are mostly small and of a claret color, are always 

present, but in some localities are much more numerous than in others. 

An average estimate of the thickness of this garnetiferous gneiss may be 

given as 600 feet, and it is overlaid by a body of red gneiss, averaging at 

least 600 feet more, making in all a volume of gneiss estimated at 1,200 

feet. The centre of the trough is occupied by reddish and white quartzo- 

orthoclase and granular pyroxenic strata, which are much confused, and 

irregularly distributed. These are particularly well displayed in North 
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Burgess, between Long Lake and Noble’s Bay, through the centres of 

lots eight, nine and ten of the fifth concession, and four, five and six of 

the sixth concession, where the dip of the beds is slight, while sometimes 

they are nearly horizontal. 
A doleritic dyke was traced from the centre of the first lot, in a westerly Dolente dyke, 

direction, to the rear portions of the fourth and fifth lots of the fifth con¬ 

cession, and thence to the fronts of the ninth and tenth lots in the sixth 

concession. It is composed of a fine-grained, black, glittering dolerite, 

weathering to a greyish-white, and holds disseminated grains of pyrites. 

The strike of this dyke is from N. 80° E. to E., with steep underlie to 

the northward, and in width it varies from four, to one hundred feet. In 

the G-eology of Canada, 1868, pages 37 and following, mention is made of a 

number of doleritic dykes, similar in character to the one just mentioned, 

in North Burgess, and these were traced by Sir W. E. Logan for long 

distances, on an almost east and west strike, through Grenville and Went 

worth, north of the Ottawa River ; their width varying from a few feet to- 

one hundred yards. In these townships the rocks are in many respects 

similar to those of North Burgess, both in their general characters and 

mode of distribution, and they, also, like them, contain phosphate of lime 

and mica ; the latter in sufficiently large crystals to be of economic value. 

It is more than probable that in both of these localities, namely, North 

Burgess, in Lanark County, and Grenville and Wentworth, north of the 

Ottawa, the rocks are of the same geological age, and represent a very 

recent portion, if not the summit, of the Lower Laurentian series. In the 

townships of Burgess, Bedford, Storrington aud Loughborough, these rocks 

are intersected by numerous veins, carrying baryta and lead ore, which veins of baryta 

likewise cut the overlying and unconformable Calciferous formation, but 

do not, so far as known, extend into the inferior gneisses and limestones 

which occupy the area described in this Report as the middle section. 

Further, it will be remembered, that in the county of Hastings, and town¬ 

ships of Madoc, Marmora, Lake and Tudor, similar veins, carrying baryta 

and lead ore are found intersecting the calc-schists, dolorites and gneisses 

of Division C. (Report of Progress, 1866-69, page 163), which in like 

manner occupy troughs or depressions in the older rocks. These facts 

suggest some questions of great importance, which when satisfactorily 

answered will throw much light upon the age of these trough-forms of 

rocks both in Hastings, Lanark and Ottawa counties, and will further, 

perhaps, enable us to arrive at some definite conclusion respecting the Range 'of 

range of ddozoon Canadense, in the Laurentian system. dense! aDa 

In addition to the dykes of dolerite which traverse the rocks in North 

Burgess, there are also large and important veins, composed of white ortho- 

clase and opaque-white quartz. One of these occurs a few chains south Veins of ortho- 

of the mouth of Black Creek, at the south-western end of Black or Salmon quartzm 
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Lake. This vein was of an opaque-white colour on the weathered surface, 

and varied in width from three to eighteen feet. It is composed of large 

cleavable crystals of milk-white orthoclase and white quartz in irregular 

forms, together with hornblende in similar forms, and in scattered crystals. 

The crystals of hornblende occupy the sides of the vein, and are arranged 

transverse to its strike, while the irregular forms occur towards the centre 

portion, and are distributed along a medial line on the strike of the vein. 

Silvery-white mica in small scales, and light greenish-yellow pyroxene also 

occur occasionally. The strike of the vein is N. 30° E., with a steep 

underlie to the north-westward, and it was traced upwards of an eighth of* 

a mile in this direction. A similar, or probably an extension of the same 

vein, was again crossed in the “Old Kingston road,” in the seventeenth 

lot of the seventh range of North Burgess, where the strike is still 

N. 30° E. Such veins belong to the second class of mineral veins 

(described, Report of Progress, 1863-1866, page 187) which are found 

to cut the Laurentian, but have not been observed to intersect the 

Silurian rocks. 

2. Bedford, Storrington and Lougliboro’ Phosphate Basin.—This syn¬ 

clinal or trough is occupied by rocks precisely similar to those of North 

Burgess, consequently the sections already given may still be referred to. 

It is situated about ten miles to the south-westward of the last named 

township, from which it is separated by the waters of the Rideau and by a 

great patch of Lower Silurian limestones, both of which conceal the struc¬ 

ture of the intervening phosphate bearing rocks. As this second basin 

has as yet been only partially investigated, I shall at present attempt 

little more than a sketch of its general outline, with some observations on 

the probable 'course along which deposits of phosphate of lime may be 

expected to occur. 

A line, which may be said to represent as nearly as possible the axis 

of this synclinal, runs from about the centre of Wright’s Island,— 

situated in the Rideau, towards the north-west corner of South Crosby 

township,—south-westward through the south-eastern corner of Bedford, 

and midway between Buck Lake and Opinicon and Rock Lakes in Storr¬ 

ington and Loughboro’ townships. The outline of this trough is clearly 

indicated by two out-crops of white crystalline limestone, a north-westerly 

and a south-easterly one, which converge on their south-westward course 

until they meet or almost meet at the extreme south-western end of Buck 

Lake in Loughboro’. This limestone is supposed to represent division ~ 

(c), as given in the section page 165, where, it will be remembered, 

the limestone was stated to be immediately underlaid by pyroxenic and 

orthoclase gneisses, through which apatite or phosphate of lime was of 

frequent occurrence. The north-western out-crop of this limestone is 

first seen coming from under the Lower Silurian limestones, at about half 
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a mile south-westward of the village of Newboro’, where it is not far from 

the Chaffey iron mine on Mud Lake. From this position it was followed 

by occasional exposures along the shore of Mud Lake on the Rideau, 

eastward, to the northern extremity of Wright’s Island, and thence close Wrights island. 

to Mr. Chaffey’s Mills, through the twenty-fifth lot of the ninth concession 

of South Crosby, beyond which it passes into Bedford, and keeping to the 

south of Massasagua Creek, curves through the sixteenth, fifteenth and 

fourteenth concessions of this township and passes beneath the north-eastern 

end of Buck Lake, close to its outlet into the creek just named.* Its course 

thence is south-eastward through the entire length of the eastern arm of 

this lake in Loughboro’, the breadth of which almost corresponds with 

the width of the limestone. Several islands in this arm are entirely 

composed of white crystalline limestone, and some of these rise abruptly 

out of the water to a perpendicular height of from sixty to seventy feet. 

By the long continued action of the water, these masses or islands of 

limestone have been fashioned into grotesque shapes, and hollowed out 

into deep caverns, and two of the former, towards the northern extremity 

the lake, are distinguished respectively by the names of the “ Devil’s 

Pulpit,” and “ Devil’s Arm Chair.” The eastern side of the long pro¬ 

montory which divides this lake into two arms, is also in part occupied 

by white crystalline limestone, which is closely associated with masses 

of white quartzo-orthoclase rock. Towards the south-western extremity 

of this eastern arm of Buck Lake, the out-crop of limestone just described 

forms a junction with that on the south-eastern side of the trough or syn¬ 

clinal, which may here be said to terminate. 

The south-eastern out-crop of this band on the opposite side of the 

trough was traced along the greater part of the northern shore of Opini- 

con Lake, in South Crosby and Bedford ; thence in a south-easterly 

direction along the road leading from this lake to the south-eastern end 

of Rock Lake in Storrington, where a fault occurs which throws the out-crop 

of the limestone in a westerly direction to Stonehouse Lake, a small lake 

situated —as nearly as I could determine—on the rear portions of lots six 

and seven of the thirteenth concession of the township last named. From 

this position it resumes its original south-westerly course, and was thence 

followed to its junction with the limestone of the eastern arm of Buck Lake 

in Loughboro’. The greatest distance observed between these two out¬ 

crops of limestone on opposite sides of the trough, is about two miles and 

a-half. Immediately underlying this limestone along the whole of its 

course, there occurs a belt of gneissoid strata abounding in garnets, and 

towards its upper portion becoming thin-bedded and schistoze, in which 

* I have been unable to find any correct map of this lake, and it will require to be 
re-surveyed. 
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deposits of phosphate of lime frequently occur, but to what extent is not 

at present known. During the summer of 1872, while engaged in endea¬ 

voring to connect these rocks with those of North Burgess, I was followed 

by a number of persons who were on the look out for new phosphate loca¬ 

tions, some of whom afterwards opened numerous trial pits on the strike 

of a certain band of gneiss in which I informed them it was probable the 

phosphate of lime would be found ; and I have since learned through 

letters kindly forwarded to me, both by Mr. Edward Schultze and Mr. 

William Davis, of Perth, Ont., that a number of these trials have already 

proved, in a measure, successful. On lot six m the thirteenth concession 

of Bedford, and not far from the shore of Devil Lake, there occurs an 

exceedingly promising deposit,from which a very good quality of phosphate 

of lime has been obtained ; but as is usually the casewhen inexperienced 

hands are employed, an immense amount of useless rock has also been 

removed, and has been piled up upon the very ground on which an open¬ 

ing should have, perhaps, first been made. From this lot the phos¬ 

phate bearing rocks were traced south-eastward through the fifth 

and fourth lots of the sixth concession, as well as through the third, second 

and first lots of the twelfth concession of Bedford, to the northern end 

of the western arm of Buck Lake. Along this course phosphate of 

lime was frequently noted, and more particularly so on the last named 

lot in the eleventh and in the twelfth concessions. The long promon¬ 

tory, which separates the two arms of Buck Lake in Loughboro’, like 

wise consists of reddish, banded gneiss, occasionally interstratified with 

beds characterized by an abundance of garnets ; and in proximity to some 

of these, on the western side of the promontory, a few deposits of 

apatite have been observed. While engaged in exploring this promon¬ 

tory, and the country contiguous to Buck Lake, I was besieged by 

settlers who assured me that they had abundance of “ phosp- 

phuret’’ — as they term it — on their lands, but in most instances 

the specimens shown me were crystals or fragments of greenish 

pyroxene, a mineral which abounds in many of the veins throughout this 

section. Other specimens, however, brought to me wTere undoubtedly 

true phosphate of lime, and in such cases every encouragement was given 

to the land-owners to follow up their discoveries. In this connection I 

may state that a great hindrance to the development of phosphate lands, 

both here and elsewhere, is the ridiculous prices asked for them by land- 

owners, who, unfortunately for themselves and others, have heard of some 

of the enormous prices recently stated to have been paid for such lands 

in North Burgess. It must, however, be borne in mind that in this latter 

township, phosphate deposits have been more or less worked for upwards 

of twenty years, and this in a country which is well cleared and settled, 

and abounds in roads ; yet even here, up to the present time, there are 
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only one or two phosphate mines that can be said to have turned out 

well. Besides, the sales recently made in North Burgess include the fee- 

simple of the lands as well as all the mining rights, and, in some instances, 

also valuable farms, and good mill sites, with easy access to navigable 

waters ; yet with all these advantages, the general opinion amongst 

experienced men still is, that the prices paid have far exceeded 

the actual value of the lands. In the phosphate-bearing section around 

Devil and Buck Lakes in Bedford and Loughboro’ townships, there are 

none of these advantages. The country is rough and almost uncultivat- 

able, heavily timbered, and traversed by but few roads : while access to 

navigable waters is, at least for the present, an expensive and difficult 

matter. Besides this, the ground is new and comparatively unexplored, 

and it will probably be years before the country is in a suitable condition 

for even systematic prospecting. In view, therefore, of these facts, I 

would strongly urge upon the settlers throughout this section of country 

the better policy of throwing their lands open to intelligent prospectors, Better policy 

and giving them sufficient time to make a fair trial of the ground. Mr. 

Edward Schultze, a gentleman whose name has been already mentioned 

in this and in a previous report, and who has for some time both bought 

and mined phosphate of lime in North Burgess and South Crosby for 

export to Germany, has recently turned his attention to the Bedford and 

Loughboro’ phosphate-field ; and in a letter recently received from 

him, he speaks in most favorable terms ot a number of localities opened 

by him in both of these townships ; all of these openings being on, or in 

proximity to the course of a belt of gneiss, which maintains a fixed rela¬ 

tion to the course of the band of limestone already described through 

Bedford and Loughboro’. 

The phosphate mine described as Cowan’s Location No. 19 (Report Cowan’s phos- 

of Progress, 1871-72, page 129), is situated on the southern side ofphaiC mme' 

this second trough or synclinal, and the produce can be shipped from 

Mr. Cowan’s wharf on Opinicon Lake, and sent without change, via the 

Rideau Canal, to Kingston, Montreal and ports in the United States. From 

the Opinicon Lake mine, phosphate-bearing rocks can be traced south- 

westward along a part of the northern shore of Rock Lake in Storrington, 

to the fault or break referred to on page 163,.and which also throws the 

rocks we are now describing in the same direction. Beyond this fault to 

the south-westward, the course of the gneiss has not been clearly made 

out, but in many localities between the fault and the Opinicon Lake mine, 

phosphate of lime is reported to exist. None of these localities, however, 

have yet been examined, and further notice of them will have to be 

deferred to a future report, in which I shall also describe the distribution 

of the succeeding rocks in the centre portion of this trough, and also the 

geological structure of the remaining portions of Bedford, Storrington and 

Loughboro’ townships. 
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Levels of Lake?. Levels of Lakes.—In compliance with the request mentioned page 138 

of this report, the levels of some of the principal lakes above Lake Ontario, 

as determined by Mr. Alexander Murray, and given in his Report of 

Progress, 1852-53, now out of print, are here repeated. 

Name. Townships. Height in ft. Falls into 

Loughboro’ Lake. ...Storrington & Loughboro’ 166-12 Rideau River. 

Sloat’s Lake.. .Loughboro’ . 189-05 Lake Ontario. 

Ivnowlton Lake. U 217-53 Mud Lake. 

Mud Lake. u 217-53 Desert Lake. 

Desert Lake. .....Bedford . 217-53 Birch Lake. 

Birch Lake. U 217-53 Devil Lake. 

Devil Lake. u Rideau River. 

Canoe Lake. ll 229-97 Desert Lake. 

Batting’s Mill Pond. a 287-00 Wolf L. & Rideau R. 

Green Bay & Bob’s L... u 384-80 Tay & Rideau Rs. 

Crow Lake. 
u 398-88 Mud Lake. 

Sharbord Lake. ....Oso and Olden. 505-29 Madawaska & Ottawa Rs, 

White Lake. ....Olden. 555-29 Sharbord Lake. 

Cross Lake. ..Kennebec. 412-84 Long Lake. 

Long Lake. ...Sheffield. 365-69 Beaver Lake. 
Beaver Lake. ....Sheffield. 307-22 Salmon R. & B. of Quinte. 

ECONOMIC MINERALS. 

The minerals of economic value known to exist in the three sections of 

country described in the foregoing Report, are the ores of iron, lead and 

copper, phosphate of lime, sulphate of barytes, plumbago, mica, garnet 

rock, and building and paving stones. Of these the most important are 

the ores of iron and lead, phosphate of lime, plumbago and mica, 

jfron ores. Iron Ores.—In my last Report (Report of Progress, 1871-72, pages 

121-123) the principal iron mines, viz : the Chaffey, Yankee, Bygrove, 

Pournier, Christie’s Lake, Foley and Dalhousie mines were briefly 

described, and partial analyses of all but one of the ores were given. In 

the foregoing pages of the present Report, I have further attempted to 

show the true geological position or horizon of the ore beds in these mines, 

and I shall now describe the Meyer’s or Christie’s Lake iron ore deposits, 

of which no particulars were previously given ; and then give a summary 

of the work done at the Dalhousie Iron Mine since the year 1870. 

Meyer’s or Meyer's or Christie’s Lake Mine ( Watson Mine.)—This location is situ- 

mine. ^ 1 ated onthe eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth lots of the third concession 

of South Sherbrooke, and embraces an area of 259 acres ; the openings 

made, are on the first and last numbered lots. On a high bluff on the 

north shore of the lake, on lot eighteen, three beds of iron ore have been 

uncovered, and to some extent worked during the past summer. The 

strata, which here consist of dark greyish and greenish hornblendic gneiss, 

dip to the southward at angles varying from 15° to 80°* The uppermost 

bed of ore, and the nearest to the lake, has been uncovered for about 
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thirty-five feet in length, by twenty-four feet in breadth, and a consider¬ 

able mass of ore has been exposed. No walls have yet been reached, 

and I think it is probable that the uncovering has been extended on the 

face of the bed rather than across its out-crop. In the second and under¬ 

lying bed a breadth of eighteen feet of ore has been uncovered, and can 

be traced by openings made on its course for a distance of upwards of 150 

feet. In the third and lowest bed a well defined foot wall of gneiss has 

been struck, and a solid mass of ore is exposed measuring eighteen feet in 

width. The extreme distance between the openings on this property on 

the strike of the ore beds, is nearly one mile, and the distance between 

the top of the upper and the bottom of the lower bed of ore is about 3 00 

yards. Several hundred tons of ore have been taken out, but opera¬ 

tions have been chiefly confined to the determination of the extent of the 

deposits, which is now pretty satisfactorily known. An experimental shipment of 
! • , p L, . f J . , , . . r , ore to Clere- 

shipment of the ore has been made to Cleveland, and it is reported to tend, 

have given perfect satisfaction to the smelters, and it has further been 

ascertained that this ore will produce a quality of iron well suited for the 

manufacture of Bessemer steel. An analysis made by Dr. Harrington of 

a sample of the ore which I brought from this location, gave as follows : 

Metallic iron .... 
Titanic acid. 
Phosphoric acid 

Sulphur. 

65.62 per cent. 
2.83 
0.05 

.not determined. 

Analysis. 

It may be further stated that the facilities for mining here are favor-Facility for 

able ; the position of the ore on a high hill affords easy and cheap drain- Kspor?d 

age, and a ready means of disposing of the debris, and these mines can 

probably be worked for a considerable time before resorting to expensive 

underground operations. Respecting the facilities for the shipment of 

the ores a gentleman of long experience in matters pertaining to the 

transport of iron ores from Canada to the United States, and who has 

recently thoroughly examined the Christie’s Lake deposits, writes me as 

follows :—“ The facilities for transporting ore, either by rail or water, from 

this property to the Lehigh Valley and the western markets, are unusually 

favorable. The Ontario and Quebec railroad, now under construction, 

passes one and a-half miles north, and intersects the Kingston and Pem¬ 

broke Railroad about eight miles west of the mine. This junction is thirty- 

four miles north of Kingston ; about ten miles to the eastward it will inter¬ 

sect the Brockville and Ottawa Railroad at Perth.” Five different 

routes are then given by which this ore can be forwarded to the St. 

Lawrence, and thence to any part of the United States. For present 

consideration the last or fifth only need be mentioned. 

This is given as follows ;—u In cars, per scow up Bob’s Lake, and per Koute. 

Kingston and Pembroke Railroad, to Kingston, (25 miles) ; thence by 
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canal barges or lake crafts, to Oswego, Fairhaven, Buffalo, or Cleveland. 

This would be the cheapest and most desirable route. The mine being 

situated at the base of a high hill, on the water’s edge of Meyer’s Lake, 

scows might be constructed to carry six or more cars, which could be run 

from the scow into the mine or open cutting ; the same method could be 

adopted on reaching the Kingston and Pembroke Railroad, on the west 

side of Bob's Lake, which point is 25 miles from Kingston. The ore by 

this route would cost per ton :— 

Delivered at Cleveland, 0. 
Mining, in open cutting. $0.75 

Loading in cars, in do. 0.05 
Towing up Bob’s Lake. 0.10 
R.R. freight to Kingston (25 miles) 0.50 
Lake freight to Cleveland. 0.70 

Duty*. 0.40 

Gold. 2.50 

American currency at 10 per cent.. $2.75 

At Kingston, where ore docks are being constructed by the Kingston 

and Pembroke Railroad Company, the ore can either be dumped into 

Erie canal barges for Oswego, &c,, &c., or into lake schooners seeking 

return freights westward ; three-fourths of these vessels discharge their 

western cargoes at Kingston, returning generally in ballast. Freights range 

from 64 cts. to 75 cts. per ton to Cleveland, including loading and dis¬ 

charging.” 

The accompanying plan and sections of the Dalhousie Mine are taken 

from drawings and measurements kindly furnished by Mr. Gerald C. 

Brown, M. E. The sections afford an excellent illustration of the character 

and mode of occurrence of the ore deposits. 

Dalhousie Mine.—Before the spring of 1870, the shafts No'. 1 and 2 

(see plan) had been sunk to the depth of 35 and 30 feet respectively,and 

from between these two shafts the ore had been partly removed. The ore 

had likewise been removed on the south side of No. 1 Shaft, as far as the 

middle of the road. Between the months of May and October inclusive, 

of the year 1870, both of these shafts were sunk to between 60 and 70 

feet, and the stopes were extended to the break on the south and nearly as 

far as No. 3 shaft on the north, and downwards to within 8 or 10 feet of 

the bottom of No. 1. Early in November the incoming waters from the fall 

rains overcame the power of two horses, working a derrick, to keep it 

out, the works consequently filled and remained full of water until the 

following June. Between November and February, 1871, the No. 3 shaft, 

being above the water level in Nos. 1 *and 2, was sunk, and the stopes 

* It is expected the duty will be repealed at an early date. 
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connected with it were worked to the extent -shewn in the accompanying 

section. During the same fall, No. 4 shaft was begun and sunk to the 

depth of 22 feet. The yield of ore from May, 1870, until the end of Yield of ore 
February, 1871, was 8,850 tons of 2,240 lbs., costing, not including plant) 

$1.25 per ton, and including plant, $1.46 or 21 cents additional, The 

contract price of hauling the ore to Perth, during the winter of 

1870-71, was $1.00 per 2,240 lbs. The ore contains no rock, and does 

not pass into, but separates easily from, the walls, which are smooth and 

well-defined. No work was done from the month of February, 1871, 
until the following month of June, when a horse-pump was put into No. 1, 

and this shaft and No. 2, and the stopes connected therewith, were 

further extended till towards the end of the year, when the water 

overcame the power of the horse pump and work was supended. During 

January and February of 1872 the drift was extended from No. 3 shaft 

to within tw^enty-five feet of No. 4 shaft. The production from January 

to the end of February, 1872, was sent to Perth in loads which averaged 

four and a quarter tons, at $1.05 per ton. During the spring and summer 

of 1872 the No. 4 shaft was sunk to ninety-four feet, and the stopes 

were afterwards extended to the dimensions shewn in the plan. The 

production from February, 1872, to the end of February, 1873, was for¬ 

warded to Perth at $1 per ton, in loads which averaged three and three 

quarter tons, thence to the Rideau canal at 60 cents ; thence to Kingston 

at $1.25 to $1.50, and thence to Cleveland at from $1 to $1.50. The Total produc- 
total production from 1870 to 1873, has been rather over 11,100 tons. The to°i873°m 18,0 
wages of the hands employed have varied from 80 to 90 cents per day, 

with board. 

Phosphate of Lime.—In my last Report (Report of Progress 1871-Phogphateof 

72) I dwelt at some length, on the phosphate of lime deposits in thebme’ 

townships of North Burgess, South Crosby and Bedford, and on page 124 

■of that Report some nineteen locations are mentioned in which work to a 

greater or less extent was being carried on. Respecting these, I have little 

further to.state, except that in the greater number of them.all work has since 

ceased ; the only locations in which anything like systematic and profitable 

mining is at present in progress, are those worked by Mr. Anthony for an 

English company, on the tenth and twenty-first lots of the sixth conces¬ 

sion of North Burgess (No. 8 and 13 of my former list), and by Mr. Alex. 

Cowan, on the eleventh and twelfth lots of the seventh concession of the 

same township, and the first lot of the seventeenth concession of Bedford, 

near Opinicon Lake, (Nos. 7 and 19 same list). These are perhaps 

amongst the largest and best defined deposits of apatite which have yet 

been discovered, and should these fail we can have little further to hope 

from discoveries of this mineral in the future. The reason given for the 

cessation of work in most of these locations is the very high rate of 
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Plumbago Mine.—In the township of North Elmsley, on the twenty- 

first lot of the sixth concession, a mine of plumbago has been for some time 

in operation, under the management of Mr. Munsey, who was formerly 

engaged at the Howse iron mine in Bedford. The plumbago occurs 

in thickly disseminated scales in a sandy, calcareous and quartzose rock, 

which in some places graduates into an impure limestone. It is undoubt¬ 

edly a stratified deposit. At the mine the dip of the beds is slight, both to 

the north-west and north-east, thus forming a rather flat anticlinal. 

On breaking through the crown of the anticlinal, the miners came upon a 

soft, sandy and brownish-colored rock, which yielded a very large percent¬ 

age of plumbago. The surface-opening is about ninety feet in diameter, 

and the excavation from ten to fifteen feet deep. Much of the plumba¬ 

ginous rock, which was being mined at the time of my visit, was obtained 

at the rate of 40 cents per ton, being of an earthy and easily disinte¬ 

grating character. From the mine to the mill at Oliver’s Ferry the rate 

of carriage did not exceed 35 cents per ton. The extent and geological 

position of this deposit has not yet been determined. 

The material, both hard and soft, is put through a ten stamp mill, 

and the produce—a mixture of sand, lime and plumbago—passes 

through three revolving buddies, which effect a tolerably complete 

separation. Thus, the material round the outer rim of the third 

buddle is composed of nearly pure plumbago, which is shovelled into 

shallow iron trays placed over a furnace. When sufficiently dry it is 

passed into a reverberatory chamber, where it is further freed from any 

sulphur or arsenic which may be present, and is then ready for bolting. 

This bolting is carried on in an upper story of the mill, to which 

the granular and cooled plumbago is carried by means of an elevator, and 

is finally there packed in clean flour barrels. The coarser portions are 

again ground, and, when sufficiently reduced, packed and sold for lubri¬ 
cating purposes. The demand for this purpose is considerable, and 

rapidly increasing. 

Mica.—The workable deposits of mica in North Burgess have already 

been mentioned in the Ceology of Canada, and more recently by Mr. 

Gordon Broome, in the Beport of Progress, 1870-1871, page 321. The 

chief and only worked deposit described by Mr. Broome, was that on the 

seventeenth lot of the ninth concession of North Burgess, which was last 

worked by Mr. Baker, of Perth. Last year I visited this location, and 

found that all work had been suspended. The ground in the vicinity of 

the openings or pits is covered by the refuse, and the spoil from the pits, 

and it was evident, that before work could be again resumed, a consider¬ 

able outlay of money would be required in order to clear the ground of 
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this débris, and put the mine into proper working order. The mica is still 

said to be abundant on both the sixteenth and seventeenth lots on the ninth 

range, but I do not think it can again be mined with the same profit as 

heretofore, as at present the demand for it is limited to compar¬ 

atively large sizes. Should the demand, however, increase, these lots 

may yet become valuable. Mica is nearly always present in the veins 

and bed deposits of phosphate of lime, but for the most part only in small 

crystals, which are distributed along the sides of the beds or veins. In some 

localities it occurs in large crystals, but they are nearly always of too 

dark a color or too imperfect for economic use. Further, it is worthy of 

note that on the sixteenth and seventeenth lots of the ninth concession, 

“ Baker’s Mine,” the mica is found free from phosphate of lime, in an 

earthy and easily decomposing pyroxenic rock. It is not a vein deposit, 

but apparently an extensive bed, striking south-westerly along the eastern 

shore of Pike Lake in North Burgess, into the township of North Crosby, 

where, on the seventeenth lot of the third concession, it was at one time 

worked to a slight extent by Mr. Poole, of Perth. There is little doubt 

that hitherto the best quality and largest sizes of mica have been obtained 

from within ten to twenty feet of the surface. 

I have the honor to be, Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 

HENBY G. VENNOR.. 

Office of the Geological Survey of Canada, 

May, 1873. 
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Sir,—The following Report embraces the results of observations made 

during the past season by Mr. George F. Matthew and myself, assisted by 

Mr. R. W. Ells, on portions of the Carboniferous System and older strata * 

in central New Brunswick, and has been prepared in pursuance of 

instructions which I received in June last. 

The first published Report on the coal formation in New Brunswick 

.was made by Dr. A. Gesner in the year 1838. In this and the three 

following years he succeeded in determining its limits with some accuracy, 

embracing fully one-third of the entire area of the Province, and he like¬ 
wise described the general lithological characters of the measures. 

Ont-crops of coal had been discovered at several points ; and from 

some of these, more particularly in the vicinity of Grand Lake, in Queen’s 

county, it had been raised to a limited extent since 1825; but though the 

coal was of good quality, the seams were so thin that they offered no 

inducement for any extended investment of capital in their development. 

The proximity of the magnificent coal seams of Nova Scotia, however, 

encouraged the hope that other and thicker seams might be discovered at 

some lower level than had hitherto been reached in New Brunswick, and 

in 1837 it was determined to ascertain if possible, by boring, the existence 

or otherwise of such workable seams in the Grand Lake district. Oper¬ 

ations conducted by a private company were accordingly instituted for the 
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purpose on the left bank of Salmon River, about two miles north of its 

embouchure in the north-east arm of Grand Lake. The boring here was 

continued to a depth of 403 feet, but with the exception of one coal seam One foot ten. 

of one foot ten inches, near the surface, and which is supposed to be the seam.c°al 

same as that now generally worked, and a bed of “ bituminous shale and 

coal” of eight feet thick, met with at a depth of 262 feet, no strata of 

any economic importance were reported. 

The method of boring, however, was of an unsatisfactory character, and unsatisfactory 

even supposing it to have been scrupulously and carefully conducted, wasinghodotbor* 

such as might easily have led to erroneous conclusions. Under these cir¬ 

cumstances it was felt that before any reliable conclusions could be reached 

respecting the productive capacity of this coal field, further explorations 

by boring must be made. In pursuance of this view a second boring was 

begun in 1806 on Coal Creek, about five miles distant from the one on 

Salmon River, in a direction of west 20° south. This boring attained a 

depth of ninty-six feet, but failed to shew the existence of other seams 

beneath that to which the title of “ the surface seam ” had come to be 

applied. In 1870-1871, another boring equally unsuccessful was made at 

Salmon River to a depth of 217 feet, at a point about half a mile to the 

north of the first. 

Notwithstanding these repeated failures, however, the belief was very 

general among those acquainted with the district, that other and thicker 

seams would eventually be found beneath that which had been opened and 

worked near the surface at so many different points. This belief found 

expression in the Local Legislature, and during its last session (1872) an 

appropriation of four thousand dollars was made for the purpose of again 

testing the question. At the same time application was made for such Assistance from 

assistance on the part of the Geological Survey as might serve to guide survey?loglcal 

the Government in the judicious expenditure of the money. It was with 

this object in view that I was directed in June last to proceed to examine 

the Grand Lake Coal Field. 
In the maps which are being prepared to illustrate the geology of the Maps, 

region we have examined, we have availed ourselves of such material as 

could be furnished by the maps and surveys of the Provincial Crown 

Land Department, and we would here acknowledge our obligations to 

the officers of the department for their ready assistance and courtesy. 

The following sub-divisions of the Carboniferous system are the same subdivisions of 

as those proposed by Dr. Dawson and Sir W. E. Logan for the Carboni- îousCsystem.fe’ 

ferous rock of Nova Scotia, with some unimportant modifications rendered 

necessary by the somewhat different associations and the greatly reduced 

thickness of the various groups of strata in the central Carboniferous 

area of New Brunswick. Thus Dr. Dawson’s divisions : 2, Middle Coal 

formation, and 3, Millstone-grit series, are included in the present report 
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under division II, Middle Carboniferous Formation ; and division I, Lower 

Carboniferous Formation, includes Dr. Dawson’s divisions 4 and 5, the 

Carboniferous Limestone, and the Lower Coal Measures. 

Carboniferous System. 

I. Lower Carboniferous Formation. 
II. Middle Carboniferous Formation. 

III. Upper Carboniferous Formation. 

Loiver Carboniferous Formation. 

Position and 
area of Lower 
Carboniferous 
rocks. 

Variety of 
colour and 
composition. 

Universal dis¬ 
tribution of red 
conglomerates 
and sandstones. 

The general position of the Lower Carboniferous strata, as well as the 

features which they present in the area under consideration, has already 

been briefly described (Geology of Canada, Report of Progress, 1870-71, 

p. 204-206). A more careful study of portions of the formation, during 

the past season, enables us to make some additional observations. 

As stated in the Report above referred to, these Lower Carboniferous 

rocks in the great central Carboniferous area, are, for the most part, con¬ 

fined to the vicinity of the hills of older metamorphic rocks which border 

the latter, and among which are sediments of very different ages and 

great diversity of lithological characters. It is from the waste of these 

that the Carboniferous strata have been to a great extent made up, which 

accordingly exhibit a similar variety of colour and composition ; in some 

cases, indeed, so nearly resembling the older rock as to be not easily dis¬ 

tinguished. In consequence of this diversity, as well as from the extreme¬ 

ly variable character, both as regards the thickness and succession of its 

different members, no one description can be given which would be gener¬ 

ally applicable to the whole formation. In that part of the Province to 

which our observations during the past season have been confined, the 

Lower Carboniferous series presents important differences from its char¬ 

acter where examined nearer the coast. Thus the Lower Carboniferous 

grey rocks, Dr. Dawson’s sub-division 5, Loiver Coal Measures, though 

well developed in the valley of the Kenebecasis river, appear to be 

entirely absent from the central Carboniferous area. The limestones also 

(No. 4 of Dawson) which form so prominent a feature in the Lower Car¬ 

boniferous formation in Nova Scotia, and which frequently attain a con¬ 

siderable thickness in the southern counties of New Brunswick, here 

appear to be limited to small patches of thin irregular beds, both westward 

and eastward of the St. John River. The red conglomerates and sand¬ 

stones, however, which accompany these limestones, are universally dis¬ 

tributed wherever the Lower Carboniferous rocks are found, and the whole 

group has a very close lithological resemblance to that which underlies 

the Pictou coal measures, and which has been described by Sir W. E. 

Logan under the designation of Millstone-grit, and stated to correspond to 

No. IX. of Dr. Dawson’s subdivision of Sir VV. E. Logan’s section of the 
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Carboniferous rocks exposed on the Joggins shore of Nova Scotia. The 

Lower Carboniferous red sediments, which we have been examining during 

the past summer, have contributed a portion of the material from which the 

Middle and Upper Carboniferous formations of central New Brunswick 

have been built up, in the same way that the lithologically similar Mill¬ 

stone-grit in Nova Scotia has, according to Sir W. E. Logan, contributed 

an abundance of fragments to the conglomerates at the base of the coal 

measures near New Glasgow. We have as yet, however, met with no 

evidence which would justify the separation of the red conglomerates, &c., 

bordering the central Carboniferous area of New Brunswick from the 

Lower Carboniferous limestones with which they are associated : they are, 

therefore, both included in the following remarks, as members of the Lower 

Carboniferous formation. 

The beds which, though not the very lowest, are those most common-Beds at the base 

ly met with at the base of this formation are conglomerates, these latter tion. 

consisting of large or medium sized, seldom well rounded, but mostly 

sub-angular fragments, which are derived from neighbouring ridges of 

older rocks. A narrow belt of these conglomerates spans the space Beit of congio- 

between the St. Croix and Magaguadavic Rivers, at a distance of about five 

miles south of the European and North American railway. It crosses 

the St. Stephen and Woodstock road just south of Trout Brook, a small 

stream flowing into the St. Croix, and rises towards a rather prominent 

hill in the direction of the St. Andrews and Quebec railway, having a 

dip N. 20° W. < 15°. In most of the beds of this belt the paste, 

which is usually sandy, but often argillaceous, is of a red colour ; but in 

fragments observed about the sources of the Digdeguash, where the con¬ 

glomerate belt crosses the St. Andrews and Quebec railway, the matrix 

was observed to be in rare instances of a grey colour. In both varieties Character of 

the pebbles are chiefly fragments of argillite and fine sandstone ; both the 1>tbbk '' 

flecked with scales of silvery mica on the layers, and varying in colour 

from apple-green to grey. Some beds have white quartz pebbles freely 
scattered through the paste, and there are occasionally fragments ofjaspery 

blood-red hematite. The argillite and sandstone fragments which most 

abound in the conglomerates are similar to those of Devonian age (Cord- 

aite slates) which cover a large area to the southward. Besides the green¬ 

ish fragments, however, there are many pieces of red argillite and sand¬ 

stone, not differing otherwise than in colour from the green. We have 

found no ledges outside of the conglomerate belt corresponding in colour 

to these red fragments. Their hue may have arisen from the same 

causes which have universally given a red colour to the paste of the 

Lower Carboniferous conglomerates, and to the accompanying shales. 

In the western portion of the above described belt, the red conglome¬ 

rates are the only rocks met with. Beyond the Digdeguash River, how- 
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ever, in an easterly direction, the formation covers a wide space, and em¬ 

braces a larger number of divisions. Between this latter stream and the 

Magaguadavic the exposures are but few, being limited for the most part 

to small ledges laid bare at two or three points in the bed of Upper Trout 

Brook. In the Brockaway Settlement these rocks again become more 

apparent. Their out-crop here bifurcates ; one band, in connection with 

that above described, passes up the valley of the Magaguadavic and thence 

along that of its tributary, the North-east Branch, through the northern 

part of Harvey Settlement, beyond which it is continued, though somewhat 

interruptedly, to the St. John Biver north of Fredericton ; while the other 

sweeps around the southern side of the great central Carboniferous area. 

In the two belts there are some noteworthy differences. 

In the Report of Progress for 1866-69 (pages 179,180) a general 

description of the more northerly belt, together with a map illustrating its 

Description by distribution, has been given by Mr. Chas. Robb. A detailed notice of the 
Mr.Chae.Robb., ,, , . ® L. mi , 

latter on our part is therefore unnecessary. There are, however, one or 

two points not alluded to by Mr. Robb to which we would call attention as 

bearing upon the structure of other portions of the Carboniferous area 

examined by us. The most important of these refers to the great mass of 

feldspathic rocks described by Mr. Robb as associated with the ordinary 

Lower Carboniferous red sediments in the settlement of Harvey, and the 

apparent want of conformity between these two groups, as evidenced by 

the marks of erosion to which that last named had been subjected at some 

period antecedent to the deposition of the former. The facts bearing on 

this are well exhibited a few rods west of Harvey station, where the rail¬ 

way cutting at the base of the high hill which here overlooks Cranberry 

Section. Lake, presents the following ascending section :— 

Feet. 

Fine-grained and rubbly purple sandstones at base of cliff, including 

a one-foot bed of fine-grained feldspathic sandstone, with varying 
shades of green and purple. Exposed thickness about. 17 

Pale purplish-red and red, highly feldspathic beds (sometimes becom¬ 
ing yellowish or green, or variously marked with irregular bands 

and blotches which are nearly colourless) which at the base are 
mostly fine-grained and sometimes vesicular ; but above become a 
coarse conglomerate or breccia, in which angular fragments, mostly 
of small size, consisting of fine red felsite mingled with those of a soft 

deep green and somewhat translucent mineral, are imbedded in a 
feldspathic paste containing a large admixture of similar greenish 
material. In some portions of the mass are thin layers in which the 
feldspathic rock is largely mixed with purple sandstone, similar to 
that of the beds below, the thickness of the whole being about. 40 

Where the above measurements were made the conglomerates rest 

conformably upon the purple sandstones, which dip S. 20° E. < 20° ; 
but a few yards to the westward the line of contact between the 

two becomes broken and irregular, the felsite breccias here resting 
upon the abruptly terminated edges of the arenaceous beds along 
a plane declining somewhat rapidly towards the foot of the cliff. 
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The latter from this point westward is mainly composed of the brec¬ 
cias, overlaid, however, towards the top and at the end of the hills 

by beds of purplish felsite or claystone, which is sometimes conspicu¬ 
ously divided into columns by a three-fold series of joints. The 

thickness of these felsites may be estimated at about. 150 

With few exceptions, the fragments contained in the conglomerate or 

breccia above described, as well as a large proportion of the matrix in 

which they are imbedded, are of one kind only, viz. : a hard, dense and 

fine-grained felsite, such as in some portions of the metamorphic region 

nearer the coast is associated with rocks much older than those of the 

Carboniferous system. 

Such an accumulation of fragments of so uniform a character within so origin of the 
T ., i . i n . .. . , , . ... fragments corn- 
limited an area seems capable of explanation m two ways only, viz. : either posing the con- 

upon the supposition that there exists in the vicinity some ridge or nucleus J°ri0mLrate' 

of older rocks from which the fragments may have come, or else that they 

are the result of an igneous ejection. Upon the whole we are inclined to 

regard the latter as the more probable explanation ; for although there 

are in some portions of the area occupied by these fragmental rocks—as 

for instance on Bald Mountain, and in some of the hills which lie to the 

northward of Harvey Settlement—dense and fine-grained beds, not 

differing greatly from the fragments in question, yet they are not clearly 

separable from those which are undoubtedly Lower Carboniferous con¬ 

glomerates, and the whole would appear to be of contemporaneous origin. 

It may be further remarked, that if the purple sandstones, which form 

the base of the above section, are really of Lower Carboniferous age, 

then, the felsite breccias which rest upon their eroded surface would appear Age of the 
i 1*1 i i n ........ breccias, 

to be of about the same age (or probably a little later) as the dolentic 

and amygdaloidal rocks, which near Fredricton, Boiestown, and else¬ 

where around the border of the Carboniferous area, are similarly associa¬ 

ted with Lower Carboniferous sediments, a view first suggested by one of 

the authors in 1865, (See Observations on Geology of Southern New 

Brunswick, Fredericton, 1865, p. 99) nor are there wanting among the 

feldspathic beds themselves indications of at least a partially igneous 

origin ; for besides being largely made up of angular fragments indicating 

a rapid accumulation, they are not unfrequently vesicular ; the vesicles 

holding calcite, fluor spar, or delessite, and sometimes drawn out as it 

were into cylindrical or tubular forms, such as are often seen in ordinary 

amygdaloids. It seems difficult too, to account in any other way for the 

innumerable corrugations by which the higher beds are characterized and 

which resemble the effects of irregular flowing of semi-fluid matter, rather 

than such as would result from simple pressure upon beds previously hori¬ 

zontal. These corrugated beds are usually a feldspathic grit or claystone, ^™gated 
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finely and conspicuously banded with shades of grey, pink and purple, 

having small disseminated grains of limpid quartz, and small angular 

specks which may be decomposed crystals of feldspar. They are well 

exposed on the post-road to St. Stephens, just south of Harvey station, and 

in cuttings on the railway, two and a-half miles west of the latter dipping 

in opposite directions, and giving to the whole exposure the structure of 

a low anticlinal. They closely resemble beds to be presently described 

along the south border of the Carboniferous area . 

At Little’s and Lister’s mills, the latter about five miles south-west of 

Harvey station, similar felsite breccias occur. They are here remarkable 

for the large size of the imbedded fragments which sometimes attain a 

diameter of from two to three feet, and, as at Cranberry Lake, are 

almost wholly of fine-grained cherty felsite, imbedded in a soft, deep 

green or purplish-red matrix ; with them occur also Lower Carboniferous 

sediments, more nearly approaching the usual type, being sandstone of a 

bright brick-red colour, (sometimes blotched and banded with grey,) and 

red conglomerates ; but the relations of these to the first named beds are 

not very evident. Fragments of felsite are common in both ; but while 

the red rocks, which are comparatively fine-grained, have for an exposed 

breadth of more than five hundred feet a uniform dip, S. < 60° ; that of 

the felsite breccias, which probably overlie them, is extremely variable and 
irregular. • 

At the head of Pratt Brook, as well as in Harvey Settlement, at Wil¬ 

son’s Hill, the ordinary coarse red conglomerates of the Lower Carbon¬ 

iferous formation are separated from the grey grits at the base of the 

Middle coal formation only by thin beds of yellowish and grey sandstone 

or grit, which sometimes become reddish in the paste from an admixture 

of an imperfectly crystalline mineral resembling stilbite or heulandite. 

In the belt of Lower Carboniferous rocks which borders the southern 

side of the Carboniferous area eastward of Brockaway Settlement, the 

strata are concealed in the low land about the Kedron Lakes, but again 

come into view in the upper part of the valley of the Piskahegan River, 

and its affluent Peltoma Brook. Here as well as on Shin Creek further east¬ 

ward, the shales and the paste of the conglomerate have a bright Indian- 

red color, and the pebbles are of quite a different character from those of 

the corresponding member further west. Here they consist chiefly of blocks 

of the quartziferous orthophyres, which compose the bold range of hills 

extending along the south side of Shin Creek, and thence across to the 

Piskahegan ; there are also many fragments of a grey trachytic rock which 

is found in situ in the latter stream, also of'the dark red and purplish 

banded slates and of the pale grey or cream colored, fine-grained band¬ 

ed felsites of the same range. Pebbles of dark green dioritic schist and of 

black contorted slates are less frequently met with. Here as on the western 
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border of Charlotte county, the rock fragments, both soft and hard, but 

especially the latter, which occur in the conglomerate are only slightly 

worn on the angles, rounded pebbles being of rare occurence. 

These fragmental rocks and the shales which overlie them are well 

exposed in the bed of Piskahegan River, in Peltoma Settlement, and along 

the sides of Shin Creek. On both these streams there is also a fine breccia 

conglomerate, of deep red color weathering to orange-red, consisting of 

small angular pieces of dark red shale, imbedded in an argillaceous paste 

of paler hue. With it are associated beds of fire-clay, of amorphorus Fire-clay, 

structure and bright Indian-red color, some of which contain sufficient 

oxide of iron to be of value as an ochre or “ mineral paint.” A few of the 

more slaty beds in this portion of the series hold poorly preserved remains 

of ferns, and a small Cardiocarpum, too obscure for identification. FromFossilPlants* 

the St. Croix River eastward many of the conglomerate beds weather into 

a somewhat vesicular rock owing to the abundance of calc-spar occupying 

cavities and crevices in the stone. 

This calcareous character becomes more marked at about seven miles 

from the mouth of Shin Creek, where a band of impure concretionary Concretionary 
. 1 ^ limestone. 

limestone exists in the upper part of the conglomerate. On the same stream 

a higher member of the series makes its appearance resting upon the red 

shales. It belongs to the same horizon as the dolerite rocks along the 

northern border of the Carboniferous area ; but occurs here as an olive 

colored amygdaloid, which in parts of its distribution is associated with Amygdoioid 
1/0 7 1 ... and compact 

beds of compact trap of similar greenish hues. The cavities in tfie former trap, 

rock, which is generally highly feldspathic, and also contains much iron, 

are usually filled with calcite, though oftentimes with a dark colored 

chloritic mineral and loss frequently either with vitreous quartz or 

hematite. Usually also the rock is porphyritic with crystals, sometimes of 

half an inch but usually not more than one quarter of an inch in length, of 

pale olive-grey or flesh-red feldspar : the joints of the amygdaloid and of 

the compact trap are ordinarily occupied by thin veins of hematite. No 

important change in the appearance of the Lower Carboniferous series was 

observed on the South Branch of the Oromocto River, into which the 

Shin Creek discharges, with the exception that, at about half a mile south 

of Blissville station, the members above enumerated are covered by pale 

purplish lilac-weathering felsites. 
From the South Branch of the Oromocto River the out-crops of the Lower 

Carboniferous series pass through a low belt of wooded land to the head 

waters of the Nerepis River. Here there is a considerable area of red 

rocks, including an out-crop of well developed Lower Carboniferous lime¬ 

stone which occurs in the lower Clones Settlement, about one and a-half 
v 

miles east of the saw-mill on Kelly’s Brook. Terebratula iSacculus, var : 

svfflata is very common here in the limestone, as well as a small species 
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of Serpulct ; there are also two or more species of small gasteropods, several 

lamellibranchs, including Pterinæa and a cast of a Gaeullcea-Y\\LQ shell, 

a large Orthoceras is also quite common. Much of the rock is compact 

and of a reddish-grey color , but portions are of a more open texture, the 

interior of the shells and spaces between them being occupied by crys¬ 

talline calcite. Numerous fragments of dark red shale and sandstone, and 

a few of red petrosilex, porphyritic with white calcite, occur with the lime¬ 

stone blocks, but the surface of the country at this out-crop is so densely 

covered with a young growth of trees that the relation of the limestone and 

arenaceous beds could not be determined. That portion of the Nerepis Val¬ 

ley which lies to the north of the range of Devonian slates in Petersville (Re¬ 

port of Progress,1870-71, page 199) has been eroded to the depth of several 

hundred feet through the Lower Carboniferous rocks, exposing the slates 

above named in the bottom of the valley as well as along the base of the 

enclosing eminence, while patches of felsite, such as occur on the South 

Branch of the Oromocto, appear at intervals along the tops of the hills on 

the south side of the valley, and rise to the surface from beneath_the coal 

measures on the north side. 

In the intervening space there are one or more breaks or anticlinal folds, 

one ol which at Lower Clones, exposing friable red sandstone, sweeps over 

a ridge of Pre-Carboniferous slates, of which a small area is exposed to view. 

This is about half a mile eastward of the Lower Carboniferous limestones 

described above. About three miles farther up the valley, the red rocks 

leave the main Nerepis stream and pass into the valley of Summer Hill 

Brook, one of its branches. At the junction of the two streams, a small area 

of Pre-Carboniferous slates is exposed. Above this point on the Nerepis,, 

there are no exposures for the space of about a mile. Then for a quarter of 

a mile, following upward along the stream, the red measures of the Lower 

Carboniferous series form a low cliff on the left bank. Here dark red 

conglomerates rise from the stream in a low anticlinal to a height of eight 

feet, capped by a dark olive-grey and reddish doleritic amygdaloid in loose 

shelly layers. For a distance of half a mile further up, the stream flows 

through alluvial flats without rock exposures, and beyond that point out¬ 

crops of the conglomerate and grit pertaining to the barren measures at 

the base of the Middle Carboniferous formation begin to appear. 

Better exposures of the Lower Carboniferous series occur on Summer Hill 

Brook, above an out-crop of vertical Pre-Carboniferous slates at its mouth. 

The first ledges of the former series, which come into view here, are red 

conglomerates, full of grey calcareous nodules, and holding fragments, 

chiefly of grey Pre-Carboniferous slates, flesh-grey and dark maroon colored 

felsites dotted with crystals of pellucid quartz and calcite, also fragments of 

dark grey petrosilex, and pebbles of white quartz. The conglomerates 

show in the left bank of the stream, and are covered by beds of hardened 
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red clay and shale, which in their turn are surmounted by a bed of red 

limestone, varying from six inches to two feet in thickness. In tracing 

these beds up the stre’am, the red shales which at first possess a thickness 

of ten feet, are in a distance of fifteen paces reduced to a fe^v inches, per¬ 

mitting the limestone to rest almost directly upon the conglomerates. Two 

hundred paces further up the stream there is another bed of conglomerate 

resting on a second small out-crop of Pre-Carboniferous slates. Here, how¬ 

ever, the conglomerate is grey and more calcareous. It is full of fragments 

of the slate, mingled with others of the hard purplish and fiesh-grey felsite 

above described. And the paste of theconglomerate holds shells of the genus Fossmferous 

Productus. On the south side of the out-crop of pale green slates uponcun" °m° 

which these conglomerates rest, purple felsites similar to those seen else¬ 

where at the top of the Lower Carboniferous series appear, and rest against 

the slates. The felsites, which, alternately with doleritic amygdaloids and 

dolerites, are exposed for some distance up the stream, are mostly earthy 

in fracture, of a dark purplish-red color, and speckled with small white 

earthy spots of feldspar, and with grains of vitreous quartz ; some masses, 

however, bear a close resemblance to the porphyries of Shin Creek, being 

denser, flesh-red in color, and having numerous imbedded crystals of pale 

red feldspar, and of glassy quartz scattered through the mass. Hear the 

mill of Mr. John Corbitt, the felsites give place to dark purplish grey 

doleritic amygdaloids, more feldspathic than usual, which a short distance 

above the mill meet a third out-crop of slates, covered, after a space of about 

one hundred paces, by a thin sheet of dark red calcareous grit overlaid by Grey fossiiife- 

a considerable mass of grey limestones, holding Terebratala sacculus, var. 

sufflata and a Pterincea. 

These beds are exposed about a quarter of a mile from the bridge at 

the Gagetown road. About two hundred paces up the hill to the eastward 

on this road, there is a small outlier of grey sandstones and shales, dipping 

N.W. > 58°, beyond which the red rocks are again repeated and extend 

nearly to the top of Summer Hill, where they are capped by a doleritic 

amygdaloid, in all respects similar to that described as occurring on Shin 

Creek, except that the seams and veins of hematite are larger and more 

numerous. 

Over all the belt of country from the Maine border to this point the 

Lower Carboniferous rocks have a low dip to the northward (seldom ex¬ 

ceeding five degrees) or are quite horizontal. There is on this, as on the 

north side of the Carboniferous area, evidence of a want of conformability unconforma- 

between the trappean and associated feldspathic beds, which occur at the trappaanbeds. 

summit of the Lower Carboniferous formation, and the coarser red sediments 

of the same formation, which underlie them. On Shin Creek the trappean 

members are separated by thirty feet, or more, of hardened clay, shales 

and sandstones, from the Lower .Carboniferous conglomerate. At 
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Fossils. 

Wilson’s near the Clones coal-crops, where the trappean beds are wanting, 

similar friable members may be seen to intervene between the measures of 

the Middle Coal formation and the red conglomerates. There are points 

on Summer Hill Brook and on the main branch of the Nerepis in Clones, 

where the trappean beds rest almost directly upon the Lower Carboniferous 

conglomerate. Other evidences of unconformability between these two 

groups in the Lower Carboniferous formation are also to be met with fur¬ 

ther eastward. 
Between the Gage town road and the St. John’s River, opposite Long 

Lower cartioni- Island, the belt of Lower Carboniferous red rocks occupies a somewhat 

NewJemsaiem wi^er area, being met with through the greater part of the flourishing set- 

settiements. tlements of New Jerusalem and Hibernia (or New Ireland.) 

They here present much the same features as those described above 

as characterizing this formation to the westward of the same thoroughfare, 

the most conspicuous members being coarse red conglomerates, which under¬ 

lie much of Jerusalem, and the purplish-grey light-weathering claystone. 

In Hibernia Settlement, thin beds of limestone occur, and on the farm of 

James McConnicky have been removed for calcination. These lime¬ 

stones, which in some parts are rather abundantly filled with shells of Tere- 

bratula, are overlaid by soft yellowish-grey shales, and underlaid by pale 

reddish-grey feldspathic grits or earthy felsites, which are partly kaolinized 

and filled with grains of vitreous quartz, and by red conglomerates ; while 

from beneath the whole series appears a low ridge of slates of grey and 

dark-grey colors, sometimes shading into pink, red and purple, and which 

include also beds of dark-grey to black carbonaceous shale. These lower 

beds, which are glossy and somewhat unctuous and hold interlaminated 

veins of quartz, have a general southerly dip of 70Q, but with many cor¬ 

rugations, while the overlying Carboniferous strata, though dipping in the 

same direction, do not reach a higher angle than 20°. 

The out-crops of the Lower Carboniferous formation, as seen on the 

west bank of the St. John River below Long Island, have been described: 

in the Report of Progress for 1871, page 212 ; the general arrangement 

of the beds at this point being similar to those of Hibernia Settlement 

above noted. The greatly increased area which they here occupy is pro¬ 

bably the result of a series of low folds, and possibly of one or more faults 

by which the beds are repeated. Along the valley of Little River, and 

again near its mouth, bright red Lower Carboniferous conglomerates may 

be seen at several points, as well as beds of claystone, the latter more 

dense and compact than those near Long Island, but both are too much 

obscured to make their relations evident. 

Along the post-road adjoining the St. John River, in the parish of 

Wickham, the Lower Carboniferous rocks exposed to view are chiefly 

purple felsites with disseminated grains of quartz, in every way like those 

Repetition ot 
the beds by 
faults. 

Parish of 
Wickham. 
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seen on the opposite side of the river in Hampstead, except that they are 

here more often highly inclined, usually at an angle of 20° but sometimes 

rising to 45°, and having a dip about N. 10° W. About the mouth of 

Washademoak Lake small ledges of Carboniferous red conglomerate 

appear, while a short distance in the rear or southward a considerable 

mass of reddish-grey limestone is exposed, forming a portion of the emin¬ 

ence known as Rush Hill. These limestones are like those previously Limestones oj 
1 J Rush Hill. 

described on the shore near Long Island, and like them contain shells of 

Terelratula in considerable numbers, and more rarely an Orthoceras. 

Here, however, the limestones appear to be the lowest member of the 

series present, being underlaid a few rods to the south by a heavy mass 

of dark green Huronian diorite. Out-crops of limestone, which areHuronian 

probably a continuation of the same belt, are also met with at several 

points further eastward, more especially near the county line on the 

southern part of Shannon Settlement, where they may be seen resting 

upon grey and green argillites of Devonian or Upper Silurian age, and 

are conformably covered by coarse red conglomerates, the limestones Devonian or 

having an exposed thickness of about six feet. Both beds are well rocks. *“ 

exposed about the head waters of a small stream flowing through the last 

named settlement, and entering the Washademoak at the head of Belyea’s 

Cove. In descending this stream the conglomerates, which form a series 

of low bluffs, with a nearly uniform dip N. 25° E. > 6°, were crossed for a 

distance of 1,511 yards measured from their first out crops ; but in 

approaching Jones’ mill there appear from beneath them thick beds of 

fine-grained flinty petrosilex, mostly of a pale grey color and weathering 

nearly white, but which exhibit also shades of flesh-red, grey and black, 

together with delicate bands of color which, if the result of sedimentation, 

indicate a northward dip of 60 °. These rocks have a surface breadth 

of about 400 yards : they are very like some of those met with among the 

hills which lie to the northward of Long Reach in King’s county, and are 

probably of Upper Silurian age. A few rods further down the stream and 

below the mills, the red conglomerates again appear upon the right bank, 

but on the left there are other beds of petrosilex differing from those first 

described only in being conspicuously divided by a series of joints into pris¬ 

matic blocks and columns, many of which are quite perfect. From Jones’ 

mill to its mouth in Belyea’s Cove, the stream flows only through 

meadows or low land without rock exposures. 

Perhaps the most interesting view of the rocks in this vicinity is that Belyea’s cove 

furnished by the shore of the Washademoak Lake, between Belyea’s Cove 

and Craft’s Cove. The western side of Belyea’s Cove shows only ledges of 

laminated grey sandstones, which are a portion of the Middle Carboniferous 

formation, and are nearly horizontal, though with much false bedding. 

Similar beds also crown the hills on both sides of the cove, but beneath 

to Craft’s Coy©. 
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them on the eastern side other beds are exposed which, both in color and 

lithological characters, resemble those of the Lower Carboniferous forma¬ 

tion, viz. : bright red shales with thin beds of limestone, the latter with 

layers and nodules of bright red chalcedony. 

The following ascending section, condensed from observations and mea¬ 

surements between the two coves, will serve to indicate the relations of 

these beds :— 

Feet 

Bright red shales with grey marly layers and calcareous nodules, 

which at some points are replaced by thin beds of hard pale bluish 

and white nodular limestone, the latter containing much dissemi¬ 

nated quartz, which is usually in small concretionary lumps, but 

sometimes in bands or layers conformable to the bedding. One of 

these layers attains a thickness of as much as two feet. This quartz, 

which is of a chalcedonic variety, is sometimes colorless, but usually, 

some shade of red, and often a deep blood-red hue. In conse¬ 

quence of slight undulations, one of which discloses a small bed of 

brownish-red sandstone beneath the shales,the thickness of these, as 

exposed to view, varies considerably, but in the western part of the 

section, where it is greatest, is about. 20 

In following the shore to the eastward, the red shales, at a distance of 

about twenty paces, become reduced to an exposed thickness of about three 

feet, and are overlaid by the following beds dipping N. 15° W. > 20°, 

and which are probably of the Middle Carboniferous formation. 
Feet 

Grey sandstone with stigmariæ. 10 

Measures concealed. 2 

Black, rusty and carbonaceous shale. 3 

Soft bluish-grey rusty shale. 10 

No higher beds are visible at this point, but a little to the eastward, 

where the red shales and limestone are partly concealed by the beach, 

there are above them beds of grey conglomerates, holding many white 

quartz pebbles, succeeded by grey, flaggy sandstones, their dips being 

usually N. 30. E. from 2° to 10°, but with much false bedding, some 

thirty feet of these beds are exposed, but as similar rocks out-crop at inter¬ 

vals on the hills above, which cannot be less than one hundred and fifty 

feet high, their thickness must be much greater. 

To the eastward of Belyea’s Cove, the only rocks met with along the 

shores of the Washademoak are grey sandstones like the above, and which 

do not differ from the ordinary grey rocks of the Middle Carboniferous 

formation ; but among the hills to the southward, Lower Carboniferous 

rocks are frequently met with, and at some points cover considerable areas. 

Such for example is the case in Henderson Settlement, three miles east of 

Shannon Settlement, where the red conglomerates, with some red shales, 

rise into prominent hills. A small stream flowing through this settlement, and 

entering the Washademoak at the head of Lewis Cove, in cutting through 
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these beds has also exposed the older rocks from which their materials 

have been derived. These in the lower part of the stream are a grey 

highly micaceous schistose rock having veins of white quartz, and in some 

parts approaching a genuine mica schist, being much like certain beds of 

rocks also exposed by the denudation of Lower Carboniferous strata in the 

valley of Hammond River in King’s county. Near the mill, where these 

schists are directly overlaid by the red conglomerates, large unworn blocks 

of the schist may be seen imbedded in the conglomerate, in some cases 

from two to four feet in length. The dip of the overlying conglomerate beds 

is N. 30° W. < 3°. 

A short distance farther up the stream they include some beds of deep 

red sandstone, and are overlaid by about twenty feet of deep brownish-red 

shales. These exposures are all to the south of the main mass of mica 

schists which are exposed upon the stream for a breadth of about six 

hundred paces. Beyond them in the same direction the bed of the 

stream is occupied by fine red sandstones which are conspicuously divided 

into two sets of joints by rectangular blocks from two to three feet in dia¬ 

meter, and dipping S. 80° W. < 2°. No other exposures are met with 

on the main stream, but on a small branch which enters the latter near 

the cross roads in Henderson Settlement, the coarse red conglomerates 

again appear at and above Shaw’s mills. Here also they contain pebbles conglomerates 

of mica schist, imbedded with others of diorite, petrosilex and slate, in a diorite?petrosL 

deep red sandy paste. Some of these pebbles may have come from an schist!d mica 

underlying series of feldspathic schists which come into view a short dis¬ 

tance above the mill, where they are interstratified with a feldspathic 

sandstone of greyish and greenish-grey tints, which are in some parts 

clouded with shades of purple ; others may have come from beds of fine¬ 

grained greenish-grey schistose diorite, not observed upon this branch, but 

exposed to view about three quarters of a mile to the south-west, where on 

a second branch of the same stream they are associated with similar feld¬ 

spathic schists. From this point, which is on the main road to Belleisle 

Bay, to within 800 yards of where the boundary of King’s county crosses 

the latter, the hills on either side are composed of red conglomerates 

dipping N. 35Q W. < 6°. Beyond the county line the strata exposed 

are of Pre-Carboniferous age. Through the remaining portion of the parish 

of Wickham, within which the localities above described are included, as 

■well as in that of Johnston, which lies immediately to the eastward, the 

opportunities afforded for the study of the Lower Carboniferous rocks are 

much less frequent than is the case to the westward. This is partly due to Great denuda_ 

the fact that the country in this direction is but sparsely settled, but largely Loweïcarboni- 

also to the fact that the formation itself has here evidently been subjected *erous rocks‘ 

to great denudation, in consequence of which it is now represented only in 

limited and widely separated patches. A farther evidence of such denu- 
o 
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elation, and, at the same time, of the want of conformity between this for¬ 

mation and the succeeding members of the Carboniferous system, is to be 

found in the fact that the latter in this direction are often found resting 

directly on the older metamorphic hills, without the interposition of any 

red sediments whatever. Such for instance is the case in the settlement 

of Goshen, as well as along the Canaan river, and its tributaries on the 

southern side. There are, however, one or two points at which the Lower 

Carboniferous rocks are exposed to view, the most considerable being 

those of the Scotch and English Settlements, in the latter of which are 

good exposures of the conglomerates, as well as of the underlying lime¬ 

stones. The conglomerate beds, which may be seen in isolated patches 

on either of the streams, tributaries of Long Creek, which take their 

rise in this settlement, do not differ from the similar rocks seen to the 

Limestone westward. The limestones, however, seen only on the more southerly of 

di'oritTc mate-th these streams, and not far from the county line, are peculiar in containing 

a considerable admixture of dioritic material, distributed through portions 

of the rock in the form of thin shaly layers. 

The source of this dioritic material is probably to be found in the waste 

of ridges of Huronian diorite, some of which are exposed a little to the 

southward at Pearson’s mill, and through portions of the Irish Settlement 

in the adjoining county of King’s. It is probably from a like source that 

the materials of certain conglomerates have been derived, which a few 

snider Moun- miles farther east cover a considerable area in the Snider Mountain Settle- 
tam settlement. men^ a portion of these are of a greenish-grey colour, containing pebbles 

of diorite, white quartz, and red slate in a dioritic paste, but others present 

the usual deep brownish-red tint so characteristic of the Lower Carbonifer¬ 

ous formation. It is in the eastern part of this settlement that the rocks 

of this formation connect with those of the same age in the central and 

eastern parts of King’s county, upon which our observations are still incom¬ 

plete. 

Besides the areas to which the foregoing descriptions apply, and which 

in the form of two narrow belts mark, as has been stated, more or less con¬ 

tinuously the rim or border of the great central Carboniferous area, there 

are several points over the interior of the latter, where the partial denuda¬ 

tion of the Middle and Upper Carboniferous formation has exposed the 

McLean’s mill, underlying Lower Carboniferous strata. This is perhaps the case in the 

bed of Long Creek, near the junction of its two principal branches at 

McLean’s mill, where certain greenish-grey rocks are exposed, which are 

more or less amygdaioidal and contain a considerable admixture of chlorite. 

They are here compact and tolerably homogeneous ; but a few rods up the 

western branch, somewhat similar beds occur in the form of a conglomerate 

in which large fragments of amygdaloids, much like that first mentioned, 

are imbedded in a fine greenish-grey felspathic paste. In neither case^ 
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however, do any distinctively Lower Carboniferous rocks occur in connec¬ 

tion with these trappean beds, the only other rocks noticed in the vicinity 

being coarse grey and nearly horizontal sandstones, containing Calamites 

and Sternbergiæ, and which cover those first mentioned unconformably. 

A second locality where beds which may be of Lower Carboniferous age 

thus exposed, is in the vicinity of Cumberland Bay, the more southerly of Cumberland 

the two indentations at the eastern end of Grand Lake. About a mile 

southward of Cumberland Creek (and at its eastern end where it crosses 

the line of the projected great road from Grand Lake to New Canaan, 

somewhat closer to the creek,) is a long, and as compared with the gener¬ 

ally low and flat character of the surrounding country, rather conspicuous 

ridge ; it affords but few exposures of the rocks composing it, but judging 

from such as could be found, both at its eastern and western ends, as well 

as, from the debris with which it is thickly strewed, would appear to be 

almost entirely made up of purplish-grey claystones, in some parts fine¬ 

grained and homogeneous, but more frequently marked like the resembling 

beds described in preceding pages by the dissemination of particles of 

vitreous quartz through its mass, and sometimes assuming the aspect of a 

conglomerate. The country immediately surrounding it is mostly low 

and flat without rock exposures. 

Less doubtful exposures of Lower Carboniferous rocks presenting their 

usual aspect of bright red calcareous conglomerates and sandstones occur to 

the northward of Grand Lake, at and above the Forks of Newcastle River, 

and are more particularly described further on, in connection -with the 

coal measures which here partly cover them. 

Middle and Upper Carboniferous Formations. 

The greater portion of the counties of Queen’s and Sunbury, and also Rocks of 

a portion of the adjoining county of York, is occupied by the series of bury6 and York, 

grey rocks, including conglomerates, sandstones and shales, long since 

recognized by Dr. Gesner as the equivalent of the great coal formations of 

Britain and Nova Scotia. 

In New Brunswick these grey rocks in various parts of their distribu¬ 

tion include beds of coal which, though thin, are in some instances work¬ 

able, and are accompanied by the usual assemblage of coal-measure plants. 

Full lists of these have been given in the (Report of Progress for 1870- 

71, pages 214-216.) The rocks which in the area we have examined 

during the past season appear to form the lowest member of the Middle 

or Productive Coal formation, consist of heavy masses of grey conglom¬ 

erates and coarse grey quartzose grits, alternating with thin beds of 

rather coarse grey sandstone and sandy shale, the last named beds not 

unfrequently containing ill preserved remains of plants. In their coarse- 
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Resemblance to ness and general aspect, and in the absence of workable coal seams, these 

series of Nova rocks resemble very nearly a portion of those to which in Nova Scotia the 

name Millstone-grit has been applied, and which they probably represent. 

In New Brunswick, however, they are clearly separable from the great 

mass of red Lower Carboniferous sediments which underlie them, and for 

which, or for a somewhat similar series in Nova Scotia the same term has 

been employed ; while upwards they appear to graduate insensibly into 

those of the productive coal-measures. Indeed, except in the compara¬ 

tive unfrequency of fine sediments and their more silicious aspect—many 

of the beds being a coarse conglomerate made up of well rounded grains 

and pebbles of quartz imbedded in a grey sandy or feldspathic matrix— 

these lower grey beds are scarcely distinguishable from those which over- 

lie them, and to which they appear to be generally conformable. They 

are, however, as a rule harder, and hence, having resisted to a greater 

extent the influence of denuding agencies, they rise into ridges which, 

though usually of inconsiderable height, have nevertheless exerted an 

important influence upon the surface drainage of the districts in which 

they occur. Such ridges are not unfrequently met with along the north¬ 

western border of that portion of the Carboniferous area to which this 

report relates, and are not wanting over its interior, but along its southern 

margin they are for the most ’’part inconspicuous. It is among the finer 

sediments which overlie the barren strata just described that the fossili- 

ferous shales, underclays, and the associated coal seams are found, and 

which present the usual features observed in other coal measures. In 

this portion of the series also, beds of coarse character are by no means 

wanting, and where occurring alone, are not readily distinguished from 

those of the underlying barren measures, but besides being less common 

and of less thickness, they are also usually more variable in composition. 

They likewise resemble those beneath in the frequent occurrence of false 

bedding which to some extent is exhibited also by the associated sand¬ 

stones which, though often more or less flaggy, are sometimes sufficiently 

massive and even-grained to be available for architectural purposes. 

„ , , Both the conglomerates and sandstones abound with prostrate trunks 
Fossils tree* 0 ...... 
trunks. 0f large trees, Dadoxylon, together with impressions of Calamites Sigil- 

laria, and more rarely of Lepidodendra. The first named tree-trunks are 

usually mineralized through the infiltration of silica or sulphate of baryta 

or by conversion into a black crystalline calcite. The ferns which are 

abundant in the shales are regarded by Dr. Dawson as belonging to the 

Middle Carboniferous formation, though with an admixture of species per¬ 

taining to the Upper. 

From the softer character of the productive measures they are less con¬ 

spicuous than the underlying barren beds, and are usually met with in the 

hollows and depre sions between the ridges formed by the latter; 
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where the strata are horizontal, are exposed only in river sections. The 

overlying soils which have been derived from them necessarily partake of Soils on the 

their characters, and are either very sandy or very clayey, and hence coal measures, 

often unfit for successful cultivation, while large tracts, especially in the 

eastern part of Queen’s and Sunbury counties, for like reasons, together 

with imperfect drainage, are occupied by extensive sand plains, swamps 

and barrens. Over many portions of the region we have examined the 

only strata exposed to view are the grey rocks which make up the bulk of 

the Middle Carboniferous formation. But others occur in which this color 

graduates into or is replaced by a purplish or purplish-red tint, which 

sometimes, more particularly in the finer beds becomes a deep red color. 

Beds exhibiting a similar bright color are occasionally found among the 

lower as well as the upper measures of the Middle Carboniferous series, 

yet the bulk of these red and purple strata are probably altogether above 

the productive measures, and appear to represent that portion of the Car¬ 

boniferous system to which Dr. Dawson has applied the name of Upper 

or Newer Coal formation, though the thin limestone beds which are asso-upper or Newer 

ciated with them in Nova Scotia are apparently wanting in New Bruns¬ 

wick. Dr. Gesner has referred some of these beds to the New Red Sand¬ 

stone series ; but besides differing lithologically from the latter they are 

marked by the presence, in the finer layers, of Cordaites, Calamites and 

ferns, characteristic of the Carboniferous system. The Upper Carboni¬ 

ferous rocks being, like the strata of the Middle Carboniferous formation 

soft and imperfectly consolidated, have been in a like manner largely 

affected by denudation. Their debris, easily recognised by its peculiar 

color, has been widely spread, especially over the central and southern 

portions of the region examined by us, and has produced a soil on the 

older rocks considerably more fertile than they would otherwise possess. 

Details of Observations in Queen's and Sunbury Counties, East of the 

St. John Diver. 

Though somewhat diversified by minor inequalities of surface, the most 

prominent topographical features of the above region maybe described-Topographical 

as embracing three parallel swells or ridges, separated by two correspond 

ing basins or depressions, of which the more northerly and broader one 

is occupied by Grand Lake, an irregular sheet of water, about twenty-five 

miles long, and from four to seven miles wide. The second, which is narrower 

and deeper, is occupied by the Washademoak Lake and River and its 

tributary, the Canaan. Both basins, at their western extremity, are con- ^ 

nected with the St. John River by small but navigable channels. To the 

north-east the dividing ridges gradually disappear and the basins merge 

into an extensive and nearly level tract which forms a portion of the 
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watershed between the St. John River and Northumberland Strait, and 

the greater part of which is wholly unsettled. 

The shores of Grand Lake and of its affluents afford many facilities for 

the study of the rocks of the Carboniferous system. The most important 

of the tributary streams, both as regards size and the aid they afford in 

the study of the geological structure of the district, are Salmon and New¬ 

castle Rivers. The former rises by numerous tributaries, mostly situated 

in the western part of Kent county, and the latter by two principal 

branches in the eastern part of Sunbury county, while both enter Grand 

Lake, by its north-east arm, at a distance of only six miles apart. A 

third stream, Coal Creek, enters the same arm at its north-eastern 

extremity ; and along portions of its course also affords good exposures of 

the strata. 

Newcastle River.—Of the sections afforded by the above mentioned 

stream the most interesting and instructive are those on Newcastle River, 

the course of which for much of its length, is nearly at right angles to the 

dip of the beds, which are inclined at low angles, and differ but little in 

relative hardness. They are exposed along the hanks of the stream in an 

almost continuous series of bluffs, varying from twenty or thirty to two 

hundred feet in elevation, and exhibiting an almost unbroken succession 

from the rocks of the Lower Carboniferous series up to the principal 

coal-seams and their associated beds. As these sections are of much 

importance in their bearing on the relations of the different members 

of the Carboniferous system, as well as on the question of the thick¬ 

ness of the Middle Carboniferous series, and the probable produc¬ 

tiveness of the Grand Lake coal field, we shall describe them with some 

minuteness. 

As represented in the accompanying map, the junction of the two main 

branches of Newcastle River is situated about one mile, in a straight line, 

below the point. where the south branch is crossed by the road leading to 

the Emigrant Settlement, in the parish of Northfield. Between the 

bridge and the Forks, and for about two miles from the latter up the 

North Branch, the rocks exposed to view belong to the Lower Carbonife¬ 

rous formation, and are in every way similar to those which have 

already been described in other parts of the Carboniferous area, being a 

series of bright red, more or less calcareous, conglomerates and sandstones, 

capped by heavy beds of hard grey feldspathic and ferruginous dolerite, 

which is often more or less vesicular. 

Above the Forks, on both branches, the beds present a succession of 

low undulations. Their dip seldom exceeds four or five degrees, and they 

are often nearly horizontal. Southward of the Forks the inclination is 

more uniform, being S.E. < 8° or 4°. About 344 yards from the 
t 

Forks, measured obliquely to the strike, a cliff, about one hundred feet 
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in height, affords a good vertical section, showing the following succession 
•and thickness of strata : 

Feet. 
Pale red conglomerate and sandstone at base of cliff. 10 

. Measures concealed. 10 
g Bright red, coarse crumbling shales. 10 
g Hard and compact fine-grained dolerite, of grey color. ... 10 

■g Soft and crumbling, somewhat gravelly shales. 25 

§ Measures partly concealed, but including beds of dark purplish-grey 

< dolente rock, which is more or less vesicular, the cavities being 

filled with a flesh-colored mineral resembling stilbite. 10 

g Measures concealed... 20 

Doleritic rock, in part shaly, with seams and joints holding much red 

heulandite ; the bedding distinct but much contorted.about 20 

115 

The dolerite rocks wdiich form the summit of this section represent the Dolerite rocks, 

highest member of the Lower Carboniferous series, and may be regarded as 

the equivalents of the trappean rocks already described as occupying a similar 

horizon at Hampstead, and also near Fredericton and elsewhere around 

the border of the Carboniferous area. They are directly overlaid, a short 

distance below the section above described, by the coarse grey beds which 

form the base of the Middle Coal formation. Their relations to the latter 

are better shown in a second bluff about 844 yards south from the last? 

in which the following vertical and ascending section is exposed : 
Feet. 

{Measures concealed at base of cliff.. 60 

Grey and dark grey dolerite rock, similar to 

tliat of the above sections. 20 

Middle Carboniferous. { Brownish shaly sandstones... 15 
(. Grey conglomerate and coarse grey grit. 20 

115 

In a bluff, a few rods further down the stream, the following ascending 

section is exposed : 
Feet. 

('1. Red sandstone and conglomerate at base 

j of cliff. 30 

Lower Carboniferous. -{2. Compact and somewhat columnar dolerite, 

the seams of which are coated with 

bright red heulandite. 30 

Middle Carboniferous. f 3- Grey s“dy shales> coarse grey sandstones 
t and grits. 25 

85 

Along this portion of the stream the inclination of the beds is uniformly 

to the southward. Though not exceeding two or three degrees, it is never¬ 

theless sufficient to cause the gradual declension of the successive beds to 

and beneath the level of the river. Thus at a distance of 889 yards 

measured at right angles to the strike from the bluff last described, 

the cliffs, which are here about one hundred feet in height show only a 

succession of grey sandstones and conglomerates from base to summit. 

\ 
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First out-crops 
of coal in the 
Newcastle 
district. 

Limit of the 
barren mea¬ 
sures. 

Numerous coal 
croppings. 

Excavations. 

Details of the 
principal exca¬ 
vations. 

From this point to where the main road leading to the Emigrant Settle¬ 

ment crosses Newcastle River, a similar ascending series is exposed in the 

cliffs along its banks, and about 382 yards beyond the bridge the first out¬ 

crops of coal in the Newcastle coal district appear. 

In the last section above described the lower grey members of the 

Middle Carboniferous formation are separated from the red rocks which 

are referred to the Lower Carboniferous formation only by beds of doleri- 

tic rocks, while no appreciable discordance between them in their dip is 

observable. The felsites, however, which at other points described in the 

remarks on the Lower Carboniferous formation, appear to be the highest 

member of that series are here wanting. From the point where the dole- 

ritic rocks No. 2 of the above section, are first covered by the coarse grey 

beds which mark the base of the Middle Coal formation, to the bridge over 

Newcastle River on the Emigrant Settlement road, the distance measured 

along the stream is 3,000 yards, or in a straight line about 1,000 yards. 

The beds in this interval have never a higher dip than two or three 

degrees, while they are often nearly or quite horizontal, and the bridge 

may be taken as marking the upper limit of the barren grey measures. 

From the bridge the country on either side of the Newcastle Creek to 

its embouchure in Grand Lake, is everywhere occupied by strata of the 

Middle Carboniferous formation, (productive coal measures), and the coal 

croppings are quite numerous. Indeed at almost every point where irre¬ 

gularities of the surface or tributary streams afford facilities for working, 

excavations have been made, seldom failing to disclose the existence of 

coal at moderate depths. Where the overlying deposits exceed eight or 

ten feet in thickness these openings are usually by adits driven on a slope 

till the coal is reached, and then following the latter nearly horizontal. 

Rut when the seam is nearer the surface it is simply laid bare by strip¬ 

ping. It was hoped that the positions of the openings, particularly of the 

latter kind, might throw some light on the structure of the basin in which 

the seams are supposed to lie. In this, however, we were disappointed ; 

the thickness of the measures above the coal appearing to vary for the 

most part simply with the accidents of denudation. 

The following details of the principal excavations show the character 

and thickness of the measures in this coal field. The numbers attached 

correspond with those on the map : 

No. 1. Uobert McDonald’s.—This opening is the first met with in 

descending Newcastle Creek from Emigrant Settlement road, from which 

îaK McDo' it is about 360 yards distant. 

Feet inches 

Coal, partly covered by water. 3 

Coal shale. 2 

/ 
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Feet. Inches. 
Coal... 1 1 

Coaly shale. 1 

Grey, somewhat shaly sandstone, partly 

concealed. 

1 7 

No. 2. Robert Libby’s.—This opening is about 417 yards south-west Robert 

from No. 1, and on the opposite or right bank of the stream. Libby's. 

Shaly coal. 

Grey clay.. 

Shaly coal. 
Grey clay ....,. 

Coal softened by weathering 
Coal shale. 

Grey sandstone.. 

Shale... 

Feet. Inches. 
0 5 

. 0 8 

. 0 6 

0 8J 
, 1 8 

0 1| 
. 5 0 

. 2 0 

11 1 

No. 3. Is an old adit now closed ; its only interest arises from the factoid adit, 

that the coal-crop here, which is about 711 yards south-west from the 

last, is about ten feet above the level of the stream, while those in Nos. 1 

and 2 were at and below that level. This may, perhaps, arise from a 

slight eastward inclination of the beds, which, however, is not apparent, 

or it may be caused by a fault ; otherwise it would seem that there is 

more than one coal seam in this locality—a view which is supported by 

the marked differences in the thickness and character of the strata at the 

two first described out-crops. At No. 3, the coal-bed, the thickness of 

which we could not ascertain, is covered by ten feet of concealed mea¬ 

sures, above which are ten feet of grey sandstones and six feet of gravel. 

No. 4. Here, on a small brook about 1,400 yards S. 10° W. from Abandoned 
7 7 J openings. 

No. 3, and six feet above the level of Newcastle Creek, there are several 

openings from which a considerable quantity of coal has been removed. 

These openings are now abandoned, and no observations could be made on 

the character of the measures. 

No. 5. Stone’s.—This is on the creek, not far from No. 4, and has also stone’s, 

been extensively worked, but like the latter is now abandoned. 

No. 6. Kennedy's.—This is also on the bank of the creek, about three-Kennedy's, 

quarters of a mile south of No. 5. In both No. 5 and No. 6, the coal 

is of good quality. There are other openings along the Newcastle 

Creek, between No. 6 and Yeoman’s Post Office in Newcastle Settlement. 

In the northern part of the settlement there are several openings, the 

most important of which is 

No. 7, John Yeoman’s.—This, however, was closed at the time of our John 
Y eo niants 

visit, and we are therefore without particulars. 
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principal The principal workings now in progress in the district are in the western 

SSrictf8 m the part of Newcastle Settlement, about 1,600 yards from Yeoman’s Post 

Office. There are here twelve openings in a distance of 888 yards ; they 

are all adits, driven first with a slight downward inclination and then nearly 

horizontally, and are along the south side of a slight valley or depression 

falling towards Newcastle Greek. The thickness of the coal in the most 

easterly of these openings is said to varyTrom one foot to eighteen inches. 

This is 

No. 8, Coakley and Kennedy's. 

No. 9, MacMahon's.—This is to the westward of No. 8, and was the only 

one being worked at the time of our visit. It shews : 

Coal, including a six-inch parting.2 feet 6 inches. 

A better view of the measures is exposed at 

Coal one foot 
to eighteen 
inches. 

McMahon’s. 

O’Leary’s. Ab. 10, O'Leary's.—This is about 293 yards from No. 9, and exposes 

the following ascending section : 
Feet. Inches. 

Fire clay, thickness not known, but exposed for. 4 0 

Coal, of good quality. '0 8 

Shale. 0 2 

Coal, of which eighteen inches is good. 2 4 

Blue shale from. 9 to 15 0 

Along the road connecting the settlements of Newcastle and New Zion, 

there are numerous other openings, some of which are still being worked. 

Of these the two following are the most important : 

Peter McKen- No. 11, Peter McKenzie's.—This is about 1,600 yards west from No. 10. 

The coal is stripped by the removal of about six feet of soil, and is said to 

Coal one foot be rather more than one foot four inches thick. As the trench was full of 
four inches. , , . -, n 

water no measurements could be made. 

John May- No. 12, John Maynard's.—There are a number of openings here, most 

of them abandoned, but one of which shows the following ascending section : 

Feet Inches. 
Coal. 0 6 

Fire-clay. 4 0 to 6 ft. 
Black coal shale. 0 2 

Coal, with pyritous bands at top and somewhat shaly below 1 10 to 2 ft 3 in. 
Yellow clay. 6 0 * 
Chocolate-colored clay. 4 0 

The coal from this opening is that generally employed for blacksmith’s 

use. The seam dips E. 10° S. < 2°-3°. 

A second and scarcely less interesting series of openings has been 

made a few miles further south, in the vicinity of Grand Lake, and 

contiguous to the road from the mouth of Newcastle Creek to that of 

Little River. Of these the following are the most important ;— 

McMahon’s, No. 13. MacMahon's. This is near the steamboat wharf.—The coal 
near the steam¬ 
boat wharf. 
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here has been laid bare by stripping for a length of about forty feet. 

It is from two feet to two feet six inches thick, and rests upon white 

fire-clay. Above it is a similar material of which two inches only is coal seam two 

white, and the remainder, from four to five feet, of a deep choco¬ 

late color. The seam rises slightly at the eastern end of the opening, 

and at the western end there is a low undulation, causing it to rise about 

two feet above its general level, while just beyond this bend the seam is 

abruptly cut off, as if by a fault, and is replaced by clay. The coal is 

of the variety locally designated fine or still water coal ; it is much 

broken, but is well adapted for forge purposes. 

About 340 yards west from No. 13, there are several more openings, otheroponiugs. 

the walls of which have fallen in. One of these is a level, about twelve 

feet below the surface ; in the other the coal has been reached by strip¬ 

ping. 

No. 14. Leonard Akerly’s.—This is a little to the westward of No. 13. Leonard 
Akerly's 

The coal has been exposed by the removal of about three feet of chocolate- 

colored clay. It resembles in character that from No. 13, but the thickness 

of the seam is reduced to about one foot four inches. Further west about 

177 yards, coal, probably the same seam, is again exposed, shewing 

a thickness of one foot six inches. It is underlaid by fire clay and cove-coai seam, one 

red by about three feet of yellow clay, with irregular pockets and thin 

seams of coal near the top, and succeeded by three feet of chocolate-colored 

clay and soil. The seam dips slightly to the north-west, in which direction, 

at a distance of about one hundred feet, it sinks to nine feet below the 

.surface, and has been worked by a level. 

No. 15. G-eorge Morrison's.—This opening presents the following ascen- George Mom- 

ding section : 

Feet. Inches. 

Fireclay..... 2 0 

Coal of good quality (blacksmith’s).. 1 6 to T8 

Shale and clay. 8 “ 10 

Coal. 6 

Shale. 6 

Stratified gravel. 10 0 
V 

The surface of the lower seam at this crop is slightly undulating, sinking 

a little to the westward where the upper or six-inch seam comes in. The 

latter appears to occupy a position similar to that of the upper seam in 

Akerly’s opening. No. 14, and it is similarly broken and irregular. On 

its eastern extension, it becomes thinner and gradually disappears. In 

another opening, Richard Rogers’, close to No. 15, the measures are much Richard 

the same, except that the upper seam is less clearly defined, being repre- opening, 

sented only by several thin coaly layers mixed with shale, and covered by 

about three feet of sand and earth. 

Throughout the district bordering the Little River road, out-crops of 
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Scarcity of 
exposures. 

Abandoned 
openings. 

the strata other than those exposed in the coal openings are very few, 

and such as do occur are of the ordinary grey sandstone in beds which are 

nearly if not quite horizontal. In approaching Little River, however, 

from the eastward, these are partly covered and concealed by purplish- 

red sandstones, which are probably of the Upper coal formation. At 

Flower’s Cove and Little River, the grey beds again appear, being hori¬ 

zontal flaggy sandstones of an olive-grey color, and much stained by 

decomposing pyrites. Coal has been removed at several points here. The 

openings are, however, now abandoned, and we could procure no details 

of the character of the measures. 

Beyond Little River no out-crops of coal so far as we are aware have 

yet been observed, the grey beds being in this direction mostly covered 

and concealed by the purple and reddish beds of the Upper coal formation* 

In addition to the above openings there are a few others on Back Coal 

Coal seams on Mine Brook, a small stream flowing into the Newcastle River, nearly mid- 

Mme Brook, way between Grand Lake and Newcastle Settlement. In these, two seams 

are exposed, the lower of which has a thickness of eighteen inches, while 

the upper is eight inches ; the intervening rock is a blue, flaggy shale, 

containing numerous remains of ferns. Beneath the lower seam, which 

is covered by from twenty-five to thirty feet of earth, is a thick bed of 

pyritous white fire-clay, the whole rising in a direction a little south of west 

about 6 inches in twenty feet. These openings are indicated upon the 

map as No. 16. 

Salmon River.—The section of the coal measures afforded by Salmon 

River are altogether less instructive and less important than those of 

Newcastle Creek. The exposures along its banks are much fewer and the 

coal crops less frequent. There are, however, several out-crops from 

which considerable quantities of coal have been removed^and it was from 

First coal near the mouth of this stream that the first coal found in New Brunswick 
mining in New .. . . 
Brunswick 200 was mined by the brench, nearly two centuries ago. It is here also that 
years ago. . * ^ 

the boring for coal was made in 1837. 

The principal coal crops are those about Iron-bound Cove and near 

McDonald’s Landing. At the first named point there are three openings ; 

two of them are on James H. Hazelwood’s land and close to what is 

Pyritous fire¬ 
clay. 

Opening near 
Francis Land¬ 
ing. known as Francis Landing. 

Coal seams The coal in one of these openings is fifteen and one half inches 

half inches, and thick, and is about one and a-half feet above low water ; while at the 

inches?1 e,ght second, about twenty rods north-westward from the last, its thickness is 

one foot eight inches, and it is several feet above the same level. At the 

third opening, on Widow Arbuckle’s land adjoining, the seam is as much as 

twelve feet above low water. The difference is probably due to faults, 

as the strata exposed upon the adjacent shore of the cove, which are coarse 

grey sandstones with much false bedding, do not show any appreciable 
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inclination. The opening near MacDonald’s Landing is about one and a- 

half miles to the rear or eastward of the left bank of the river, and has 

yielded coal of good quality ; but, as it was not being worked when we 

visited it, we could procure no further particulars respecting it. 

In ascending Salmon River from this point to the junction of Lake 

Stream, beyond which our observations have not extended, the only rocks 

met with were grey sandstones usually in nearly horizontal beds, but some¬ 

times, as at MacDonald’s Landing, having a south-easterly dip of about 

5°. Most of the country intersected by this river is low and flat, and 

extensively covered with sand, and showing few rock exposures. The same 

is also true to a great extent of that on either side of the Gaspereau 

River which up to Evan Burpee’s, a distance of about nine miles above its 

confluence with Salmon River, shows along its banks only low bluffs of 

coarse grey sandstone and conglomerate. These beds are largely made 

up of small quartz pebbles, and appear to correspond with the barren grey 

beds on the upper part of Newcastle Creek, described page 199. Between 

Newcastle River and Salmon River, there are but few points at which the 

rock formations are exposed to view, and such out-crops as do occur, are 

for the most part those of the soft red and purple beds, which appear to 

belong to the Upper coal formation. Some out-crops of the latter may be 

seen a little east of Newcastle Creek, not far from where it is crossed by 

the road to Emigrant Settlement, as well as in the Middle Land Settle¬ 

ment, Iron-bound Cove, and Salmon Creek Settlement ; but it is in the 

latter, or rather along the course of Salmon Creek itself, that the best 

exposures are to be seen. 

This stream, which empties into Salmon River about three miles below 

the mouth of the Gaspereau, takes its rise by two principal branches not 

very remote from each other, in the central part of the parish of North- 

field. 

It is upon the North Branch that the more interesting exposures are to 

be seen, including towards its head, where the stream again forks, a small 

out-crop of coal. The latter occurs upon the Little West Branch, west ofcoaion the 

its junction with the main stream of the North Branch, and presents the Branch, 

following ascending section : 

Coal and coal shale, partly covered 

by water.about 

Fire clay. 

Shale. « 

Gravel. a 

Stratified brown loam, with pebbles u 

1 foot 

1 “ 6 in. 

3 feet 
5 “ 

10 « 

About two and a-half miles up the North Branch is another crop, not Fourteen-mch < 

visited by us, in which the seam is about fourteen inches thick, of goodcoal 8eam' 

quality, with a one inch parting of coal shale. 

On both these branches the rocks are grey, rather coarse and somewhat 
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flaggy sandstones, -with some conglomerates, and more rarely -with beds of 

shale, their attitude being nearly [horizontal. At the bridge where the 

two smaller streams unite to form the main North Branch, the dip is N. 

70° E. < 2°. From this point to where the stream turning southward 

passes from Sunbury county into Queen’s county, similar rocks are 

exposed along its banks in bluffs from ten to forty or fifty feet in height, 

being as before nearly flat, but usually with a low south-east dip, which 

sometimes rises to 6° or 8P. On the land of John Best a bed several feet 

Eire-ciay. thick of soft bluish shale overlying a bed of fire-clay appears beneath the 

sandstones which make the mass of the bluffs. Though not exposed upon; 

the surface a bed of coal may be looked for here. 440 yards below the 

bridge, at the forks of the stream, there is also a low bluff of purple sand- 

stone, apparently of the Upper Coal formation. The rocks which we 

think to be of this age are, however, better seen in the lower part of the 

stream, i. e., between the county boundary and the point where the North 

and South Branches unite in Salmon Creek, and along the course of the 

latter. The transition from the grey to the red and purple beds is am 

abrupt one, being marked only by^a narrow depression filled with debris,, 

and which probably indicates the line of a fault. Just below this 

depression, where the bank is some thirty feet in height, the rocks at its 

base are soft purple-grey sandstones, and thin papery but somewhat sandy 

Fossil plants, shales, which are nearly horizontal. The shales contain in considerable 

numbers fragments of Calamites and Cordaites and more rarely a fern, 

the latter being also but imperfectly preserved. 

About two miles lower down a better view of similar strata may be seem 

on the main Salmon Creek, where a bluff about forty feet high exhibit». 

section on the following ascending section : 
Salmon Creek. Ft. 

Purple sandstone.   3 

Purple rubbly shale. 4 

Fine papery purple shale. 3 

1 Purple red sandstone. 6 

Purple shale, with thin beds of sandstone... 20 

The shales contain numerous remains of Cordaites and Calamites, while 

on the surface of the sandstone large fronds of ferns may sometimes be 

found, but usually in a poor state of preservation. 

These fossil plants have been submitted to Principal Dawson, who has 

’ furnished the following note upon them : 

Note by Dr. “ The plants from Salmon Creek and Cork Settlement, and a fossil 

Ss8üSp?ants.the^belled ‘from the grey conglomerates’ at Douglas Harbor, have a 
decided Upper Coal formation aspect. It is very possible therefore that 

the productive coal measures may underlie the beds containing them. 

In Nova Scotia such plants often occur several hundreds of feet above the 

highest workable coals, but as in New Brunswick, the whole formation 
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seems to be thinner, they may be more closely associated with the Middle 

Coal measures. 

The plants from the other localities have more the aspect of the Middle 

Coal formation, and some of them even of the Millstone-grit formation. 

I give below a list of those that are determinable arranging them ^t^fossiJ 

according to localities : ” 
Salmon Creek. 

Calamites dubius, Artis. Cordait es simplex. Dawson. 

Alethopteris nervosa, Goeppert. 

Neur opter is Loshii, Brongn. 

Pecopteris oreopteroides, Brongn. (or similar). Lepidodendron. 

Neuropteris, a species of which I have specimens from Grand Lake, 

and from Sydney, Cape Breton, and possibly new ; but I have not yet 

sufficient material for its description. 

Cork Settlement. 

Annularia sphenopkylloides, Zenker. 

A longifolia, Brongn. 

Douglas Harbor. 

Dadoxylon materiarium Dawson, labelled 4 from grey conglomerate.’ 

Dadoxylon Acadianum, Dawson. The first of these species is charac¬ 

teristic of the Upper Coal formation, the second of the Middle Coal forma» 

tion and Millstone grit. 

Ferris Cove. 

Calamites Cistii, Brongn. 

. Cordaites, borassifolia, Corda, specimens not well preserved. 

Clones. 

Cordaites, borassifolia, Corda. 

Trigonocarpum. 

Jemseg. 

Lepidophloios (not determinable). 

Coal Creek.—The interest which attaches to this stream arises from the 

numerous coal-openings along its banks, but chiefly from the information Evidence ofth 

which it gives as to the probable shallowness here of the productive coalthinness. ofthe 

formations in this district. The openings are entirely confined to the lower measuresV-6 ^ 

portion of the stream, the first being about one and a-half miles, and the last 

about three miles above the bridge, at its mouth. They are evidently all in 

the same seam,| the strata which form bluffs along the creeks have a slight 

inclination to the northward, just sufficient to free the levels of water ; 

and consist, as far as could be seen, of a soft blue shale, crumbling' 

readily on exposure, which is capped by about ten feet of soft grey and 

mostly thin-bedded sandstones, the shales being those from which most of 
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the fossil plants alluded to in a previous Report were obtained, (Report of 

Progress, 1870-71, page 214). 

Mmes worked The mines at this locality were worked more than forty years ago 

forty ycara by Messrs. Hersey and Matthew for a period of three years, during which 

time about 800 chaldrons of coal were taken out and shipped to Boston. 

The work was then suspended owing to a duty of 12.00 per ton being placed 

upon the coal by the United States Government. A few years since 

operations were again renewed by different parties, and considerable quan- 

Boring in 1869. tities of coal removed. It was here, also, that the ninety-six feet boring 

already mentioned was made in 1869, since when no further efforts have 

been made to develop the coal-seams, and the levels have for the most 

part fallen in. The only point at which a good view of the strata in this 

vicinity could be obtained was on the farm of William Hayes, four miles 

above the bridge, at the mouth of the stream. A bluff here shows the 

following ascending section : 
Feet. Inches. 

Blue shale, of unknown thickness, being mostly beneath the 
level of the stream.{.. — — 

Coal sliale. 2 0 
Impure shaly coal. 0 3 
Grey shale, apparently about 20 feet in thickness, but partly 

concealed towards the top, where it is followed by a thin 
bed of coal. This is also partly concealed, but where 

uncovered shows a thickness of about 8 inches—thickness 

of whole. 20 8 
Grey shale. 12 0 

Grey sandstone to top of cliff.about 8 0 

42 11 

The above beds have a scarcely perceptible inclination to the eastward. 

About three miles up the stream there is another exposure of similar sand¬ 

stone forming a second bluff, but here these nearly horizontal beds may 

be seen to rest upon beds of bluish-grey and purplish-grey micaceous 

slates, which are exposed in irregular ridges by the partial removal of the 

overlying strata, and dip S. 70 Q E.< 70°. These rocks are the first of a 

succession of similar beds, embracing argillites of various shades, together 

with considerable masses of hard grey sandstone, which are exposed, at 

short intervals, for a distance of seven miles at least along the course of 

the stream. They are often spangled with scales of mica, and at some 

points are charged with pyrites, or much stained with oxide of iron. In 

these as in their other features they resemble the argillites met with on the 

St. John River, in portions of Hampstead and Enniskillen, and which, as 

elsewhere shown (Report of Progress, 1871, page 197), are probably of 

Devonian rocks. Devonian age. The occurrence of such strata at this point, in the very 

heart of the coal-basin and over so extensive an area, is very significant, 

and, as will readily be seen, has an important bearing upon all questions 

/ 
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connected with the thickness and productive capacity of the latter. The 

lateral limits of this island, if it may be so termed, in the Carboniferous 

sea, we have been unable to determine, the country on either side of the 

stream being nearly flat and covered with forest. 

Grand Lake.—Although usually low, there are many points around the interesting 

shores of Grand Lake where the strata are exposed to view, while occa-strata around 

sionally they rise into bluffs, and show sections of considerable interest. Of 

these the most important are those which tend to illustrate the relations of 

the grey beds of the Productive or Middle Coal formation to the red and 

purple beds, supposed to represent the Upper or Newer Coal formation. 

These relations may be well seen at and near Scypher’s Cove on the north 

side of the lake, and again at Ferris’s Cove on its southern shore. Scypher’s 

Cove is a small indentation about four miles west of the mouth of Little 

River. It has already been observed (page 204) that near the latter scypher’s 
. .. . . ; . ,• „ . . . and Butler’s 

the purplish-red sandstones may be seen resting on the nearly horizontal coves, 

grey sandstones of the Middle Coal formation ; with this exception, 

the latter are the only rocks met with along this shore of the lake to the 

head of its north-east arm. In the opposite direction they also appear to 

be the surface rocks for some distance, but, the shore being low, few 

exposures are to be seen until Scypher’s Cove is approached. Just east 

of the latter is another and smaller indentation, Butler’s Cove ; and 

between the two coves we find the following ascending section : 

1. Grey sandstones, like those of the coal measures, rather coarse and pebbly, 

and containing sigillaria and other large prostrate trunks of trees, some 

of which are 15 feet and more in length. There is much false bedding, 
and the stratification is obscure. 

Ascending 
section of strata 

:2. Measures concealed for 382 yards in a westerly direction, then an exposure of 
fine conglomerate or coarse grit of a grey color, slightly tinged with 

green. This tint appears to be due to the frequent occurrence of smaM 

fragments of pale green slate, which with similar fragments of grey and 
purple colors, and a little quartz, make up the rock. These fragments 

may have been derived from the abrasion of Pre-Carboniferous argillites. 
Twenty-six yards eastward, the same conglomerates become purplish- 

grey, and are covered by coarse purplish grits and sandstones, which are 
irregularly bedded, but have a slight westward inclination. Allowing to 
the conglomerate the same dip as that of the beds mentioned below, they 

may be roughly estimated as having a thickness of.3 ft. 0 in- 

3. Purple sandstones like the last, but becoming in a distance of 800 yards, mea¬ 
sured along a curve changing from west to west 20° south, deep purplish- 
red and then dark purple. The dip of the beds in the latter part being 
regular, S. 30° W. <2°. In consequence of this inclination the beds in 

ascending order sink successively to the water level, showing in a dis¬ 

tance of 622 yards a thickness of about... 20 ft. 

In a similar way higher beds come successively into view as follows :— 

4. Coarse purple sandstone and conglomerate. 12 ft. 

5. Grey grit and conglomerate, similar in composition to No. 2,but coarser, partly 

concealed for four and a-half feet at the base, but with an exposed thickness 

of about twenty-five feet, the upper part becoming shaly.30 ft. 
P 
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6. Dark purple, shaly sandstone.. 10 ft. 
7. Grey conglomerate, dipping as before, and having a thickness of about. 12 ft. 

At some points there are thin beds of dark purple, papery shales asso- 

impressions of ciated with No. 6, which, together with the sandstones, contain a few im- 

and rain drops, pressions of Calamites and ferns, as well as of rain drops. The plants are 

similar to those of the purple beds of Salmon Creek upon which the obser¬ 

vations of Dr. Dawson have been given. 

The series of beds described in the foregoing section occupies a distance 

of about a quarter of a mile along the shore, extending quite to Scypher’s- 

Cove, on the eastern side of which the grey conglomerate (No. 7) appears 

in low vertical bluffs ; a similar conglomerate bluff bounds the cove on its 

western side, the rock being coarse and crumbling, and made up mostly of 

small well rounded pebbles. A little to the westward, about 382 yards* 

purple beds again come into view, being rather coarse, shaly sandstones, 

overlying coarse, grey sandstones which are rusty and calcareous, and 

contain impressions of plants. A succession of similar beds is then met 

with ; the sandstones, which vary from grey to olive-grey in color, and 

often contain trunks of trees, frequently alternating with and sometimes 

shading into the purple beds. The latter are also mostly sandstones, but 

Scypher’s cove, half a mile westward of Scypher’s Cove they include and are capped by 

a considerable thickness of soft, deep purplish-red shales. The beds along 

all this portion of the shore are nearly flat, or with very low undulations. 

The road which divides the upper and lower sets of grants on this side of 

the lake comes down to the ^iore here, and beyond it there is a curving 

beach thirteen hundred yards long, on which there are but few exposures 

of the subjacent rocks ; but at its extremity they again form a conspicuous 

bluff twenty feet high. The lower five feet is composed of dark purplish- 

red sandstone, and the remainder of a rather coarse and rubbly chocolate- 

colored shale. The sandstones show much false bedding, they are 

also very variable in texture, and often pass into conglomerates, which 

are largely composed of well-rounded pebbles of chalcedonic quartz* 

Pebbles of ehai-w^h others of felsite, mica slate, etc. Similar chalcedonic pebbles are 
cedonic quartz, abundant in the materials of the beach, and are often brightly tinted, 

recalling the beds of this substance mentioned on page 192 as occurring in 

connection with the Lower Carboniferous rocks on the south shore of 

Washademoak Lake. Beyond this bluff, is another long narrow beach, 

shutting in the basin known as the Upper Keyhole, beyond which to 

Grand Point, a distance of two miles, the shore is similarly low and 

without rock exposures. On Grand Point, which is a long narrow spit 

mostly of shifting sand, projecting half way across the lake, a few flat 

beds of grey sandstone may be seen, containing trunks of fossil trees. 

Just beyond Grand Point is the Lower Keyhole, more commonly known 

as Douglas Harbor. On either side of its narrow entrance low ridges- 
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may be seen, composed of grey coarse conglomerates, much stained with 

iron, and like those of the bluff last described containing numerous pebbles 

of chalcedonic quartz, together with others of grey quartzite, slates of 

various colors, and fragments of sandstone, the latter scarcely harder 

than the enclosing rock. Coarse beds of sandstone also occur ; both rocks 

are very irregularly bedded, and both contain numerous prostrate trunks Fossil trec- 

of trees, which have usually been converted into black crystalline calcite. into black:acrys- 

Similar beds also appear near the steamboat wharf, at the head of the har- a me calcite' 

bour, but are there overlaid by coarse, purple sandstones which have a 

very slight easterly inclination. 

To the north and west of Douglas Harbour the country is low and level, 

and rock exposures are but rarely met with. It is probable, however, 

that most of this region is covered by the purple beds above described ; 

fragments of them are abundant over its surface, while ledges of similar 

rocks occur at some points around the shores of Maquaspit and French Maquaspit and 
x lL, French Lakes. 

Lakes. Better exposures of these rocks may be seen a few miles further 

north, on Little River in Sunbury county. They occur in a bluff, and 

in the bed of the river about three-quarters of a mile south of the point 

where the New Zion road crosses it, and according to Mr. Ells, who ex¬ 

amined them, the beds consist of about four feet of very hard, dark purple 

sandstone, overlaid by a bed of reddish-purple shale of finer texture ; 

the latter interstratified with thin beds of fine, purple sandstone, extend¬ 

ing up the whole face of the cliff, which is from fifty to seventy feet in 

height. The bluffs extend along the stream for four hundred and fifty 

yards with good exposures ; beyond which, to the New Zion road, but 

little can be seen. About the same distance north-east of the road is a 

second bluff fifteen feet high ; but here the beds are grey sandstones and 

conglomerates with a southerly dip of two degrees. They contain 

numerous embedded trunks of trees. On Number Eighteen Stream, Number Eight- 

about three-quarters of a mile above the portage-road bridge, and about 

one and a-half miles from the New Zion road, is a seam of coal apparently 

about fourteen inches thick. Another small seam, or a continuation of Twocoai-seams, 

the same, also crops out at a point about four miles further up. 

The highest point reached by Mr. Ells on the main stream of Little 

River, was eight miles above New Zion bridge, where in a high bank, 

known as Whet-stone Brow, grey coal shales, full of plant impressions, are 

exposed. 
On the southern side of Grand Lake, the best exposures are towards its 

western end, and more particularly about Robertson’s and White’s Points 

and White’s Cove. On Robertson’s Cove, the rocks are chiefly a coarse Rock on 
Robertson's 

grey conglomerate about twelve feet in thickness, which rests, near the cove, 

water level, upon beds of grey sandstone ; the first named rock being 

largely made up of slaty fragments of various shades of color, together 
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with some quartz and more rarely a pebble of granite, the whole inclosed 

in a sandy matrix, through which are also scattered numerous white par¬ 

ticles, which appear chiefly to be a kaolinized feldspar. Similar conglo¬ 

merates and sandstones may be seen along the beach westward of the 

point, and towards the outlet of the lake, and occasionally alternate with 

purple beds ; but their relations to the latter are best seen in Robertson’s 

Cove, a small indentation just east of Robertson’s Point. There is here 

a series of vertical bluffs about thirty feet in height, which at their base 

show beds of soft purplish-red sandstone, separated by soft dark red shales 

from overlying coarse greenish-grey grits and conglomerates. These are 

similar to those of the Point, but are more pyritous and yellowish stained, 

and are further distinguished by containing three or four thin layers of 

coal, from one eighth to one-quarter of an inch in thickness. Along por¬ 

tions of the bluff, which has a length of over seven hundred yards, the grey 

beds which are nearly horizontal, though exhibiting much false bedding and 

some faults, appear to rest conformably upon the purple beds, into which 

they may also be seen to graduate, but at others small angular ridges or 

points of the purple beds project upwards into the grey, as though the 

latter had been deposited on their eroded surface. 

At White’s or Ferris’ Cove, two miles east of Robertson’s, similar beds 

may again be seen, here forming bluffs about fifteen feet in height, at the 

base of which are bright purple and purplish-red beds, and above, sandstones 

and rather coarse conglomerates, which vary from grey to purplish-grey in 

color. Both here and at Robertson’s Point the grey beds are characterized 

by a pale shade of green, and often look as if made up of granitic debris, 

or the waste of such chloritic and granitoid rocks as occur at some points 

along the shores of the Long Reach of the St. John River, and which have 

been elsewhere referred to the Huronian series (Report of Progress, 

1870-71, page 113). Mingled with these materials of metamorphic origin, 

small pieces of unaltered sandstone are also met with, and occasionally 
small fragments of coal. 

The two sets of beds above described, z. e., the greenish-grey and purple, 

appear to border the whole southern side of Grand Lake, at least as far 

eastward as Cumberland Bay ; the one or the other being the most promi¬ 

nent in accordance with slight undulations by which they have been affected. 

At Wiggins Cove they are well exposed in vertical bluffs, about twenty- 

five feet in height, of which the upper part is a soft rubbly chocolate-colored 
and somewhat marly shale, the base being a flaggy sandstone, similarly 

tinted. Along the shore west of Young’s Cove they also form low bluffs 

(pale purplish-grey sandstones overlying grey pebbly sandstone) and con¬ 

tain ill-preserved remains of plants ( Calamites, Cordaites and ferns,) simi¬ 
lar to those of Salmon Creek. 

The most easterly point at which they have been observed is Branscombe’s 
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Point at the mouth of Cumberland Bay, on the southern side of which they 

again form low cliffs, but do not present any features differing from those 

already noticed. 

At the head of Cumberland Bay, and near where Cumberland Creek is 

crossed by the high road from Cox’s Point and the North-west Arm, are a few 

ledges of dark grey, rather fine-grained sandstones, which are somewhat Doieritic Band- 

doleritic in aspect, and may be the equivalents of the doieritic rocks which 

near the Forks of Newcastle Creek constitute the highest beds of the Lower 

Carboniferous formation. The only other beds observed in this vicinity 

(excepting those of the claystone ridge south of Cumberland Creek, des¬ 

cribed in connection with the Lower Carboniferous formation, page 195) 

resemble those of the ordinary coal measures, being grey sandstone and conglomerates 
; . i i ° i stained with 

conglomerates, the latter sometimes much stained with oxide of manganese.oxside of man- 
..... ° ganese 

Over the region which lies immediately to the southward of Grand Lake 

it is often difficult to infer the character of the subjacent strata, owing to the 

extent to which they have been covered by debris derived from the rocks 

of the Upper Coal formation which lies to the northward. It would seem, 

however, from such observations as we have been able to make, that the 

Upper Carboniferous rocks are for the most part confined to the vicinity 

of Grand Lake, not having been met with in situ along the shores of 

Washademoak Lake, nor through the low ground separating the two, in 

their central and eastern portions. To the westward in Cambridge, how- Cambridge, 

ever, the Upper Coal formation covers a more considerable area, including 

the hills between Ferris’ Cove and the depression of the Den Creek, as 

well as a portion of those overlooking the valley of the Jemseg. Here too, 

unless extensively faulted, they must have a considerable thickness, seeing 

that their upper beds, which are greenish-grey conglomerates, much like 

those of the cove last mentioned, though still nearly horizontal, are at an 

elevation of fully two hundred feet above the latter. Below the mouth 

of the Jemseg, and west of the road between it and the Narrows of Washa¬ 

demoak Lake, the slope of the hills exhibits repeated alternations of dark 

purplish-red to chocolate-colored slates, with grey and greenish sandstones, 

both nearly horizontal, and both containing numerous but ill-preserved 

remains of plants. 

The depression occupied by the Washademoak Lake and River contrasts washademoak 

with that of Grand Lake in being surrounded by much higher land, while 

the depression itself is at the same time narrower and deeper ; it is also 

nearer the southern border of the coal field, and in consequence the strata 

have usually a low northward inclination, though still often nearly hori¬ 

zontal. They may be seen at many points both on the northern and southern 

shores of the Lake, but with the exception of the red calcareous beds at 

Belyea’s Cove,noticed on page 192 as probably of Lower Carboniferous age, 

they appear to belong for the most part to the Middle Carboniferous for- 
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mation. This is indicated alike by their color, which is almost uniformly 

grey, as well as the occurrence of coal-seams at various points. One of these 

is said to occur at the Narrows (where the beds are coarse grey grits and 

conglomerates dipping a little east of north < 4° or 5°) and to have been 

struck in sinking a well, but no explorations have been made. Still fur¬ 

ther eastward another seam of coal has been exposed upon Long’s Creek 

near its confluence with Washademoak River. It is on the land of Samuel 

Starkey, Esq., and was being proved at the time of our visit. Strata con¬ 

sisting of about 12 feet of sandstones, overlying grey shales, with Calamites 

and about one foot of impure shaly coal were exposed. The dip at the 

opening is W. 10° S.< 3° ; but along the high-way nearby, leading up to 

McLean’s mill, the beds which are of similar character are nearly hori¬ 

zontal, though with much false bedding. At the mill mentioned, where 

they rest on chloritic rocks wdiich have been described on page 194, they 

include a considerable mass of purple shales. 

It has been already remarked that in this portion of its distribution the 

coal measure series appears to have often but an inconsiderable thickness, 

forming indeed a mere capping to the older rocks. One instance of this has 

just been pointed out in the case of Long Creek. A similar occurrence 

may be seen higher up on the same stream, and in the Settlement of Gos¬ 

hen, where on the higher lands, the grey Carboniferous sandstones are the 

only beds visible, while the bed of the stream is composed of hard Pre- 

Carboniferous argillites ; and again on the Canaan River, which joins the 

Washademoak at its eastern end, as well as on several of its northern and 

southern tributaries. 

Thus about three miles below the mouth of the Canaan North Fork, 

the banks of the river, which are about thirty feet in height, are at the 

base composed of highly inclined Pre-Carboniferous argillites, upon the top 

of which, but in nearly horizontal layers, are about fifteen feet of grey Car¬ 

boniferous sandstone, the inferior beds along the line of contact being all 

bent and flattened to the eastward, as if from the pressure of the super¬ 
incumbent rocks. 

Mr. Ells ascended the Canaan North Fork, by wading, to a distance of 

eleven miles from its mouth. For nearly two miles up he observed Pre- 

Carboniferous beds consisting of grey argillites and quartzites, the former 

marked by darker colored bands and often containing white quartz. At 

some points these beds rise into bluffs completely denuded of overlying 

deposits, but at others capped by thin beds of sandstone, which are mostly 

grey and not readily distinguished from those of the productive coal 

formation, except that they are occasionally of a' pale greenish tint like 

certain beds of the Upper Carboniferous formation. The view that they 

belong to this formation is supported by the occurrence at many points of 

purple sandstones and shales, much like those of Grand Lake, and which 
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contain similar fossils. These purple beds occasionally hold spherical Breccia of mica 
a x •/ I schist diorite 

concretions, and are at some points overlaid by beds of grey sandstone.&c- 

Beneath them, on the upper part of the stream, shale and fire-clays were 

also observed, but no beds of coal. In its lower portion, and just north 

of the most northerly exposure of the argillites above mentioned, is a bed 

of breccia which is rusty and full of large and small angular pieces of 

mica schist, diorite, quartz and quartzite, without evident stratification, 

and looking as if poured over the subjacent rocks. This breccia may be 

of Lower Carboniferous age. 

The dip of the slates on the North Fork is about N. 65° W. < 60° ; that 

of the Carboniferous strata being very variable, but always low, usually 

at angles of only 2° or 3° and with much false bedding. Rocks similar 

to the latter were also observed by us on Alward Brook, which is not laid Aiward Brook, 

down on the Provincial map, but is a stream of considerable size running 

nearly parallel to the North Fork, and entering the Canaan River a little 

below the mouth of Thorn’s Brook. The beds on Alward Brook are said 

to contain a thin seam of coal, but such, if really present, must at the 

time of our visit have been concealed beneath the water. 

The rocks exposed along the streams which enter the Washademoak 

River on its southern side, (such as Rider’s Brook, Porcupine Brook, &c.,) 

appear to belong entirely to the Middle Coal formation, being mostly grey 

sediments of a very coarse character, such as pebbly conglomerates and 

grits, often stained with oxide of manganese, but embracing also some 

finer beds, such as shales and fire-clays. The occurrence of the latter Fire.cJayt 

renders that of coal not improbable ; but, though several of the streams 

which traverse this almost wholly unsettled district were examined, none 

was found. 
We may conclude this review of the Carboniferous formation east of 

the St. John River by a brief reference to a series of beds which, though 

not within the limits to which our attention has been devoted during the 

past season, is yet deserving of notice in connection with the question of 

coal supply, the investigation of which was the principal object of our 

labors. The strata referred to occur near Dunsinane station, on the line strata near 
. .. . . . «Dunsinane 

of the European and North American railway, m the eastern portion ot station. 

King’s county. A short notice of these beds, not one, however, based 

upon any personal examination, together with an analysis of the associated 

coal, was given by one of the authors in 1865 in their “ Observations on 

the Geology of Southern New Brunswick,” and they were then considered 

to be probably of Lower Carboniferous age. 

A visit to the locality, however, since made, has shown that although 

the greater part of the valley in which these beds occur is occupied by 

rocks of the age in question, yet that these are here covered by an 

outlier of the true or productive coal measures. The ground in the 
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vicinity being low and swampy as well as densely wooded, the oppor¬ 

tunities afforded for a study of the formation are but scanty, and its extent 

and thickness are therefore still undetermined ; but that it belongs to the 

Middle Carboniferous formation is apparent from the character of the 

rocks (grey sandstones and soft blue and grey shales) and also of the 

associated organic remains. In the shales there are numerous and wTell pre¬ 

served impressions of Calamites and ferns, Alethopteris lonchitica being 

especially abundant. 

Some eight or ten excavations have been made, and the coal-bed which 

is believed to be the same in all, has usually a thickness of twenty inches, 

though at some places including a one inch parting of coal shale. 

At one of the pits the rock removed is a soft red shale. Excavation 

to a depth of about sixty feet failed to show the existence of other seams 

of coal. 

Details of Observations in Queen's and Sunbury Counties, West of the 

St. John River. 

The following observations on the Middle and Upper Carboniferous 

formations embrace a description of them as seen in the region watered 

by the Oromocto River and its tributaries, and in that bordering the St. 

John River in the neighbourhood of Gagetown. To these are added a 

few notes on portions of York county ; chiefly along the line of the Fred¬ 

ericton Branch railway. 

On page 188 the Lower Carboniferous strata were described as 

Exposures on extending one and a quarter miles up the principal branch of the 

River. Nerepis River above Summer Hill Brook. Above the last out-crops of 

that series, the river runs through gravelly and alluvial land for a 

distance, measured along its course, of about one mile and a quarter, and 

affords a few exposures of the grey conglomerates and grits of the barren 

measures. For a further distance up the stream of about one and a 

quarter miles, the out-crops become more frequent, and the strata consist 

usually of coarse sandstones alternating with beds of conglomerate, of a 

grey color and abounding in thoroughly rolled pebbles of white quartz, 

with less numerous ones of hard grey slate and sandstone. The sand¬ 

stones are also grey and olive-grey in color, and become more abundant 

in ascending the stream. The measures dip at a very low angle, and both 

sandstones and conglomerates shew much false bedding. At and above 

the point last described, the beds assume a different aspect, being largely 

derived from the Lower Carboniferous series. Grey and olive-grey 

sandstones are seen to alternate here with irregular layers of conglo¬ 

merates made up of pebbles of red shale and limestone imbedded in a 

Limestone matrix, which in some places is a red mud, and in others is grey and more 

fossiiï.8 hoUllI2B sandy. The limestone pebbles contain Terebratula sacculus, var sufflata, 

Twenty-inch 
coal-seam. 
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and an Orthoceras. These beds extend nearly to the mouth of Wilson’s 

Brook, about a quarter of a mile. For a distance of three-quarters of a 

mile along the stream above Wilson’s Brook there are no rock exposures ; 

but the soil is a red clay abounding in several places with angular pieces 

of Lower Carboniferous red shales. Above this, grey sandstones with 

poorly preserved remains of large coal-measure plants shew in the bed of 

the stream, and the strata dip N. N. E. < 2° or 3°. At a distance of 

one hundred and seventy-seven yards further up, there are dark grey 

and black shales lying horizontally, and enclosing Cordaites borassifolia, 

Cardiocarpum (Sp.) ?, obscure ferns, and a carpolite (?). The same 

beds hold also a small species of Naiadites. 623 yards up the stream, 

above the exposure of black shales, are the out-crops of the Clones coal- clones coal- 

seams. Should coal-seams of sufficient importance to be econom¬ 

ically worked be found here, two natural outlets for the product of the 

mines exist. One of these is to the eastward, through the valley of the 

Otnabog, which rises within a mile or two of the Clones coal-crops, 

crosses the Gagetown road and discharges into the River St. John ; the 

outlet of the lake at the mouth of this stream being about ten miles from 

Clones. The other available approach is through the valley of the 

Nerepis River, near the source of which the seams lie. From Welsford 

station, on the Western Extension of the European and North American 

railway, there is an easy ascent along the Nerepis valley through a 

settled country in a north-easterly direction to the Clones coal-field ; a 

distance of fourteen miles. The crops of some of the seams in this field 

were discovered about four years ago, but no attempt to ascertain the 

value of the seams was made until the summer of 1872. Then some 

small excavations were made in the left bank of the Nerepis River (near 

its source) just below the driving-dam, a mile and one eighth north of 

Mr. Hugh Wilson’s house on the Upper Clones road. 
The most considerable seam exposed was found to be about three feet rhree-feet coal- 

in thickness, and to consist of :— 
Feet. Inches. 

Coal. 1 0 
Parting of grey clay. 0 2 
Coal. 1 foot 8 inches to 1 10 

It is a coking coal of good quality, and yields a light porous coke. 

This seam may be seen in a trench cut in the bank, about twenty-five 

yards below the dam, and it is here on a level with the bed of the brook. 

The seam is separated by an inch or two of shale from a roof of grey 

sandstone several feet in thickness ; the rock beneath the coal could not 

be seen, being considerably beneath the water level. About twenty feet 

to the south of this trench, another has been made, exhibiting a seam 

which, on the edge of the bank, shows only a few inches of coal, but when 

followed a short distance into the hill becomes more compact, and attains 
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a thickness of one foot. Like the first described, it is overlaid by an inch 

Examination by or two of shale covered by grey sandstone. After the completion of these 

Matthew and examinations, which were made by Mr. G. F. Matthew, further explora- 

Harding. tions were made by Dr. W. S. Harding of St. John, and at a depth of 

about six feet beneath the smaller seams examined by Mr. Matthew, he 

found another which he estimates at two feet or more in thickness. 

About twenty feet up the stream, above the uppermost of the two trench¬ 

es, a square pit was made, and the top of the three-feet seam reached ; 

but owing to the influx of water this opening was abandoned. A fourth 

excavation, made in the bed of the stream near the right bank, shewed the 

existence of a considerable seam of coal, which is probably the three feet 

seam, as it is on the line of strike of that bed. 

The coal-seams exposed in these trenches and pits furnish data for a 

rough estimate of the direction and amount of dip of the strata. They 

incline to the north at an angle of about 13°, a dip considerably higher 

than has been observed in the strata exposed further down the brook, 

and to the south-westward of the coal-crops. 

Going up the brook, from the points last described, for about fifty feet, 

indications of another seam were seen in the left bank, at the level of the 

pond below the gate of the driving-dam. Since Mr. Matthew’s visit to 

Exploration by this place, a twelve-inch seam has been exposed here by Dr. Harding and 

and Sr. Andrew Mr. Andrew Corbitt. These gentlemen also had the water pumped out 

of the pond at the foot of the dam, and were thus enabled to examine a 

second seam which was found to lie at a depth of about four or five feet 

below that last mentioned, from which it is separated by beds of grey sand¬ 

stone. The coal is a firm and brilliant, highly bituminous variety,and the 

bed is said to have a thickness of fourteen inches. The bottom of the hole, 

on the sides of which it appears, is filled with gravel ; and as the water 

could not be kept out long enough to explore below the seam, it is not 

known whether any other seams appear here or not. From the abun¬ 

dance of grey shale thrown out on the bank opposite the dam, it is proba¬ 

ble there are soft measures below the seam. It was the breaking up of 

this seam which led to the discovery of the coal at this place. 

The relations of the coal-beds at the pond to those seen at the 

trenches and pits further down the stream is doubtful, if the dip of the 

measures seen in the latter is maintained in the intervening distance, and 

there are no faults breaking the continuity of the beds, the seams seen at 

the trenches should pass at a depth of six feet or more, beneath those visi¬ 

ble at the pond. Further examination, however, is necessary to prove 

probable rope- that the latter are not the seams seen at the lower excavations, repeated 

seams by^auits. by a fault and downthrow of the measures on the south side ; such breaks 
are of common occurrence along the south side of this coal-field. 

No other out-crops were discovered within half a mile of the dam, but 
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on the Wilson road, about a mile to the west, there are coarse grey sand¬ 

stones, having a northward dip of only three degrees ; and on the Corbitt 

or Upper Clones road, one mile west of the Wilson road, there are ledges 

of similar sandstones with poorly preserved remains of plants. These are 

close to the base of the series ; for at Wilson’s they rest almost directly 

upon red indurated clays of Lower Carboniferous age. 

The Nerepis River, above the driving-dam where the coal appears, 

becomes a small sluggish water-course, running through low land cover¬ 

ed with drift deposits, and it affords no exposures of the subjacent sand¬ 

stone and shales. At a distance of about two miles to the north it issues 

from a low tract of land, in which both the Otnabog and the Mercereau coal crop on 

Brooks have their sources ; the former flowing to the St. John River and and Mercereau 

the latter to the Oromocto. On both these latter streams out-crops of 

coal exist, but we could not find them owing to the high water in the 

streams. Between the point where the Otnabog is crossed by the Gage- 

town road and the marshes at its mouth, it is bordered for a distance of 

over three miles by bluffs of grey sandstone from ten to fifty feet high. 

The dip of these sandstones is usually about N. 80° E. < 10°, declining at 

some points to three degrees. The strata are mostly coarse and occa¬ 

sionally pebbly with much false bedding, but are sometimes finer and some¬ 

what flaggy with thin beds of shale. 

Westward of the area to which the above remarks relate, the Carbon¬ 

iferous conglomerates rise into a somewhat elevated and uneven swell of 

land which where it crosses the old post-road from St. John to Frederic¬ 

ton, presents good exposures of grey pebbly beds and grits, in the hill 

known as Stony Ridge. The pebbles here are such as may have been“stouyRidge." 

derived from the slates and sandstones on the north side of the Carbonifer¬ 

ous area, and are like those of the conglomerate of Tweedside, Cork 

Settlement and other ridges on its northern border. For a distance of 

one and a-half miles from the corner of the Lower Clones road, the 

northern slope of this ridge is covered with fine grey, shaly and flaggy 

sandstones of the productive coal measures, dipping northward at an angle 

of six degrees. Here they are crossed b^ the Mercereau Brook and 

extend down the course of the stream for about five miles, where they 

are covered by purple sandstone and shales, probably of the Upper Car¬ 

boniferous formation. The stream appears to run along the contact of 

these with the productive measures, to within a mile of the bridge near 

Mercereau’s, where it is again bordered by the grey beds of the latter. 

The measures here dip N. 20° W. < lU°. They consist of grey sandstones 

underlaid by grey and dark shales, and include a small seam of coal at 

the water level, some of which has been used in a neighbouring forge. 

Beyond the south branch of the Oromocto River the grey measures 

cover a considerable breadth,. and extend up the North-west Branch be- 
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yond Hart’s mills to the junction of the Fredericton branch with the Euro¬ 

pean and North American railway. Here the beds are chiefly olive-grey 

thin bedded sandstones of the productive measures ; but in going south¬ 

ward from the mills, grey conglomerates wTith intercalated sandstones form 

a long ridge sloping gently to the river. Behind this ridge the finer mea¬ 

sures, including beds of soft olive-grey shale, are repeated, and in like 

manner slope northward from another ridge of conglomerate, southward 

of which only repetitions of these grey sandstones and conglomerates were 

seen to within a mile of Shin Creek, where red sediments of the Lower 

Carboniferous formation rise from beneath them along the northern slope 

of the valley of that stream. Throughout this tract of grey rocks the beds 

dip northward, at angles of from two to three degrees, varying in direction 

from N. to N. 20° W. Westward of the sources of Morancy Brook, which 

joins the North-west Oromocto on the south side a little below Tracy’s mills, 

the grey rocks are coarser, and at Otter Brook the surface abounds with 

blocks of grey conglomerate and sandstones, and there are exposures of 

the latter dipping N. 20° E. < 15°. In this part of the Carboniferous area 

the shales form but an insignificant part of the grey measures, and con¬ 

glomerates with coarse sandstones and grits abound. Such is the condi¬ 

tion also of the rock masses of the Middle Carboniferous formation south 

of the Little and the Great Oromocto Lakes, where the measures resume 

their normal dip of about four degrees or less to the northward. From 

Otter Creek westward they form the dividing ridge between the Magagua- 

davic and Oromocto wTaters. The character of the beds of this formation, 

as seen to the westward and northward of the Great Oromocto Lake, has 

been already described by Mr. Charles Robb, Report of Progress 1866- 

69, pp. 179-180. From the vicinity of Hartt’s mills several tongues of 

grey sandstones of the Middle Carboniferous formation extend westwardly 

along the valley of the Oromocto, £ind may also be traced eastward of that 

stream in out-crops along Brizzly Creek and the small streams flowing in 

an opposite direction to the River St. John. One of these crosses 

Morancy Brook about two miles south from the road, along the south side 

of the Oromocto. This is probably the same band as that which crosses 

the North-west Oromocto, below the mouth of Hardwood Creek, where it 

contains a seam of coal of good quality about five inches thick resting on 

a bed of under-clay. Other grey sandstones of the type of those usually 

found in connection with the productive measures are exposed at the 

junction of Lyon’s Stream with the main North-west Oromocto ; and also 

on the Yoho, above and at the mouth of Porcupine Brook. Elsewhere 

the rocks observed in the flat valley extending from Great Oromocto Lake 

down the main North-west Branch below Tracy’s mills, are purplish-red 

shales and lilac sandstones, of the Upper Carboniferous formation. 

No evidence has yet been obtained of the existence of the Upper Car- 
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boniferous formation west of the Great and Little Oromocto Lakes. A 

considerable area, however, on Lyon’s Stream (the first northern feeder of 

the North-west branch of the Oromocto River) is occupied by purplish-red 

shales, and sandstones with lilac-red conglomerates at the base, which are 

judged to be of this series. A more southerly belt of these beds probably 

connected with that in the low lands on Lyon’s Stream, opposite Otter 

Creek, covers the northern slope of the ridge of grey sandstones and con¬ 

glomerates, already described as forming the divide between the valley 

of the North-west Branch of the Oromocto on the one hand, and Shin 

Creek and Peltoma Stream on the other. It runs out upon the North¬ 

west Branch at Ilartt’s mills, and the beds composing it dip northerly, at 

angles of from 8° to 5°. A parallel band of grey sandstones divides it from 

another area of purplish rocks which lies along the centre of the valley 

through which the North-west Branch flows. At several points the shales 

in this area have been eroded, exposing, especially in the valley of the river 

and along its banks, horizontal beds of grey thin-bedded sandstone. Similar 

purplish rocks extend along the road from Tracy’s mill, and crop out along 

the Rusagonish River. They may also be seen along the line of the Fred¬ 

ericton Branch railway, both south and north of that stream, as well as 

in the vicinity of Fredericton itself. At Three-tree Creek, where the fos-Three-tree 
^ . . Creek 

sils, a list of which is given on page 216, Report of Progress 1871, were 

found, the beds are massive even-grained sandstones. At the base, where 

they rest upon the fossiliferous shales, they are of a grey color, but above 

become clouded and banded with a purplish tint, and a few rods up the 

stream are covered by purplish-grey sandstones and sandy shales ; the 

whole dipping N. 15° W. < 10°. Near Rusagonish station similar purple 

Beds are apparently overlaid by rather coarse purplish-red conglomerate, 

with pebbles of quartz and metamorphic rocks, dipping W. 20° N. < 4°. 

Through the district lying to the eastward of the Oromocto River, 

. between that stream and the River St. John, the country is mostly uncleared, 

and there being but a few small streams, the opportunities for a study 

of its rock formation, apart from those already mentioned, are but meagre. 

Purplish-red rocks of the Upper Carboniferous formation show, however, 

extensively along the banks of Brizzly Brook, and judging from the charac-Brizzly Br00k 

ter of the soil, probably also over considerable areas to the west and 

south of Gagetown. To the northward of the latter, the only beds 

observed between it and Swan Creek, and upon this stream for one and a- Swan Creek 

half miles above the lake at its mouth, are grey grits and sandstones of 

the productive coal measures. 
♦ 

Thickness of the Middle and Upper Coal Formations. 

To determine with any degree of accuracy the thickness of the several 

groups of strata included, in New Brunswick, in the above division of 
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the Carboniferous system, is a task of much difficulty, arising partly from 

the unsettled character of much of the country over which they are dis¬ 

tributed ; but chiefly from the fact that over large areas, as already stated, 

the strata are nearly horizontal, and are only very rarely inclined at an 

angle of more than four or five degrees. In consequence of this slight 

inclination of the beds, and the general absence of prominent ridges, the 

opportunities afforded for their study are not numerous. And such expo- 

Partiai view of sures as do occur along the banks of the rivers and creeks, and upon the 
the coal forma- 0 . . * 
tions afforded shores of the lakes, or in artificial excavations, generally afford a very 
by natural . V J 

exposures or in partial view of the formation, while from the very variable character of 
excavations. 1 . 

the strata, even within short distances, and the exposures being separated 

by intervals more or less considerable, it becomes almost impossible to 

determine the relations to each other of the beds exposed in the various 

sections. Besides the difficulty in estimating the thickness of the coal 

Difficulty in formation, arising from the above causes, and also from the fact that it 

thickneBsgofie rests unconformably on all the older rocks, including the Lower Carboni- 

tion. ‘ *' ferous formation, and therefore, though thin in some parts, may be much 

thicker in others, it is also impossible to say to what extent the beds have 

been affected by faults which are concealed by the general flatness of the 

country and its superficial covering of drift. In the foregoing details, 

however, their general succession has been presented, so far as our obser¬ 

vations enable us to do so, and we may now offer such conclusions as seem 

warranted by these data as to the probable thickness and productive 

capacity of the region examined. The productive coal-measures not being 

separated by any well-defined line of demarcation either from the barren 

grey beds beneath, or from the strata of the Upper Coal formation above, 

no positive or exact statement can be given of their respective thickness. 

The barren measures are marked chiefly by the more frequent occurrence 

of coarse sediments, and especially silicious conglomerates, while the 

Upper Carboniferous formation seems to be indicated by the common 

occurrence of purple and other brightly tinted beds. So far as we are 

able to judge at present, the following estimate may be taken as approxi¬ 

mately correct : 

Barren grey beds.   200 feet 

Productive measures. 200 feet 
Upper Coal formation. 200 feet 

Whole series Making for the whole series exclusive of the Lower Carboniferous for- 

Lower carbon- mation, a total thickness of only six hundred feet. And it is to be observed 

tion coo feet,‘ that the above may be regarded as the maximum thickness of the 

different members. At several points, and apparently over considerable 

areas, if not over the entire coal-field, the thickness must be much less. 

The occurrence of such islets of older rocks as that on the upper part of 

Coal Creek in the very centre of the coal basin, and again on the Canaan 
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River and its tributaries, to say nothing of the Lower Carboniferous out¬ 

crops both on Newcastle River and Cumberland Creek, certainly cannot 

be looked upon in any other light than as indicating an originally very 

uneven surface over the area in which the Carboniferous strata were 

deposited, and êither that they never attained any considerable thickness, 

or else that they have suffered extensive denudation. That a large 

amount of erosion by glacial and atmospheric agencies has affected this J™0banbtIeof d0 
area in common with other portions of the Province is certain ; but as nudati<>n. 

strata which, both lithologically and in the species of plants which they 

contain, correspond to those of the Upper Coal formation, are widely spread 

over the region, it may be doubted whether such erosion has anywhere re¬ 

moved much of the Middle or Productive Coal series. The coal measures as 

already stated lie unconformably on all the pre-existing formations,including unconformUy 

the Lower Carboniferous series, and as these islets of older rocks repre- measures to pre- 

Sent the summits of hills or ridges, in the intervening troughs or hollows,tious- 

the coal measures may occasionally have attained a much greater thick¬ 

ness. This supposition is of course possible, still when the very slight 

inclination of the Lower Carboniferous strata, not only around the border 

of the basin, but also over its interior on Newcastle Creek is considered, 

we cannot but think that the facts, so far as they are known, are unfavour¬ 

able to the view that the coal formation has a greater thickness in 

any part of the area than that above given, or that extensive seams of ImProbability 
ot extensive 

coal are likely to be found beneath those which are now being worked coal-seams 
* ° beneath those 

at Grand Lake and elsewhere. already known. 

While, however, our observations of the past year are certainly opposed 

to any opinion which would assign a great thickness to the coal formation 

within the region examined by us, or even to a belief in the occurrence of 

workable seams beneath that which has been so long known and removed 

near the surface in the Grand Lake district, it should not be forgotten 

that the area over which the surface seam may be presumed to extend 

is itself a large one, and that, even supposing the thickness of the seam to possible yield 

be nowhere greater than is shown in the openings already made, its pos-^smîacïïeam'^ 

sible yield of coal, more particularly when the facility with which it may 

be obtained is considered, is such as to confer upon it very considerable 

value. The following estimates based upon our explorations of the region 

may serve to render this more apparent. 

The total area occupied by the rocks of the Middle and Upper Carbonifer-Total area of 

ous formation in that portion of the Province which lies to the westward of uppe^carbou? 

the eastern boundaries of Queen’s and Sunbury counties, (embracing the j^rnoas forma' 

whole of Sunbury and portions of Queen’s and York counties), and of 

which we have personally examined the larger portion, may be approxi¬ 

mately estimated at 2854.6 square miles. Of this about one-third, or 952 

square, miles is apparently covered by the coarse grey beds which form the 
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\ 
inferior portion of the Middle Carboniferous formation, and which, so far 

as known, are destitute of any workable coals ; thus leaving a residue of 

about 1,900 square miles, over which productive seams may be reasonably 

looked for. We are not yet possessed of sufficient data to justify the 

assertion that the various out-crops of coal met with over this area and at 

widely separated points, (such as Clones, the Washademoak, Otnabog, 

Little River, Nashwaak River, etc.) belong to the same seam as those at 

Grand Lake, though there are facts which favor such a supposition ; there 

is, however, no reason to doubt that those in the neighbourhood of the last 
named lake are all of the same seam, and that consequently the area 

over which it may be safely regarded as extending is a very con¬ 

siderable one. Thus the area of the Newcastle coal-field (adopting 

the position of the actual coal openings as marking its limits about 

thirty-two square miles ; that of Salmon River as also about thirty- 

two square miles ; while that of Coal Creek is about forty-eight square 

miles, making a total for the three of about one hundred and twelve 

square miles. Adopting twenty inches as the average thickness of th e 

coal-seam, and T9.4 lbs. as the weight of a cubic foot of coal, (the specific 

gravity being 1.27) and deducting one-fourth for the areas occupied by 

Salmon River and Grand Lake, the total amount of coal within ihe areas 

in question would be (at the rate of 2,000 lbs. to the ton) not less than 

154,948,147.2 tons. 

It is, however, to be observed that the true area of the coal-fields in 

question, and more particularly that of Newcastle River, is probably much 

larger than has been stated above ; the line which has been chosen as 

marking its western limits really indicating only the point where the rocks 

of the Middle coal formation pass beneath those which form the highest 

member of the Carboniferous system, and under which they could probably 

be reached at no great depth. The occurrence of a coal-seam on Little 

River in Sunbury county, having about the same position and thickness as 

those of Newcastle, render this supposition highly probable. Moreover, 

the thickness of the coal-beds at Clones does not differ very greatly from 

that of the beds at Grand Lake, and it is not improbable that a large part 

of the area occupied by the productive measures, and more particularly 

where the Newer coal formation exists, is underlaid by the same seam. 

Supposing this to be the case, and deducting one-third for the area occu¬ 

pied by the barren measures at the base of the Middle Carboniferous for¬ 

mation, or rendered unavailable by being covered with lakes, the possible 

total yield of coal from a seam of twenty inches covering the remaining 

area would be not less than 3,510,486,357.12 tons. Setting aside, how¬ 

ever, this supposition as confessedly based upon too imperfect data, we can 

still hardly doubt that the area over which the principal seam of coal in 

the Grand Lake region may be reasonably supposed to extend, is at least 
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two or three times greater than that employed in the above calculations, 

and that therefore the estimate of its productive capacity may be fairly 

increased in a corresponding ratio. 

In conclusion, it may be worth while to review more fully the history History and 

and results, already briefly stated in the first part of our report, of the attempts torhGr 

earlier attempts to discover coal by boring in the Grand Lake district. The th^Gran^Lake 

first and most important boring was that of 1837, which reached a depth dlstnct‘ 

of 403 feet, and of which a synopsis from the third report of Dr. Gesner Firat boring 

to the Legislature of New Brunswick is given in an appendix. In the403feet' 

above depth, coal is indicated at several levels, but at two only, in quan¬ 

tities sufficient to be deserving of attention. The first was struck at a depth 

of twenty-one feet, and was one foot ten inches in thickness, being evidently 

that which is known as “ the surface seam ; ” while the second, reported as 

eight feet of “ bituminous shale and coal,” was struck at the depth of 262 \ 

feet, the intervening strata being conglomerates, sandstones and shales, 

mostly grey but sometimes blue or red and marly, together with several 

beds of clay-ironstone, slate and a three feet bed of limestone. Consider¬ 

able uncertainty has always attached to this record of a second seam of coal, 

and the confirmation of it has been the object sought in all subsequent 

borings. There is no doubt that the whole return of these borings, so far 

as the names applied to the strata penetrated are concerned, is untrust¬ 

worthy and deceptive ; many of these, such as the three feet bed of lime¬ 

stone immediately above the coal, and the beds of quartz and slate im¬ 

mediately below it, are not known to occur anywhere in the true coal 

measure rocks of the Province. There are, however, pebbles of such rocks 

in the coal measure conglomerates, and therefore if correctly named their 

occurrence in the boring would indicate that an horizon beneath the coal 

measures had been reached. The same remark will also apply to the 

beds of whinstone and limestone found at still lower depths, and to the 

“ blue slate ” with which the borings terminated. It is, however, quite 

impossible, judging from such specimens of the boring as have been sub¬ 

mitted to us, and which are mostly in the state of a fine powder, to apply 

to them any such definite names as those alluded to, while the coa 

reported as associated with them at several levels, and of which there are 

but faint traces in the actual specimens, is only such as might readily have 

been washed from above, and have become mixed with the other materials 

jn the process of sinking. It is certainly remarkable that limestones, red 

shales, slates, quartz and ironstone, all of which occur in rocks which at 

no great distance are known to underlie the coal measures, should have 

been reported here, and tends to confirm the conclusion already arrived 

at from surface indications, that the coal measures in this neighborhood 

are of no great thickness. It is also worthy of note that the depth Thickness ofthe 
v a co&l measures 

assigned to the deeper bed of shale and coal, viz., 260 feet, exceeds but not great. 

Q 
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little the estimate already given as probably that of the productive 

measures. 

The second boring on Coal Creek, five miles above the head of Grand 

Lake, and between five and six miles from that above described, was made 

in 1866, and attained a depth of ninety-seven feet ; but the drill having then 

become jammed in the hole, the work was abandoned, and has not since 

been renewed. It has already been stated that, at a distance of not more 

than five miles from this place, the older Pre-Carboniferous slates reach the 

surface, and are exposed over a considerable area. 

The third boring was commenced in May, 1870, about a mile to the 

north of that of 1837, but, owing to some difficulty amongst the members 

of the company, was carried to a depth of only 218 feet. At the depth of 

ninety-six feet from the surface, a thin seam of impure coal, about six inches 

thick, was found ; otherwise these borings, as might be expected from their 

proximity, corresponded. 

Convinced of the uncertainty attending all these operations and of the 

impossibility of reaching any definite conclusions from the study of the 

surface features of the region, I, in July last, recommended the Provincial 

Government to purchase a suitable apparatus to test the question by boring. 

In the first instance it was proposed to decide the matter by sinking a shaft 

in the vicinity of Newcastle. The amount appropriated for the purpose by 

the Legislature, however, was entirely inadequate to meet the cost of sink¬ 

ing a shaft of sufficient depth ; and if in the depth to which it might have 

been carried, no seam had been reached, the question would have been no 

nearer solution than before, whereas by boring, while the result would be 

less costly and equally satisfactory at any one point, the apparatus employed 

could in the event of failure, be used to test the question at any number of 

other and widely separated localities. 

Duly considering these facts, the Government adopted my recommend¬ 

ation, and has purchased an American diamond-pointed rock drill. This 

is now in operation at Newcastle, and Mr. R. W. Ells has been directed 

to superintend the work, and to carefully observe and note the character of 

the rocks penetrated. We would only remark, in conclusion, with refer¬ 

ence to the so called “surface-seam” and its yield of coal, that the 

careless and desultory mode of working, too generally adopted throughout 

the district, is such as to greatly depreciate its value, both by increasing 

the cost of production, and by rendering the supply variable and uncertain. 

No method whatever is followed, each man sinking on his own property 

and extracting only as much coal as he thinks proper, or as he has occa¬ 

sion to use, working the seam for a short time and then neglecting it, 

allowing the roof to tumble in, and thus necessitating considerable expense 

to clear it out or to run a new level. As regards the quality of the coal, 

it is not unfrequently contaminated with pyrites, and as brought to market, 
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there is often a considerable admixture of coal-shale ; but when care is 

taken to have it thoroughly screened, this does not seriously impair its 

value, while at a number of points the coal is already free from such 

impurities, and of excellent quality. The cost of production is nearly as cost of produc- 

follows : 

Cost of labor.Twenty dollars per month with maintenance. 

Hauling.Six shillings per chaldron, or less, according 
to distance. 

Freight to St. John.Six shillings per chaldron. 
• Wharfage.Ten cents per chaldron. 

During the winter season, when the greater part of the mining is done, 

a considerable quantity of coal is hauled directly to Fredericton. The 

price of blacksmiths coal, delivered at St. John, varies from $4.50 to 

$7.00 per chaldron ;* that of the “ rapid coal,” preferred for household 

use, being from $5 to $8.00. 

Economic Minerals. 

Besides coal a few other minerals of economic importance were observed 

within the region to which this report relates, and may be mentioned here. 

Iron Ores.—In the region about the sources of the Nerepis a large iron ores, 

amount of iron is generally diffused through the strata. Veins of spathic 

iron from one to four inches in thickness occur in the lower beds of the 

St. John group, and according to Dr. Abraham Gesner, a large bed of 

hematite exists on one of the upper branches of the Nerepis stream, near 

Coot Hill on Head-line road. 

The overlying Devonian slates are also, in places, largely charged with 

spathic iron intimately mingled with the argillaceous and calcareous par- spathic iron, 

tides, of which they are to a great extent composed. The Lower Carbon¬ 

iferous rocks partake of this metalliferous character, but the ores observed 

were impure ochre and veins of hematite. On Summer Hill, in Jeru¬ 

salem Settlement, the amygdaloid near the summit of this formation is Hematite, 

often largely charged with veins of hematite varying from half an inch to a 

line in thickness, -which traverse the rock both horizontally and vertically. 

Ochreousiron is freely disseminated through the fine soft beds of the series, 

in'a number of places pro lucing beds o' ochreous earth,usually called mineral 

paint ; such localities occur in Peltoma, on Shin Creek and on the branches 

of the Nerepis. 

In the valley of Coal Creek, Queen’s county, within the limits of 

the Newcastle coal-field, where this stream has been described as travers¬ 

ing an area of Pre-Carboniferous argillites, the coarse gravel forming 

the bed of the creek was at one point found to contain numerous well- 

*The chaldron is a somewhat variable measure in New Brunswick. At G-rand Lake it is 

about twenty-eight or twenty-nine hundred weight. 
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rounded masses or nodules of hematite, varying in size from that of 

a pea to two or three inches. Their source is unknown, for though the 

argillites in questions are here as elsewhere much stained with iron, no 

distinct veins of this mineral could be discovered. Similar nodules of 

hematite were also met with on Thorn Brook, one of the principal tribu¬ 

taries of Canaan River, but here they are probably derived from the 

dioritic rocks of the dark argillite series. 
Limestones.—At a locality on the cross road from the Lower Clones 

road to Kelly’s mill, there is an out-crop of Lower Carboniferous limestone. 

This rock has been calcined in former years to a considerable extent, 

but the kiln is now abandoned. The lime produced is said to have been 

strong and of good quality, but rather dark for finishing. There is another 

out-crop of limestone near Kelly’s Stream, about a mile above the mill. At 

this point the rock is red in color, like a thin bed exposed on the side of 

Summer Hill Brook, near the forks of the North Clones Brook. On the 

former brook, about two hundred yards below the Gagetown Road, there 

are also some beds of grey limestone five feet or more in thickness. 

In Hibernia Settlement, thin beds of limestone have been described, 

page 190 as occurring on the farm of James McConnicky, where they are 

also removed and calcined in considerable quantities. The product is said 

to be of fair, though not of the best, quality. 

The other points at which limestones have been observed, and referred to 

in the earlier pages of this report, are the west shore of the St. John 

River, opposite Long Island, Rush Hill and Shannon Settlement, in the 

parish of Wickham, and the English Settlement in the parish of Johnston 

In each of these localities lime has been burnt to a greater or less extent, 

but only for local use, the product being inferior to that of the metamor- 

phic limestone so abundant nearer the coast. 

Fire-clays.—In describing the coal-crops of the Newcastle district, refer¬ 

ence has been made to the beds of clay very generally associated with 

them, and some of which are true fire-clays. As is usual in other coal 

districts, the fire-clays are generally met with immediately beneath the 

seams of coal, and are to some extent indications of their presence, though 

sometimes they overlie them, or may even occur when the coal is altogeth¬ 

er absent. Their thickness in the openings examined by us varies from 

a few inches to four feet or more. The colour of the clays in the Newcastle 

coal field is also very variable, some portions being yellowish from an 

admixture of ochreous iron, and therefore unsuited for the manufacture 

of fire-bricks, and others of a deep chocolate-brown color ; but much of 

the clay is nearly white, and apparently free from both iron and sulphur. 

Considerable quantities of this clay have been removed at different times 

and shipped to St. John, -where its employment was found to be generally 

satisfactory, but less attention has so far been devoted to it than its value 
would seem to justify. 
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Marble.—The limestones opposite Long Island, on the west side of the Marble« 

St. John River, have been at some points altered, apparently by the intru¬ 

sion of dykes of dolerite, into an imperfect marble. Small blocks of the 

latter are of considerable beauty, taking readily a fine polish, and possessing 

a rich chocolate or purplish-grey color. A want of firmness, however, in 

the rock, and the occurrence of frequent flaws, render it difficult to obtain 

pieces sufficiently large for economical purposes. The beds at this point 

were opened several years since by Hon. S. L. Tilley, but for the reasons 

mentioned, the quarries have been abandoned. 

Porphyries.—Some of considerable beauty are to be met with in the prophyry. 

hill south of Shin Creek, they vary from a cream color to flesh-red and 

dark greyish-purple. Some of the schistose beds connected with them are 

handsomely banded with dark lilac and cream colored layers. 

Jasper, Chalcedony, $c.—In connection with the red sandstones and 

shales of the Lower Carboniferous formation, there are at numerous places Jaqper carne_ 

irregular layers and concretionary masses of red jasper, carnelian and ceadonynd chal“ 

chalcedony. At Lower Clones there is a fine close-grained brick-red 

petrosilex resembling jasper, porphyritic with crystals of calcite. On the 

shore of Washademoak Lake, between Belyea’s and Taft’s Coves, lime¬ 

stones associated with red shales of the Lower Carboniferous formation 
% 

have been described as containing nodules and layers—and at one point a 

bed two feet thick—of chalcedonic quartz. Much of this rock is very beau¬ 

tiful, its color varying from cream color, through pink, to a rich red, these 

shades being sometimes distributed in bands. Pebbles derived from these, 

or similar beds, are common in some of the conglomerates of the coal mea¬ 

sures, and are abundant in the beaches bordering the shores of Grand 

Lake. 

Fluor.—The feldspathic rocks at the summit of the Lower C&rbonife- Fluor-spar, 

rous series in Harvey Settlement contain, as first pointed out by Mr. Chas. 

Robb, numerous small veins of fluor. At Lister’s mills, on the north¬ 

east branch of the Magaguadavic, two varieties of this mineral occur, viz., 

a deep purple and rich emerald green ; both well crystallized and asso¬ 

ciated in veins with quartz and white calcite. In the museum of the Uni- 

versity of New Brunswick is a specimen of nearly pure dark purple 

granular fluor from this neighbourhood, over six inches in diameter, but the 

exact locality from which it was obtained is not known. 

Building Stones.—The sandstones of the coal measures are usually too Buiidingstones. 

irregularly bedded and of too coarse a character to yield good building 

materials. At some points, however, the beds are thicker and more mas¬ 

sive, and blocks of large size are readily removed. This is the case for 

instance, at Three Tree Creek, four miles east of Fredericton Junction, 

and immediately adjacent to the Fredericton Branch railway, also on 

Salmon River, whence the materials for the construction of several of the 
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public buildings in tbe city of Fredericton were obtained. They often, 

contain nodules of pyrites, which on exposure, produce by alteration to 

oxide of iron, rusty brown spots, or even a disintegration of the rock itself, 

but otherwise they are very durable, and are said to withstand fire much. 

better than granite or marble. 
I have the honor to be, 

Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 

(Signed,) L, W. BAILEY. 

APPENDIX. 

RETURN OF BORINGS OF THE SALMON RIVER COALMINES FROM Dr. A. GES- 

NER’S 3rd. REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE OF NEW BRUNSWICK. 

Ft.In. 
Vegetable soil. 10 

Seetionof strata Sand and gravel... 6 2 
bored through Broken shale and clay. 4 7 
near Salmon Shale with impressions of ferns, Ac. 9 5 
River. Bituminous Coal. 1 10 

Marly Clay... 1 0 
Do and shale... 2 0 
Shales. 7 0 
Shaly sandstone. 10 
Sandstone (blue grit). 32 0 
Conglomerate. 3 8 
Shale {with a little coal). 4 6 
Sandstone and conglomerate... 0 8 
Conglomerate. 8 0 
Shale with thin seams of coal. 3 8 
Sandstone and shale. 2 6 
Conglomerate and sandstone. 10 
Sandstone and shale. 10 
Conglomerate. 13 0 
Sandstone (bluegrit).. . 2 0 
Grey sandstone. 5 0 
Sandstone and shale. 2 0 
Do interstratified . 2 0 
Sandstone (blue grit). 6 0 
Sandstone, shale and fire-clay. 10 
Do and red marl. 10 
Slate clay and sandstone. 2 0 
Shaly sandstone and marl. 10 
Red and blue shaly marl. 6 0 
Marly shale and sandstone. 10 
Sandstone (bluegrit). 9 0 
Sandstone with 1 inch of coal. 10 
Conglomerate. 1 0 
Sandstone and shale. 10 
Conglomerate. 4 0 
Shale and conglomerate.  10 
Conglomerate xoith a little coal... 2 0 
Do and sandstone... 10 
Shale. 2 0 
Red marly and blue shale. 10 
Red marly shale..... 50 
Red and blue sandstone. 10 
Sandstone (blue grit).* 39 0 
Clay ironstone.•.’ 2 0 
Quartz and pyrites.. 30 
Clay ironstone..... 1 0 
Conglomerate.. 1 0 
Shale and quartz.' ” ’ 4 0 
Conglomerate.’ ’ ’ ’ 4 q 
Clay ironstone.3 0 
Shale and quartz. 1 0 
Clay ironstone.. . . . 4 0 
Shale.t " 4 0 
Limestone.I.ÜM 3 0 
Conglomerate. 2 0 
Clay ironstone.' ’ ’ 4 q 
Quartz and shale.. 30 
Clay ironstone.. ’ . ! 13 0 
Slate and quartz... ’ 4 q 

Clay ironstone. 
Argillo-ferruginous limestone. 
Shale, with vegetable impressions... 
Bituminous shale and coal.... 
Quartz, slate, ironstone and fire clay 
Clay ironstone. 
Do with slate and quartz... 
Slate, shale and coal. 
Slate, quartz and shale. 
Slate, shale and ironstone. 
Clay ironstone . 
Do (very red color). 
Do with coal. 
Do . 
Sandy shale and slate clay. 
Clay ironstone. 
Whin-stone. 
Sandstone and coal. 
Coarse sandstone.•. 
Sandstone, shale and coal. 
Clay ironstone ... 
Coarse sandstone. 
Bituminous shale. 
Coarse sandstone with quartz. 
Shale and quartz. >.. 
Shale and coal. 
Hard blue shale. 
Sandy shale and klingel. 
Coarse sandstone. 
Soft blue shale . 
Clay ironstone and sandstone. 
Soit shale. 
Coarse sandstone. 
Soft blue shale. 
Coarse sandstone . 
Soft shale. 
Sandstone. 
Soft shale. 
Coarse sandstone. 
Mundic (pyrites).. 
Limestone. 
Shale and freestone balls. 
Fine sandstone. 
Coarse sandstone. 
Sandstone(blue grit). 
Limestone. 
Shale.. 
Sandstone. 
Ironstone. 
Shale. 
Ironstone... 
Shale.. 
Ironstone. 
Shale. 
Ironstone. 
Grey Slate. . 

Ft.In. 
. 4 O' 

. 1 0 

. 2 0 

. 8 0 

. 1 0 

. 30 

. 1 0 

. 1 0 

. 4 0 

. 10 

. 5 0 

. 1 0 

. 1 0 

. 4 0 

. 1 0 

. 1 0 

. 1 0 

. 1 0 

.10 0 

. 1 0 

. 3 3 

. 1 0 

. 10 

. 2 0 

. 4 0 

....... 1 0 

. 1 0 

. 2 0 

. 6 0 

. 2 0 

. 10 

. 6 6 

. 6 0 
». 1 5 
. 4 2 
.4 14 
. 0 6 
. 2 0 
.. 2 1 
. 0 9 
. 0 6; 
. 6 4 
. 2 3 
. 18 
. 15 0 
. 2 1 
. 13 
. 3 6 
.4 11 
.. 0 8 
. 10 
. 0 5 
. 2 6 
. 2 3 
. 5 7 
. 13: 

402 9 



REPORT 

OP OPERATIONS IN BORING FOR COAL WITH THE DIAMOND-POINTED 

STEAM DRILL 

AT 

NEWCASTLE BRIDGE, QUEEN’S COUNTY, NEW BRUNSWICK, 

BY 

Mr. R. W. ELLS, 

ADDRESSED TO 

ALFRED R. C. SELWYN, ESQ., F.G.S., 

DIRECTOR OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA. 

Fredericton, 26th April, 1873. 

Sir,—In accordance with instructions received from you in November instructions, 

last, I proceeded to Grand Lake, New Brunswick, to take charge of the 

boring operations about to be carried on there with the Diamond Drill. 

The spot selected by the Directors of the Company, in whose hands the selection of site, 

drill was placed by the Government of New Brunswick, was at New¬ 

castle Bridge, on the slope of the hill rising southward from the New¬ 

castle Creek, and about eighty rods from the stream. Owing to neglect on 

the part of the Drill Company in sending the drill, many parts were found Lossoftime 

to be wanting when it was set up, and much valuable time was lost in ciTncfe?inethe 

sending to New Y7ork for a core lifter and solid bit, and in obtaining from machjne?T‘ 

St. John other parts of the machinery that should have been sent with the 

drill at first. After some three weeks delay in waiting for the articles to 

arrive from New York, we received the core lifter, and at once deter¬ 

mined to carry on our operations with the core bit until the solid bit 

might come to hand. 

From the broken nature of the rock at the place selected, we found Broken nature 

on boring that the core lifter would not work ; the cores being so shattered " e 10Ci s* 

as to make it impossible to raise them from the hole. From the fact also 

that the core bit would not work in soft shale and fire-clay, we were com¬ 

pelled to suspend operations till the solid bit arrived from New YTork, 

which was not till the middle of December ; and on the 19th of that month 

we again commenced boring, using the solid bit. 

Delays incident to starting the machinery, rendered our average of 

boring for the first three days only eleven feet per day ; but the diffi¬ 

culties being got over, on the fourth day we bored thirty-two feet five 
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Ninety-five teet indies, thus making a depth of ninety-five feet for the first five days 

days. boring. At this depth we struck a fissure in the rock, and the water that 

should have come to the surface, to bring up the borings, passed off at a 
Leak carrying ]ower level, and necessitated the drawing of the rods, in order that the leak 
away the box-- 7 _ ° . 
iu£s- might be stopped. This# we partly succeeded in doing, by pouring down 

sawdust, and the water again coming to the surface we again proceeded 

with the boring to the depth ofl09£feet, when the borings again failed 

us. Our farther attempts at stopping the fissure partially succeeded, 

and we obtained borings again to the depth of 124 feet. At this 

depth, owing probably to striking another fissure, the borings failed us 

again, and several days more were spent in efforts to stop the leak, in 

which we were again partially successful. On the 3rd January, we 

Dark^oiiyinhale again obtained borings, and continued our operations to the depth of 140 

feet. feet, when we struck a band of dark oily shale—the intervening distance 

from forty feet comprising grey sandstone of different degrees of fineness. 

At the depth of 162 feet the borings failed us entirely ; and we were 

compelled to lay aside the solid bit and resort to the hollow bit, for the 

purpose of obtaining cores. By the 11th January we had reached a depth 

of 170 feet 2 inches, when we again attempted to use the solid bit. From 

the carelessness again of the Brill Company in sending the solid bit, we 

found on using it that it was one eighth of an inch larger in diameter than 

the hollow bit, so that in resorting to its use again, it could not easily 

follow the hole previously made by the hollow bit, and, becoming jammed, 

Diamonds two of the diamonds of the outer circle were knocked out and lost down 

the bit and lost the hole. In the attempts to recover the diamonds much of the packing 

hole"tht uule that had been used to stop the leaks became loosed from the fissures by 

the frequent drawings of the rods, and falling on the bottom, it so covered 

the diamonds that it was impossible to recover them. 

Boubt existing in the minds of some of the Birectors of the Company 

as to the diamonds being in the hole, they instructed the Engineer to put 

in the hollow bit again, and resume boring. It was found, however, in 

attempting to bore again, that the diamonds were on the bottom, and on 

bringing up the bit a number of the diamonds in it were found to be des- 

Hoi.> abandoned tr°y®d hy their action upon those in the bottom. This necessitated the 

inchesfeet 2 abandoning of the hole. 
Much of the difficulty and delay in this boring arose from an insuffi- 

causes of dim- cient supply of water to keep the pump running, in order that the borings 

delays met with might be driven up to the surface of the hole, the spring which we used 

having become, from the depth of the snow and the severe cold, quite 

unequal to supply the demand. Belays were also caused by the want of 

materials to repair damages on the spot ; and the impossibility of commu¬ 

nicating with Fredericton, thirty-one miles distant, owing to the state of the 

roads, rendered it difficult to obtain them vThen wanted. 
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On abandoning the hole, a meeting of the Directors was called, and it 

was again decided to commence operations, near the bank of the stream, commencement 
0# 1 of a second 

about eighty rods north of the first location. The place selected by the Direc- boring, 

tors was very bad : by the side of a small pond where the rock was very 

much broken and leaks almost sure to occur ; and though both the Engi¬ 

neer and myself pointed out this fact to them, it was decided to go on with 

the boring in that spot. The engine house and drill were moved down, 

and the borer set up again, ready for work by the 17th of February. 

In our first day’s boring, we struck a leak at fourteen feet from the sur¬ 

face. The next day was spent in packing the hole with fire-clay—cement not 

being obtainable—resulting in an apparent stoppage of the fissure, so that f issure struck, 

we resumed boring on the 19th. The borings again gradually failed us,causm”ltakage‘ 

till at the depth of forty-four feet we were again obliged to lay aside the solid 

bit from the entire absence of the borings. The hole was then rimed out, and 

an iron pipe inserted to the depth of seventeen feet ; but owing to the want Difficulty in 

of proper riming apparatus, it was found impossible to get it farther down. msuitmg 1Jli)CS‘ 

Efforts were then made to stop the hole by filling it with cement and 

boring over again, but owing to the poor quality of the cement employed, 

this work was ineffectual. The Directors then resolved to finish the 

boring with the hollow or core bit. This process is necessarily slow; the 

jamming of the cores in the barrel of the rods preventing the easy pas¬ 

sage of water down, for washing away the borings, necessitating the draw¬ 

ing of the rods every few feet, ffor the purpose of cleaning the bit. Pieces 

of core and pebbles from conglomerate remain in the hole after drawing 

the rods, and these, as soon as the bit begins to revolve on them, tear out 

or break off the diamonds, necessitating their frequent replacing or re-set¬ 

ting. 

On the 25th of March we had reached a depth of 154 feet, and finding Depth reached, 

the wear of the bits from the loss of the diamonds to be so great, the 

Directors determined to again attempt to stop the leak by cementing the 

hole with the best quality of cement. Thinking the leak was near the top, the 

hole was cemented to the depth of only forty-five feet ; but on boring out the 

cement again, the leak was still found to exist. The hollow bit was again 

resumed on the 11th of April—much time having been lost in sending 

for more diamonds—and the boring continued. At the depth of 160 Large artesian 

feet, a large mineral spring was struck, which, when the rods were out of the atïeo feet, 

hole, flowed over the top at the rate of about twenty gallons per minute ; but 

when the rods were down, even with the additional water thrown over the 

hole by the full force of the pump, it could not be brought to the surface, 

showing that the fissure by which the water escaped must have been very 

large. By the sixteenth of April we had reached the depth of 190J feet, worksuspend- 

and our supply of diamonds being again completely exhausted, work had to for wantof 

be suspended till more could be ordered. 
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Breaking up of 
the cores. 

Inappropriate 
location of the 
drill, j 

Bits. 

The last core brought up was of a grey shale, very similar to that over- 

lying the surface seam of coal in the vicinity. . 

From the breaking up of the cores into short pieces, either from the 

vibration of the rods or the broken nature of the rock, and from the fact 

that the pieces of core, acting on one another, wear away very rapidly, 

it is impossible to obtain a full section of the different strata passed 

through ; in boring with the solid bit, however, the boring coming at once 

to the surface, any change in the nature of the rock can be at once 

observed. 

Much delay occurred in our boring from the want of suitable hoisting- 

gear, thus rendering the drawing of rods a very slow process ; also from 

the ordering of only sufficient diamonds to meet the actual requirements of 

the time, as on several occasions we had to suspend operations till they 

could be sent from New York. 

Had the drill been located at first in an appropriate place, much delay 

and expense would probably have been avoided, as the boring of a 500 

feet hole under favorable circumstances ought to require but a short 

time. 

Owing to the opening of regular communication again between New¬ 

castle Bridge and Fredericton, and the fact that cores could be as well 

examined in one place as the other, it has been decided that, during the 

continuation of the boring, the cores should be sent to Fredericton for exam¬ 

ination. The Engineer in charge of the drill will take care of, and label 

each piece as it is brought up, and will send the samples to Fredericton 

weekly ; he will also keep a daily record of the progress made, and sub¬ 

mit it from time to time with the borings. 

I have the honor to be, 

Sir, 

(Signed,) Your obedient servant, 

B. W. ELLS. 

Description of the “ Diamond Drill.” 

The drill in use in the Grand Lake boring i3 the so-styled “ American 

diamond-pointed steam drill,” driven by a steam engine of seven-horse 

power, and doing its work by means of a metal bit, set in its lower surface 

with black diamonds. The bits are of two kinds : hollow and solid. The 

first consists of a hollow cylinder of metal, the diameter of the bore being 

about one and one-quarter inches, with the diamonds set in the inner and 

outer edges, and distributed over the intervening surface, so as to cut a 

complete ring in the rock, the core passing up the inside of the rods. The 

bit screws in to a core lifter, or hollow cylinder of metal with two steel 

slides, working in dove-tailed shelving grooves, which when the bit is 
Core lifter. 
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boring remain flush with the inner surface of the cylinder ; but in drawing 

the rods, they slide down and grasp the core, breaking it off and lifting it 

with the rods. 

The core lifter is screwed to the end of a hollow rod called the core core barrel, 

barrel, eight feet in length, and the boring rods are screwed on the 

upper end. The boring rods are in lengths of ten and twelve feet, and 

are connected by means of screw couplings. Owing to the rush of 

water forced down the rods for the purpose of washing away the borings, 

there is a tendency to drive the cores to the mouth of the bit where, when 

the rock is soft or broken, and the cores in pieces, they are ground up. 

The pieces of core also revolving on one another wear away, so that it is 

almost impossible to obtain a perfect section of the rock passed through. 

The jamming of the cores in the core barrel also prevents the easy passage 

of the water to wash away the borings, so that the drill cannot be driven 

at its full speed ; and also renders it necessary to draw the rods very 

frequently to clear the bit, thus making the rate of progress very slow. 

In the solid bit the entire lower surface is set with diamonds, so that The solid bit. 

every part of the metal is protected from the -wear of the rock. The rock 

for the entire size of the hole is ground up fine, and the borings are washed 

up by the ascending current of water, which in its descent passes through 

the bottom of the bit by means of four small holes ; the borings being 

brought at once to the surface, any change in the rock passed through 

is instantly seen.- As there is no occasion for drawing the rods, the Rate of borinc_, 

progress is very rapid ; the fastest speed made by us in hard grey sand¬ 

stone being three feet in twenty-five minutes, allowing for delays in screw¬ 

ing on rods, running back gear, &c. A speed of five or six feet per hour 

should be made under favorable circumstances. The solid bit, not requir¬ 

ing a core lifter, is screwed directly on the core barrel. 

The boring rods in which the bits are screwed are hollow,.and a constant Rods, 

stream of water is forced down them by means of a steam pump of two- 

horse power. This is necessary in order to clear away the borings as fast 

as made, as well as to keep the bits cool. The rods are driven round at 

a speed of about 600 revolutions per minute ; but, of course, this speed 

can be regulated to suit the nature of the rock. The stream of water 

passing down the rods is driven up outside and out at the top of the hole ; 

any fissures passed through allow the water to escape, so that in boring 

with the solid bit, the sides of the hole must be perfectly tight. The 

hollow bit will not work in soft or very broken rock, since the core lifters 

cannot act upon the cores to lift them ; and neither of the bits will 

work in sand or clay, unless very stiff, owing to the body of the ascending 

water destroying the sides of the hole. 

In running the drill, but two men are necessary—the engineer and 

fireman ; the engine consumes about three barrels of coal during the 

24 hours. 
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A suitable house, 18 feet by 20, can be erected at a cost of $100 

to $150 ; the cost of this will depend on the season. It should be placed 

near a large spring, or in some place where a plentiful supply of water 

can be obtained for the use of the pump. 

The following is a record of the borings in the Grand Lake coal field at 

Newcastle Bridge, Queen’s county, New Brunswick. 

Record of 
Coring No. 1. 
270 feet 2 inches. 

1872. BORING No. 1. Ft. In. 

December 19. Fine-grained shaly sandstone. 4. 0 
Coal shale, £ inch coal. 1. 0 

Do 2 inch do . 2. 0 

20. Do do. 6. 0 
Do with pyrites (very hard). 3. 1 

Bituminous shale. 0. 4 
Solid coal, surface seam. 1. 10 

Bituminous shale and impure coal. 0. 10 
Fine clay. 4. 6 

21. Fine shaly sandstone. 4. 9 

Fine coal shale. 3. 0 
Shale and fine clay, with iron pyrites. 2. 9 

23. Fine-grained greenish sandstone. 1. 0 
Do Do with shale. 2. 0 

Do Do Do and fire »lay... 1. 0 
Dark, brown, and greenish«shale. 2. 0 

Hard grey shale, with fine clay. 3 0 
Fine-grained sandstone, (grey micaceous). 6. 8 

Do Do. 3. 0 

Olive-green sandstone. 1. 0 

Fine-grained grey sandstone. 6. 9 

24. Do do (micaceous).3. 0 
26. Do do .;.10. 0 
27. Do do (micaceous).27. 0 

Do do. 6. 0 
28. Do do (micaceous)   2. 0 
29. No borings... 4. 8 
30. Greenish-grey sandstone. 9. 3 

1873. 31. do (coarse grit) . 3. 0 

January. 4. Grey sandstone, micaceous, with coarse bands. 9. 10 
6. Do do with iron pyrites. 6. 2 
8. Hard, dark grey shale (oily), with thin seams of coaly ) q o 

matter..J 

Grey coal shale. 5. 4 
9. Fine-grained grey sandstone, (micaceous). 5. 5 

10. No borings. 7. 9 
Fine-grained grey sandstone, (micaceous). 8. 0 

170 2 
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BORING No. 2. 

Commenced in roch at seventy feet lower level than the first. 

1873. Ft. In. 
February 17. Shelly grey sandstone. 4. 0 

Fire-clay, grey shale and sandstone. 2. 3 

Grey sandstone and fire clay. 1. 0 
Yellowish grey sandstone, (micaceous). 3. 2 

Do do (fine grit). 2. 3 

19. Fine grey sandstone (micaceous). 1. 0 

Yellowish grey sandstone and fire clay.10. 8 
Grey conglomerate. 1. 3 

Yellowish grey sandstone, (micaceous). 2. 0 

Dark grey sandstone, do. 1. 3 
20. Grey conglomerate. 1. 2 

Grey sandstone. 1. 0 

Grey conglomerate. 1. 0 

March 14. Fine grey sandstone... 5. 5 
15. Coarse grey sandstone.20. 6 

16. Fine grey sandstone, the last two feet containing fos-1 , o 
sils and iron pyrites. j 

17. Grey shale (slate of Matthew).   6. 4 

Grey sandstone, (micaceous). 1. 3 
Grey shale, do . 3. 5 

18. Grey sandstone. 1. 0 
Grey conglomerate. 1. 3 

19. Fine grey sandstone.18. 9 
20. Coarse quartz grit. 2. 5 

21. Grey shale. 2. 0 
Grey sandstone.   3. 6 

22. Dark grey shale., 4. 0 
Fine-grained grey sandstone... 6. 4 
Shaly grey sandstone. 1. 8 
Fine shale.'.. 7. 7 

24. Fine grey sandstone, (micaceous and pyritous,) with j r 
seams of fire clay.*.j D' 4 

Fine grey sandstone. 9. 3 

Fine grey sandstone (fossils and iron pyrites). 4. 7 

25. Coarse grey sandstone. 3. 3 
Coarse grey sandstone, with fossils and iron pyrites, band 

of conglomerate. 1. 9 

April 11. Greenish grey sandstone, very fine. 8. 4 

12. Do do do (micaceous). 9. 6 

14. Coarse grey grit.10. 5 
15. Fine dark-grey sandstone. 5. 3 

16. Grey conglomerate. 1. 0 

Grey shale. 1- 8 

190. 6 

R. W. ELLS. 

Record of bor» 
ing No. 2. 190 
feet 6 inches. 

I 



REPORT 

ON THE 

COAL MINES OF THE EASTERN OR SYDNEY COAL FIELD 

OF CAPE BRETON, N.S. 

BY 

MR. CHARLES ROBB C.E. ; 

ADDRESSED TO 

ALFRED R. C. SELWYN, ESQ., F.G.S., 

DIRECTOR OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA. 

Instructions. 

Geological 
structure. 

Montreal, May, 1873. 
% 

Sir,—Having in the course of last summer received instructions from 

you to continue the survey and examination of the Cape Breton Coal 

Fields, which was commenced in 1870 by the late Mr. Edward Hartley, 

and having from various circumstances, beyond my control, been prevented 

proceeding thither until the end of August, I devoted the remainder of 

the season suitable for field-work to a preliminary survey or general 

reconnaissance of the principal area occupied by the productive coal 

Map and report, measures ; and to the collection of materials for an accurate topographical 

* map, and for a report on the various collieries at present in operation in 

the eastern or Sydney Coal Field. 

In the prosecution of this work I have made many observations and 

measurements bearing upon the geological structure of the region ; but, 

however useful these may be in the future, they can scarcely be regarded 

as sufficiently precise or comprehensive to justify any detailed statements 

on this point upon the present occasion. 

In the preparation of a map upon a sufficiently large scale to form a 

basis for the determination of the structure of the coal field, I have availed 

myself, so far as regards the coast lines, of Admiral Bayfield’s charts, 

which at Sydney Harbor and some other points I have verified in many 

of the minutest details by triangulation and otherwise. For a portion of 

the coast-line, and also of the interior of the country adjacent thereto, as 

well as for the contours, and for the course of certain of the coal seams, 

I am indebted to the records—kindly lent to me by the gentlemen inter¬ 

ested—of elaborate surveys made by Professor J. P. Lesley, in 1862 and 

1863, for various private companies ; and by Mr. B. S. Lyman of Phila¬ 

delphia, in 1865, for Marshall Bourinot, Esq., of Sydney. I have also to 
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express my obligations to Messrs. Wm. A. Hendry, Deputy Commissioner 

of Crown Lands, R. H. Brown, Manager of Sydney Mines, H. Poole, late 

Manager of Caledonia Mines, E. T. Moseley of Sydney, F. N. Gisborne 

and A. J. Hill, for access to maps and plans of the various properties in 

which they are interested, and for much collateral information. 

In every instance where advantage has been taken of surveys previously 

made, I have been careful to verify and connect these, and to fix the 

positions of the various pits and works, and the crops of the principal 

seams by bearings and measurements between prominent points. For 

these purposes also, and for establishing the heights at many points, I 

have made use of the plans and profiles of the Glasgow and Cape Breton 

and of the International railways, at present in operation and connecting 

some of the collieries with Sydney Harbor ; also of the projected and sur¬ 

veyed railroad line to Louisbourg. 

This map, embracing the whole known area of the productive coal 

measures in this district, and drawn to a scale of four inches to a mile, 

is now completed, with the exception of some minor details. 

For reasons already stated, and in compliance with your request, I scope of present 

propose to devote the following report to a description of the various col-‘eport' 

lieries now in operation in the eastern Coal Field of Cape Breton, and to 

the economical considerations suggested in connection with the future 

development of this most important coal field. On these points some 

details which were collected by Mr. Hartley, and referred to in your 

Summary Report for 1870-71, will be embodied with my own obser¬ 

vations.* 

Without, therefore, on the present occasion entering into any details in 

regard to the geological structure or topographical features of the region 

of which this coal-field forms a part, I shall merely give such a slight 

sketch of these as seems to be necessary in connection with the considera¬ 

tion of the economic questions to be noticed in this Report. 

General Remarks on the Eastern or Sydney Coal Field. 

The land area occupied by the productive coal measures in the eastern 

or Sydney Coal Field may, so far as now known, be estimated at 200 Area occupiod 

square miles, being about thirty-two miles in length from north-west to ^ coa/mea*’ 

south-east, by about six miles in width. It is limited on three sides bysurei- 

the Atlantic Ocean ; and towards the south-west by the out-crop of the 
subjacent Lower Carboniferous rocks. This area forms the southern 

* Much information on this subject, in a popular and practical form, is contained in 

Brown’3 “Coal Fields of Cape Breton,” London, 1871; Rutherford’s “ Coal Fields of Nova 

Scotia,” Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1871 ; Dr. Dawson’s Acadian Geology,” London, 1868 ; 

and How’s “ Mineralogy of Nova Scotia,” Halifax, 1869. 
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extremity of an extensive trough or basin, which is for the most part 

hidden under the waters of the ocean, and which has been corrugated by 

numerous subordinate folds, bringing the same coal seams repeatedly to 

the surface along the ijorth-east coast of the Island, under the most 

favorable conditions and circumstances for their extraction and shipment. 

The whole coast is deeply indented by bays and channels approxi¬ 

mately coinciding with the axes of these folds, and affording in the sea 

cliffs numerous natural sections of the strata, and exposures of the coal 

Good harbours, seams. Some of these bays also constitute excellent harbors, one of 

which—Sydney Harbor—situated towards the centre of the district, ranks 

among the finest and most commodious on the Atlantic coast of North 

America. The cliffs are generally from thirty to eighty feet high, stand¬ 

ing perpendicularly and frequently overhanging the sea ; and the country 

inland is of a gently rolling character, the highest altitudes rarely exceed¬ 

ing 150 feet. 

Such jnatural advantages, combined with its highly favorable geographi¬ 

cal position, point to this district as probably the most important in the 

Dominion for the supply of fuel to the numerous steamers navigating the 

Atlantic. During the few months of winter, when the more northerly 

harbors are closed or obstructed by ice, a railway only about twenty-two 

miles in length, will connect many of the collieries with Louisbourg, which 

is also a fine harbor, and is said to be open and safe throughout the whole 
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year. 

The aggregate thickness of coal in workable seams outcropping on the 

shore, and for the most part exposed in the bays and cliffs, is from forty to 

fifty feet ; the seams vary from three to nine feet in thickness ; they 

generally dip at a very low angle, and appear to be very little affected bjr 

faults or disturbances. As the strata all dip seaward, much of the coal 

will be available in the sub-marine as well as in the land areas. From 

experience at one of the collieries, to be hereafter described, it has been 

fully established, that with due caution and care these sub-marine areas 

may be worked to a large extent. 

The coal is of the bituminous or soft variety, with comparatively little 

diversity in the quality of the different seams ; all of which yield a coal 

exceedingly well adapted for general purposes, while that of some of 

them is specially applicable to the manufacture of gas. Much of it will 

compare very favorably with the best English coal. As compared with 

the Pictou coal, regarding which very full details have been given by 

Mr. Hartley in the Report of the Geological Survey for 1869, it is 

characterized on the whole, by a greater proportion of combustible matter, 

and a smaller proportion of ash ; but on the other hand it usually contains 

a greater amount of sulphur. 
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COLLIERIES IN OPERATION. 

I shall proceed to give some details regarding the condition of the 

various productive coal mines in this district at the time of my visit, 

(October, 1872,) and also of those at which works were in'progress and 

expected to be in a condition for raising coal for the market during the 

present season. For conciseness and to facilitate comparison, I have 

tabulated such of the more prominent and important features at eachTables- 
colliery as would conveniently admit of this arrangement. 

The first table contains a list of the collieries to which reference is 

made, with the names of the proprietors and managers, the date of 

commencement, the extent of the properties, the number of men, horses, 

and steam-engines employed, the total production, and the amount of 

capital invested in works. It may be remarked, however, that from 

various causes, none of the thirteen coal mines enumerated are at present 

worked to their full capacity. 

In the second table a description is given of the various seams worked, 

analyses of the coal from each seam, and the depth and extent of the 

workings, &c. Of the series of analyses given in the table, some were 

made several years ago, and are here compiled from various authentic 

records, chiefly contained in the works referred to on page Others 

are taken from examinations more recently made, and not hitherto 

published, but communicated to me by the proprietors of the various 

collieries. A series of samples from twelve different collieries, collected 

by myself last season, and believed to represent the average quality of 

the coal in each, have been submitted to Dr. B. J. Harrington, Chemist 

to the Geological Survey, for proximate analysis ; the results of which are 

given in Table II., while his accompanying remarks are introduced 

under their appropriate headings in the text. 

The details given in this Report are to be understood only as relating 

to those seams which are actually worked on the several areas ; and the 

quantities of coal stated as underlying them are only such as are estimated 

to exist in these worked seams. Mr. Brown, in his “ Coal Fields and Coal 

Trade of Cape Breton,” gives for most of the areas referred to in this 

Report an estimate of the total amount of coal contained in all the work¬ 

able seams underlying each. 

The method of estimating the quantity of coals in the several areas is Estimation o* 

as follows : The weight of a cubic foot of water being 62*5 pounds, the liUantltie3‘ 

average specific gravity of the coal 1*3 ; the number of superficial feet in 

an acre, 48,560 , and the number of pounds to a gross ton, 2,240. 

Then 625x010lx43,;>— = 1,580 tons per acre of one foot thickness. Allow- 
2,240 7 1 

ing for irregularities, and for coal which for various reasons is not available, 

1,500 tons is assumed as the contents of an acre of coal one foot thick, 
R 
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which, multiplied by the number of acres in the area, and by the thickness 

of the seam in feet, gives the total contents. 

Bearings. The bearings given in this Report and in the Table are stated in rela¬ 

tion to the magnetic meridian ; the variation of the compass for the year 

in which the observations were made being 26° 10' West. 

I. The Sydney Mines. 

Operations 
since 3827- 

Yield of the 

Of all the coal mines in Cape Breton the Sydney Mines are not only 

the first established, but by far the most extensive and important. In 

1827 these mines came under the exclusive control of the General Mining 

Association, a London company, who now hold under lease in the district 

more than 30,000 acres, which are for the most part underlaid by large 

workable seams of coal. From 1827 to the present time this company 

have worked their mines regularly aud systematically, and in the most 

skilful and economical manner. From 1785 to 1827 the Sydney Mines 

had been worked sometimes by Government, and sometimes by various 

individuals and companies ; but always in a very desultory and imperfect 

way. Mr. Richard Brown, the late manager of the General Mining As¬ 

sociation, states that the yield of coal from these mines during that period 

had been 275,000 tons; only a little more than half what ought to have 

been produced according to the area over which the workings extended. 

The total quantity of coal which has been sold from these mines since 

1827 is given in Table I. 

Seams to which Although other and important seams crop out Within the area owned by 

tionsnhaveebee« the Association, mining operations have been confined to three, known res¬ 

pectively as the Sydney Main seam, the Lloyd’s Cove seam, and the In¬ 

dian Cove seam. Of these the Sydney Main seam is the only one now 

mined, and is also the one which has been by far the most extensively 

worked in past years. 

The following sections of the Lloyd’s Cove and Indian Cove seams are 

4aken from Mr. Brown’s elaborate section of the strata at this locality. The 

Sections of former is 728 feet of vertical distance above the main seam, and the latter 
beams. 460 fee^ breath it. 

Lloyd’s Cove Seam. 

Ft. In. 
Coal. 2 0 
Clay. 0 2 
Coal. 0 6 

Clay. 0 1 
Coal. 3 6 

Total thickness. 6 3 

Indian Cove Seam. 

Ft. In. 
Coal.. o 8 

Shale. 0 1 
Coal.   4 o 

Total thickness. 4 9 

These seams were worked to a small extent a few years ago by the As¬ 

sociation, about eighteen acres of the former, and ten acres of the latter 
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having been partially taken out ; but they were abandoned in consequence 

of their comparatively inferior quality, and the capability of the Main seam 

to supply all present demands. 

The Sydney Main seam is a solid compact seam of from five feet six Sydney Mam 

inches to six feet in thickness, and of nearly homogeneous character 

throughout. It dips N. 60? E. < 4° 45' or one in twelve. Over an extent 

of about 1000 acres of the land area, and about 3,200 acres of the sub-Thickness, 

marine area belonging to the Association, the seam is five feet nine inches 

thick. Over 2,154 acres it is four feet thick. Of the land and sub-marine 

area first named, together 4,200 acres, the coal has been mined over 86T Area mined 

acres only. Over seventy-five acres of this area the pillars have been 

taken out, while in the remaining 792 acres they are still standing. The 

sub marine workings have extended over seventy-four acres, with a mini¬ 

mum thickness of eighty fathoms between them and the sea bottom. After 

deducting the amount of coal extracted as per tabular statement, and Quantity of 

that mined previously to 1827, there remains of available coal in this seam stuiavaiiabie. 

38,300,000 tons. 

In addition to the remarks given in the Table, I append the following 

detailed statements relative to the quality of this coal, as carefully tested Quanty from 

and analyzed by Professor Henry How of King’s College, Windsor, in by professor 
1871. Howrue"01 

Composition of Average Samples of the whole seam of Coal. 

By Medium Coking. 

Moisture. . 3.04 
Volatile combustible matter... 31.14 

Fixed carbon. 61.50 
.Ash (reddish-brown). 4.32 

100.00 

By Fast Coking. 

Total volatile matters. 37.48 

C#ke. 62.52 

100.00- 

Theoretical evaporative power 7.98 lb. 
By Slow Coking. 

Total volatile matters. 29.70 
Coke. 70.30 

Coke per cent. 65.82 100.00 
^Theoretical evaporative power 8.45 Theoretical evaporative power 9.061b. 

Mean coke per cent. 66.21 
Mean theoretical evaporative power. 8.49 
Ash per cent... 4.32 

Sulphur per cent.’. 1.24 
Specific gravity of average samples. 1.30 
Calculated weight of one cubic foot, unbroken. 81.10 

« u u broken. 54.50 

Space for one ton, 2240 lb., on stowage (Economic Weight). 41.10 cubic feet 

Composition of Ash. 

Sand and clay.  29.57 
Peroxide of Iron. 51.33 

Alumina. 4.84 

Sulphate of lime.  10.98 
Lime. 2.0ft 
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Magnesia.... 
Phosphoric Acid, decided traces 
Manganese, traces. 
Chlorine, traces. 

1 
1- 0 23 
i. 

Gas Returns. 

100.00 

By G. Buist, Esq., Manager of Halifax Gas Works. 

Gas (average of 4 tests) per ton of 2240 lbs.8200 cubic feet. 

Coke “ “ “ “ “ .1295 lb., of good quality. 
Illuminating power of gas (average of 6 tests).8 candles. 

The details above given explain the well known high favor in which this 

coal has been held for upwards of forty years for domestic use, and also 

for steam producing by those who have employed it carefully. 

The mean theoretical evaporative power, or number of pounds of boiling 

water which should be evaporated by one pound of coal, 8.49, compares 

very favorably with the actual power of British coals, as found in the 

Navy Trials in which I assisted ; these were :— 

Average of 37 samples from Wales. 9.051b. 
“ 17 “ “ Newcastle. 8.37 lb. 
“ 28 “ “ Lancashire. 7.94 lb. 
“ 8 “ “ Scotland.!. 7.70 1b. 

8 “ “ Derbyshire. 7.58 lb. 

This fact alone would always have been significant as indicating that the 

Sydney coal should prove a good steam coal ; but, since late experiments 

have shewn that, when burnt in proper furnaces, the bituminous coals have 

been found to give no smoke, and to have an evaporative power even 

superior to that of Welsh steam-coals, it is now of the highest importance. 

It is necessary to draw attention in this connection, to the resemblance of 

the Sydney coal to those bituminous coals which gave these results, in 

containing alow percentage of ash.The Director of Naval Cons¬ 

truction at Brest reported to the French Minister of Marine (about 1860) 

“ that the steam power of Sydney coal is little inferior to that of Cardiff 

and equals that of Newcastle coal.” 

“ With respect to the amount of sulphur, I find that, after deducting 

the harmless sulphur in the sulphate of lime of the ash, there remains but 

1.24 per cent., or less than the average in 87 Welsh and 28 Lancashire 

coals, which is 1.42 in both cases, and in 8 from Scotland which is 1.45, 

so that this coal will compare favorably in this respect with these from 

abroad, some of which are highly esteemed for steam purposes.” 

Remarks by Dr. Dr. Harrington appends the following remarks to the analysis of the 

sample of Sydney Mines coal analyzed by him :—“A compact coal, break¬ 

ing with a rather rough fracture. Contains a little mineral charcoal, and 

has numerous thin leaves of carbonate of lime, running at right angles to 

the bedding. It contains a good deal of visible pyrites disseminated 

through it, and gives a reddish-grey ash.” 
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Surface Works.—The coal is reached by vertical shafts or pits sunk 

successively further to the dip as the seam becomes exhausted within a 

convenient distance from the shaft. The first shaft was 200 feet, and the Shafts, 

second 300 feet in depth. Both these shafts arc now abandoned, and the 

workings filled with water ; but the coal of the pillars, in those connected 

with the second shaft, is still available, as well as that in a barrier fifty 

yards in thickness, which has been left to protect the newer workings. 

Now, and for many years back, the coal is brought to the surface by a 

shaft called the Queen or C Pit. It is 360 feet deep and 1360 yards 

from'the’crop of the seam, between which and the shaft, as well as 1100 

yards to the dip, most of the available coal has been worked out, to an 

average breadth of nearly a mile. In this area, however, with the excep¬ 

tion of the 4seventy-five acres above mentioned, nearly all the pillars 
are still standing. 

This colliery is capable of yielding at the rate of upwards of 700 tons 

per day ; at the time of my visit it was supplying 570 tons per day. Yield- 

In connection with the Queen or C pit, which is thirteen feet in diame¬ 

ter, there is a pumping shaft, eleven feet in diameter ; these are both 

used as downcast shafts, and there is also a separate ventilating or upcast 

shaft, eight feet in diameter. 

The distance of underground haulage from the principal working faces underground 

to reach these pits having become so great (now upwards of three quar¬ 

ters of a mile) another set of shafts has been recently commenced 1320 

yards further to the dip, which will reach the Main seam at a depth of 630 

feet from the surface. These shafts are called the New Winning, and are 

designed chiefly to command the Association’s extensive sub-marine area 

adjacent to the Sydney Mines. Unfortunately in sinking them a great 

influx of water has been met with at the depth of 300 feet, which the 

small steam-engines temporarily used for the work have proved inadequate 

to overcome ; and the operations have in consequence been suspended 

until the magnificent and powerful pumping engines, designed for the 

permanent drainage of the mine, can be brought into action. These Engines and 

engines, and the other machinery connected with this colliery, all of which nerr- 

is of the most perfect and substantial description, are the exact counter¬ 

part of those which have been recently erected by the General Mining 

Association at the Foord Pit of the Albion Mines at Pictou, and have 

been minutely described by Mr. Hartley in his report (Geology of Canada) 

Report of Progress 1869-70, pp. 87-89. Further recapitulation of details 

is, therefore, unnecessary,except to note that here the pumps are 20 inches 

instead of 18 inches in diameter. 

The machinery at the Queen Pit Colliery consists of a pumping engine 

of 150 horse-power, 50 inch cylinder and 7 feet stroke, giving 6 feet ^e^SuPit 

-stroke on the pump, 20 inches in diameter, which makes 13 lifts per 
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minute and raises 90 gallons per lift ; this is capable of keeping the mine- 

dry by twelve hours pumping. The steam is supplied to this engine by 

four plain cylindrical boilers, 7 feet in diameter and 20 feet long, with 

egg ends. There are four more ready to set up, each 6 feet in diameter 

and 30 feet long. There is also a winding engine, 32-inch cylinder and 

6 feet stroke, 35 lbs. pressure on the boiler, or about 80 nominal horse¬ 

power, furnished with steam by three cylindrical boilers, 6 feet in 

diameter, and 25 feet long, with egg ends. In the same battery are four 

similarly shaped boilers, 5 feet in diameter, and 25 feet long, for the 

supply of the underground slope engines. The winding engine is fur¬ 

nished with a 4-inch flat wire rope, working over a 10 feet drum, 

and is capable of bringing to the surface two tubs (as the small under¬ 

ground cars are called) or one ton in less than a minute. The arrange¬ 

ment of shutes, screens, and railway at bank are of the most substan¬ 

tial and perfect description. The screens have thin quarter-inch 

gratings, and about one-eighth of all the coal taken directly from the 

mine passes through these screens in the shape of slack, only a small 

proportion of which is saleable. 

During the winter, when the miners work about half time, and the coal 

is not immediately required for shipment, it is banked. The bank usually 

contains about 25,000 tons. The coal is drawn by the winding engine 

while in regular operation up an incline from the bank foot to shutes, by 

which it is deposited in certain regulated proportions on the screens, along 

with the coal freshly extracted from the pit. From the effect of atmos* 

pheric influences combined with extra handliug and moving, one-fourth of 

all the bank coal is in the state of slack. 

The coal produced at this colliery is conveyed to the loading-ground or 

wharf at North Sydney by a substantial railway, four miles in length, with 

self-acting incline at the wharf end, owned of course by the Association. 

The gauge of this railway is four feet eight and a half inches, with rails 

of 56 pounds to the yard. The road is equipped with 174 waggons, each 

capable of containing an English (Newcastle) chaldron, or fifty-three 

hundred weight, and constructed to open at the bottom ; and four loco¬ 

motives of 16, 17, 27, and 30 tons respectively; the heavier engines 

draw thirty cars per train, and consume altogether in this service- 

about seventy tons of coal per month. 

The wharf is irregular in shape, capable of accommodating and load¬ 

ing eight vessels at a time, drawing from 14 to 22 feet of water- 

Ample and safe accommodation is afforded in the harbor near the 

wharf for loading, by means of lighters, vessels of a greater draught. The 

average amount of coal which the present works and appliances are 

capable of producing and shipping may be stated to be 550 tons per 

day, or upwards of 150,000 tons per annum, which will be increased 
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threefold when those at the New Winning are brought into opera¬ 

tion.* 

There is a good foundry and machine shop, built of brick, attached 

to this colliery, furnished with several large lathes, planing and screw- ^acMne sliop 
cutting machines, boring mill, and all machinery requisite for the con¬ 

struction and repair of steam-engines and of all the implements required 

about the mines. The foundry engine is of 40 horse-power, with two 

cylindrical boilers, 6 feet in diameter, and 30 feet long, and an auxiliary 

boiler, about 3 feet 6 inches in diameter, consuming in all about 

seventy tons of coal per month. 

Underground Works.—The style of working which has been adopted 

in this colliery since the commencement (as in all the others in this district) 

is what is well known under the name of the pillar and bord or post and 

stall system ; the only modification introduced having been the enlargement System of work- 

of the pillars as the seam is worked further to the dip. From the bottom of 

the Queen Pit access is obtained to the dip workings by two slopes, diver¬ 

ging, although nearly on the full dip ; one commanding the northern, and 

the other the southern part of the workings. These inclines or engine slopes 

are over 1000 yards in length each, and are cut seven feet wide for three 

sets of rails, forming rail or tramways of two feet guage, with suitable 

crossing places. The rails are of wrought iron, 32 pounds to the yard ; 

and the slopes are worked by two pairs of horizontal stationery engines, 

about 30 horse-power each pair, supplied with steam from the boilers on 

the surface, and drawing the trains of tubs by a wire rope. The tubs or 

small waggons used in the mine are built for the most part of sheet iron, 

although some are of wood; they contain on an average 9| cwt. each, 

and the train usually consists of about twenty tubs. 

From the main slopes levels are extended on either side in a direction 

nearly north and south magnetic. These levels are 6 feet wide and 54 

feet high, and are also laid with a similar description of rails, over wdiich 

the tubs are drawn by horses. The dimensions of the bords and pillars 

have varied at different parts of the works, the size of the pillars, as 

already stated, having been increased as the works progressed further to 

the dip. At present the bords or working-places are 164 feet wide, driven 

on the level and parallel to the main roads, and the pillars are left from 

30 to 40 yards long by 14 yards wide. The gate roads, 6 feet wide, 

from the main levels to the working places, are driven about 20Q off the 

true dip, or N. 80° E. There is no regular cleat to this coal seam, but it is 

found to work best in the direction and manner indicated. The coal is 

* This calculation is based on the assumption of a regular yield throughout the whole 

year. In reality the miners only work about half time in winter, and hence the produc¬ 

tion during the shipping season is occasionally much g;eater than the average. 
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cut in the usual way by holing in the bottom of the seam, shearing in the 

sides, and bringing down partly by wedges set in a parting, about two 

feet from the bottom, and partly by blasting with gunpowder. Of all the 

coal mined at this colliery, probably about 20 per cent, or one-fifth, is in 

the state of slack : and as only a very small proportion of this finds a 

market (the proportion of large to that of small coal sold being as 23 to 

1) most of that made underground is allowed to remain there. 

Ventilation.—The ventilation of this colliery is effected by means of 

a furnace with 30 square feet area of grate, through which also the 

exhaust steam from the slope engines is conveyed to the surface. The 

volume of air set in motion through the workings by this furnace amounts 

to 28,500 cubic feet per minute. The air is drawn from above through 

the queen or cage pit shaft and the pumping shaft, down the engine 

planes, and back through the workings, guided by proper doors and 

stoppings, to the furnace, from which it is discharged into the upcast 

shaft, used exclusively for ventilating purposes. 

So far as I can learn no faults or troubles have been met with in these 

workings ; but occasionally portions of the roof have fallen in, and have 

caused disaster and loss of life, such portions being apparently occupied 

by the spreading roots of erect trees. 

Production.—The average annual production of coal for the market 

d from Sydney Mines, for the last fifteen years, is 104,428 tons. It is largely 

exported to the United States and the neighboring Provinces, chiefly for 

domestic purposes. The selling price for many years has been $2.25, 

per ton with 10 per cent, discount on orders for more than 2,500 tons. 

II. Lingan Mines. 

These mines wTere first opened by the General Mining Association in 

1854, upon an extensive and valuable tract of about fourteen square miles? 

bounded on the east by the shores of Indian Bay and Lingan Basin, and 

on the west by Sydney Harbor, This tract is underlaid throughout its 

entire length (six miles) by several very important seams of coal, which 

will be found to extend in a workable condition under the sub-marine 

area of ten square miles also leased by the Association. 

Eight workable seams have been found and proved on this area, com¬ 

prising an aggregate thickness of not less than forty feet of good coal, 

besides several others which have been discovered by boring and trial 

pits, but whose precise dimensions are unknown. On the present occasion 

I shall confine myself to a notice of only two of these seams, on which 

collieries have been established. 

The Lingan colliery is situated on the north shore of Indian Bay, about 

twelve miles from Sydney. The mine is opened by a slope on a seam 
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eight feet eight inches in thickness, called the Lingan Main seam, dipping 

N. 32° E. < 12c>-16°. At a height of five feet eight inches from the 

floor of the seam, as will be found mentioned in the description, Table II., 

a clay parting occurs, which at its out-crop in the cliffs at Indian Bay is 

only one inch in thickness, but at the working slope, half a mile west, has 

increased to fifteen inches, and in a further similar distance west attains 

a thickness of eight feet, splitting the seam into two, the lower portion 

alone being there worked, and still maintaining its original thickness, 

whilst the parting forms the roof. Taking the lower bench only of this 

seam as available for working, the land and sea areas of the seam in the Quantity of coal 
° available. 

Lingan tract may be estimated to contain 73,800,000 tons of coal, of 

which, supposing seventy acres to have been partially worked over, there 

will remain about 73,000,000 tons. 

The Lingan mine coal is highly esteemed ; and is specially adapted for 

the manufacture of gas, for which purpose it is largely exported to Boston 

and New York, and formerly also to Halifax; it is said to yield not less 

than 9,700 cubic feet of gas per ton. Owing to the occurrence of a 

pyritous band about two inches in thickness, and fourteen inches from the Pyntous baud, 

roof, the coal, after being mined, has to be carefully screened and 

hand-picked before shipment, to free it from this deleterious ingredient. 

This coal is also much esteemed for blacksmiths purposes, and for the 

quality of its coke. 

As regards its character as a steam coal, Professor How remarks :— 

il The ash is very low in all parts of the seam, the average of the whole Report^by Pro- 

being only 3-06 per cent. This gives great evaporative power to the coal, 

and hence, according to late results, it should be valuable for steam 

purposes. The mean of all my experiments gives for the theoretical 

evaporative power of the coal 9*19 lbs. as the amount of boiling water 

which should be evaporated' by one pound of coal. This is somewhat 

above the practical result, even from Welsh steam coals, in our British 

navy steam trials, which gave the highest weight, viz., 9*05 lbs- As it is 

now known that bituminous coal can be made to give, without smoke, 

greater heating power than Welsh steam coals, when their ash is low, a 

bituminous coal like this of Lingan assumes a new value. ... I find 

that the average percentage of ash from fourteen analyses of North of 

England coal is 3*77, while the Lingan gives only 3*08 per cent., so that, 

in proper furnaces, it ought to prove a very good steam coal indeed.” 

Dr. Harrington’s remarks on the sample of coal from this mine, sub¬ 

mitted by me, are as follows :—“ This is a clear, bright coal, and contains 

a considerable quantity of mineral charcoal, but no visible pyrites. On Remarks by Dn 

accotint of the small amount of ash, as well as of sulphur (as compared Harnn*ton- 

with the other coals examined), it may be considered as the best of all 

the samples of Cape Breton coal which have been submitted to me for 
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analysis. It could scarcely be said to coke, but swelled up into a light 

porous mass. The ash is of a light grey color, with a slight reddish tint.” 

Without pausing to notice the earlier workings at Lingan mines, I shall 

proceed to describe the present state of the colliery. 

Surface Works.—The coal obtained in this mine is brought to the sur¬ 

face by a slope sunk from the crop on the full dip of the seam, and to a 

length of 704 yards, extending about 66 yards under the sea. This main 

slope is laid for the most part with a double track railway, two feet gauge, 

worked by a wire rope connected with the winding engine at the surface, 

which also raises the water from the levels below the sea to the adit. This 

is a high pressure engine of 40 horse-power, 28-inch cylinder, and 6 feet 

stroke, working the pump, and two drums on one shaft. The arrangements 

are adequate to a production of 300 tons a day. 

From the slope and bank the coal is conveyed to Lingan Harbor, 

distant about one mile, by a good railway, running straight, and with 

uniform, descending grade, with self-acting incline 342 yards from the 

wharf upwards. The railway is 3 feet 6J inches gauge, laid with T rails, 

35 to 65 pounds to the yard. The rolling stock consists of 100 waggons, 

carrying two tons each ; and an English-made saddle-tank locomotive 

engine of 9 tons weight. 

The depth of water at the wharf at Lingan Harbor is 16 feet at low, 

and 20 feet at high, tide, but this depth has to be acquired and maintained 

by dredging, and the harbor is rather difficult of access for vessels of any 

considerable draught. The wharf is provided with three shutes, and in 

conjunction with the railway, as at present equipped, is capable of 

shipping 600 tons per day, or double the present maximum production of 

the mine. 

For harbor and wharf service a small tug-steamer and steam dredging 

machine are owned by the Association and employed in connection with 

this colliery. The tug consumes about two tons of coal per day when in 

full work. 

Underground Works.—These are regulated on the pillar and bord 

system, as at Sydney mines. As already noted, access is obtained to the 

underground works by a slope from the crop, provided with a railway, and 

commanded by a stationary steam-engine at the surface. The slope is 8 

feet wide. From it, levels 6 feet wide are extended S.E. and N.W. on 

the strike of the seam, at distances of 110, 220, 440 and 704 yards res¬ 

pectively from the crop. The first and second levels are about one mile 

in length, extending to the sea ; the first affording a natural drainage 

to the mine to that depth, the slope being about midway between the sea 

and the end of the level. The coal to the rise of the first level, and that 

between the first and second levels, has been for the most part worked 

out ; in the other workings the pillars are still left standing. The dimen- 
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sions of the pillars vary according to the depth, being 5 yards square at 

the upper, and 22yards by 5 yards, at the lower levels. The working places 

are turned to suit the cleat of the coal, and vary from 5 to 6 yards in width. 

The main slope and levels are laid with T rails, 22 pounds per yard ; 

and the gate-roads and working places, with bridge rails, 16 pounds per 

yard. The number of tubs at present in use is seventy; capacity half a 

ton each. Six of these are hoisted at once with a single rope, and eight 

or nine when worked with two ropes ; the average number drawn to the 

surface per day is 700. In the pillar workings the slack is left in the 

mine, in the rooms it is brought to the surface. I may here remark that, 

although the workings have been extended some distance under the sea, 

there is no difficulty in draining the mine. Two pumps, 8 inches and 6 

inches in diameter respectively, with 4 feet stroke and 16 strokes per 

minute, fixed in the lower levels, and worked by the stationary engine at 

the pit head, are found amply sufficient to keep the mine clear of water. Drainage. 

That portion of the workings belonging to the sub-marine area accumulates 

only one ton of water per day ; an important fact with reference to the 

practicability of working such areas. 

Ventilation.—There is very little gas in this mine except in the deep 

workings, and by simple precautions all danger from this source is obviated. 

The air passes down the engine incline and through the workings, and 

returns by an upcast slope, about 40 or 50 yards to the north, commanded ventilation, 

by a furnace with about 30 feet of grate surface, discharging by a shaft 27 

feet deep, and chimney, 32 feet high and 9 feet square. The average 

quantity of air set in motion through the mine is 15,500 cubic feet per 

minute. 
Production.—The average annual production of coal at this mine 

during the last fifteen years has been 29,744 tons ; but it is capable, even 

with the present appliances, of supplying three times that amount if Production and 

required. In the fall of 1866, not less than 8,000 tons were shipped ini r°e 

one month. The selling price has hitherto been $1.75 per ton, or fifty 

cents less than the Sydney coal. 

Barrasois and Bridgeport Mines. 

Although this Report is intended to refer only to such collieries as 

were actually in operation at the time of my visit, I may here give a 

brief notice of two other localities where operations have been carried 

on by the General Mining Association, but which are at present sus¬ 

pended. The first of these is the Barrasois Mine, opened on the Lingan Barrasois mine, 

tract, close to the sea shore, and two miles west from Lingan mine, on a 

seam overlying the Lingan main seam by 457 feet vertical thickness. 

These workings were instituted for the purpose of securing possession of 

one of the five square miles sea areas connected with the Lingan tract. 
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Barrasois seam. The Barrasois seam is ten feet eight inches thick, of which, however, 

two feet at the height of six feet from the floor consist of a fire-clay part¬ 

ing, probably rendering the lower bench only workable. It dips N. 30° 

Slopes. E. < 12°-15°. A pair of slopes, 7 feet by 6 feet, have been driven 374 

yards in a direction somewhat to the north of the true dip, in order to 

Lereis. reach the sea within the shortest distance ; and levels have been driven 

eighty-eight yards to the east, and forty-four yards to the west of the 

Quality of the slope, to win the sea area only. The coal is of excellent quality—best 

adapted for domestic purposes—but little of it has been mined, and no 

record seems to have been kept as to quantity or disposal. 

The General Mining Association have also worked to some extent on 

their Bridgeport tract of two square miles, situated on the south shore 

Bridgeport of Indian Bay. This mine was in operation for twelve years ending 

in 1842, when it was abandoned, owing to the reduction in the 

demand, and want of facilities for shipping. The following brief descrip- 

Extractfrom tion of these works is from Mr. Brown’s “ Coal Fields of Cape Breton,” 

“ doai Fields of p. 85 :—UA level was driven from the outcrop along the strike of the 
Cape Breton.” 1 ° 

seam, now known as the “ Phelan seam.” As the level proceeded to 

the southward pits were sunk at intervals of about a quarter of a mile, 

from which the coal was raised by horse gins. At the face of the cliff the 

Thickness of seam consisted of an upper bed, three feet in thickness, and a lower "fclic seam ± l ? * 
bed, five feet three inches in thickness, separated by a four-inch layer 

of shale ; but, as the level advanced, the layer of shale gradually in¬ 

creased, until, at the distance of half a mile from the shore, it attained 

a thickness of 28 feet. Beyond this point it rapidly declined, and, at 

a trial bore-hole, 300 yards to the dip of the level, it was found to be 

only fourteen inches thick, the upper bed of coal being three feet six 

inches, and the lowTer six feet in thickness. In the first instance the 

coal was brought out of the level and boated off to vessels at anchor in 

Railway. the open bay ; but in 1833 a light railway, two miles in length, was laid 

from the pit along the sand beach to the harbor, which was adapted only 

Quality of the for vessels drawing 11 feet of water when loaded. The Bridgeport is 

coai.& a good domestic fuel, but not equal to the Sydney coal ; on the other 

hand it is more valuable as a gas coal, yielding nearly 10,000 cubic feet 

of gas per ton. Its constituents by analysis are : 

< Volatile Matter.33-20 

Fixed Carbon.6139 

Ash.5-41 

100-00 

This is a very valuable tract, as it is underlaid not only by the seam 

referred to, but by others of great importance, particularly the Ross seam, 

to be hereafter noticed, lying at a vertical depth of 210 feet below the 
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Phelan seam. The opening of the International railway, which crosses the 

area about half a mile inland from the old works, will afford a convenient 

outlet to an excellent wharf and harbor. 

The quantity of coal contained in this tract in the seam which has been Quantity of 
* coal in the 

partially opened may be estimated at 12,600,000 tons, and the total quan- fr”cdtgeport 
tity raised and sold at 156,000 tons. 

III. Victoria Mine. 

This mine was established in 1867 to work a sub marine area of 

four square miles on the east side of Sydney Harbor, access to which 

is’'obtained from the west end of the Lingan tract of the General 

Mining Association, where within a breadth not exceeding one mile, 

measured at right angles to the strike, probably all the coal seams 

of the district, with an aggregate thickness of over fifty feet of coal, crop 

out in the cliffs, dipping to the north at an angle of about 40°. These Number and 

have been fully described by Dr. Dawson in a Report dated August 29th,geims!ess ofthe 

1868, a summary of which is given in Mr. Rutherford’s “ Coal Fields of 

Nova Scotia,” pages 40 and 48. Probably at least six of these seams, 

representing an aggregate thickness of about thirty-six feet of coal, are of 

workable dimensions and conditions ; and the breadth of the area is such 

that, with the high dip specified, and provided no faults intervene, all 

the coal which could be economically extracted from these seams will be 

included within the area. Most of them will, no doubt, be traced in con¬ 

nection with those found at and in the vicinity of the Lingan and Barra- 

sois mines, although in different conditions. 

The Victoria Mine is upon a seam which has hitherto been called 

(from the name of the person who originally worked it) the Ross seam*. 

It is six feet ten inches thick, but yields in working only five feet six 

inches of good clean coal, with roof and floor of unexceptionable quality. 

The quantity of coal within the area in this seam, and to a depth of 4,000 

feet, which may, perhaps, be regarded as the limit to which it can be econo¬ 

mically worked, is 15,550,000 tons, of which only 55,960 tons have been 

extracted. 

The quality of this coal, as will be seen by the analyses in Table II Quality of the 

is excellent ; and this is further corroborated by the fact that, with the coal.0 ™ 1 n° 

exception of the Sydney Mines coal, it has always commanded a higher 

price than that of any other colliery in the district. It is chiefly used 

for household and steam purposes, and is not considered good for gas. 

Dr. Dawson, in giving his analysis of this coal, adds :—“ The coke i? Coke> 

vesicular and of excellent quality, and leaves very little ash ; so that, on 

* As there is another important seam of coal in this district, which has been long known 

as the Ross seam, and which cannot be regarded as identical, I propose that the one here 

referred to should be designated by the name of the Victoria seam. 
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the whole, this may be regarded as one of the finest coals in Cape Breton 

for any of the uses to which bituminous coal is applied.” The slack coal 

is also excellent for blacksmiths purposes. 

The mine is now worked by a slope upon the full dip of the seam N. 

30° W. < 38° 30 , situated seventy or eighty yards from the sea shore. 

It was first opened by a slope which was carried down 320 feet, 282 

yards to the west of the one now used, and some bords were worked ; 

but having too little cover, and being in danger of invasion by the sea, 

these workings had to be abandoned. It may be remarked, however, 

that, although there is a connection between the new and old workings, 

no perceptible increase of water has been experienced, and the mine suf¬ 

fers little or no inconvenience from this cause. 

Surface Works.—The new slope above referred to was opened in 1870, 

and is worked by two horizontal steam engines, coupled directly to one shaft 

carrying winding drums, 10 feet in diameter, with wire rope 1 £ inches dia¬ 

meter. These engines are of about 120 nominal horse-power, having 22- 

inch cylinders, and 4 feet 6 inches stroke, with 50 revolutions per minute, 

and 30 lbs. of steam on the boiler, being of course calculated to work to 

much greater depths than now attained. The boilers are seven in number, 

plain cylindrical, 3 feet in diameter and 36 feet long ; of which, however, 

only three are at present required. The tubs, carrying about one ton 

each, are hoisted two at a time on a species of trolley, cage or carriage, 

constructed to suit the steep angle of dip, and running on the slope rail¬ 

way ; this cage is also in part constructed as a water tub to drain the 

deep workings. By these arrangements two tubs of coal can be brought 

to the surface in three minutes, or forty per hour, equal to a production of 

500 tons per day, although from various causes the production has hitherto 

been limited to a maximum of 100 tons per day. The total quantity sold 

in 1872 was only 20,000 tons. 

At the New Works a pair of pumping engines have been erected, 

although not yet brought into regular operation. They are direct-acting 

condensing engines of about 50 horse-power, with inverted cylinders, 22- 

inches in diameter, and 20 inches stroke, working at a reduced speed a 

plunger pump, 11 inches in diameter and 6 feet stroke ; and designed .to 

lift the water the entire height from the lowest workings to the surface, 

The mine, however, makes very little water in the lower levels, (although 

under the sea) except what percolates along the coal seam from the old 

workings. Here a horizontal high pressure engine, cylinder 12 inches in 

diameter and feet stroke, geared 3 to 1, works a plunger pump, 8 

inches in diameter and 4J feet stroke, giving 16 strokes per minute, 

which draws the water (forty gallons per minute) from a depth of 309 

feet, and in conjunction with the water tub at the new slope, drains the 

mine in twelve hours working. There are also a pair of small auxiliary 
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steam engines, 8-inch cylinder and 16-inch stroke, for hoisting the bank 

coal, &c. The coal from this mine makes about one fourth slack, which 

is all either sold or used on the works. 

No shipping place being available in the immediate vicinity of the mine, Shipping place, 

the coal is conveyed over a railway to a point three and a half miles higher 

up the harbor, and immediately within the South Bar, where a commo¬ 

dious wharf has been erected. Both railway and wharf belong exclusively 

to the company, and were completed only three years ago : no consider- ^harf?7 and 
able quantity of coal having been previously shipped by the company. 

The railway, is of the usual English, or 4 feet 84-inch gauge, with T rails, 

45 pounds to the yard. It is furnished with thirty-two coal waggons, Was§ou3- 

(and there are ten more in course of construction) each capable of carry¬ 

ing five tons, and opening at the bottom with double doors ; also one tank 

locomotive, 164 tons in weight, sufficiently powerful to draw eighteen or 

twenty loaded cars at a fair speed. The wharf is five hundred feet long, 

with five shut es for loading, and at low tide can accommodate at one time 

four vessels, drawing 28 feet of water, and two of lighter draught, say 10 

feet 

The new slope—15 feet by 9 feet, with two tracks, 4 feet 6 inches 

gauge—is now about 850 feet in depth, measured on the angle of dip, with 

air courses, 8 feet by 54 feet, thirty feet distant on each side. 

Underground Works.—The levels are all driven to the west of 

the slope, as, until a considerable depth is attained, they cannot be 

extended far in the opposite direction without encroaching on the land 

area belonging to the General Mining Association. There are three main 

levels, 7 or 8 feet wide, each about 420 yards in length ; the lowest being Levels> 

laid with a substantial railway, 2 feet gauge, with bridge rails, 15 pounds to 

the yard. All the coal extracted in the upper levels is shot down to the 

lowest, to be hauled on the railway to the cage at the foot of the engine 

-slope, either directly or on the counterbalance system, as described by Mr. system of 

Hartley in his Report (Geology of Canada, 1869, page 93.) The bords working‘ 

extend over 400 square yards, worked out, but the pillars left standing. 

The size of pillars and bords has varied considerably, and need not here 

be minutely detailed. The former are generally 23 yards long and 8 

yards wide ; and the rooms, 6 yards wide, are driven about S. 30° W., 

the cleat being N. 75° W. 

In working this seam the average thickness of good coal taken out is 

five feet six inches ; the lower six inches, being, of inferior quality, is left 

in. A remarkable peculiarity in the mechanical structure of this coal is, 

that owing to its peculiar toughness and the fact that the cleat runs Direction of tho 

almost parallel with the direction of the seam, (both being due probably 

to the compressing forces which have thrown the seam to such an unusu¬ 

ally high angle) the coal comes out in long and comparatively thin parallel 
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blocks, sometimes more than six feet in length. Another noteworthy 

feature, which may also be connected with, and throw light upon the 

corrugations or geological structure, is that three or four heavy rolls or corrugations have 

been encountered, extending through all the workings to the rise, and 

dipping at an angle of 30° to the east, rendering it necessary to cut down 

portions of the roof at the points where they occurred, and in one instance 

Sandstone inter-thus admitting water from the old workings. A large mass of very hard 

tough sandstone intercepted the coal at the end of the lower level, but 

was found to be of very inconsiderable thickness, and on cutting through 

it, the seam was seen to have increased to ten or twelve feet in thickness 

for a certain distance. Similar phenomena have been found to occur in 

connection with the Block House seam, which will be hereafter more 

specially referred to. 

Ventilation.—There is a considerable amount of gas developed in 

this mine, and in some places to an extent which renders great caution 

necessary ; but naked lights are systematically employed, except in the 

morning, when some of the rooms have to be examined with a safety 

lamp ; and no accidents have occurred from this cause except such as. 

are directly attributable to carelessness. 

Until very recently no special arrangements for artificial ventilation 

were employed, but an underground furnace has lately been introduced 

in the upper end of one of the slopes, thirty feet west of the engine 

slope, which, by means of two upcast vertical shafts, furnished with 

chimneys, effectually ventilates the mine. 

Production.—The average annual production of this mine during the 

three years since the railway and wharf were brought into operation, is 

Production and 14,900 tons. This has been chiefly sold in the British Provinces for price, * * 

domestic and steam purposes. The selling price hitherto has been $2.00' 

for large, and ninety cents for slack. The slack is all sold or otherwise 

utilized. 

Arrangements 
for ventilation. 

IV. International Mine and Railway. 

The International Coal and Railway Company of New York, acquired 

in 1863 an area of four square miles, situated about half-way between 

Sydney Harbor and Cow Bay, about the centre of the Glace Bay basin, 

and adjoining the Bridgeport area of the General Mining Association. 

The breadth of this property is not less than three miles in the very 

heart of the productive coal measures ; and it is underlaid by at least 

Twonty-two feet; four most important seams, with an aggregate thickness of twenty-two 

feet of workable coal; affording scope for the establishment of several 

collieries; and as the angle of dip is very moderate, the lowest seam 

which crops out on the property (the Ross seam), will be reached at 

240 yards beneath the crop of the highest. Hitherto mining operations 

coal. 
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have been confined to the Harbor seam, being that nearest the centre of 

the basin, or the highest in the area; its thickness is from five feet six Thickness of 
7 % ° t # the Harbor 

inches to six feet of good coal ; and it has been proved to extend entirely seam, 

across the area, or over two miles at its out-crop. I estimate the quantity 

of coal contained in this seam on the property, at 5,000,000 tons, of which, 

only about 340,000 tons have as yet been extracted. 

The quality of this coal is excellent, although hitherto perhaps worked Quality of the 

too near the crop ; it bears the character of being unusually hard, compactcoal' 

and free from sulphur and shale. It has been chiefly used for the manu¬ 

facture of gas, for which purpose it has been largely exported to New 

York, and it is said to yield 10,000 cubic feet of 16-candle gas, and Gas. 

1,470 lbs. of good coke to the ton. It is also held in high estimation as a 

steam coal, making a strong, hot fire, and is certified equal to the best 

West Hartley (North of England) steam coal; although the clinker iscimker. 

somewhat apt to adhere to the furnace bars. 

The mine was first opened under the name of the Union Mine, five oid workings, 

years before the present company came into possession, by a level driven 

on the seam from the base of the cliff at the sea shore ; at 176 yards inland, 

this level is connected with a slope, 150 yards in length, to the crop. A 

second level was also carried south 400 yards at a distance of about 

eighty yards to the dip from the former, and workings to the rise, to the 

extent of seven acres, on the pillar and bord system, were carried on 

systematically and economically, but no pillars extracted. The drainage 

was effected by means of a horse-power pump which raised the water 

from the lower level to the sea level. The great obstacle to the success of 

these operations was the want of a proper shipping place. 

On the International Company coming into possession, their attention Internationa 

was first directed to remedying this defect by building, in conjunctionCompau> 

with a new colliery on a more extensive and permanent scale, a railway 

to Sydney Harbor, and a wharf which should at the same time accommo- Railway and 

date all the other collieries in the vicinity and along the line. FromWuait 

various causes, however, which it is unnecessary here to detail, it was not 

until the autumn of 1870, that these works were completed and put into 

operation. Productive work at the colliery was also suspended during the 

greater part of 1872, and resumed in September of that year. 

Surface Works.—The new colliery is situated at the distance of 700 

yards from the old slope, or half a mile from the shore. A vertical shaft, 

14 feet 6 inches by 6 feet 6 inches, has been sunk 96 feet deep, or 16ghaft 

feet below the water-level of the seam ; and by bratticing off in equal 

divisions this shaft is used for winding, pumping and ventilating purposes. 

The arrangements at the pit-head are very complete and substantial. The 

tubs, each containing half a ton of coal, are raised to the surface at the 

rate of 1,200 per day by two horizontal high-pressure engines coupled ; Engiues. 
s 
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with 16-inch cylinders, and 3 feet 6-inch stroke. The steam is supplied by- 

two cylindrical boilers, respectively 3 feet and 5 feet in diameter and 25 

feet long. The winding drums are 6 feet in diameter, with 1-inch round 

steel wire rope. The present arrangements are adequate to a production 

of 600 tons per day ; but the actual production at the time of my visit was 

200 tons from the pit and 150 tons from the bank. 

In connection with the surface works at this colliery there is a good 

machine and repair shop built of brick, 60 feet by 36 feet, and two engine 

sheds 40 feet long ; the repair shop is provided with all suitable tools, 

and the motive power is supplied by a horizontal engine, 12-inch cylinder 

and 2 feet stroke ; there is also a turn-table for the railway. 

International Railway. 

From the above described colliery to Sydney Harbour a railway twelve 

miles in length, and a commodious wharf at the terminus on the harbor, 

have been constructed by the company, and are now in regular operation. 

The railway is 4 feet 84 inches gauge, laid with rails, 56 pounds to 

the yard, connected by wrought-iron fish-plates, and in every respect 

built and equipped in the best modern style. The grades are very light 

not exceeding 1 in 200 with, and 1 in 160 against the traffic. À 

great part of this railway, as in many similar instances, is ballasted with 

the slack, or small coal from the mine ; but although admirably adapted 

for this purpose, it is to be regretted that a better application has not 

hitherto been found for such valuable material. 

The International railway is stocked at present with 200 cars, opening 

ai the bottom, each capable of carrying five tons of coal, and three 

English-made, tank locomotives, with six wheels coupled, and of 25 tons 

loaded weight. These engines are each capable of making three trips per 

day, drawing 35 cars or 175 tons of coal each trip, with an expenditure 

of 24 bushels, or one ton of coal. At the terminus on Sydney Harbor 

is a turn-table and engine house, offices, &c. 

The wharf is situated about one and three quarters of a mile from the 

town of Sydney, and is 1,000 feet in length by 35 feet wide, with three 

tracks, and seven sets of turn-tables, windlasses, shutes, &c., capable of 

loading, at low tide, seven vessels at once, with a draught of water up to 

30 feet. 

Underground Works.—As these have only recently been instituted 

at the new colliery, and as I have already briefly described the old works 

there is not much to be recorded respecting the former. The new and 

old works are connected on one of the levels. The system adopted is to 

drive level, or nearly level, bords north and south 6 yards wide, with 

pillars 8 yards wide and 22 yards long, with full rise headways, and incline 
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horse-roads. There are at present about 200 tubs in the mine, holding half 

a ton each. The railways underground are of 2 feet 8 inches gauge, 

mostly laid with strap rails or flat bars, 2£ inches by £ of an inch. The underground 

slack made in the mine amounts to about one-fifth of the whole, only a 

small proportion of which is saleable under present circumstances. 

Drainage.—For drainage (below water level) a small direct-acting Drainage, 

pump was erected at the bottom of the shaft, supplied with steam from the 

boilers at the surface. This requires 14 hours pumping per day to drain 

the mine, but a larger and more perfect (“ Cameron Special ”) 8-inch 

pump, worked on the same system, was in readiness and about to be 

applied at the time of my visit. 

Ventilation.—The ventilation of this mine hitherto has been attended Appliances for 

with no difficulty, and no furnace stoppings, or other special appliances 

for this purpose have been required, the natural currents of air generated 

by the arrangement of slopes, shafts, and levels, being found to be ade¬ 

quate for this purpose. 

Production.—The average annual quantity of coal raised and sold Production ana 
^ i •/ pricG of the 

from this colliery for the last four years is 27,175 tons. As already coal, 

stated it has hitherto been chiefly exported to New York, for the manu, 

facture of gas at the Manhattan Gas Company’s works. The selling 

price delivered free on board at the International wharf, averaged last 

season $1.75 per ton. 

Y. Little Glace Bay Mines. 
% 

These works were commenced in 1858,by Mr. E. P. Archbold,of Sydney, 

now of Halifax, who leased an area of 1640 acres, or over two and a 

half square miles, and transferred it in 1861 to the Little Glace Bay 

Company, chiefly composed of Halifax capitalists, who have worked the 

mines with little intermission and more or less profitably ever since. For 

some time previous to the abrogation of the Reciprocity Treaty between 

the British Provinces and the United States, these operations are said to 

have been conducted so successfully as to have enabled the directors to 

pay dividends of 40 per cent, to the shareholders. Since that time, Dividends of 

owing to the limitation of the market, the works have not been so1 pei ceut 

vigorously prosecuted, although capable of producing,even with no greater 

amount of openings and appliances than already exist, nearly double the 

average annual production hitherto. 

This area is situated about sixteen miles from Sydney, adjoining to the 

east that of the International Company, and is most favorably situated 

both as regards its position in the coal field and facilities for shipment. 

It embraces the entire land out-crop of the Hub seam, the central or upper¬ 

most and the thickest of the series ; and a large proportion of that of 

the Harbor seam, besides being underlaid, at a maximum depth not 
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exceeding 700 feet from that last named, by three thick workable seams, 

and at a somewhat greater depth, not yet determined, by two others 

of importance. These seams represent an aggregate thickness of not 

less than 42 feet of good, workable coal. 

The total thickness of the Hub seam is nine feet ten inches, of which 

the upper portion, one foot eight inches thick, being of inferior quality is 

not taken out except in the main level. The land area underlaid by this 

seam is about 150 acres, of which probably 57 acres have been partially 

worked out, leaving an available amount of 1,248,000 tons, besides the 

pillars, none of which have been robbed. The Harbor seam, five feet six 

inches thick, includes 970 acres, of which, supposing twenty-eight to have 

been worked out, there will remain 7,820,000 tons besides the pillars. 

These seams dip, at the point where they are worked, N. 60° E. < 4° 40' 

or 1 in 12. 

The coal produced from these seams has been chiefly used for gas and 

Gas. steam ; that from the Hub seam being specially adapted for gas, for which 

purpose it has been for many years used by the Halifax Gas Company, 

and exported to the United States. It yields nearly 10,000 cilbic feet per 

ton of 15-candle gas, contains an exceedingly small proportion of ash, 

and makes an excellent coke. The slack coal, amounting to about one- 

fifth of the whole, is much esteemed for blacksmiths uses, and is all 

saleable. The coal from the Harbor seam is characterized by the presence 

Ash. of a somewhat greater proportion of ash, but in other respects is equally 

good with that of the Hub. The following is an extract from an official 

report on the quality of these coals, made at Halifax on behalf of the 

Admiralty :— 

H. M. S. “ Duncan,” 

Halifax, 12th April, 1867. 

Report by 
Chief Engineer 
Edward 0. 
Crichton, H.M. 
s “ Duncan.” 

Description 
of Coal. 

Percentage of 
Clinker Ash. Smoke. 

Harbor Vein. 
Hub “ 

6.79 
4.28 

2.12 
1.03 

Dark brown, and considerable in quantity. 
Light brown, and considerable in quantity. 

Both of these coals light up quickly, raise steam fast, burn well and 

cleanly, and generate steam well. They produce a very moderate amount 

of clinker and ash. The smoke from the Harbor vein coal is considerably 

more than that from the Hub vein, and much darker. The deposit of 

soot is considerable in both kinds. 

Tested for carbon, the Harbor vein coal contains 83.5 per cent., and 

the Hub vein 80.9 per cent., and therefore in this respect are nearly 

equal to Welsh ; which is further corroborated by the fact that the average 
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daily expenditure of Welsh and Glace Bay coal in the lathe-room boiler 

is as nearly as possible alike, the Harbor vein having slightly the advantage 
of the Hub vein. 

Being similar in their nature to North of England coal, they are not 

liable to make smalls nor dust ; and would therefore stand trans-shipment 

without much deterioration. 

I am therefore of opinion that both of the coals are well suited for the 

use of H.M.S. ships, particularly if treated in the same way as ordered 

by the Admiralty respecting English coals, viz: mixed with Welsh in 

proper proportions.” 

(Signed,) 

Edward 0. Crichton, 

Chief Engineer. 

Surface Works.—The Hub seam was opened for regular working in 

the first instance by a slope situated 100 yards from the shore at the west 

side of Little Glace Bay. This slope, which is 12 feet wide by 5 feet high, slope, 

with double track railway, is 400 feet in length, driven through the rock 

at an incline of 1 in 4 to cut the seam 100 feet vertically beneath the sur¬ 

face, and 300 yaids from the crop. Levels have been driven on either side Levels, 

of this slope to win the coal to the rise. Recently a vertical winding shaft, 

13 feet by 9 feet, has been sunk to cut the seam 200 yards further to the 

dip, and 500 yards north from the slope. This shaft is 129 feet deep ; it shafts, 

is connected by levels with the former workings, and at both points separate 

shafts have been sunk for pumping and ventilation. For working the 

slope there are two horizontal high-pressure engines coupled, the combined 

power of which may be about 30 horse-power. A separate pumping engine Engines, 

of 18 horse-power, originally used at the slope, has been transferred to 

the new pits to serve both for pumping and winding. The steam for these 

engines is supplied by four plain cylindrical boilers, 3 feet in diameter Boilers, 

and 30 feet long. There is a repair shop with a small auxiliary engine 

at the slope works. A railway one and a third mile in length from the Railway, 

new pits, and about one mile from the old works, connects this colliery 

with the harbor at the mouth of Little Glace Bay Brook. It is of the 

usual English, or 4 feet inches guage, laid with rails weighing 45 

pounds per yard, and is equipped with 48 waggons, each capable of carry¬ 

ing 4 tons, and one 13-ton locomotive tank engine. 
On the Harbor seam the workings have hitherto been reached from the workings on 

surface by two shafts, 27 feet and 40 feet deep respectively, but the seam, 

amount of work done at these pits, being so near the crop, has been com¬ 

paratively limited, and has been almost discontinued so far as the produc¬ 

tion of coal is concerned. Only one shaft is now in use for pumping pur¬ 

poses, by means of an 18-horse-power steam engine. This colliery is 

within 60 or 70 yards of the wharf, and the coal produced was loaded 
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into the vessels direct from the tubs. For more extensive and sj^stematic - 

working on this seam, the company have recently instituted operations, 

not yet completed, for a new winning, by a set of vertical shafts, 500 

yards from the crop and about half a mile from the harbor. These 

shafts, one for pumping and one for hoisting, at the distance of 100 feet 

apart, are designed to cut the seam at a depth of 230feet. 

The harbor, which has been artificially formed at an expense (up to 

the present date) of £23,000, is safe, accessible and commodious ; being 

protected by two long parallel piers of crib-work, filled with stone. It 

has an area of at least six acres, and is capable of accommodating 30 or 40 

vessels; and there are 800 feet of wharf frontage for vessels drawing up 

to 17 feet of water ; and this depth can be easily increased to 21 feet. 

The wharf is furnished with shutes, &c., capable of loading four vessels 

at once, besides four extra shipping berths. The present arrangement 

at the pits, railway and wharf are adequate to the production and shipment, 

when in full operation, of not less than 1,009 tons per day of twelve 

hours, and this quantity could easily be increased if required. A small 

screw tug steamer, with engine 16-inch cylinder and 4 feet stroke, or 

about 35 horse*power, is maintained by the Little Glace Bay Company 

for the accommodation of vessels entering or leaving the harbor ; also a 

small steam dredging machine. 

Underground Works.—These works although skilfully and judiciously 

designed and executed are somewhat varied and irregular in their 

character, and a detailed description of all their parts is unnecessary. 

From the new shaft on the Hub seam levels have been driven north 400 

yards and south 333 yards. At the old slope, levels have also been extended 

north and south to connect with the above ; the main or horse levels, for a 

double railway track, are 12 feet, and the water levels 7 feet wide. The 

coal is extracted on the pillar and bord system; the working rooms 

being 16 feet wide, and the pillars 12 by 15 feet. The extent to which 

the workings on this seam are carried may be estimated at 60 acres, 

although all this area is by no means worked out, and no pillars have been 

extracted. The coal in the Hub seam is so easily wrought that one man 

can take out on an average six and a half cubic yards per day, and little 

or no timbering is required. 

On the Harbor seam, as already stated, the workings are of very limited 

extent. From the pumping-shaft a level has been driven to the north 

264 yards ; and the coal has been worked to the rise from this level, 

which is eighty yards from the crop. The dimensions of bords and 

pillars are the same as those in the Hub seam workings. The quality of 

the water raised from the Harbor seam at this shaft is deserving of notice, 

being impregnated to an unusual extent with sulphate of iron, which, on 

exposure to the air, oxydizes and is precipitated in the form of a dense 

yellow powder (peroxide of iron). 
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Produtcion.—The coal from the Little Glace Bay colliery is mostly 

exported to New York, Boston and Halifax, for the manufacture of gas 

and for other purposes. The average annual sale for the last ten years Production and 

has been 49,629 tons ; and the selling price at the wharf is $1.75 forcoaT ° 

.round, and $1.00 for slack coal. 
\ 

VI. Caledonia Mine. 

The property on which this colliery has been opened is situated about 

sixteen miles from Sydney, adjoining to the east that of the Little Glace 

Bay Company, and comprises 875 acres of land and 632 acres of sea area, 

the latter being covered by the waters of Glace Bay and Lake. It is 

underlaid, within an easily accessible depth, by about five workable coal 

seams, the united thickness of which may be stated as twenty-four feet'of Twenty-four 

solid coal ; and there are other important seams lying at a greater depth. 

Operations were commenced here in 1866, and have been continued unin- • 

terruptedly ever since by an association of Boston capitalists, under the 

superintendence of Mr. Henry Poole, a most intelligent and experienced 

scientific and practical mining engineer and geologist, who has planned 

and carried out the whole arrangements at this colliery with great skill 

and success. 

The only seam worked on the property is that styled the Phelan seam, pueian seam, 

dipping N. 27° E. < 5°45', or 1 in 10, and averaging eight feet three inches 

in thickness ; although, owing to the badness of the roof, eighteen inches 

of the top coal is not taken out. The area underlaid by this seam on the 

Caledonia property is about 900 acres, and, deducting the area already 

worked, the coal which it contains is 6,205,000 tons on land, and 

2,940,000 tons under water. The quality of the coal at this mine is such Quality of the 

as to render it advantageously applicable to all purposes for which bitu¬ 

minous coal is usually employed. The proportion of ash, however, is in 

excess of most of the Cape Breton coals, and detracts somewhat from its 

value as a steam coal. 
Surface Works.—A pair of shafts have been sunk to cut the coal, Shafts. 

fifty-six yards from the crop, at a depth of 186 feet from the surface, 

. which is eighty feet above the level of the sea. The cage-pit is 11 feet 

square, and the pumping-shaft 8 feet in diameter. There is also an upcast 

shaft, 10 feet in diameter and 90 feet deep, with chimney or cupola 30 

feet high, situated 330 yards to the rear of the cage-pit. 

The winding machinery consists of a double-cylinder horizontal high- winding ma- 

pressure engine, with ll-inch cylinders and 2 feet stroke, with connectedchmeiy 

link motion ; the crank shaft is geared 1 to 4 with the drum shaft, carry¬ 

ing drums 6 feet in diameter, with fiat wire rope 4f inches by f of an inch. 

The cage is constructed to carry two tubs at a time, each containing 

about half a ton of coal ; and the winding machinery is capable of raising 
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TOO tubs, equal to 350 tons per clay of ten hours, although at the time of 

my visit the mine was only producing at the rate of 145 tons per day. The 

pumping engine has a single horizontal cylinder, 12 inches in diameter 

and 2 feet 6 inches stroke, with pumps 71 and 8f inches in diameter for the 

lower and upper lifts respectively, and 4 feet stroke, the lower lift being 

120 and the upper 66 feet. The engine speed is geared down to 15 

strokes per minute on the pump, or in the ratio of 5 to 1. By these 

arrangements the mine is kept dry by eight hours pumping per day. Four 

plain cylindrical boilers, 2 feet 6 inches in diameter and 30 feet long? 

supply steam at 40 lbs. pressure to both engines. For working the bank 

a small auxiliary or donkey engine is employed ; there is also a 6 horse¬ 

power horizontal engine for driving circular saws and other machinery. 

From the'pit head the coal, after passing over the screens, drops into 

large waggons, by which it is conveyed over a good railway, two and a 

quarter miles in length, to the wharf at Port Caledonia. For one half of 

this distance there is an incline of 1 in 78 with, and for a quarter of a 

mile 1 in 200 against the traffic. The gauge of the railway is 4 feet 

8^ inches, and the weight of the rails 41 pounds per yard. The number 

of coal waggons at present in use is seventy, and the capacity of each, six 

tons. For working the line a 15-ton tank locomotive, by Neilson of 

Glasgow, with 10-inch cylinders, 20-inch stroke, and four driving wheels 

coupled, is employed. The harbor of Port Caledonia, at which the pro¬ 

duce of this mine is shipped, is formed by an artificial cut at the east angle 

of Glace Bay and Lake, with piers of crib-work loaded with stone, 80 feet 

apart at the mouth, and 120 feet at the wharf or shipping place, and 

extending 400 yards from the wharf into the sea. The wharf is provided 

with three shipping places, two loading shutes, and a steam crane, and is 

capable of accommodating vessels drawing up to IT feet of water. A 

small propeller tug of 45 horse-power, and a steam dredge of about 15 

horse-power, are employed in connection with this harbor. 

Underground Works.—These are conducted on the usual pillar and 

bord system. The levels, 9 feet wide, are extended 5T0 yards on either 

side of the pits ; and the workings, which have been hitherto for the most 

part to the rise, extend over a breadth of 240 yards. The bords or 

working rooms are 6 yards wide ; the pillars, of which a few have been 

extracted, are 20 yards long and 8 yards wide, with crosscuts 6 feet 

wide and 30 yards apart. The coal has a very distinct and regular 

cleat by which the direction of the working faces is regulated.* 

There is in this mine from one to one and a-half miles of railway under- 

* It is worthy of remark as a point of scientific interest that the direction of the cleat 
here, as in some other instances which have come under my observation in Cape Breton, 
coincides with that of the joints of the overlying sandstones. 
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ground, the gauge of which is two feet. The form and weight of rails is : 

for level roads the T rail 18 pounds per yard ; and for the rooms, the 

bridge rail, 14 pounds per yard. The number of tubs at present employed 

is 180. The slack coal amounts to one-fifth of the whole, and only a small slack coal, 

proportion of it finds a market ; the disposal of the remainder, after 

ballasting the railroad, &c., becoming a source of expense. 

Ventilation.—This mine yields a considerable amount of gas, and its Ga3 

ventilation, which has been carefully attended to, is effected by means of 

a furnace in connection with the up-cast shaft. As the surface railway 

passes over a part of the workings, a barrier of 50 yards in width is left for 

the support of the ground on which it is laid, and the ventilating furnace is 

placed immediately behind the barrier. The grate surface is 42 square ventilating 

feet, and the average quantity of air set in motion is 25,000 cubic feet.flUHUCe' 

The air passing down by the pumping and winding shafts is split at the 

pit bottom, passes along by the water level and round by the working 

faces at the furnace, and is thence discharged by the upcast shaft. To 

obviate the inconvenience arising from the use of the pumping shaft as a 

downcast in winter, a headway to the crop is in progress, which will be 

used for this purpose. 

Production.—The coal from this mine is principally used for gas and production and 

steam purposes, and also largely for lime-burning ; it is said to have yielded K. ° 

at the gas works at Cambridge near Boston, as high as 9,700 to 10,250 

cubic feet of 16-candle gas per ton. For all these purposes it is for the 

most part exported to the New England States, although last year a 

considerable quantity was consigned to St. John, New Brunswick. The 

average annual quantity sold for the last four years is 80,647 tons, 

and the selling price $1.75 per ton for round, and 75 cents for slack. 

VII. Reserve Mine. 

This is the name which has been given to a colliery recently opened 

upon an area lying to the south of and immediately adjoining the Bridge¬ 

port tract of the General Mining Association. It is situated ten miles 

from the town and harbor of Sydney, with which it is connected by the 

Glasgow and Cape Breton railway, owned by the same company, who 

have also erected a very commodious and substantial wharf at their 

terminus at Sydney. 

The Reserve area is 640 acres or one square mile in extent, and is Seams on the 
• • • • Reserve mine 

underlaid by all the most important coal seams of the district with the area, 

exception of the Hub and Harbor seams. The Back Pit, Phelan, and 

Ross seams, of the thickness respectively of four feet six inches, six feet, 

and five feet six inches of workable coal, crop out on the property, which 

has an average general elevation of about 160 feet above the level of the 
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sea. Works were commenced in May, 1871, by two slopes from the crop 

of the Phelan seam, dipping N. 58° E. < 5° 20', one of which has already 

reached a depth of 810 feet measured on the dip, and has produced a very 

considerable amount of coal for the market, 38,752 tons having been raised 

and 27,802 tons sold. The success which has attended this and many 

similar enterprises instituted within the last few years in Cape Breton, 

both in opening up new collieries and building lines of railway to afford 

an outlet for their produce, is mainly due to the energy and enterprise of 

F. N. Gisborne, Esq., the manager of the mine, the results of which are 

nowhere more strikingly manifested than at this spot, which from being, 

less than two years ago, in the midst of a trackless wilderness is now con¬ 

verted into the seat of an active and progressive industry. 

The Phelan seam, a description of which is given in Table II., is the 

only one as yet opened on this property, in which it underlies an area of 

470 acres, containing about 4,220,000 tons of coal, and the proportion 

hitherto extracted is comparatively trifling. The top bench, four feet two 

inches thick, is uniform and of the quality given in the table ; the lower 

part of the seam, two feet thick, is not quite so good, some stone having to 

be picked out. A marked improvement in the quality is noted, as might 

be expected, as the seam has been worked further from the surface ; 

hitherto it has been chiefly used for steam producing purposes. The qual¬ 

ity and composition of the coal from this mine maybe judged by reference 

to the following analyses and practical tests of average samples ; the first 

made at the Boyal School of Mines, London, and the second, at the 

Manhattan Gas Works, New York. 

I. II. 

Volatile matter. 
Coke. 
Water. 

. 36-26 

. 62-74 
Volatile matter. 34-50 
Fixed carbon. 59 50 
Ash. 6-00 

100-00 100-00 

• 
Carbon.... 
Hydrogen. 
Oxygen and nitrogen. 
Sulphur. 
Water. 
Ash. 

. 5-47 

. 9-30 

. 2-47 

. 1-00 

Charge, 2,240 lbs., time, 3 h. 50 m. 
Maximum yield per ton. 9,950 feet 
Illuminating power at 9,500 ft. 13-17 candles 
Coke per ton, 38 bushels. 1,520 lbs. 
Gas purified by one bushel of lime 2,380 feet 

100-00 

.Dr. Harrington remarks, in reference to the sample of coal from the 

Reserve Mine, analyzed by him : a This is a bright, tolerably firm coal, 

breaking with irregular fracture. It contains a few layers of interposed 

mineral charcoal and thin seams of sulphuret of iron, and gives a reddish- 

grey ash. Some of the sulphur in this, as well as in most of the other 

coals, must exist either in an uncombined condition, or else combined with 

the organic constituents of the coal, judging from the amount of ash.” 
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Surface Works.—The main slope is worked by an English-made hori¬ 

zontal high-pressure steam engine of about 60 nominal horse-power, of 

the most improved construction, with 22-inch cylinder and 3 feet 8-inch 

stroke, geared 1 to 3 with the winding shaft, on which drums, 5 feet 8 inches 

diameter, are mounted and set in action by friction gearing. The rope is Surface works, 

of steel wire, 2j inches in circumference. Five boilers, 3 feet in diameter 

and 30 feet long, supply the required steam to this engine, and to a steam 

pump set in the bottom of the slope ; the slope engine also affords power 

for a machine shop well stocked with tools. From the ground already 

opened up, these works are adequate to a production of 300 tons per day ; 

but the motive power and other appliances are calculated for a much 

greater production when the seam is worked further to the dip. 

Underground Works.—The principal slope, as already mentioned, 

has been carried down 810 feet on the full dip of the seam. From this, 

at the distance of 203 yards from the surface, a level has been driven 

N. 29° W., or nearly on the course of the seam 333 yards ; in the opposite 

direction this level has been extended 160 yards to meet the eastern slope. Sorks^rround 

Below this, two other levels, twenty-one yards apart, have been commenced, 

and a few working rooms turned out of each. The area thus worked over 

amounts to 8,000 square yards, or about one and a half acre, but of course, 

the pillars are yet untouched. The gauge of the railway under ground 

is 2 feet 2J inches ; and the capacity of the tubs employed is 24.4 cubic 

feet. The proportion of slack produced is about one-fourth of the whole. 

As the works hitherto have been mostly near the crop of the seam, no 

special arrangements for ventilation have been found necessary. 

Production.—At the time of my visit the average daily production 

from the pit was 165 tons, besides about the same quantity from the bank. Productiou 

The company anticipate shipping at least 80,000 tons from this mine 

during this year. The coal is conveyed to Sydney over the Glasgow 

and Cape Breton railway, by a branch about three-quarters of a mile in 

length from the Reserve mine. As this line has been constructed for the 

purpose of accommodating several collieries, I shall defer the detailed 

account of it until some of the adjacent collieries have been described. 

VIII. Lorway and Emery Mines. 

The mining areas called respectively the Lorway and Emery, the Management, 

former of two square miles and the latter of one square mile, have recently 

been combined under one management, and operations on both conducted 

by an association of English capitalists, styled the Lorway Coal Company 

of London, under the superintendence of F. N. Gisborne, Esq., of 

Sydney. These areas adjoin the Reserve mine, and are both traversed 

by the main line of the Glasgow and Cape Breton railway and its 

branches. 
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This extensive property is underlaid by at least three important work¬ 

able seams, which have been proved either on or in the immediate vicinity 

of the areas referred to. The uppermost of these is the Ross seam, from 

five to six feet thick, underlaying about 200 acres in the Emery area, and 

containing approximately 1,650,000 tons of coal. The next is the 

Lorway seam, four feet four inches thick, of excellent coal, about 350 

feet below the Ross, and underlying 1,565 acres of the united areas, and 

containing about 10,000,000 tons. The third, called the Gardiner seam, 

at an easily accessible depth, with four feet nine inches of coal, will 

underlie the whole three square miles, containing in the aggregate 

13,680,000 tons. Between the Ross and Lorway, and also underlying 

the Gardiner seam, there is abundant evidence that other seams probably 

oJ^workable size and good quality, although hitherto undeveloped, will 

yet be made available. 

From the three above named seams, although hitherto worked only at 

the crop, the quality of the coals is such that it may be predicted that 

they will always command the highest prices. The analyses of the Ross 

and Gardiner coals are given in the table, and further particulars 

respecting them will be found in the notices of the mines where they have 

been worked and tested. 

Lorway Mine.—Mining operations were commenced by Mr .Gisborne, 

on the Lorway area, in 1871, by sinking shafts to cut the seam at depths 

respectively of sixty-six and two hundred and sixty-five feet. The former, 

which is situated towards the west end of the area, has been brought into 

successful operation, the workings having developed at the depth stated a 

seam of uniformly good coal four feet thick, dipping hT. 5° 1' E. < 5° 22' or 

1 in 10f. The latter called the East pit, where, by boring, the seam is found 

to have increased to four feet four inches, is not yet completed, its progress 

being impeded by a great influx of water. The Western pit, 11 feet by 9 

feet, bratticed, intended to serve both for rise and dip working, is fully 

equipped for the production of coal, and has already yielded 1,478 tons 

chiefly obtained in making the preliminary openings. Levels, 9 feet by 

feet, have been driven thirty yards on either side of the shaft N. 85° E., 

and working places turned 16 feet wide, with pillars 66 feet by 24 feet. 

The water in this pit is easily drained by a 7-inch steam pump at the 

bottom, and hitherto no special appliances for ventilation have been 

required, circulation of air being establised by means of an upcast shaft 

near the crop. The winding engine at this pit is of 12-inch cylinder and 

2 feet stroke, with two plain cylindrical boilers 3 feet in diameter and 

30 feet long ; the speed being reduced by gearing in the proportion of 32 

to 72. The winding drums are 6 feet in diameter. The capacity of the 

tubs is about 9 cwt., the gauge of the underground railway, 2 feet 7J 

inches. A short branch, about three hundred yards in length, connects this 

colliery with the main line of the Glasgow and Cape Breton railway. 
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The eastern pits, designed to cut the seam at from 250 to 280 feet 

from the surface, are now sunk 100 feet. Two small steam engines of 

10 and 16 horse-power respectively, are employed for hoisting the material 

and draining the shaft, the latter being effected by two steam pumps T 

inches diameter and 12 inches stroke. This colliery will connect with 

the main line of the Glasgow and Cape Breton railway by a short branch 

660 yards in length. 

Emery Mine.—On the Emery area mining operations were commen¬ 

ced in the autumn of 1872, by sinking a slope on the Ross seam. I 

understand that they have been prosecuted with remarkable vigor during 

the winter ; and that such progress has been made as will render this 

colliery productive during the present year. The coal excavated in sinking 

the slope is reported to be of excellent quality. It is intended to equip 

this colliery with machinery and plant the counterpart of those supplied 

to the Reserve mine, which in general conditions as regards the size, dip 

and direction of the seam, &c., it greatly resembles. The slope is in imme¬ 

diate proximity to the Reserve branch of the Glasgow and Cape Breton 

railway. 
The combined Lorway and Emery collieries are confidently expected, Anticipated 

• • « • yield. 
provided the Lorway East pit can be brought into operation in time, to 

yield 80,000 tons of coal this season. 

Glasgow and Cape Breton Railway. 

I shall here introduce a slight notice of the Glasgow and Cape Breton Glasgow and 

railway, a work which has been undertaken and carried out with remark -rauwayretoa 

able vigor in connection with these recent mining operations, and prose¬ 

cuted chiefly by the same enterprising capitalists by the advice and under 

the superintendence of Mr. Gisborne. 

The construction of this railway and of the fine wharf in connection with 

it at the terminus on Sydney Harbor is calculated to accommodate those 

mines which lie at some distance from a port of shipment, or which from 

various causes would otherwise be debarred from a safe and convenient 

outlet for their produce, at or near the points where they are situated. 

With the exception of those on Sydney Harbor all the shipping ports in 

this coal region are more or less precarious in point of safety, and limited 

in extent and capacity ; and moreover involve a constant and very con¬ 

siderable expenditure in their maintenance. The advantages resulting, 

therefore, from the construction of the Glasgow and Cape Breton and 

International railways are of vital importance, not only to the ultimate 

success of the mines more directly interested, but to the general prosper¬ 

ity of the entire district ; a large proportion of which, furthermore, would 

remain undeveloped but for the facilities thus affoided. The pioposed 
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extension of the Glasgow and Cape Breton railway to Louisbourg will add 

most materially to the value of this coal field, by furnishing an outlet for 

its produce throughout the whole year at a point which seems destined 

at no distant day to be one of the most important coaling stations on the 

Atlantic seaboard. 
The Glasgow and Cape Breton railway which was only commenced in 

June, 1871, is now completed and in operation from the town of Sydney 

to Schooner Pond colliery, a distance of eighteen miles, passing through 

or connecting by short branches with the Lorway, Emery, Reserve, Haven, 

Lake, Balmoral and Schooner Pond mining areas. In addition to the 

main line there are already about three miles of sidings and branches. 

The road is very substantially built, and is ballasted with rubble and slack 

coal ; it is single track, 3 feet gauge, with maximum grades of 1 in 100 

against, and 1 in 75 with the traffic. It is laid with T rails, weighing 50 

pounds to the yard, with fished joints ; and is equipped with three Fairlie- 

patent double-truck locomotive engines 25 tons loaded weight with 11- 

inch cylinders, 19-inch stroke, and 3 feet 3 inches wheels coupled ; alsc 

an ordinary locomotive used for construction. At the time of my visit 

200 English made waggons were employed, each containing four tons, and 

37 or 38 of these constituted a train ; they are fitted with doors opening 

at the side and with sloping floors to shoot the coals laterally. At the ter¬ 

minus at Sydney commodious and substantial brick station buildings have 

been erected ; also engine houses and work shops fully stocked with tocls 

and machinery for every description of repair and construction which may 

be required. The cost of the railway thus equipped is about $20,000 per 

mile. 

The wharf at the terminus of the railway in the town of Sydney is a 

handsome and substantial structure 620 feet in length and 40 feet wide, 

with 36 feet depth of water at high tide at the outer extremity, and stand¬ 

ing 24 feet above high tide level on the upper or railway floor, which is 

furnished with four tracks, seven loading berths with shutes, &c.,and four 

traversing tables for transferring the cars from one track to the other ; 

all of the most improved modern construction, and specially adapted for 

the speedy and effectual transhipment of the coal. The wharf is built 

upon very long and stout piles of Baltic timber, creosoted, and suitably 

strengthened by caps, ties and braces ; the superstructure is of Canadian 

timber of the best quality, strongly framed together and protected by 

painting. This wharf was built at a cost of about $20,000.. 

PRACTICAL TRIALS OF THE COAL. 

In connection with the business of these new mines and of the Glasgow 

and Cape Breton Railway two steam colliers were employed during a part 
Steam colliers. 
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of last season. As having an important bearing upon the economical ques¬ 

tions now under consideration, I desire to place upon record the observa¬ 

tions, limited and imperfect though they may be, which I had the oppor¬ 

tunity of making in regard to the consumption of coal in proportion to the 

work done both on the railway and on one of the steamers, premising that 

as they had not yet been brought into systematic operation, little atten¬ 

tion had been directed to the economy of fuel. 

The Fairlie locomotive engine consumed three tons of coal from the 

Reserve Mine per day, running sixty miles or three trips to and from the 

Reserve mine, besides shunting, &c., which might occupy two-thirds of 

the whole time ; drawing thirty-eight cars, each containing four tons of 

cosl. This engine is capable of drawing the load specified up a grade of 

in 100 at the rate of ten miles per hour, with the regulator valve half 

open. 

The u Joseph Dodds” steam collier, an iron built screw propeller, char- Tbp “ Joseph 

tered by the Glasgow and Cape Breton Railway Company, 1,048 tons 

gross register, drawing from 18 to 19 feet of water when loaded, and with 

screw propeller 12 feet 6 inches in diameter, carried 1,200 tons of coal 

from the Reserve mine besides 200 tons for the use of the vessel which 

steamed at an average speed of eight knots an hour. The engines are of 

the compound or double cylinder variety, with 80-inch high pressure and 

42-inch low pressure cylinders and 3 feet stroke ; 65 to 70 revolutions per 

minute, 75 pounds pressure of steam on the boilers, and surface condensa¬ 

tion. This vessel consumed in twenty-four hours eleven and a-half tons 

of the Cape Breton coal, which was considered equivalent to nine tons of 

Welsh coal. 

IX. Gardiner Mine. 

This mine which has been recently opened upon a property belonging 

to a Montreal company, is situated eight and a-half miles from the town of 

Sydney and on the south side of Bridgeport or Lingan Basin. The pro- Gardiner mine, 

perty is two square miles in extent, about half of which is land and half 

sea area ; it is traversed at the distance of little over half a mile from the 

shore by the line of the International railway, close to which, and at a dis¬ 

tance of 132 yards from the east side line of the area, a shaft, 12 feet by 9 

feet, has been sunk, intersecting a fine seam of coal, called the Gardiner 

seam, which crops out towards the western boundary, running parallel with Area, 

the side lines and thus underlying (provided no faults occur) 510 acres 

of the land, and 450 acres of the sea area. The seam is four feet nine Four feet nine- 

inches thick of uniformly good coal, and the aggregate amount contained 

in this seam within the area may be stated at 6,680,000 tons. Other 

underlying seams probably of workable thickness and at no very great 

depth are known to exist on this area, but their precise conditions have not 
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Three to four been ascertained. One which appears at the out-crop to be at least three 
utseaii or £our £ee£ and 0f good quality is only thirty-five feet of vertical 

thickness beneath the Gardiner seam. Another called the Carroll seam, 

which crops out about two miles from this colliery, will in all probability, 

from the structure of the field, be found at the depth of about 600 feet ; 

Six feet seam. this seam shows at the out-crop six feet of good coal, divided, however, into 

two benches by a band of shale. Between these two there is every reason 

to believe that other coal seams will be found. An analysis of coal from 

the Carroll seam, made by Dr. Dawson, gives : 

Volatile matter. 32.8 
Fixed carbon. 61.4 

Ash (red). 5.8 

100.0 

The Gardiner seam has been proved by trial pits and borings at the 

crop for a distance of one mile from the shore of Bridgeport Basin ; bear¬ 

ing N. 38° E., with dip S. 52° E. < 5° 12' or 1 in 11. The shaft is 

sunk about 660 yards (horizontal measurement) to the dip, and cuts the 

seam at about 162 feet from the surface. It is situated 100 yards south 

of the railway, and is calculated to serve for a winning of 900 acres. 

From the position of this seam in relation to the others in the series, 

it is obvious that it is one of the lowest in the productive coal measures 

of this basin ; and the developments which have been quite recently, and 

are now in process of being made with regard to it, are of much interest, 

valuable seam and will also tend to enhance the mineral wealth of the district by proving 

previously the existence of a valuable seam in addition to and underlying at a 

moderate depth those previously known. The vertical depth of the Gar¬ 

diner below the Ross seam, the lowest which had previously been recog¬ 

nized in this part of the field, is from 500 to 600 feet. 

This coal seam having been struck at some considerable depth only 

very recently, and no opportunity having been afforded for more exact 

personal examination, I append the following extract from a letter lately 

received from the superintendent, Mr. William Routledge, an experienced 

and trustworthy authority :— 

Letter from 
Mr. William 
Routledge. 

Bridgeport, C.B., 1st March, 1873. 

.We have had our coal fairly tried for steam purposes, and with, I think, 
very satisfactory results. At present our boiler-power consists of two boilers, each about 
3 feet in diameter, one 20 feet and the other 32 feet long, supplying steam to a 12-inch 
cylinder steam pump with one foot stroke and 70 strokes per minute, and to a hoisting and 

pumping engine with 10-inch cylinder, 20-inch stroke and 60 strokes per minute. The 
steam for the steam pump is carried a distance of 200 feet from the boiler, 116 feet of which 
is down a damp cold shaft, causing a loss of pressure of say 10 per cent, before reaching 

the pump. The pressure on the boilers is about an average of 40 pounds to the square 
inch, and the consumption of coal necessary to keep up this pressure for the past week, 
during very cold weather and with the boilers exposed, was |-ton per hour or 6 tons in 24 
hours. Considering the weather, and that the coals were not cleaned or dressed, I think 
this a very moderate consumption for the work done, and during summer it will be little 
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over half this. I have to inform you that the top portion of the seam for fourteen inches 

down is a rich gas coal, below which is about half an inch of splent band, then three feet 
six inches of what I consider a good steam coal, having about three inches of splent at the 
bottom. The whole seam used for steam purposes makes a bright lively fire, free from 

sulphur, with Very little clinker, and that of such a character as not to stick to the fire¬ 
bars. The splent when broken up to about egg size burns freely and does not at all affect 
the quality of the coal for steam purposes ; in fact for our own use, I prefer it mixed among 
the other coal, as, from the amount of lime in its composition, it will preserve the fire-bars. 
For gas purposes I have no doubt the whole seam will prove very satisfactory; certainly, 
for coke making, from samples taken from an open grate, I believe it will be second to 
none. 

(Signed,) WILLIAM ROUTLEDGE. 

The works at this colliery have been skilfully planned and carried out works and 
with a view to efficiency and economy. The winding machinery now in machmery* 

process of erection consists of a pair of horizontal high-pressure engines 

of English manufacture, with 20-inch cylinders and 4 feet stroke, with 

link motion and all modern improvements applicable to colliery engines. 

The winding drums, two in number, are 8 feet diameter and 3 feet wide, 

with a smaller drum for hoisting the bank coal ; the pulleys are 7 feet 

diameter and 3|inch tread, for round wire rope. The steam will be sup¬ 

plied by four boilers, 3 feet in diameter and 30 feet long. The dimensions 

of the small pumping and winding engine used in sinking the shaft are 

• given in the superintendent’s letter quoted above ; and as in this operation 

an unusual amount of water has been encountered, an additional pump 

(Cameron’s Special) of large capacity, intended for the permanent drain¬ 

age of the mine, has also been put in operation. 

The connection with the International Railway will be effected by a 

short branch into the colliery, with 460 yards of track, and a switch at 

either end ; and the railway company have contracted to deliver the coal 

from this mine on board the vessels at their wharf at the rate of 30-32 

cents per ton. The colliery buildings consist of eighteen double houses 

for miners, blacksmith’s shop, office and store, manager’s and foreman’s 

houses, barn and stable for thirty horses, &c. ; and the machinery and other 

arrangements at the pit head are adequate to a production of 80,000 

to 100,000 tons annually. From the comparative thinness of the Gardiner 

and the Lorway seams they will probably be found to be most advantage¬ 

ously worked on the long Avail system, by which all the coal is extracted at 

the first operation. 

X. Clyde or Ontario Mine. 

This mine is opened upon an area owned by associations which have 

been variously denominated the Ontario and Clyde Companies. It comprises 

880 acres of land situated on the coast between Glace Bay and Schooner 

Pond, and is underlaid throughout its entire length—two and a quarter 

miles—and at a very moderate depth by two of the most valuable seams 
t 

Clyde 
rio Mi 

el or Octe 
iae. 

/ 
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of the series, the Phelan and Ross, as well as by others of importance, 

both above and below these. The situation of this property, both with 

reference to the quality and direction of the coal seams (which run longi¬ 

tudinally throughout the whole area) and its proximity to a good harbor, 

combine to render it an extremely valuable one. The development of this 

colliery has, however, been retarded by want of adequate markets, by 

litigation and by other causes apart from its merits, and which it is un¬ 

necessary here to detail. 

Mining operations were commenced in 1864, but owing to the causes 

referred to have been prosecuted irregularly and to a very limited extent. 

The only seam which has been opened is the Phelan, about eight feet 

thick, of which, however, eighteen inches of the top coal is left in to sup¬ 

port the soft slialy roof. After deducting the area of ground worked over, 

the quantity of «oal still available in this seam within the Clyde area is 

7,630,000 tons. The coal hitherto raised from it at the Clyde is of the 

same quality as that at the Caledonia Mine, and has been chiefly used for 

the manufacture of gas. Dr. Harrington remarks that this is a “ bright 

coal, somewhat brittle and breaking with sharp irregular fracture. A 

good deal of interposed mineral charcoal. No pyrites could be detected 

with a magnifying glass, although analysis showed the coal to contain over 

two per cent, of sulphur. Free burning and with reddish-grey ash.” 

The seam is opened by a slope from the crop about 100 yards from the 

shore of Little Glace Bay and three quarters of a mile from Port Cale¬ 

donia. The dip of the seam is N. 21° E., at angles varying from 10° at 

the surface to 5° at lower levels. The slope, which is 14 feet wide, for 

two tracks, 2 feet gauge, has been driven 160 yards ; and levels, 6 feet 

wide, have been extended on each side, S. 69° E. for a total length of 

400 yards, from which the coal has been worked fifty yards towards the 

crop. The working rooms are turned S. 7° E. with very regular cleat 

square to the bord direction ; both bords and pillars being of equal width, 

14 feet ; the total breadth of the workings may be about 100 yards. The 

weight of underground rails is 22 pounds per yard. The slope is worked 

by a steam engine of 8 horse-power, which also drains the lower level by 

means of a water car discharging into the upper level and thence into the 

sea. The workings being on such a limited scale, and so near the surface, 

no special appliances for ventilation have hitherto been required, and the 

slope and water level become in turn the intake for air according to the 

direction of the external currents. 

The quantity of coal yielded by this mine hitherto is ir.considerable, but 

it is capable of a large production on short notice, should circumstances 

arise to justify it. There is a small wharf on the property near the slopes, 

but so exposed as to be practically of little value. A short and light 

railway has quite recently been constructed—for a great part of the dis- 
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tance on trestles—to connect the colliery with Port Caledonia. The coal 

sold from this mine has been chiefly sent to Halifax and Boston for gas 

making. The price hitherto has been about $1.75 per ton. 

XI. Schooner Pond Mines. 

The mining property on which this colliery is situated is now owned by 

a London company bearing the above designation, and the operations are 

conducted under the superintendence of F. N. Gisborne, Esq., of Sydney. Schooner rcmd 

It consists of land and sea area in equal proportions, namely, one square 

mile each, the former adjoining to the south-east, the property of the Clyde 

Company, and the latter constituting the sea-frontage of that property, 

and underlaid by all the valuable coal seams known to exist upon it. 

These run longitudinally through both properties, which are of great length 

in proportion to their breadth, thus affording an important advantage 

in rendering the seams accessible over a large area at the least possible 

depth. 

The only coal seam which crops out upon the land area owned by this 

company, and which ha3 formed the object of mining operations, is the 

Ross seam, containing here at least six feet in thickness of workable coal, Quantity of coal 

and underlying 105 acres on land and 610 acres under the sea, represent-"' 

ing respectively 945,000 and 5,850,000 tons of coal. It will thus be 

seen that in so far as this seam is concerned, the sea area is by far the 

most important, and under the circumstances affords promise of very 

favorable results. In addition to this, however, the whole of the sub¬ 

marine area is underlaid, probably under workable conditions, by the 

great Phelan seam ; and both land and sea areas by the Lorway, Gar¬ 

diner, and other less developed seams, all of which have already been 

described. 
As the thick and fine seam of coal now designated the Ross seam crops 

out in the sea cliffs on this property, it has attracted attention from a very 

early period, and has been worked in a rude and imperfect way by 

various parties. A lease of the land area was obtained from Government 

in 1862 by Mr. Hugh Ross, and mining operations were commenced in a 

somewhat more systematic manner under the name of the Acadia Colliery ; 

but owing to the difficulty of shipment they were only conducted on a 

limited scale and discontinued in 1866, having produced during the three 

years operations an average of 2,900 tons annually. Annual produc- 

The present company having acquired the very important sea area in 

addition to that referred to, commenced operations early in last year, 

mainly with a view to winning the coal contained in it ; and with highly 

creditable energy have succeeded in the short interval, not only in 

-developing the coal seam in a most satisfactory manner, but in estab- 
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lishing a permanent and effective outlet for its produce by the construc¬ 

tion of a railway connecting the mine with Sydney Harbor. 

The quality of the coal from this seam, analyses of which are given in 

Table II, compares very favorably with that of any other in the district, 

and especially for steam and household purposes. As compared with that 

of the next important overlying seam, it is denser and less tender, and 

contains a much smaller proportion of ash. Dr. Harrington describes it 

as : u A compact coal with strongly marked planes of cleat. Lustre not 

so bright as numbers 1 and 2 (Lingan and Blockhouse). A little mineral 

charcoal, but no visible pyrites. Ash light reddish-grey. A free burning 

coal.” 

The dip of the Ross seam here is N. 23° E. < 7° or 1 in 8. The old' 

workings which are quite near the shore have not extended to a greater 

depth than the water level, and are so inconsiderable in amount as to 

require no detailed description. The new works consist of a slope from 

the crop, 300 yards west from the point where it comes out in the sea 

cliffs. Owing to the peculiar conformation of the coast, this slope is 

driven in a direction somewhat west from the full dip, or N. 2° W., so as . 

to hug the shore as closely as possible to the deep, and thus obtain a better 

cover for the submarine workings. The slope, which is 11 feet wide, had 

at the time of my visit reached a depth of 310 feet measured on the 

angle of dip. At 184 feet, levels had been driven connecting on the one 

hand with the water level of the old works, and on the other for a dis¬ 

tance of fifty yards on a course N. 55° W., this being also the direc¬ 

tion of the cleat. A temporary suspension of the work of driving the 

slope had then occurred from inadequacy of the means of draining the 

water which flowed from the old works, but this has been overcome by 

the introduction of a good pump, and I am informed that the slope 

is now down to a deph of 600 feet. Although the work had been so 

recently commenced, much progress had been made in the erection of the 

buildings and machinery requisite for carrying on an extensive business, 

the details of which, however, beyond such as are given in the Table, I 

am unable to specify. 

The Glasgow and Cape Breton railway has been extended to this colliery 

distant, by the railway, eighteen miles from Sydney Harbor. Should 

no unforseen contingency occur there seems no reason to doubt that the 

expectations entertained by the company, of an output of at least 50,000 

tons of coal during the present season, will be realized. 

XII. Block House Mine. 

Block House 
mine 

This mine has for many years been justly regarded, from the size and 

quality of the coal seam and advantageous situation, as one of the most 

important and valuable in the district, and next to the Sydney mine it 
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Has hitherto proved the most productive. It is situated on the shore of 

Cow Bay, seventeen miles from the town of Sydney. From a very early 

period in the history of the Province, coals have been extracted from the 

Block House seam, where it crops out at the sea shore ; but extensive 

and systematic workings were not commenced till the year 1863, when 

the mining right to the area on which it occurs was sold by the original 

lessee, Mr. Marshall Bourinot, to a New York company, by whom the 

■works have been subsequently conducted with little intermission under 

the superintendence of Mr. Robert Belloni. The property controlled by Jro°iFed'tbyCthè 
the company comprises three square miles, 1,280 acres of which are land,company* 

.and the rest sea area. 

The Block House seam, the highest and by far the thickest in the Cow 

Bay basin, and that on which the operations of the company have hitherto 

been concentrated, is entirely contained within 'the limits of this area, Position and 
. ' J 1 thickness of the 

occupying a long, narrow and comparatively shallow trough extendingblock House 

east and west, and cut off towards the east by the sea. At the southern 

out-crop where the works are situated, the dip is N. 20 ° E. < 6 ° 39' 

or about 1 in 9 ; at the opposite side of the basin it dips due S. < 30 ° 

It has an average thickness of eight feet ten inches, of which one foot is 

left in to support the roof, and underlies 240 acres of the land area 

which (taking into account the steep dip on the north side) may be esti¬ 

mated to have contained originally 2,890,000 tons of coal, which, as the 

seam has been -worked to a considerable extent, may now be reduced to 

2,120,000 tons including that contained in the pillars. So far as the sea 

area is concerned it is doubtful if this seam can be relied on for a further other seams at 
a moderate 

supply, but the property is underlaid at a moderate depth by other mosdepth, 

important seams hitherto untouched, and which will probably be workable 

under the sea, as well as under the land area. 

The Block House seam yields a remarkably fine solid homogeneous Quality of the 
• • coa| 

coal, free from partings or impurities of any kind, and containing a very 

moderate proportion of ash. The remarks appended to Dr. Harrington’s 

analysis are as follows :—“ A rather bright and compact coal containing a 

little mineral charcoal and minute veins of sulphuret of iron. A free 

burning coal. Ash purplish-red.” It is almost exclusively used for the 

manufacture of gas in New York and Boston, and is said to yield 10,500 

cubic feet per ton. It constitutes also an excellent steam coal, as may be 

inferred from the analyses of it in Table IL, which is corroborated by 

practical tests. This seam although undisturbed by faults is characterized 

by the occurrence of peculiar irregular wedge-shaped masses of shale Peculiar masses 

interrupting its continuity and causing considerable trouble and expense 

in their removal.*' 

* A detailed account of these remarkable masses, the occurrence of which may have an 

important bearing on the identification of the seams, will be found in Mr. Rutherford’s 
Essay “ On the Coal Fields of Nova Scotia,” page 36. See also page 256, of this Report. 
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Surface Works.—The mine is worked in summer by two slopes, called' 

respectively the Belloni and Ingraham slopes, converging to a point at the 

"Works and out-crop of the seam on the sea shore, where a wharf has been constructed 
machinery. A . 

which affords very great facilities and advantages for shipment, as the tubs 

can be emptied directly into the vessels. For operations during the 

winter a vertical shaft, 80 feet in depth, called the Dawson pit, has been 

sunk, and at the distance of 600 yards from the wharf, to connect with the 

Ingraham slope. The so-called Ingraham and Belloni slopes (the former 

being more properly a level and driven on the water level), are each 10 

feet in width for double-track railway, 2 feet 2 inches gauge. The Belloni 

slope is driven 650 yards in the direction N. 35° W., or about half the 

angle of dip, from the crop at the wharf to the apex of the basin. They 

are both worked by the same engine, situated where they meet at 

Engine. the wharf. The engine, which may be rated at 40 horse-power, has a 

single horizontal high-pressure 15*inch cylinder and 3 feet 8 inches stroke. 

The winding drums, 5 feet in diameter, are fitted to run loose on the crank 

shaft, and are set in action as required, each independently of the other, 

by friction clutches. The tractive power is communicated to the tubs by 

means of a steel-wire rope, half an inch in diameter, working over a 

sheave near the bottom of the Dawson pit to draw the tubs inwards. The 

Belloni slope is worked by similar mechanism connected with the crank¬ 

shaft by bevelled gear at the proper angle. The whole arrangements here 

are exceedingly ingenious and complete ; the engine moving continuously, 

and all the several parts being brought readily into action as required. 

The engine is supplied with steam from two plain cylindrical boilers 30 

inches in diameter and 40 feet long. 

The Dawson pit, which serves chiefly for banking the coal in winter, is 

worked as a cage-pit, bringing up one tub or half a ton of coal at a time 

by an iron wire rope one and a half inches in diameter ; it is also used by 

means of a steel-wire rope, three-quarters of an inch in diameter, passing 

down the pit, for conveying the motive power to an engine-plane, on the 

full dip from the bottom of the pit to the lowest part of the basin near to 

which it crosses the Belloni slope. The engine employed at the pit is of 

50 horse-power, having a 16-inch cylinder and 4 feet stroke, with 45 

strokes per minute, and 60 pounds pressure on the boilers which are three 

Capacity of the in number, and of the same dimensions as those at the slopes. This ma¬ 
chinery is capable of raising to the bank 500 tons of coal per day, and 

is also employed for working by means of an endless chain, the trains of 

tubs which carry the bank coal to the wharf. 

The arrangement here referred to, which was originated and put into 

operation by Mr. H. J. Crandall, now manager of the Victoria Mine, is, 

like that at the slopes, most ingenious and well worthy of adoption under 

similar conditions and circumstances. It consists of a common iron chain 
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with links five-eighths of an inch in diameter, wound round a cylinder or 

drum set in motion by the engine at the Dawson pit, which is connected 

with the wharf by a single track incline railway, 57 0 yards in length with 

slope of about 1 in 22 and gauge 2 feet 2 inches, the same as the railway 

under ground. The chain extends to the foot of the slope, and passing 

over a sheave or pulley fixed there, returns to the winding drum at the 

top. This endless chain is set parallel to the railway ; and its position is 

so adjusted that the links form a series of couplings by which, in connec¬ 

tion with strong catches fixed in the sides of the coal cars, these are taken 

up or down the slope in obedience to the motion of the chain. The cars, 

containing about half a ton each, are the ordinary tubs used in the mine 

with the addition of the catches ; they become engaged by simply pushing 

them under the chain when in motion ; and then disengage themselves at 

the top and bottom, by the simple action of the chain freeing itself from 

the clutches. This mechanism is capable of delivering four tubs per minute 

or 120 tons an hour from the bank to the wharf ; and the machinery at 

the Dawson pit, 500 tons per day. The up-cast shaft for ventilation, 6 

feet in diameter and 60 feet deep, is situated close to the endless chain 

railway and half-way between the wharf and the Dawson pit. In connec¬ 

tion with the works at this colliery there is a good machine and repair- 

shop containing two lathes, a planing machine and other tools suitable for 

both heavy and light work. In the blacksmith’s shop are six hearths and 

a large punching and shearing machine driven by a donkey engine. 

As formerly observed, this colliery enjoys the peculiar advantage of 

shipping direct from the mine tubs into the vessels. This is due both to 

its situation admitting of the works being placed immediately at the shore, 

and to the circumstance that the coal is so remarkably free from impurities 

as to require no sorting or handling after being extracted from the mine. 

The wharf to which both slopes and pit deliver their produce is now 600 Wharf* 

feet in length and somewhat irregular in shape, being in some places 125 

feet wide, this great breadth being required in order to give sufficient 

strength and weight to resist the action of the waves. It is capable of 

loading four vessels at a time. The depth of water at the extremity of 

the wharf is 24 feet at high tide, the tide rising and falling here to the 

extent of four and a-half feet. It is designed to extend the wharf to a 

length of 1,000 feet from the shore, thereby giving a depth of 30 feet ; 

and additional shipping accommodation for light vessels was in progress at 

the time of my visit. The wharf is of sufficient width to accommodate 

several tracks and a very large platform scale, to carry and weigh eight 

tubs of coal at a time. 
With certain winds, and at certain seasons of the year, this part of the 

coast is so exposed and dangerous as to occasion much trouble, inconve¬ 

nience and loss ; and as the wharf is unprotected by a breakwater, it has 

frequently been seriously damaged and endangered. 
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Underground Works.—The general arrangement of shafts, slopes and 

levels having been already indicated, I shall describe briefly the details of 

the workings under ground, which are constructed on the usual pillar and 

bord system. In the present instançe a peculiar interest is attached to the 

workings in this mine, which have been chiefly confined to the southern 

dip, from the circumstance that they have reached the bottom and end of 

the trough or basin in which the coal seam is deposited. 

The Ingraham slope has been extended a total length of 1,820 yards 

from the outlet at the wharf, or 720 yards westward from the bottom of 

the Dawson pit, which is 80 feet from the surface. The Belloni slope is 

driven from the same point on half the angle of dip 660 yards, nearly to 

the axis of the trough, where if meets the engine-slope from the bottom 

of the Dawson pit, 370 yards in length on the full angle of dip. From 

this latter slope, in addition to the Ingraham, four other levels are 

extended east and west 100 yards apart, and from these the bords are 

worked up to the full rise and nearly to the crop on the south side of the 

basin. At the distance of about 400 yards from the entrance of the Bel¬ 

loni slope, another called the Henrietta slope is driven on or about the 

full dip nearly to the bottom of the trough. In the earlier workings the 

proportions of pillars and bords were somewhat irregular ; in those of 

more recent date the bords are 5| yards wide, and pillars 20 yards long 

by 5J- yards wide. The lower levels westward intersect at a very acute 

angle the axis of the trough, and their extension in a straight line is on 

the rise of its western end ; they will be worked as self-acting inclines, 

the bords being broken off north and south. There are from five to six 
* 

miles of railway underground, 2 feet 2 inches gauge, laid with bridge 

rails weighing from 18 to 24 pounds per yard. The number of tubs 

used in the mine is 300 ; capacity 1,000 pounds each. 

The workings extend over an area of about fifty acres, but no pillar 

workings had been instituted until last year, since which time a few have 

been successfully removed, and this kind of working will doubtless hence¬ 

forth be followed up with advantage, provided proper attention is paid 

to ventilation. 

Ventilation.—Little or no gas is developed in this mine, and no 

special arrangement of lamps, or apparatus for extinguishing fire is requi¬ 

site. The ventilation is effected by means of a furnace with 42 square 

feet of grate surface, in connection with the up-cast shaft. The average 

quantity of air set in motion is about 35,000 cubic feet per minute. 

k Drainage.—The drainage is effected by two direct-acting steam pumps 

placed ^underground, supplied with steam by the boilers at the surface, 

which raise the water to the Ingraham slope, by which it is discharged 

into the sea. The quantity of water thus drained from the lower levels 

is about<i250^gallons per minute. The mine water having a powerfully 
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■corrosive action upon tlie pumps, it is found necessary to line the working 

barrels with lignum-vitæ. 
The following is an analysis of this water, made by Mr. C. Hoffmann, 

of the Geological Survey Laboratory : 

The water when received had a sediment of a yellowish-red color : the 

supernatant liquid had a brownish-yellow color, an acid reaction and a 

slightly acid and styptic taste. The sediment when treated with hydro¬ 

chloric acid is for the most part taken up, the residue consisting of a dirty 

white coagulum or slime. 
The water was filtered and gradually heated ; at about 71° C. it became 

turbid, and as the temperature rose a dense precipitate of a yellowish-red 

color ensued. After protracted boiling the precipitate was filtered off and 

washed with boiling water, until the washings gave no reaction with 

barium chloride : upon treatment with hydrochloric acid it left a dirty 

white coagulum : the filtrate from the latter gave with barium chloride an 

immediate precipitate. The filtrate from the precipitate produced by 

boiling was colorless, and possessed a strong acid reaction, and wms found 

to contain but little more than a trace of iron. 

CONSTITUENTS IN 1000 PARTS OF TEE WATER. 

Suspended matter.1510 consisting of 

Ferric oxide.1052 and 

Sulphuric acid and organic matter.0458 

The former combined with the ferric oxide as a basic sulphate of iron. 
In Solution. 

Iron fas persalt).2426 

Iron (as protosalt).1168 

Manganese.0078 
Aluminium.0420 
Calcium.1498 
Magnesium.0618 
Potassium.0134 
Sodium.1884 

Silica.0116 
Sulphuric acid (So4). 1.4808 

Chlorine.4100 

Phosphoric acid. Traces 
Organic matter.2844 

\ 

Total solid contents. 3.0094 

Total solid contents by direct estimation. 2.9090 

Specific gravity. 1002.23 

Production—The productive capability of the mine, as at present Production, 

opened, may be stated at 1,000 tons per day of twelve hours, which has, 

as I am informed, been reached on various occasions. At the time of 
j 

my visit the average shipments amounted to 600 tons—400 direct from 

the mine and 200 from the bank—with sixty pairs of cutters. The slack 

coal amounts to about one-fourth of the whole ; in summer such as is 
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made in the mine is stowed there, but in winter it is brought to bank. The 

average annual quantity sold during the time in which this mine has been 

in operation, omitting those years in which work has been suspended or 

irregularly prosecuted, is 64,450 tons, which have been mostly exported 

to New York and Boston for the manufacture of gas. A large and 

powerful steam tug is employed in connection with this colliery. 

XIII. Gowrie Mines. 

These mines, which from their first inception to the present date have 

been owned and controlled by a private firm,—Messrs. Archibald and Co. 

of North Sydney—furnish a remarkable example of a steady, continuous 

and regular production amidst all the fluctuations to which the business 

has been subjected during that time. The area on which the Gowrie 

mines are situated immediately adjoins to the south that owned by the 

Block House Company, and like it abuts upon the northern shore of Cow 

Bay, where a wharf and artificial harbor for the shipment of the coal have 

been constructed. 

The mining area now referred to which was leased to Messrs. Archi¬ 

bald in 1861, is two square miles in extent, and altogether on land ; it is 

underlaid at an easily accessible depth by several workable seams, only 

one of which, however,—the McAulay seam—has hitherto formed the 

object of mining operations. This seam underlies that called the Block- 

Ilouse at a vertical depth of about 450 feet ; and its thickness varies 

from four feet eight inches to five feet two inches of good coal, with from 

two to six inches of coal of inferior quality, left in the mine to support the 

roof. The floor is of hard sandstone, without underclay, and the seam 

dips on the south side of the area N. 18° E. < 8°, and on the northern 

out-crop S. < 40°. 

The workings on this seam have been hitherto altogether on the 

southerly dip ; and the boundary of the area in that direction has been 

established so as to include the entire crop of this seam ; but it also 

embraces a large proportion of the coal contained in the northerly dip, and 

overlies an area of 760 acres, containing originally 5,700,000 tons of coal, 

of wdiich, supposing 80 acres to have been worked over, about 5,220,000 

tons besides that contained in the pillars will still be available. 

After the requisite preliminary works to establish the continuity and 

quality of the seam, systematic mining operations were commenced here 

under the superintendence of Mr. Blowers Archibald in 1864, and have 

been continued ever since without intermission, and with admirable 

economy and efficiency, at a remarkably regular rate of production. 

The coal from this mine has a very general application and extensive 

distribution, having been sold in nearly equal proportions for home con¬ 

sumption, the British American Colonies, West India Islands and United 
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States, for domestic and steam purposes. The proportion of ash is some-Quality of the 

what objectionable for the latter purpose, but on the other hand its value 

in this respect is enhanced by the well established fact that it is not apt 

to form any clinkers. For the manufacture of gas its somewhat high pro¬ 

portion of sulphur is certainly deleterious, although it has been largely 

used for this purpose. The analysis of average samples from this colliery 

are given in Table II., and its quality may be further illustrated by the 

following extracts from letters referring to practical tests on a large 

scale. 

Report of Mr. Sutherland, Chief Engineer of the S.S. “ Sweden,” on 

Gowrie coal. 

“ On the passage from Cow Bay to Liverpool (18G9) I have given the Gowrie coal a fair Reports on 
trial, and found that when burning Gowrie coal alone our average steam was little under oi Cowrie- 

that obtained from Welsh coal, of average quality, but our consumption about 12 per cent, 

in excess of Welsh çoal. I found on burning an equal mixture of Gowrie and Welsh coah 
good steam with little over our usual consumption of Welsh. I believe a ship with proper 
furnace bars for Gowrie coal could use it with very good results. 

I may state that the Gowrie coal forms very little clinker, and consequently is easy on 
furnace bars ; the amount of ash is even less than from Welsh coal, and the specific gravity 
much the same, being about 41 cubic feet to the ton.” 

“ North Sydney, June 21st, 1869. 

“We certify that the steamer ‘Panther’ has been using Gowrie Mines coal almost 

entirely for the past three years ; and that it has been constantly improving in quality 

during that time. 
“ We consider it superior to Scotch and Sydney, and almost equal to Welsh for steam pur¬ 

poses ; and find that it is particularly easy upon furnace bars. 

“(Signed,) “ROBERT FORBES, Chief Engineer. 

“ JOHN BARTLETT, Master.” 

“ Office of the New York Gas Light Company, 
“ New York, January 29th, 1864. 

“F. H. Odiorne, Boston. 

“Dear Sir,—The sample cargoes of Gowrie coal received at the works of the New York 
Gas Light Company yield about 9,000 feet per ton of 15 candle gas. The coke is of good 
quality and makes a strong heat. The coal was carbonized by us under very high 
teats. 

“ There is a considerable impurity in the coal (slate, &c.,) which may be separated in 
mining. It is my opinion that this coal, if properly selected before shipment, will yield gas 

in quantity and quality equal, if not superior, to any coal from Cape Breton. 

“ (Signed,) “ JOHN H. ADAM, President.” 

Dr. Harrington’s remarks appended to his analysis of the sample of Remarks by Dr. 

coal from the Gowrie mine are as follows : “ Very bright and firm, with 

marked planes of cleat. A little carbonate of lime, as in No. 3 (Sydney 

main seam) but in much smaller quantity. But little visible pyrites. Ash 

reddish-brown. Did not coke.” 

Surface Works.—Mining operations at the Gowrie mine, as at the 

Block House mine, date from a very early period in the history of the 

province when under French occupation. Passing over these and also 
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the preliminary works of the present proprietors I shall proceed to 

describe the state of the colliery at the present time. 

At the distance of 900 yards from the shore of the Bay and 450 yards 

from the crop of the seam a shaft called the Odiorne pit has been sunk 

to the depth of 205 feet, intersecting the McAulay seam ; this is now the 

principal working pit. There is also another shaft (Wo. 2) which had 

been previously in use, situated 800 yards to the south of the former, and 

on the full rise of the seam from it. This latter shaft, designed exclusively 

for the crop workings, is connected with a slope to the crop, which served 

as a travelling way for the men -and horses employed in the mines. Both 

pits are provided with steam engines, the first of 30 horse-power for 

pumping and winding, and the second of 6 or 8 horse-power for winding 

only. The Odiorne pit, which is also used as an upcast shaft, is 15 feet 

by 54 feet, divided into two compartments 9J feet and 5J feet by 6-inch 

bratticing, the larger division being mounted with slides, &c., as a cage- 

pit, and the smaller as a pumping shaft. 

The engine at this pit has a single horizontal high-pressure 16-inch 

cylinder, and 8 feet 6 inches stroke, geared down 2J to 1 on both pump 

ing and winding shafts. The drums 8 feet in diameter and 5 feet 

long are furnished with flat wire rope, 4 inches by J an inch, and the 

cage is adapted to bring up only one tub at a time, containing 800 

pounds of coal. This machinery is capable of hoisting two tubs per 

minute, and has frequently delivered at the pit-mouth at the rate of 

800 tons per day. At the time of my visit the average production 

at this pit was 250 tons per day, round and slack. The pumps, two 

in number, 10 inches in diameter and 4 feet stroke, lifting a height 

of 200 feet, and at the rate of 250 gallons per minute, are worked 

by the same engine by means of the ordinary spear connections, and 

drain the mine in eight hours pumping, viz., from 6 P.M. till 2 A.M. 

The steam is supplied to this engine by two cylindrical boilers 5 feet 

6 inches in diameter and 26 feet long, with two internal flues, 22 

inches diameter, in each. 

The arrangements at the bank are very complete and commodious. 

There are two sets of shutes and screens, those for the pit being distinct 

from those for the bank coal which is drawn up to the platform by a small 

steam engine. At the time of my visit the bank might contain about 

8,000 tons. Most of the slack (which amounts to between one-third and 

one-fourth of all the coal extracted) is left in the mine ; that which is 

brought to or made at the bank finds a ready sale. About four tons per 

day of splent and sulphurous coal is picked out and sold to the miners, 

&c. 

This colliery is connected with the wharf by a short but substantially 

built railway 1,100 yards in length with a down grade averaging about 1 in 
Bailway. 
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100 from the pit head, and an incline of about 1 in 15 for 180 yards as it 

approaches the wharf, enabling the cars to descend by their own gravity 

and with sufficient impetus to carry them to the end of the wharf without 

the application of further motive power. The empty cars are drawn back 

to the pit by horses. The guage of the railway, which is laid with T rails, 

85 pounds to the yard, is 8 feet 7 inches ; it is equipped with 84 waggons 

built at the colliery) each capable of carrying two tons. During last 

year a new engine shaft (No. 4) 12 feet in diameter was commenced 1512 

yards north-west from the Odiorne pit, to cut the seam at the depth of 250 

feet from the surface, on the extension of the levels from that pit. The 

new shaft at the time of my visit had been sunk 86 feet,- and the railway 

graded to connect with that at the present colliery ; when these works are 

completed a locomotive engine will be employed for the haulage of the 

coal from both pits. 

Wharf and Breakwater.—The wharf, which is strongly builffof timber 

on a foundation of crib-work ballasted with stones, is 1,156 feet in length 

and 24 feet wide, with T piece 230 feet from the water extremity, 175 

feet long and 24 feet wide for the protection of vessels lying within that Wharf, 

distance from the shore. The wharf is capable of accommodating eight 

vessels at once, drawing from 10 up to 18 feet of water; it is provided 

with eight shutes for smaller and two drops with turntables, &c., for larger 

vessels. As the bay is exposed and dangerous (especially in autumn 

which is the busiest time for the shipment of coals, and when easterly 

gales prevail) it has been found necessary to construct a very massive and Break'wat€^ 

substantial breakwater for the protection of the wharf and shipping. 

This breakwater or pier is about 1,500 feet in length and 48 feet wide, 

built entirely of strong crib-work very heavily loaded with stone, and has 

20 feet depth of water at low tide at its outer extremity. It is situated 

about 250 yards to the north-east (or seaward) from the wharf ; and is 

made slightly arched or convex outwards, with the deck or upper surface 

sloping in the same direction at an angle of five degrees. It affords shelter 

and protection to a large number of vessels, which for such accommodation 

are required to contribute to its maintenance by small dues or tolls regu¬ 

lated according to the tonnage and time so occupied. Independently ofCongtructicm> 

the wharf, the cost of constructing this pier and repairing it, is stated 

to have been $60,000. 
Underground Works.—These, which are on the pillar and bord 

system, have hitherto been altogether confined to the rise of the levels from 

the bottom of the shafts. At the old shaft (No. II) the breadth of the winning 

is 150 yards and at the Odiorne pit 300 yards, these works being separated 

by a barrier of coal. At the old workings, which, as before remarked, are 

very near the crop, the levels have been driven from the shaft north-east to Old workings 

the shore, 815 yards, and south-west upwards of 600 yards. Here the bords 
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were 18 feet wide, and the pillars 18 feet by 9 feet, and several of the 

pillars have been removed. These works were discontinued in 1867, and 

operations since that date have been limited to that part of the mine com¬ 

manded by the Odiorne pit. 
The two main levels, 150 yards apart, have been extended 1,000 yards 

New workings, towards the sea and 1,450 yards in the opposite direction, and are con¬ 

nected Jby self-acting incline gate-roads cut about half across the angle of 

dip, and coming out in the upper level 500 yards from the shaft. These 

Ventilation. 

Drainage. 

Production 
price. 

main roads which are 7 feet wide and 5i feet high, are laid with rail 

tracks, two feet gauge, and with T rails, 22 pounds to the yard. The 

incline roads are worked by a friction-strap and five-eighth inch steel-wire 

rope ; the level roads by horses, of which at the time of my visit twenty 

were employed in the mine. The direction of the levels is N. 67^ W.? 

and the cleat of the coal being E. and W., the bords or working places are 

turned due south from the levels, and are driven up 16 yards by 6 yards 

wide, the pillars being left 16 yards by 7 yards. The coal is holed at or 

near the bottom of the seam 2 feet in and 9 inches high, and is all wedged 

down, no blasting being required in this mine owing to the presence of a 

peculiar cross fracture in the coal in addition to the usual cleat • thus 

rendering it very easy to work although more liable than is desirable, to 

break into small pieces. For the bords the rails are of flat iron, 2-J inches 

by § inch. There are altogether about four miles of railroad under ground 

and 150 tubs, each of the capacity of one-third of a ton. 

Ventilation.—No explosive gas being generated in the mine no safety 

lamps are required, and the ventilation hitherto has been attended with no 

difficulty and requires no special appliances. To assist, however, in pro¬ 

moting the circulation of air, a small furnace, with 18 square feet of grate 

surface, has been placed 30 feet from the bottom of the cage-pit which acts 

as an upcast, the pumping compartment being the downcast. 

Drainage.—The arrangements for pumping have already been 

described. Like that at the Block House mine the water is of a highly 

corrosive character, owing probably to sulphate of iron in solution, render¬ 

ing it necessary to apply a lining of lignum-vitæ to the pipes and to make 

the buckets and the working barrels of a mixture of six parts of lead and 

one of antimony ; this alloy although still far from perfect, being found 

best adapted to resist the corrosive action of the mine water. When made 

of iron and unprotected, a set of pipes and pumps were rendered useless 

in four or five days, but when fitted as above described will last three 

months. 

Production.—The average annual quantity of coal of both kinds sold 

at the Gowrie mines during the last nine years in which they have been 

f;üdin regular operation is 42,090 tons ; and the greatest deviation from that 

average during any one year has not exceeded 13,000. For several years 
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the selling price, loaded on the vessels, has been, for round coal, $1.75, and 

for slack 90 cents per ton. 

• General Remarks. 

One of the most important points connected with the economical working 

of coal mines, as of all industrial undertakings, is, of course, the cost of 

production ; and especially the value of the requisite materials and labor. I 

am not prepared on the present occasion, more especially as there is con¬ 

siderable diversity in the different mines, to give full information upon all 

the items included under this head. The method of regulating the pay of 

the miners is very various ; in all cases, however, it depends upon the 

amount of work done. The following different systems of payment are Different sys- 
^ ** -L •/ t6ms of p^ty* 

adopted in different mines, and sometimes a combination of two or more meut, 

of these in the same mine : by the cubic yard ; by the ton ; and by the 

lineal yard advance. At the Sydney mines the price paid is 46 cents per 

ton in whole, and 40 cents in broken coal, filled into the tubs, the slack 

riddled in the mine, and all weighed at the surface. The miners find their 

own powder and lights. For driving levels, &c., 80 cents per lineal yard 

is allowed over and above the rate paid for the coal thus extracted. The Average eam- 

average daily work of each miner is three and a half to four tons, and in miners- 

drifting, two men will advance four and a half feet per day. I am informed 

that it is not unusual for the men to earn from $60 to $80 per month. 

Ordinary laborers and surface hands are paid, on an average, at the rate of 

85 cents per day. The rates at the other mines are regulated in the same 

proportion, allowing for the different methods of computation, and modifi¬ 

cations according to local circumstances. At the smaller establishments, 

however, the rate of wages is usually from five to ten cents higher than at 

the Sydney mines, and it has been found necessary of late years, in order 

to secure the requisite amount of labor, to pay higher prices than had 

previously ruled ; and with the increased demand this year it is probable 

that these will require to be still further augmented. During the three Reduction of 
1 ° ° # wages or work 

or four months of winter, when there is no shipment of coal, it is usual during winter, 

either to reduce the rate of wages or the amount of work done. 

The following estimate of the cost of raising and shipping one ton of 

coal, including various items of expense in addition to that of the actual 

mining, is submitted as an approximate average : 

Mining expenses, averaging say. 50 cents per ton. 

Wages of putters. 6 11 11 

Underground haulage (one horse for every 2,260 

tons raised annually).   5 “ 11 

Timbering. 4 “ 

Engine power, winding. 2 “ 
Firemen to upcast, watchmen, and road cleaners.... 2 “ 

Overseer and assistants, engineers and firemen at 
pit mouth. 3 “ “ 
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Expenses of screening and loading coal. 6 cents per ton. 

Expenses of loading bank coal. 12 u 

Salaries and incidental expenses. 10 “ 
Railway transportation, say 5 miles at 3 cents. 15 “ 

Loading at wharf..  3 “ 

Government Royalty and taxes. H “ 

1.29 

Interest on capital, insurance, wear and tear, agen¬ 

cies, discounts and contingencies, say. 25 “ 

Cost of coal per 
ton. 

Total cost per ton free on board.1.54 

Miners. 

Condition of the 
coal trade in 
Cape Breton. 

Utilization of 
slack coal. 

The above estimate, from the most reliable data available, is based on? 

a production of 50,000 tons per annum, and must be regarded simply as 

applicable to the average condition of affairs at the present time, which 

may be materially modified by various local and incidental causes. Pump¬ 

ing and ventilation are merely questions of increased consumption of coal, 

and have consequently been omitted in the above statement. 

It may be estimated that two-thirds of all the mining population of 

Cape Breton at the present time are Scotch Highlanders or their descen¬ 

dants, who are a very frugal, industrious and deserving race, and make 

excellent miners. As regards their social condition, every encourage¬ 

ment and facility for its improvement is afforded by the various colliery 

proprietors, by providing comfortable dwellings, schools, churches.,, 

medical attendance, &c., probably on a more liberal and enlightened 

scale than is usual in most other countries. An increase of this class 

of population, or of such others as may have been accustomed to work 

in mines, is greatly to be desired, and for this purpose every encourage¬ 

ment for their immigration should be extended. Owing, to the scarcity and 

enhanced price of coal in England, and consequent anticipation of increased 

demand, the past season has been characterized by great activity in deve¬ 

loping and rendering available the vast resources of this coal field. But 

for several years back the coal-mining industry in Cape Breton has been 

in a languishing condition in consequence of deficient markets, andin fact 

the mines have been in many instances worked either with little or no 

profit or at an actual loss, the proprietors merely keeping them in operation 

in hope of better times. Under these circumstances, and as tending to 

promote the interests of this most important industry, the following 

suggestions are offered, referring chiefly to certain objects which it is 

considered desirable to attain, and which I shall merely indicate without 

attempting at present to elaborate them. 

1. Utilization of Slack or Small Coal.—This I conceive to, be 

one of the most important objects which can engage the attention of per¬ 

sons interested in coal mines. At least one-fourth of all the coals mined 

in this district assumes the form of slack, and only a small proportion of 
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it is saleable even at a less price than it costs to produce it ; and in 

many instances its removal to waste is a source of additional expense. 

Under these circumstances it seems at all events most desirable that 

whatever fuel is required on the works or railways, &c., connected with 

them, which may amount to one-fifteenth of the whole, should be used in 

this form ; and further, that the rest of the slack should be either con¬ 

verted into coke, or into a solid fuel by admixture with some other ingre¬ 

dient. It appears to me probable that both these objects could be success¬ 

fully and economically attained. 

2. Long Wall Working.—This system should be adopted for all 
seams under four feet or four and a half feet in thickness. Many such 

seams exist in this field, and might be profitably mined, although not System of work, 

perhaps on the pillar and bord system. The long-wall system admits of 

the introduction of coal-cutting machinery and of the extraction by one 

operation, of the largest quantity of coal, with the least injury to its 

quality, and also simplifies the mode of ventilation. 

3. The Employment of Steam Colliers on an Extensive Scale, steam coiners. 

—This would ensure a greater regularity in the delivery, and a longer 

continuance of shipment at the time when it is most desirable. 

4. Collection of Statistics.—The systematic collection and record¬ 

ing of accurate statistics of all matters connected with the business of 
coal-mining, including accurate plans and descriptions of underground Mining records 

workings, authentic statements of the results of actual trials on a large 

scale on railways and steamboats, and in furnaces, gas-works, &c. Such 

records, which should be accessible in the proper quarter to all persons 

interested, would prove of incalculable value in connection with the future 

working of our coal fields. Not only would they be the means of saving 

an immense amount of useless labor, but they would also prevent the 

occurrence of many serious accidents involving the sacrifice of life and the 

loss of much valuable property. In this connection, and respecting 

the general management and regulation of the coal mines of Nova 

Scotia, the following remarks by Mr. Rutherford, late Government 

Inspector of mines for that Province, in his Report for 1866, pp. 69-72, 

are well worthy of reproduction, and are accordingly appended. 

I have the honor to be, Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 

CHARLES ROBB, 

u 
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DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSES OF SEAMS WORKED. 

Sydney Mines. 

(Sydney Main Seam). 

Lingan Mine.. 

Victoria Mine... 

International Mine.. 

(Harbor Scam). 

Little Glace Bay Mines. 

(Hub Seam). 

Little Glace Bay Mines. 

(Harbor Seam). 

Caledonia Mine... 

(l’helan Seam). 

Reserve Mine... 

(l’helau Scam). 

Lorway Mines. ■{ 

(Lorway Seam). 

Gardiner Mine. .. 

(Gardiner Soam). 

Clyde Mine. 

(Phelan Soam). 

Schooner Pond Mine.. 

(Ross Scam). 

Blook Hodse Mine. 

(Block House Seam). 

Gowrie Mines. 

(MoAuley Scam). 

Uint 
l1», 

Description op Seam, 

Good coa’... 
Parting.... 
Good coal. 

Total thickness... 

Coal. 
Fireclay . 
Coal. 

Total thickness.. 

Coarse coal........ 
Parting. 
Good coal. 
Mineral charcoal.. 
Good coal. 

Total thickness.. 

Total thickness.. 

Good coal. 
Parting.. 
Good coal. 
Mineral charcoal 
Good coal . 
Parting.... 
Good coal (holing).. 

Total thickness 

Shalv coal. 
Good coal. 
Shaly coal... 
Brown carbonaceous shale. 
Good coal. 

Total thickness.. 

Total thickness.. 

Total thickness.. 

Coal. 
Band. 
Coal. 
Clay parting . 
Coal —___ 

Total thickness.. 

Good gas coal. 
Splent... 
Good steam coal ., 
Splent. 

Total thickness.. 

Top coal .... 
Coal. 
Bottom coal. 

Total thickness. 

Coni with clay bands . 
Coal. 
Shale, hard. 
Coal. 
Soit shaly band. 
Coal. 

Total thickness.. 

Total thickness.. 

Coal.., 
Shale- 
Coal ... 

Total thiokness.. 

0 3 

2 3 
0 1 
3 3 

0 3 

6 1 

1 8 
5 0 
0 1* 
0 0* 
2 64 

9 4j 

0 2i 

1 6 
0 0J 
3 4 

5 01 

1 3 

1 2 
!» 04 
3 3 
0 3 

Analyses op Coal, 

7 10 

8 10 

26.94 
31 87 
3*1.18 

30.03 
35.16 
34.23 

67.67 
64.59 
61.50 

Cubic ft. 
of Gas 

per ton. 

6,600 

'8,200' 

8,500 
10,000 

Reddish.. 

Reddish Grey.. 

Reddish Grey.. 

Reddish Grey. 
Reddish Brown.. „.. 

Light Grey.. 

White to Brown.. 

Reddish Grey.. 

Greyish Rod.... 

Reddish. 
Light Grey.. 

Theoretical 
Evaporative 

Power. 

Light Reddish Grey. 

Rod. 
Purplish Red- 

Reddish Brown.. 

Johnson.. 
llow. _ 
How...... 

Shaft, 360 .. 
Shaft, 630 -, 

How. 
Dawson. 
Harrington. 

Manhattan Gas Co. 
Harrington. 

H. Poole. 
Philadelphia Gas Co.. 
How.... 
Harrington... 

Royal School ol'Mines.. 
Harrington. 

Harrington. 

Dawson. 
Harrington .. 

Brown. 
Harrington... 

Royal School of Mines. 
Harriugtou. 

Brown. . 
Harrington. 

Richard and Buist... 
Harrington. 

Slope. 2,700 . 
(Vertical Depth, 725). 

Slope. 1,000. 
(Vertical Depth, 730). 

Shaft, 96... 
Slope, 550.. 

Shaft, 130. 
Slope, 400 
(Vertical Depth, 100) 

Slope, 790. 
(Vertical Depth, 70). 

Shaft, 100. 
Shaft, 66. 

Slope, 460. 
Slope, 270. 
(Vertical Depth, 45). 

Slope, 400. 
(Vertical Depth, 67). 

Shaft, 80. 
Slope, 2,000. 
(Vortical Depth, 160). 

Shaft, 205. 
Shaft, 250.. 

N. CO3 K. <5°. 

N. 37° E. < 13’—16’. 

N. 3> W. <as3. 

N. 51° E. < 6°. 

N. 50° E < 40-- 

N. 27° E. <6=. 

N. 23° E < 83. 

N. 21= E. < 6J°. 

No regular 
oleat; works 

best in N. and 
S. direction. 

The samples submitted to Dr. Harrington for analysis were taken without selection lYom the coal as it came to the bank, and may be assumed only In a general way to represent the average quality of the various seams. In all Dr. Harrington s analyses tbe 
«mount ol voiatile matter 1ms been determined by slow coking. By fast coking it is ol course much greater, and a better coke is produced ; and this is true of some of the South Staffordshire coals which, according to Dr. Percy, give a good coke w ms rapia ana 
k 0 uot coke ah with slow heating. The average of all the above analyses gives Specitic Gravity 1.316; Volatile Matter, 38.441; Fixed Carbon, 61.873; Ash, 4.223; Sulphur, 2.87; Gas, 9340; Evuporniive Power, 8.33. 
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REMARKS 

EXTRACTED FROM MR. RUTHERFORD’S REPORT FOR 1866. 

With a few exceptions the remarks I am about to make will apply to 

nearly all the Collieries in the Province ; and I have on this account 

avoided what would have been a mere repetition had I made them in each 

case. They have reference to pillar working, ventilation, drainage, storing 

of coal, and plans, under which classification I proceed to give them. 

PILLAR WORKING. 

The facility with which the coal has been reached in all the districts, 

as compared with other mining countries in which, from the exhaustion of 

the seams near the crop, expensive sinkings become necessary to reach the 

underlying coal, and consequent great skill and carefulness are required 

in properly opening out the mine ; this freedom from an expensive preli¬ 

minary outlay, instead of enabling an effective winning of a large tract 

of coal to be made before commencing the regular working thereof, seems 

to have engendered an indifference to future operations, and allowed the 

desire for an immediate profit to supersede the necessity of a judicious 

arrangement of the mode of working. To this cause I attribute the short 

distance from the crop, to which in most of the mines the workings are 

confined ; and the adoption of a system by which as much of the seam as 

possible is taken away in the first working and the pillars are reduced to 

a minimum of strength for the purposes of support. The injudiciousness 

of this system cannot be too strongly urged. The introduction into the 

market of coal worked so close to the crop must have operated preju- 

diciously—and I have reason to believe that it has—to the interests of 

the mine owner ; and the continuance of the scale of pillarage, which has, 

I think, from the preceding cause been too generally adopted, will be 

fraught with consequences of a more serious character. For, although 

with the present limited extent of workings and the absence of pressure 

in consequence of the proximity of the coal to the surface, the pillars may 

be sufficient to keep the mine open for ventilation or other purposes, yet if 

unaltered where the overlying strata are very much thicker and heavier, 

their inability to support will in no long time be exhibited to the serious 

detriment of all concerned. For this reason I have felt it my duty to 

recommend an increased size of pillars as the workings extend to the dip, 

with a view to their subsequent entire removal. I have also advised the 

working of the pillars at such a distance from the crop as the quality of 

the coal will warrant;. I am glad to be able to report that this has been 

effected with success at the Lingan and Gowrie Collieries, and been 

attended with an additional advantage, to which I will hereafter refer. 
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This removal of the pillars should commend itself to the managers of 

mines not only on account of the importance of avoiding a waste of coal, 

but also because it has the further advantage of lessening the working 

area of the mine, and consequently reducing the amount of materials 

required to supply the otherwise rapid extension of roads, and the means 

of conveyance necessary in widely spread districts. 

VENTILATION. 

The limited extent of the workings of many of the collieries, and the 

adoption of the system on which they have been made, have not been 

without their effect so far as ventilation is concerned. The maintenance 

of travelling roads through the pillars, and the adoption of any artificial 

aid, appears to have been thought unnecessary in most cases,—a differ¬ 

ence of level as respects the intake and outlet, and the difference of the 

internal and external temperature, being chiefly relied on to cause the cir¬ 

culation of a current of air. 

The freedom from gas of an explosive character—carburetted hydrogen 

—and the absence of the equally noxious and dangerous non-explosive 

gas—carbonic acid—have produced an indifference as to the necessity of 

making provision for a more effective ventilation as the workings become 

extended. In most of the mines all that is attempted is the conduction of 

the air into the neighbourhood of the face, and thence allowing it to find its 

way to the nearest place of outlet. The parts of the mine standing in 

pillars—as well those immediately behind the working places as those more 

remote—are thus without any admixture of the air but that which the 

movements in the mine may occasionally cause to pass into it. A steady 

and constant current is not to be relied upon under such circumstances, 

and it therefore frequently happens that the circulation is reversed, and 

the intake becomes the outlet. 

The mere fact of there being at present in most of the mines no dele¬ 

terious gases requiring to be swept away or reduced to an innocuous 

mixture, should not be deemed sufficient to render unnecessary the pro¬ 

vision of such a quantity of fresh air as is necessary to the healthy pursuit 

of the occupation of the miner. To effect this, no simpler agent can be 

employed than the furnace. This, properly constructed, and placed at the 

bottom of one of the ventilating shafts,—which should be used exclusively 

for that purpose,—would, with attention to the size of the air-courses and 

the position of the stoppings, suffice to maintain the steadiness of current 

and amount of fiesh air which are too frequently wanting. 

DRAINAGE. 

In many instances the exposure of the coal on the faces of the cliffs has 

induced the opening of the seams to be made by driving an adit or level 
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from the shore, which has answered the double purpose of being an outlet 

to the coal and the water made in the mine. The desire to obtain as much 

coal to the rise as possible, has, in many cases, led to this level being so 

placed that it is within the reach of the tide, which occasionally flows into 

the mine. These levels are in many collieries still used as the outlet for 

the water after being lifted from the dip workings. I am glad to be able 

to state, however, that in some of these collieries precaution has been 

taken, by fixing dams, to prevent any unusual rise of the tide extending 

so far as to overflow into the dip workings. In those mines in which the 

workings have not yet been made to the dip, I have recommended the 

adoption of similar means to prevent such a casuality. The quantity of 

water made in the mines is not large, and, generally speaking, the pro¬ 

visions made for its removal appear to be adequate. One objection that 

has been made to the working of the pillars is the apprehension of the 

breakage of the strata setting free a larger quantity of water than could 

be removed by the present appliances. I have given some attention to 

this, and am inclined to the opinion that much of the water met with m 

the dip workings finds its way there from the surface, and that if it were 

tapped in the upper workings a considerable diminution would be the 

result. For this additional reason I have advised the removal of the 

pillars to the rise of the water levels ; and it is to the benefit in this res¬ 

pect which has been experienced at Lingan and Gowrie, to which I before 

alluded. 

STORAGE OF COAL. 

It may perhaps seem premature to cry “ waste ” at so early a stage of 

mining as the very recent development of the mineral resources of this 

country implies ; but, at a time when attention is being directed in Eng¬ 

land to the exhaustion of her coal supplies, and the consequent necessity 

of economising them by every available means, it cannot, I think, be 

considered inopportune to direct attention to a source of waste which may 

with care, to some extent, be lessened. 
In many of the collieries the greater part of the slack made in working 

is separated from the large coal by riddling, and thrown aside in the mine. 

The proportion thus taken out varies from 5 to 20 per cent. This slack 

is seldom removed, and has therefore largely accumulated, It is reason¬ 

able to suppose that if it could be sold even at a very small profit, it 

would not be left in the mine : and it is thus treated to avoid expense of 

depositing it on the surface, and the combustion that would probably occur 

if a large quantity were heaped together. By attention to the peculiarity 

of each seam, and the manner in which the miner performs his work, the 

proportion of slack made in the ordinary course of working may be 

.reduced, and the loss of merchantable coal from this cause be diminished. 
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But there is another source of loss to which, inasmuch as it affects the- 

revenue to a much greater extent, I wish to draw attention. I allude to 

the large stores of coal that are formed during the winter months. The 

suspension of shipment for a period of from three to four months necessi¬ 

tates the adoption of one of two courses : either the colliery must be 

stopped, or be continued at work and the coal brought out and stored on 

the surface. It must be evident that in the former case both employers 

and workmen would be subject to much inconvenience and loss : the work¬ 

men would be obliged to seek other means of employment, and the mine 

owner would be unprepared to commence operations on an adequate scale 

when the shipping was resumed. For this reason the latter course is 

adopted, and the consequence is a deterioration of the coal from exposure 

and the production of a large proportion of slack both from this cause and 

from the breakage in putting down and re-lifting. To such an extent does 

this take place that I have reason to believe that in some instances the 

produce of large coal from the heap has not much exceeded 50 per cent. 

When it is remembered that a large percentage has already been taken 

out in the mine, and that the coal brought to the surface is with respect to 

size in nearly a merchantable state, the loss of revenue from this cause 

must be apparent. Impressed with the importance of obviating this as 

much as possible, I have endeavored to induce the adoption of some means 

by which this loss may be reduced to a minimum, and I am hopeful that 

as the interests of the mine owner are seriously affected by so small a yield 

of saleable coal, they will readily adopt any practicable scheme for realizing 

so desirable a result. This would, I conceive, be to a considerable 

extent accomplished by an extension of the power of production by a judi¬ 

cious laying out of the mine, and the formation during the winter of a 

number of working places, together with the opening of more shafts or other 

means of bringing the coal to the surface. With such a provision much 

of the coal might be stored under ground and be raised as required with¬ 

out interrupting the ordinary working of the colliery. The injury to that 

portion which would be sent out of the mine would also be very much less 

if suitable erections were made for protecting it from the weather. There 

are details of arrangement in carrying this out which it is unnecessary to 

state here ; I make the suggestion with the hope of drawing the attention 

of owners and managers of mines to the importance of devising some means 

of lessening a loss by which the interests of all are affected. 

PLANS. 

It is much to be regretted that some system has not been earlier organ¬ 

ized by which an accurate representation of the workings would be 

preserved. In many instances I regret to find no record, either by survey 

or written description, of the first operations. The coal has been worked 
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on the principle to which I have alluded, with no intention of returning to 

those parts of the mine in which operations have ceased. Being thus 

abandoned, and no care exercised in keeping the workings open, they are 

closed in many instances by the falling of the roof, and cannot, therefore, 

be shown on the plans with that degree of accuracy which is desirable. 

The importance of a knowledge of the position of old workings has been so 

often and painfully illustrated by the numerous accidents that have 

occurred in England from the absence of it, that I cannot too earnestly 

direct the attention of mine owners to a neglect that may hereafter be at¬ 

tended with serious consequences. These workings are generally near the 

crop, and liable therefore to be filled wTith water ; and as the subsequent 

operations are not in all cases connected with them, the risk incurred from 

the ignorance of their position must, I think, be evident. 

Most of the collieries have now plans of the workings. Some improve¬ 

ment is desirable in many of them with respect to the mode of showing the 

workings in different seams ; but more especially would I recommend the 

adoption of one uniform scale for the variety which prevails at present. 

I have the honor to be, 

Your obedient servant, 

JOHN RUTHERFORD, 
Inspector of Mines. 

To P. S. Hamilton, Esq. 

Chief Commissioner of Mines. 
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ON SAMPLES OF BRICK-CLAY FROM FORT GARRY. 
* / 

BY 

BERNARD J. HARRINGTON, Ph. D., 

CHEMIST AND MINERALOGIST. 

Clays, as is well known, differ very considerably in their composition, and 

consequently in their suitability for the manufacture of different kinds of 

bricks. If we are desirous of making a brick of a refractory nature (fire¬ 

brick), we must select a clay consisting mainly of silica and alumina, and 

as free as possible from lime, oxide of iron and other bases which would 

form fusible compounds with the silica. Clays, however, which are to be 

employed in the manufacture of building-brick, may, in addition to the 

silica and alumina, contain small quantities of lime, oxide of iron, magne¬ 

sia, potash and other bases, and yet be considered of good quality ; indeed, 

a small quantity of protoxide of iron is looked upon as favorable, inas¬ 

much as it promotes the strength and hardness of the bricks. But 

beyond a certain point these oxides (lime, magnesia, oxide of iron, &c.), 

are objectionable for different reasons ; thus lime, or protoxide of iron, 

might make the brick too readily fusible, or the lime, which in the clay 

was combined with carbonic acid and which would on burning be converted 

into caustic lime, might cause the bricks to disintegrate on exposure to 

moisture. 

Clays which are free or nearly free from admixed sand or carbonate of 

lime are spoken of as fat clays, and are liable to considerable contraction 

and cracking on drying. The best way of counteracting this is by a proper 

admixture of sand, and the want of attention to this point appears, in some 

cases, to have been the cause of failure in the attempts to make brick at 

Fort Garry. 

Mechanical mixtures of clay and sand constitute what are known as 

loams, while mixtures of clay and carbonate of lime constitute the so-called 

marls. If a loam contains the clay and sand in proper proportion it may 

be directly used for brick-making • but, from what has already been 

stated, it is evident that marls or marly clays are unsuited for this 

purpose. 
The samples of clay from Fort Garry are from different depths from the 

surface, and are numbered accordingly ; No. I. being a surface clay; No. 

II., 3 feet below I. ; No. III. generally about 7 feet below the surface ; 

and No. IV., 20 or 25 feet below the surface. All the samples effervesce 

on treatment with hydrochloric acid, owing to the liberation of the car- , 
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bonic acid combined with the lime. This, however, is especially marked 

in the case of Nos. I., II. and IV., No. III. apparently containing a very 

small proportion of carbonate of lime. No. III. is of a light grey color, 

and, when dry, hard and breaking with a conchoidal fracture ; when mixed 

into a paste with water it is more plastic and tenacious than any of the 

others. No. IV. is also somewhat hard and compact, its color being light 

bluish-grey. Nos. I. and II., on the other hand, are soft and friable, 

being of a decidedly marly character; they are both of a light-grey 

color. 

All the samples are what are known as “ red-burning clays ; ” that is > 

they contain protoxide of iron, which on burning is converted into the red 

oxide or peroxide. It will be observed that some of the accompanying 

samples of brick have barely any reddish tint, while others are of a deep 

red color. This is due to the different degrees of heat to which they have 

been subjected (some parts of the furnace being much hotter than others) 

rather than to any great variation in the amount of oxide of iron ; for the 

difference, in some cases, is most marked in different bricks made from 

the same clay. 

No complete chemical analyses of the clays have been made, as a 

chemical analysis doe3 not always indicate the best proportions of clay, 

sand, &c., to be used. According to Muspratt, u it is nearly impossible Practical trials 

to ascertain the applicability of any kinds of clay without a direct trial. nec8teSa,y' 

Although the mode of occurrence, the color, the plasticity, degree of 

purity, property of effervescing or not with acids, may all help in enabling 

the brickmaker to form a correct opinion as to the nature of the clay, yet 

it is always advisable to obtain complete certainty as to the suitableness 

of the clay for the purposes desired, by burning a few bricks by way of 

trial. The cases are naturally not frequent in which clay is obtained 

with all the requisite properties, and it requires a long series of experi¬ 

ments to ascertain what proportions of fat and poor clay, sand and other 

substances, should be mixed together in order to obtain a brick-earth of 

the proper quality. If the clay is too fat the bricks will be denser than 

they should be, with too little porosity, and subject to bend and crack in 

the fire ; if the clay is not fat enough the bricks will be soft and easily 

fall to pieces.” 

With such considerations in view, I have made a number of small bricks 

containing different proportions of clay and sand from Fort Garry. The 

results will, I trust, be instructive and serviceable to the Fort Garry 

brickmakers. The sand employed was that sent with the clays, and was 

from two localities—Sturgeon Creek and Point Douglas. The dry clay 

was first ground, and then, with or without sand, as the case might be, 

mixed into a paste with water and thoroughly pugged. The bricks were 

moulded in a small wooden mould, dried for several days at a temperature 

of 212° F., and finally burned in the muffle of a cupelling furnace. 
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Duplicates were, moreover, made, and half of them soaked in water after 

burning, and then slowly dried. This caused many of those made from 

the more calcareous clays to crack and fall to pieces owing to the slaking 

of the lime. It should, however, be observed that this disintegration in 

no case took place when the bricks were made of No. III. clay with a 

proper admixture of sand. 

proportions of The following are the proportions of clay and sand used in my experi- 

used.and ,1U ments, the numbers corresponding with those upon the accompanying 
bricks :— 

(1) No. I. clay, without sand. Made light red bricks which were com¬ 

pact and firm, but would be improved by the addition of sand, as they are 

too soft and would not be durable. 

(2) Equal weights No- I. clay and Point Douglas sand. Made red 

bricks, which, however, after thorough burning and soaking in w^ater, 

cracked badly. The proportion of sand should be very much reduced, 

the clay not being a fat one. 

(3) Three Parts No. Ill- clay and one part Point Douglas sand. Pro¬ 

duced very excellent red bricks, which at a very high temperature were 

slightly glazed upon the surface. 

(4) No. II. clay, without sand. When not sufficiently burned the brick 

had a yellow color and soon cracked badly. A brick burned at a higher 

temperature showed no tendency to crack, but was too soft and calcareous. 

Color pale red. 

(5.) 1 part No. III. clay, 1 part No. I. clay, and 2 parts Sturgeon 

Creek sand. Gave red bricks, one of which cracked slightly after soaking 

in water. When thoroughly burned did not crack even after soaking. 

The same proportions of clay with 1 part or less of sand would probably 

give fair bricks. 

(6.) No. 3 clay, without sand. This being a fat clay, as might be 

expected, when used without sand shrinks and cracks on burning. 

(7.) 1 part No. II. clay and 1 part Sturgeon Creek sand. Light red 

bricks, one of which cracked very badly after soaking in water. Not 

more than 4 the amount of sand should be used, if No. II. clay is used 

at all. 

(8.) 1 part No. IV. clay and 1 part Sturgeon Creek sand. Gave 

good red bricks, not exhibiting any tendency to crack, even after soaking 

in water. In the event of coarser sand being employed a smaller propor¬ 

tion would be necessary. 

(9.) No. IV. clay without sand. Too fat. Bricks perfectly worthless 

from cracking. 

(10.) 3 parts No. III. clay, and 1 part Sturgeon Creek sand. Gave 

excellent red bricks, although they perhaps -would not be so good as No. 

3 where Point Douglas sand was employed. 
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(11.) 1 part No. III. clay and 1 part Sturgeon Creek sand. Gave 

good red bricks. 

(12.) 1 part No. II. clay, 2 parts No. III. clay, and If parts Point 

Douglas sand. One of the bricks, after soaking in water, cracked very 

slightly. There are two causes for this cracking, (1) the presence of 

the No. II. clay, and (2) too large a proportion of sand. 

(13.) 1 part No. I. clay, 1 part No. II. clay, and 2 parts Sturgeon 

Creek sand. Too calcareous and too much sand. Cracked after soaking 

in water. 
\ 

(14.) 3 parts No. I. clay and 1 part Douglas Point sand. In one case 

a slight tendency to crack ; too calcareous. 

In the manufacture of bricks at Fort Garry I should recommend the use 

of the least calcareous clay (No. III.), together with Point Douglas sand ; 

the sand forming about $ to i of the mixture (supposing the clay to be dry.) 

If No. III. cannot be obtained in sufficient quantity, and the more cal¬ 

careous clays have to be resorted to, either I. or IV. is preferable to 

No. II. Point Douglas, or similar sand, also, should be used (a of the 

mixture say in the case of IV., and iV to i of the mixture in the case of 

No. I., supposing the clay to be dry.) 

While I recommend these proportions for trial, I think it quite possible 

that they may have to be slightly altered. Trials on the large scale and 

time, will alone decide this.* 

, It is evident that in the attempts to make bricks at Fort Garry the insufficient 

burning has not been properly attended to ; for while the clays are allburmng" 

“ red-burning clays,” the memorandum accompanying them speaks of the 

bricks obtained from them as being white, showing that the temperature 

had not in any case been high enough. 

Bricks, to be of good quality, must be thoroughly burnt. Those made 

from precisely the same clays will vary very considerably in appearance, 

as well as in strength and durability, according to the heat to which they 

have been subjected. 

BERNARD J. HARRINGTON. 

Montreal, May, 1873. 

ANALYSES OF SERPENTINE FROM ABBITIBBE 

and Green Mineral from Carboniferous Conglomerate New Brunswick. 

The serpentine from an island in Lake Abbitibbe, mentioned page 6 and 

partly described by Mr. McOuat on page 128 of the present report, has since 

been more fully examined. It has a hardness of a little over 4 and specific 

gravity of 2.77. When treated with a mixture of equal parts of sulphuric 

* The small bricks above describe 1 are exhibited in the Geological Survey Museum. 
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acicl and water it is almost instantaneously decomposed. Little black 

grains were left with the silica and found to consist of chromic iron. 

Analysis gave, 
Silica. 38.48 
Alumina. 4.15 

Protoxide of iron . 9.24 
Magnesia . 35.73 

Oxide of nickel.28 
Chromic iron.51 

Loss on ignition. 11.60 

99.99 

An examination of the green mineral in the Lower Carboniferous 

conglomerate at Harvey, N.B., and mentioned on pages 6 and 184, 

has also been made. It has a hardness of about 3 and specific gravity of 

2.75. The colour is leek-green and the lustre dull,—in places sub-resi¬ 

nous. Before the blowpipe it whitens and fuses on the edges to a glassy 

white enamel. Sulphuric acid decomposes it, but only partially. 

Analysis gave, 
Silica.  66.84 
Alumina. 19.66 
Peroxide cf iron. 2.12 
Lime.  34 

Magnesia.60 
Potash .    3.54 
Soda.     06 

Loss on ignition. 5.66 

98.82 

From the above it will be seen that this mineral resembles pyrophyllite 

in some of its characters. It is, however, harder and contains a larger 

quantity of alkalies and less alumina. Judging from its appearance and 

hardness, it might readily be mistaken for serpentine. 

Calculated as protoxide. 
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